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About  
Startup Genome

About the Global  
Entrepreneurship Network

Startup Genome is the world-leading policy advisory and research organization 
for governments and public-private partnerships committed to accelerating the 
success of their startup ecosystems. We have advised more than 100 clients across 
more than 40 countries.

Startup Genome’s mission is to accelerate startup success and ecosystem 
performance	everywhere,	working	together	with	global	thought	leaders	to	define	
and execute robust policies and programs that drive lasting change. Our impact 
is rooted in over a decade of independent research with data on more than a 
million companies across 150 cities.

Join us and boost startup success, economic growth, and job creation in your 
region. Follow our work at startupgenome.com and follow the company on 
LinkedIn and Twitter.

The Global Entrepreneurship Network operates a platform of projects and 
programs in 180+ countries aimed at making it easier for anyone, anywhere to 
start and scale a business.

By fostering deeper cross-border collaboration and initiatives between 
entrepreneurs, investors, researchers, policymakers and entrepreneurial support 
organizations, GEN works to fuel healthier start and scale ecosystems that create 
more jobs, educate individuals, accelerate innovation and strengthen economic 
growth.

GEN’s comprehensive global footprint of national operations and global verticals 
in policy, research and programs ensures members have uncommon access to 
the most relevant knowledge, networks, communities and programs relative to 
size of economy, maturity of ecosystem, language, culture, geography and more.

https://startupgenome.com/
http://startupgenome.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/startupgenome-
https://twitter.com/startupgenome
https://www.genglobal.org/
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MaRS Discovery District; 
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City of Helsinki
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Everyday investors, journalists, founders, and the global business community turn to Crunchbase for information on startups and 
the people behind them.

Provides data-driven intelligence on high-growth companies.

A	global	non-profit	organization	on	a	mission	to	unlock	the	potential	of	deep	technologies	to	solve	the	world’s	toughest	challenges	
by highlighting, empowering and connecting the most promising deeptech entrepreneurs across the globe with the right enablers. 
They bring together a community of actors to facilitate collaboration between entrepreneurs, industries and investors in order to 
propel innovation from the lab to the market.

TNW is a global digital brand that informs, inspires and connects people who love tech, through media, events, and spaces. Primarily 
known for its media outlet and award-winning tech events, TNW also incorporates a co-working label, a global start-up database, 
and delivers custom innovation programs to corporates and governments.

Provides actionable advice on private capital challenges. Combining rigorous academic approaches with real world industry expertise, 
our expert team focuses on complex, customized projects that require thorough analysis, whether quantitative or qualitative in 
nature, to help our clients assess or design strategies,  improve performance, and chart winning strategies for the future.

Empowers ambitious tech entrepreneurs through growth programmes, digital entrepreneurship skills, a visa scheme for 
exceptional talent and by championing the UK digital sector through data, stories and media campaigns.

Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2021

About Our Global Partners

https://startupgenome.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/
https://dealroom.co/
https://hello-tomorrow.org/
https://thenextweb.com/
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https://technation.io/
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Africa

• Adenike Adeyemi, Executive Director, Fate Foundation 
(Nigeria)

Asia

• Edwin Chow, Asst. CEO & Director, Enterprise 
Singapore	(Singapore)

• Jang Young Seung, CEO, Seoul Business Agency (South 
Korea)

• Wensheng Wu,	General	Manager,	GEI	(China)

• Jitendra Kumar, Managing Director, Bangalore 
Bioinnovation	Centre	(Karnataka)

Europe

• Gerard Grech,	CEO,	Tech	Nation	(fka	Tech	City	UK)	
(United	Kingdom)

• Constantijn Van Oranje-Nassau, Envoy, TechLeap 
(The	Netherlands)

• Darja Isaksson,	Director	General,	Vinnova	(Sweden)

• Ruben Nieuwenhuis, Co-Founder, StartupAmsterdam, 
The Netherlands

• Santtu von Bruun,	 Vice-Director	 of	 Economic	
Development, City of Helsinki, Greater Helsinki 
(Finland)

The Policy Forum is made up of leading ecosystem development experts from our Members across the world, with a mix of officials from different 
levels of government and leaders of public/private innovation and ecosystem development agencies.

Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2021

Global Innovation Policy Forum

• Johannes Velling, Deputy Head of Department, 
Ministry of Economy, Innovation, Digitization and 
Energy	(Germany)

• Zekeriya Costu, General Manager National Technology, 
Ministry	of	Industry	and	Technology	(Turkey)

Latin America

• Felipe Matos, President, Brazilian Startup Association 
(Brazil)

• Rocio Fonseca Chamorro,	Chief	Innovation	Officer,	
CORFO - Chilean Economic Development Agency 
(Chile)

https://startupgenome.com/
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Middle East & North Africa

• Sharon Landes-Fischer,	CEO,	Tel	Aviv	Global	(Israel)

• Sagi Dagan,	VP	Growth,	Israel	Innovation	Authority	
(Israel)

• Fabian Vandenreydt, Advisor to the Chairman, Abu 
Dhabi	Global	Market	(Abu	Dhabi)

• Saleh Al-Rashid,	Governor,	Monshaat	(Riyadh)

North America

• Cheryll Watson, Forum Co-Chair, Former Head of 
Innovate	Edmonton	(Canada)

• Justin Kreamer,	Senior	Vice	President,	New	York	City	
Economic	Development	Corporation,	(United	States)

• Francis Bilodeau, Senior Assistant Deputy Minister, 
ISED	(Canada)

• Dan Herman, Co-founder MyJupiter Inc. and former 
Head of Strategy, Innovation Canada

• Chandra Briggman, President/CEO, Activation Capital 
(United	States)

• Mark Anthony Thomas, President, Pittsburgh Regional 
Alliance	(United	States)

• Jonathan Ortmans, President, Global Entrepreneurship 
Network

• Iain Klugman, Executive Advisor to CEO Communitech 
& Strategic Advisor to Health Canada

• Carolyn Hull, General Manager of the Economic and 
Workforce Development, City of Los Angeles (Los 
Angeles)

• Anne Bermonte, Director, Ontario Ministry of 
Economic	Development	(Ontario)

Oceania

• Kate Cornick,	CEO,	LaunchVic	(Australia)

• Vic Crone,	CEO	at	Callaghan	Innovation	(New	Zealand)

https://startupgenome.com/
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Note From A Founder

JF GAUTHIER 
Founder and CEO of Startup Genome

Rarely has it felt so good to be wrong. Like other business 
leaders around the world, in spring 2020 I feared Covid-
19 would cripple startup ecosystems and the crucial 
innovations brewing everywhere. But governments 
swept	in	with	new	policies	and	financial	support	faster	
and	more	effectively	than	we	could	have	imagined.	The	
same	was	true	with	funding.	Where	at	first	venture	capital	
started to stutter, soon it grew—even surged—in sectors 
where the pandemic underscored new opportunities 
or tremendous need. As startups helped doctors treat 
homebound patients, teachers reach students, and small 
businesses continue to operate, it became glaringly 
obvious that founders would be critical to global resilience 
and recovery.

While the pandemic couldn’t diminish startup energy, 
it	did	loosen	Silicon	Valley’s	grip	on	it.	That’s	something	
we’ve all been working toward and need to celebrate! 
For decades, as the Bay Area soaked up tech talent, it 
dramatically drove up cost of living and salaries and 

made space the scarcest resource. Once the physical 
constraints	of	 living	near	 the	office	were	 removed,	
experienced	talent	from	the	Valley	dispersed	around	
the globe, reducing the strain on real estate. Cheaper 
and more available space is great for founders who 
continue to launch in the Bay Area. And the region’s net 
out-migration is populating other startup ecosystems 
with the expertise and global relationships they need to 
grow even faster.

Those resources are turning up in cities and countries on 
six continents, where they are joined by record infusions 
of venture capital and a tech industry that is growing 
at its fastest rate since 1999—but with much stronger 
fundamentals. Big rounds this year and last are boosting 
Latin America’s expanding herd of young unicorns. Africa 
welcomed its fourth unicorn in March, and opportunities 
for growth swell along with that continent’s population, 
which is expected to reach nearly 2.5 billion by 2050. 

https://startupgenome.com/
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The democratization of startups began before Covid. 
Now, with digitalization greatly accelerated by the 
pandemic, geographic constraints are largely gone. 
Among my most exciting, gratifying experiences has been 
watching	the	world	map	fill	up	with	startup	hotspots	and	
welcoming new ecosystems onto our rankings and into 
our programs. This year we are creating continental 
sections to further shine the spotlight on these emerging 
regions.

As our global community of founders becomes larger and 
more diverse, the challenges we face also are growing. 
Our greatest responsibility is to take on climate change, 
which threatens the survival of our planet. In his book 
How to Avoid a Climate Disaster: The Solutions We Have 
and the Breakthroughs We Need, Bill Gates talks about 
an innovation gap in developing solutions to climate 
change. But if we were to scale most existing green 
technologies we could reach, or almost reach, our net-
zero goal. Therein lies the bigger problem: the Cleantech 
Scaleup Gap. That is the failure, so far, to scale all but a 
few Cleantech startups.

In response, Startup Genome has partnered with 
others to launch Entrepreneurship For Climate	(E4C),	a	
movement uniting entrepreneurs, startup ecosystems, 
funders, and policymakers to solve the four biggest 
challenges to scaling  Cleantech startups so they achieve 
massive impact all around the world. The emphasis is on 

developing nations, which are disproportionately hurt 
by climate change. 

I invite you to join us as we unite around this challenge. 
We are, for example, working with our member 
governments to enact demand-side policies—aligned 
across many cities and countries—that create a global 
commercialization	path	for	the	most	effective	ready-to-
scale technologies. That, in turn, will create global leaders 
rather than simply increase the number of parallel small 
experiments, as supply-side policies tend to do. 

Part of our mandate, as entrepreneurs and supporters of 
startups, is to be more inclusive, to spread the wealth, and 
to assume responsibility for addressing climate change, 
lack of diversity, and other urgent global challenges. 
The pandemic spared—and then spurred—the startup 
economy. Now it is time for the startup economy to apply 
its strength and ingenuity to the world’s most pressing 
problems.

https://startupgenome.com/
https://startupgenome.com/e4c-movement
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A Word From GEN

Despite a global pandemic, we are seeing progress in 
the democratization of entrepreneurship. Startups are 
launching and thriving, and ecosystems are maturing 
across every continent. Cities like Tokyo, Philadelphia, 
and Toronto are rising rapidly in the ranking of Top 30 
Ecosystems.	Others	are	joining	it	for	the	first	time.	The	
progress is exciting: an inspiration to continue the hard 
work of removing barriers in more ecosystems around 
the world.

At the Global Entrepreneurship Network	(GEN),	building	
and strengthening nascent startup ecosystems— a global 
“rise of the rest,” if you will—is our raison d’etre. When 
we started our work nearly 20 years ago we sought to 
shift the discussion from small business to new business, 
the most reliable job creator, and to elevate attention 
to entrepreneurship. Now we see new ecosystems and 
communities maturing every day, empowered from the 
bottom-up by communities and programs that make 
it easier for anyone, anywhere, to start and scale a 

company. Governments are prioritizing entrepreneurs; 
and community leaders and policymakers are working 
side-by-side to shape policies and programs that support 
founders, stimulate innovation, and create jobs. 

Movement in the rankings of the Top 100 Emerging 
Ecosystems	is	evidence	that	these	efforts	are	working.	
This report shows that the number of ecosystems 
generating	in	excess	of	$4	billion	in	Ecosystem	Value	has	
more than doubled in the past four years. Meanwhile, 
91 ecosystems created at least one unicorn in 2020, 
with	unicorns	emerging	for	the	first	time	in	Mexico	City,	
Montevideo	(Uruguay),	Dallas,	Houston,	Busan	(South	
Korea),	and	Pune	(India).

While the pandemic increased stress on many 
communities, industries, and value chains, it also put the 
spotlight on entrepreneurs as powerful economic drivers 
comfortable with uncertainty. The public and private 
sectors closely collaborated on solutions to pandemic-

Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2021

JONATHAN ORTMANS 
Founder and President, Global 
Entrepreneurship	Network	(GEN)

https://startupgenome.com/
https://www.genglobal.org/
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induced challenges. Massive job loss was paired with 
record rates of entrepreneurship as innovators adapted 
or pivoted their businesses to address challenges head-on 
and capitalize on fast-emerging opportunities. At the 
same time, governments expedited decision-making to 
provide emergency support to businesses that badly 
needed a reboot.

Looking forward, leaders are drawing on such lessons 
to rethink traditional approaches to economic growth 
in favor of more innovative, inclusive systems. They are 
studying the support systems that help entrepreneurs—
particularly those from underrepresented groups—start 
and scale new companies. Some are doubling down 
on policies and programs to encourage the growth of 
resilient, inclusive economies in which founders are key 
players. Future editions of the Global Startup Ecosystem 
Report will document which regions do this best.  

Through its diligence monitoring ecosystem trends, 
the extraordinary team at Startup Genome performs 
a	task	of	utmost	importance	to	all	in	this	field.	I	invite	
our readers—whether you are a founder, investor, 
policymaker, or ecosystem builder—to join us as we 
level	the	playing	field	for	entrepreneurs	everywhere.

https://startupgenome.com/
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State Of The Global Startup Economy

In March 2020 startups’ prospects looked bleak. 
Consumer demand had cratered. Travel ceased. 
Struggling	businesses	shed	workers	or	closed.	Global	VC	
spending	dropped	17%	in	the	first	quarter	compared	to	
the preceding one, with the number of rounds down 5%, 
according to Crunchbase. In China alone the number of 
venture rounds plunged 74% in just two months.

Then everything changed. Covid-19, which made rapid 
adopters of us all, slashed a bright line between how we 
once lived and how we will live. It is a line across which 
entrepreneurs are uniquely positioned to ferry us. That 
is why, for many economies, startups are leading the 
way back to economic vitality.

The pandemic—dire for humans—has been fuel to 
technology’s	fire.	Last	year	Internet	capacity	rose	35%,	
reports	 market-research	 firm	 Telegeography.	 Global	
broadband	traffic	in	the	fourth	quarter	increased	more	
than 51% over the previous year: a combination of more 

subscribers using more data during Covid-19, according 
to	 OpenVault,	 which	 tracks	 broadband	 consumption.	
Global e-commerce shot up to $26.7 trillion, according 
to the United Nations, with countries like the Republic 
of Korea, the United Kingdom, and China experiencing 
especially dramatic spikes. The number of people buying 
food and household items online grew an average 30% 
worldwide.

Businesses, meanwhile, pivoted to remote work, with a 
corresponding bump in productivity of 3.1%, according 
to Goldman Sachs. Companies also sped up digitization 
of customer and supply-chain operations by three to 
four years, reports McKinsey & Company.

Investors surged into these and other opportunities. In 
the	 first	 half	 of	 2020	 venture	 funding	worldwide	was	
$148	billion.	In	the	first	half	of	2021	it	had	soared	95%	
to $288 billion, with increases at every stage, according 
to	Crunchbase.	Startups	also	are	benefiting	from	new	

https://startupgenome.com/
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investment channels, including democratizing startups 
like Robinhood; crowdfunding; and special purchase 
acquisition companies. (Although some increasingly 
are	skeptical	of	SPACs.)	

The term “unicorn”—an indicator of extreme rarity—is 
becoming a misnomer. As of August there were more 
than 800 startups around the world with valuations 
above $1billion, for a cumulative valuation in excess 
of $2.6 trillion, according to CB Insights. Just between 
October 2020 and June 2021 their number rose 43%. 
Although U.S. companies dominated, China, Canada, 
India, Germany, Israel, the United Kingdom, and France 
produced	between	7	and	10	unicorns	in	the	first	half	of	
2021,	according	to	Crunchbase.	Meanwhile,	VC-backed	

exits are smoking hot. Startup Genome’s data show a 
20% year-over-year growth in the dollar value of exits 
in startups globally. 

For entrepreneurial ecosystems, 2021 is turning out to 
be a year of remarkable growth and productivity. And 
the dispersal of success—already underway before the 
pandemic—has only accelerated.

Hot Spots Everywhere

As far back as 1982 cities around the world—from Hong 
Kong to Bangalore-Karnataka to Xenia, Ohio—clamored 
for	 the	mantel	 of	 “next	 Silicon	 Valley.”	While	 the	 Bay	

Area remains the pole star for tech entrepreneurs—
attracting	more	than	a	third	of	U.S.-based	VC	money	in	
the	first	quarter,	according	to	Pitchbook—a	constellation	
of global cities and regions competes in brightness. 

Increasingly, the rise of the rest is a global phenomenon. 
The	 amount	 of	 venture	 capital	 flowing	 into	 U.S.	
companies in 2020 was down to 51% from 84% in 2004, 
according	to	the	National	Venture	Capital	Association.	
The rest of that money went globetrotting. Asia, in 
particular, has been strong. In China, which began its 
pandemic recovery relatively quickly, investments rose 
steadily,	 reaching	 more	 than	 $37	 billion	 in	 the	 first	
five	months	 of	 2021,	 according	 to	GlobalData.	 Indian	
startups	raised	$12.1	billion	in	the	first	half	of	this	year,	

https://startupgenome.com/
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Venture	 Intelligence	 reports.	 As	 of	 August,	 India	 had	
spawned 24 unicorns in 2021—including six in just four 
days in April.

Funding for Latin American and African startups also is at 
record highs. Led by Fintech, Latin American companies 
raised	around	$6	billion	in	the	first	half	of	2021,	a	51%	
increase over the total in 2020, reports the Association 
for Private Capital Investment in Latin America. African 
startups, meanwhile, are projected to raise as much 
as $2.8 billion this year, with Nigeria and Kenya the 
epicenters, according to tech ecosystem accelerator 
AfricArena. Projections put African investment at more 
than $10 billion by 2025.

While funding around the world rose, the share received 
by women-led companies fell: down 27% in 2020 over 
2019, according to Crunchbase. In better news, funding 
for Black founders in the United States—while still 
small—quadrupled	 in	 the	first	half	of	2021,	driven	by	
an energized racial-justice movement.

More broadly, between 2018 and 2020 the 
democratization of technology funding created more 
than $540 billion in value in the 100 emerging ecosystems 
identified	 by	 Startup	 Genome.	 That’s	 a	 55%	 increase	
over the 2017 to 2019 period. Total early-stage funding 
in those regions was nearly $28 billion, compared to 
around $17 billion the year before. Among Startup 

Genome’s 100 top ecosystems, 91 boasted a unicorn in 
2020. 

The following charts show the amount of total funding 
and exits in the top 100 global ecosystems over the 
last three years. While total funding and exit values 
have increased globally, the composition of the top 
performers is slowly changing. North America retains 
the largest share overall. But Asia and MENA are 
experiencing increases in their share of global funding 
and exits year-over-year.

Money	 is	 not	 the	 only	 resource	 flowing	 into	 global	
ecosystems. Silicon	Valley experienced a net outward 
migration of technology and managerial talent, driven 
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by both Covid-19 and an astronomically priced real-
estate market. During the pandemic the number of 
people leaving overall rose 30%, according to a study 
by the California Policy Lab. Some—but not all—of 
those people are coming back; and the exodus from 
most other tech hubs proved temporary. Still, the 
forced adoption of remote work during the pandemic 
spotlighted the potential for companies everywhere to 
access a global workforce. 

And, yes, despite the boom for startups and growth 
companies, the Big Five got even bigger. With an assist 
from the pandemic, Alphabet, Amazon, Apple, Facebook, 
and Google achieved a collective market cap exceeding 
$8 trillion. Entrepreneurs hoping to mine personal gold 
from those spectacularly rich hills may be out of luck. As 
of August, Crunchbase had reported just 12 acquisitions 
of entrepreneurial companies by the behemoths.

All Industries Are Tech Industries
In most industries digitalization has been accelerating 
for	decades.	Covid	floored	it.	

Some	activities—ordering	food	with	an	app,	facing	off	
in online games, taking remote classes—people simply 
did more often. But other applications—among them, 
remote	 health	 monitoring,	 online	 fitness	 programs,	
and virtual events—attracted large audiences for the 
first	time.	In	the	B-to-B	world,	manufacturers	and	other	

companies with vulnerable workforces and supply 
chains sought to inoculate themselves with technology 
against further disruption. 

Life Sciences—particularly telemedicine--emerged as 
one of the sweetest spots, with utilization 38 times 
higher than pre-Covid-19 and soaring investment, 
according to McKinsey. Startups whose products let 
patients draw their own blood or enable doctors to 
conduct remote ear exams are among those reinventing 
the house call. With more work performed and lives 
lived online, Cybersecurity startups prospered. Edtech 
and Gaming—both in decline as recently as 2019—
experienced	significant	increases	in	Series	A	funding.

And Covid isn’t the only crisis spurring innovation and 
behavioral change. Cleantech is on the rise as individuals 
and governments absorb the dire message of August’s 
U.N. climate report. The United States, Canada, the 
United Kingdom, and South Korea are among those 
countries that have committed to make dramatic 
inroads against global warming. With relatively few 
Cleantech unicorns, opportunities for startups abound. 
Around 35% of cumulative emission reduction by 2070 
will emerge from technologies currently in prototype or 
demonstration phases, according to the International 
Energy Agency. Technologies not yet commercially 
deployed at scale will account for another 40%.

Deep Tech—the innovation-rich, science-and-
engineering-based sector with the greatest world-

changing potential—remains the fastest riser, 
accounting for about 30% of capital invested in tech 
globally since 2015. That’s good news for the thousands 
of startups that will leverage revolutions in things like 
AI & Big Data and Advanced Manufacturing & Robotics 
to	 build	 their	 own	 offerings.	 Startup	 ecosystems	
often cluster around universities, hospitals, and 
other	 research	organizations	 that	 spin	off	 intellectual	
property. Even with the pandemic, such institutions—
as well as private companies—were in overdrive last 
year, with worldwide patent applications up 4% over 
2019: the highest number ever, according to the World 
Intellectual Property Organization. For the second 
consecutive	year,	China	was	the	most	prolific	filer.

Critical Policies For Global Startup 
Ecosystems
Governments increasingly have been paving the bumpy 
terrain	 for	 entrepreneurs.	 Those	 efforts	 accelerated	
during the pandemic, as countries sought to protect 
not only small businesses—vulnerable because of their 
size—but also startups, which are vulnerable because 
of their youth.

The European Union, with anxious eyes on the United 
States and China, recently proposed a set of rules to 
encourage tech startups across its member countries. 
The rules deal with issues like stock options and 
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immigration as well as more prosaic concerns, such as 
streamlining the legal process for creating a business to 
just one day. In February, Spain unveiled a 10-year plan 
covering around 50 measures that range from reducing 
regulations to retaining talent. A month later, Germany 
launched the $12 billion Future Fund, an equity fund to 
support innovative tech companies as they scale.

African countries have been rolling out their own 
Startup Acts for several years, with tax breaks, grants, 
and policies that—for example—provide founders with 
financial	 support	 during	 their	 startups’	 infancies.	 In	
December, Kenya introduced a bill that, among other 
things, establishes a National Innovation Agency to 
foster partnerships among startups, incubators, and 
investors. Ethiopia’s proposed version covers everything 
from streamlining processes to increasing foreign 
investment to covering fees for registering intellectual 
property.

Such policy changes are everywhere. Brazil recently 
passed a law to shore up the legal framework for starting 
a business. India is partnering with accelerators to 
provide as many as 300 early-stage tech startups with 
funding, mentorship, and other resources. Last year 
Victoria,	Australia	launched	a	$2	billion	fund	to	drive	a	
decade’s worth of investment in Life Sciences, Advanced 
Manufacturing, Cleantech and other sector startups.

Rarely in living memory have individuals, societies, and 
governments been so aware of startups’ importance 

to our personal lives and economic well-being. Around 
the world conditions for entrepreneurship are getting 
better and better. As digital infrastructures improve, 
capital	flows	surge,	and	skilled	virtual	workforces	rise,	
founders someday will be able to start and funders 
to invest almost anywhere. Even now, the choices are 
legion.
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Rankings 2021: Top 30 And Runners-Up
Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2021

Key Findings
• Despite	a	turbulent	year,	the	same	five	global	startup	

ecosystems from 2020 remain at the top of our 
rankings. Silicon	Valley is #1 followed by New York 
City and London, which for two consecutive years have 
tied for #2. Beijing is #4. Boston is  #5. 

• This year’s top performers excel in the Talent & 
Experience Success Factors. Places like New York City, 
London, and Boston are able to attract high-quality 
tech talent to their ecosystems.

• North America continues to dominate the Global 
Rankings, with 50% of the Top 30 ecosystems in this 
region. Asia is next with 27%. Europe has 17%. 

• Tokyo is the sole new entrant to the Top 10, moving 
up six places to #9. The primary driver: an increase in 
successful exits contributing to a growth in Ecosystem 

Value.	Three	other	ecosystems	also	climbed	the	ranks.	
Shenzhen broke into the Top 20, at #19. Philadelphia 
moved up an impressive 15 spots, rising from #43 last 
year to #28 this year. Salt Lake-Provo entered the Top 
30, at #30.

• Aside from Tokyo and Philadelphia, this year’s biggest 
movers are Toronto-Waterloo (up to #14 from #18 in 
2020)	and	Seoul	(up	to	#16	from	#20).

• Two entrants joined our Runners-Up list: Research 
Triangle (the Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill area of North 
Carolina,	in	the	United	States)	and	Dublin,	Ireland.

The Most Comprehensive 
Research On Startup Ecosystems 
Globally
Startup Genome’s coverage is growing. Our analysis 
expanded from 60 ecosystems in 2018 to nearly 
300 in 2020. That has allowed us to rank the top 40 
global startup ecosystems as well as 100 emerging 
startup ecosystems.

Our expanded list of ecosystems now includes 
regions that have traditionally received less 
coverage, including Central Asia, the Middle East, 
Africa, and Latin America. Our ranking of emerging 
ecosystems considers places that—while not yet 
giants—play a growing role in the global economy.

https://startupgenome.com/
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Ranking Performance Funding Connectedness Market Reach Knowledge Talent
Silicon Valley #1 10 10 10 10 10 10
New York City #2 (tie) 10 10 10 10 5 10

London #2 (tie) 9 10 10 10 7 9
Beijing #4 10 9 5 9 10 10
Boston #5 9 9 9 9 5 10

Los Angeles #6 9 10 3 9 7 9
Tel Aviv #7 8 9 8 10 4 8

Shanghai #8 10 7 1 9 10 9
Tokyo #9 8 9 1 8 9 9

Seattle #10 9 7 7 8 7 8
Washington DC #11 7 7 6 8 1 8

Paris #12 6 8 9 6 1 8
Amsterdam-Delta #13 6 6 9 7 1 7
Toronto-Waterloo #14 (tie) 5 8 7 3 2 6

Chicago #14 (tie) 5 6 6 6 1 7
Seoul #16 6 5 9 5 10 5

Stockholm #17 (tie) 7 6 5 7 3 6
Singapore #17 (tie) 4 8 6 6 1 5
Shenzhen #19 8 5 1 1 9 7

Austin #20 4 5 7 5 7 6
San Diego #21 5 3 1 7 6 7

Berlin #22 2 7 10 1 1 5
Bangalore-Karnataka #23 5 8 8 1 8 3

Sydney #24 4 4 8 5 1 4
Hangzhou #25 8 1 1 1 9 6

Atlanta #26 3 2 2 5 1 5
Denver-Boulder #27 1 4 5 3 4 4

Philadelphia #28 3 3 1 6 1 4
Vancouver #29 6 3 4 1 2 3

Salt Lake-Provo #30 7 1 1 7 1 1
Dallas #31 (tie) 2 1 1 4 3 2

Hong Kong #31 (tie) 1 2 1 8 1 2
Montreal #31 (tie) 3 1 1 1 1 2

Munich #31 (tie) 1 3 7 1 3 1
Sao Paulo #31 (tie) 3 4 4 1 1 3

Bern-Geneva #36 (tie) 1 1 5 1 1 1
Delhi #36 (tie) 2 6 1 1 1 1

Dublin #36 (tie) 1 1 3 1 1 3
Melbourne #36 (tie) 1 1 4 2 1 2

Research Triangle #36 (tie) 1 1 1 1 1 4

Factors are tiered from 10-1

31-35 and 36-40 are in alphabetical order

Global Startup Ecosystem 
Ranking (Top 30 + Runners-Up)
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Ecosystem Assessment And 
Reporting
Developing ecosystems can be a fuzzy process. 
Working with 300 partners, we turned it into a 
science. Without reliable benchmarks or data, 
innovation policies and programs often fail to 
produce the expected economic impact. Our 
leading entrepreneurship and startup ecosystem 
assessment methodologies guide policy executives 
toward sound decisions that produce more talent, 
startups, and scaleups.

North America continues to dominate the Global 
Rankings, with 50% of the Top 30 ecosystems in this 
region. Asia is next with 27% and has the potential to 
catch up with North America as evidenced by the steady 
growth	in	exit	value.	Exits	in	the	first	half	of	2021	alone	
total over $423.5 billion.

Leaders 
The top seven global ecosystems have remained the 
same for three consecutive years. Each leader is worth 
at	least	$110	billion	in	Ecosystem	Value,	with	a	median	of	
$157 billion. In aggregate, the seven leaders account for 
an	Ecosystem	Value	of	over	$2.2	trillion,	up	half	a	trillion	

dollars from last year. In comparison, the remaining 
top ecosystems, in aggregate, are worth $942 billion in 
Ecosystem	Value.	

London remains a vibrant and growing tech hub. Its 
position at #2, shoulder-to-shoulder with New York City, 
largely derives from extremely strong performance in 
Funding, Connectedness, and Access to Talent. Los 
Angeles, previously tied at #6 with Tel Aviv, edged 
ahead this year with an improvement in Funding and 
Exit Activity, which exceeded $50 million. Tel Aviv, at 
#7, continues strong, appearing in the top tier across 
nearly all our Success Factors: Performance, Funding, 
Experience, Connectedness, and Market Reach.

https://startupgenome.com/
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Major Hubs And Rising Ecosystems
Tokyo has risen steadily over the years. In 2019 it was 
a Runner-Up; in 2020 it breached the Top 30; and this 
year it is #9. Tokyo excels in the Funding, Experience, 
and Knowledge Factors.

Asian ecosystems continue to show substantial progress. 
Seoul jumped to #20 in 2020 and this year landed at #16, 
thanks to strength in the Knowledge, Performance, and 
Experience Factors. Shenzhen and Hangzhou, in China, 
are following a similar trajectory. Shenzhen is #19 this 
year, up 28 spots from 2019, buoyed by substantial 
improvements in Connectedness and Market Reach. 
Hangzhou, which in 2019 was in the 50s, rose a whopping 

37 spots to #25. Another Chinese ecosystem, Shanghai, 
remains strong at #8, a rank it has held for three 
consecutive years.

A few ecosystems are back stronger after a slight dip in 
the 2020 rankings. Toronto-Waterloo rose four spots 
to #14 based on gains in Performance, Funding, and 
Experience. Bangalore-Karnataka, at #23, improved 
enough in Funding, Connectedness, and Knowledge to 
return	to	the	Top	25	after	briefly	slipping	out.	Sydney 
dropped a few spots in 2020; but this year it is back up 
to #24.

Some U.S. ecosystems, such as San Diego and Washington, 
D.C., have held steady in the global rankings. Philadelphia 
got a big boost, thanks largely to its strong Life Sciences 

ecosystem. However, a few mid-tier U.S. ecosystems 
risk falling behind as some of their global counterparts 
experience	an	influx	of	investment	and	international	
interest. Chicago, Austin, Atlanta, Seattle, and Denver-
Boulder—while still in the Top 40—need to pick up the 
pace with investment and policy decisions that support 
tech entrepreneurs. In Europe, Berlin previously showed 
promising growth and remains in the Top 30. But this 
year it has been overtaken by other startup ecosystems 
with higher growth.

Top 30 And Runners-Up
As in 2020, six countries boast two or more top startup 
ecosystems. The United States has 15 of the top startup 
ecosystems: one more than last year. China, India, 
Canada, Germany, and Australia all maintained their 
top ecosystems.

This	year’s	Runners-Up	(#31	to	#40)	include	Dublin	and	
the Research Triangle, which moved up the ranks; and 
São Paulo, which fell out of the Top 30. Other Runners-Up 
that have experienced impressive growth are Montreal, 
Dallas, and Delhi. Those ecosystems have seen an increase 
in early-stage funding, positioning them to become top 
performers. To the extent Runners-Up display gaps, it is 
generally in the Performance, Knowledge, and Experience 
Factors.
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Understanding The Model: Why You 
Should Care About Measuring Your 
Startup Ecosystem
The goal of the Global Startup Ecosystem Report is to 
answer three key questions asked by founders, investors, 
and policymakers around the globe:

• Where are the world’s top-performing ecosystems: 
the places early-stage startups have the best shot at 
building global success?

• Why are some ecosystems rising while others lag? 

• How can ecosystems increase their chances of winning 
in the global startup revolution?

Startup Genome began in 2011 as a research project with 
Steve Blank, the father of the Customer Development 
Methodology, and Prof. Chuck Eesley at Stanford 
University. Since then we have been on a mission to codify 
and understand the Success Factors of ecosystems so 
that more places can create and capture value generated 
by the global startup revolution.

We have made—and continue to make—tremendous 
progress. This report represents by far the deepest and 
most comprehensive startup ecosystem research ever 
done by Startup Genome, the Global Entrepreneurship 
Network,	and	our	field	in	general.	Among	other	things,	
this year’s report has:

• Nearly doubled the number of ecosystems studied 
since our last published rankings. This year we 
assessed more than 275 ecosystems across more than 
100 countries to rank both the 40 top performing and 
also the 100 top emerging ecosystems. This expansion 
allowed us to cover more ecosystems in Africa and 
Latin America.

• Published	our	first	ranking	of	the	Top	100	Emerging	
Ecosystems, which follow the Top 40 in terms of 
performance. For the emerging ecosystems we 
weighted	Success	Factors	slightly	differently	than	for	the	
top performers, emphasizing Factors that contribute 
most to ecosystems that are just beginning to grow. 
(For more information, please see Methodology.)

• Incorporated into our model several real-time data 
sources, including Google Trends (to track public 
discourse	on	startups);	GitHub	 (to	 identify	active	
programmers);	and	Meetup	(to	measure	the	number	
and	frequency	of	local	tech	events).

Beyond the ranking, Startup Genome’s broader 
Ecosystem Assessment Framework includes more than 
100 metrics, which comprehensively capture and assess 
those Factors driving startup performance. For the 2021 
rankings, we measured six Success Factors. (For more 
information,	please	see	Methodology.)	They	are:

• Performance

• Funding

• Market Reach

• Talent & Experience

• Connectedness

• Knowledge

We began this section with three strategic questions 
related to identifying the most fertile ground for startups 
and how governments can help founders grow businesses 
there. From those questions emerge others, all of which 
our Ecosystem Assessment Framework can help answer. 
For example:

For founders and startup executives:

• Where should I launch my tech startup to maximize 
my chances of success?

• Where	should	I	open	a	second	office?

• Where can I get the most bang for my buck in terms 
of startup costs?

For investors:

• Where do startups have the best odds of raising 
additional funding?

• Which high-performing ecosystems have a gap in 
experienced	local	investors	from	which	I	might	benefit?

For policymakers:

• How should I change local policies to support our 
startup	ecosystem	during	the	COVID-19	crisis?

https://startupgenome.com/
https://startupgenome.com/article/methodology-2021
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• How should I measure the progress of our startup 
ecosystem?

• What are the biggest gaps in our startup economy that 
we	should	address	first?

Key Concepts

Ranking

The ranking compares ecosystems based on where early-
stage startups will most likely build globally successful 
companies. 

Startup

Steve	Blank	defines	a	startup	as	a	“temporary	organization	
designed to search for a repeatable and scalable business 
model.”	We	use	this	definition	to	look	at	new	businesses	
in Sectors and Sub-Sectors that include Deep Tech, Life 
Sciences, and Cleantech.

Ecosystem

A cluster of startups and related entities that draw from 
a shared pool of resources and generally reside within 
a	60-mile	(100-kilometer)	radius	of	a	central	point	in	a	
particular region. The goal of the ecosystem is to launch 
and grow companies. 

Ecosystem Success Factor Model

Our principal analytical tool measures the dimensions 
that contribute to startup performance. Our rankings 
are based on six factors, highlighted in our Methodology 
section, as well as in each rankings section.

https://startupgenome.com/
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Silicon Valley 10 10 10
New York City 10 10 4

London 10 9 4
Beijing 9 10 10
Boston 10 9 5

Los Angeles 9 9 6
Tel Aviv 8 8 5

Shanghai 10 10 10
Tokyo 9 6 2

Seattle 8 8 9
Washington DC 8 5 8

Paris 4 8 1
Amsterdam-Delta 6 4 7
Toronto-Waterloo 7 3 6

Chicago 4 5 8
Seoul 5 6 5

Stockholm 6 7 7
Singapore 4 5 2
Shenzhen 7 9 5

Austin 4 3 8
San Diego 5 6 2

Berlin 2 6 3
Bangalore-Karnataka 1 8 10

Sydney 6 3 5
Hangzhou 7 8 6

Atlanta 3 4 4
Denver-Boulder 2 2 3

Philadelphia 6 3 1
Vancouver 4 5 10

Salt Lake-Provo 8 5 8
Dallas 5 2 3

Hong Kong 2 5 1
Montreal 7 1 7

Munich 3 2 7
Sao Paulo 2 8 2

Bern-Geneva 4 1 3
Delhi 1 7 10

Dublin 1 1 9
Melbourne 6 1 1

Research Triangle 1 2 8

PerformanceSuccess Factor Highlights

Performance
Key Findings

• Silicon	Valley still reigns when it comes to Ecosystem 
Value	creation	and	Exits.	Others—including	Shanghai, 
New York City, Boston, and London—grow stronger 
year over year. 

• Chinese ecosystems continue to excel at launching 
successful startups. These startups move to the next 
stage of funding with relative ease. 

• Runners-Up Salt-Lake-Provo, Wuxi, Guangzhou, and 
São Paulo are punching above their weight.

The Performance Success Factor Assesses:

• Ecosystem Value: the economic impact of the 
ecosystem, calculated as the total exit valuation and 
startup valuations over two-and-a-half-years

• Exits: the number of exits over $50 million and $1 
billion, as well as growth in the number of exits

• Startup Success: the number of successful startups 
in an ecosystem. Contributing metrics are early-stage 
success	(ratio	of	Series	B	to	Series	A	companies),	late-
stage success (ratio of Series C to Series A companies 
and	the	number	of	billion-dollar-club	startups),	and	
speed	to	exit	(IPO	and	other).
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Silicon Valley 10 10
New York City 10 10

London 10 10
Beijing 8 10
Boston 9 9

Los Angeles 10 9
Tel Aviv 9 9

Shanghai 7 9
Tokyo 9 8

Seattle 7 6
Washington DC 6 8

Paris 8 8
Amsterdam-Delta 7 7
Toronto-Waterloo 9 6

Chicago 6 7
Seoul 5 8

Singapore 8 7
Stockholm 6 4
Shenzhen 4 7

Austin 5 6
San Diego 4 3

Berlin 7 6
Bangalore-Karnataka 8 5

Sydney 4 4
Hangzhou 2 2

Atlanta 3 4
Denver-Boulder 5 3

Philadelphia 4 5
Vancouver 3 2

Salt Lake-Provo 1 3
Dallas 1 1

Hong Kong 2 6
Montreal 2 4

Munich 3 5
Sao Paulo 5 3

Bern-Geneva 3 1
Delhi 6 2

Dublin 2 2
Melbourne 1 1

Research Triangle 2 1

FundingFunding
Key Findings

• Paris, Singapore, and Amsterdam-Delta perform very 
well in Quality and Activity of Funding relative to their 
global rankings.

• Philadelphia, Salt Lake-Provo, and Sharjah show 
promise, with more experienced investors in their 
ecosystems.

• Toronto-Waterloo, Singapore, and Bangalore-
Karnataka perform strongly on Access.

The Funding Success Factor Assesses:

• Access:  a function of early-stage funding volume and 
growth

• Quality and Activity: the number of local investors; 
those investors’ experience (average years investing 
and	exit	ratio);	and	their	level	of	activity	(percentage	
of	investors	active	in	the	first	quarter	of	2021	and	the	
number	of	new	investors).
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Silicon Valley 10 10 10
New York City 10 9 10

London 5 10 10
Beijing 7 10 2
Boston 10 9 10

Los Angeles 10 8 10
Tel Aviv 1 10 10

Shanghai 7 9 2
Tokyo 6 7 6

Seattle 10 6 10
Washington DC 10 5 10

Paris 5 7 6
Amsterdam-Delta 2 8 6

Chicago 10 3 10
Toronto-Waterloo 4 6 6

Seoul 3 7 3
Stockholm 2 8 3
Singapore 1 8 6
Shenzhen 7 5 2

Austin 10 2 10
San Diego 10 4 10

Berlin 5 3 3
Bangalore-Karnataka 5 3 2

Sydney 3 6 10
Hangzhou 7 6 2

Atlanta 10 2 10
Denver-Boulder 10 1 10

Philadelphia 10 3 10
Vancouver 4 1 6

Salt Lake-Provo 10 4 10
Dallas 10 1 10

Hong Kong 1 9 2
Montreal 4 4 6

Munich 5 2 3
Sao Paulo 4 5 2

Bern-Geneva 2 7 4
Delhi 5 2 2

Dublin 1 5 6
Melbourne 3 4 10

Research Triangle 10 1 10

Market ReachMarket Reach
Key Findings

• Of the Top 30 ecosystems, seven score high for the 
presence of globally leading companies. Hong Kong, 
Estonia, and Singapore are catching up quickly, 
hatching more of these companies in their ecosystems.

• New York City, Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh perform 
well on both local and global Market Reach. 

• Many Chinese ecosystems appear to have stronger 
local than global Market Reach. The inverse is true in 
Japan.

The Market Reach Success Factor Assesses:

• Global Leading Companies: a function of scaleups 
and unicorns in the ecosystem. Measured in terms 
of the ratio of companies valued at over $1 billion 
to GDP; the ratio of $1 billion exits to GDP; and the 
ratio of large exits to funding (exits over $50 million 
to	Series	A	rounds)	

• Local Reach: size of local markets, proxied as a 
function of country GDP.

• IP Commercialization: an indicator of how much 
policy encourages the commercialization of tangible 
IP, measured at the country level

https://startupgenome.com/
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Connectedness
Key Findings

• European ecosystems—particularly Berlin, Amsterdam-
Delta, and Paris—rank high on Local Connectedness. 
In Asia, Seoul and Bangalore-Karnataka perform well. 

• Beijing, Salt Lake-Provo, and Stockholm are high-
performing ecosystems that score fairly low in 
infrastructure, revealing an addressable gap.

• New Zealand and Zurich perform well in Local 
Connectedness relative to their overall ranks.

The Connectedness Success Factor Assesses:

• Local Connectedness: a function of the number of 
tech meetups in the ecosystem.

• Infrastructure: A Life Sciences-focused metric that 
considers the number of accelerators and incubators, 
research grants, and R&D anchors (for example, top 
research	hospitals	and	corporate	R&D	labs)	 in	the	
ecosystem
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Silicon Valley 10 10
New York City 10 10

London 10 10
Beijing 6 1
Boston 8 10

Los Angeles 4 9
Tel Aviv 9 8

Shanghai 2 5
Tokyo 2 4

Seattle 7 4
Washington DC 6 8

Paris 9 9
Amsterdam-Delta 9 8
Toronto-Waterloo 7 3

Chicago 5 9
Seoul 9 8

Stockholm 7 1
Singapore 6 8
Shenzhen 3 3

Austin 8 3
San Diego 3 9

Berlin 10 8
Bangalore-Karnataka 8 6

Sydney 8 4
Hangzhou 1 1

Atlanta 4 6
Denver-Boulder 5 3

Philadelphia 1 9
Vancouver 4 6

Salt Lake-Provo 2 1
Dallas 3 4

Hong Kong 2 6
Montreal 1 3

Munich 7 6
Sao Paulo 4 6

Bern-Geneva 5 8
Delhi 1 2

Dublin 5 2
Melbourne 6 2

Research Triangle 3 6

Connectedness
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Talent
Key Findings

• Four out of the Top 5 top ecosystems—London, New 
York City, Boston, and Beijing—are highly focused on 
Life Sciences. Silicon	Valley has greater access to Tech 
Talent than to Life Sciences Talent.

• Philadelphia, Shenzhen, Rhineland, and Copenhagen 
have	significantly	improved	their	Access	and	Quality	
of Tech Talent. 

• Many Asian ecosystems perform well on the Cost of 
Tech Talent. Chennai, Mumbai, Bangalore-Karnataka, 
and Delhi also demonstrate strong Access and high 
Quality, as does São Paulo in Latin America.

The Talent Success Factor Assesses:

Tech Talent

• Access: the percentage of engineers and employees 
with at least 2 years of startup experience at time 
of hiring.

• Quality: a function of the number and density 
of top developers	on	GitHub,	English	proficiency,	
and history of exits. Quality is also a proxy for 
experienced scaled teams in the ecosystem.

• Cost:	Above	this	is	referred	to	as	cost	efficiency	
average software engineer salaries. (Higher salaries 
lead	to	lower	scores.)	

Life Sciences Talent

• Access: number of STEM students and graduates, 
number of Life Sciences-focused universities and 
degree programs.

• Quality: a function of Life Sciences quality of 
instruction and research at local universities as 
measured by the Shanghai Rankings. 

Experience

• Scaling Experience: the cumulative number of 
significant	 exits	 (over	 $50	million	and	over	 $1	
billion)	over	10	years	for	startups	founded	in	the	
ecosystem

• Startup Experience: the cumulative number of 
early-stage companies started and funded at the 
Series A stage.
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Silicon Valley 5 10 2 5 10 1 2
New York City 3 10 10 10 5 6 8

London 5 10 10 10 10 10 10
Beijing 9 8 10 10 4 10 10
Boston 5 10 8 9 9 7 7

Los Angeles 3 10 7 7 7 6 7
Tel Aviv 6 5 6 8 2 8 7

Shanghai 9 7 10 9 3 10 10
Tokyo 1 7 10 9 1 10 10

Seattle 1 9 1 1 10 2 2
Washington DC 2 10 7 6 4 9 6

Paris 7 8 10 8 5 7 9
Amsterdam-Delta 2 7 5 9 9 4 3
Toronto-Waterloo 7 6 10 7 7 8 7

Chicago 2 9 2 6 5 3 1
Seoul 8 3 10 10 1 9 9

Stockholm 4 4 3 6 8 4 6
Singapore 8 3 5 3 10 5 5
Shenzhen 10 6 3 1 6 3 3

Austin 5 7 2 1 4 2 2
San Diego 6 8 4 2 8 2 2

Berlin 8 3 6 6 8 4 5
Bangalore-Karnataka 10 1 1 1 1 1 1

Sydney 6 6 10 8 7 6 8
Hangzhou 9 1 6 4 3 7 4

Atlanta 4 8 4 4 6 4 4
Denver-Boulder 3 4 2 4 3 3 3

Philadelphia 3 6 3 5 6 5 6
Vancouver 3 5 6 3 4 5 4

Salt Lake-Provo 6 2 1 2 2 3 1
Dallas 4 4 1 3 2 1 1

Hong Kong 9 2 7 7 5 7 8
Montreal 8 3 5 3 7 4 5

Munich 7 2 5 2 9 9 8
Sao Paulo 10 1 10 5 2 8 9

Bern-Geneva 1 2 3 8 8 6 4
Delhi 10 1 7 2 1 8 6

Dublin 5 4 4 4 3 3 3
Melbourne 7 5 10 7 7 9 9

Research Triangle 1 5 4 5 10 5 5

Talent
Tech Life Sciences Experience
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Knowledge
Key Findings

• Chinese ecosystems dominate the top tiers of 
Knowledge. Seoul, Tokyo, Bangalore-Karnataka, and 
Silicon	Valley compete with China for the top spots.

• Despite their higher overall performance in Knowledge, 
Beijing, Shanghai, Brisbane, and Zurich rank low on the 
H-Index, which measures publications and research 
in Life Sciences.

• Top North American ecosystems like New York City and 
Boston; and up-and-coming ecosystems like Portland, 
San Diego, and Phoenix, have high H-Index scores but 
rank low on patents. That likely indicates a focus by 
founders on business model innovation rather than 
on leveraging tangible IP production.

The Knowledge Success Factor Assesses:

• Research: based on the H-Index, a measure of 
publication impact, this metric looks at the production 
of Life Sciences research at the country level.

• Patents: the volume, complexity, and potential of Life 
Science patents generated in the ecosystem
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Silicon Valley 9 10
New York City 5 10

London 8 7
Beijing 10 3
Boston 5 10

Los Angeles 6 10
Tel Aviv 8 2

Shanghai 10 3
Tokyo 9 6

Seattle 7 10
Washington DC 3 10

Paris 4 6
Amsterdam-Delta 3 5
Toronto-Waterloo 7 6

Chicago 2 10
Seoul 10 2

Stockholm 8 4
Singapore 6 2
Shenzhen 9 3

Austin 7 10
San Diego 6 10

Berlin 3 6
Bangalore-Karnataka 9 2

Sydney 3 4
Hangzhou 10 3

Atlanta 2 10
Denver-Boulder 5 10

Philadelphia 2 10
Vancouver 7 6

Salt Lake-Provo 1 10
Dallas 4 10

Hong Kong 1 1
Montreal 4 6

Munich 7 6
Sao Paulo 1 1

Bern-Geneva 4 4
Delhi 8 2

Dublin 5 1
Melbourne 2 4

Research Triangle 1 10

Knowledge
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Rankings 2021: Top 100 Emerging Ecosystems
Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2021

Startup Genome now assesses over 275 ecosystems 
across over 100 countries to rank the Top 30 
globally, runners-up, and since 2020, the top 
Emerging Ecosystems. These are ecosystems that 
are at earlier stages of growth, and our ranking 
methodology	is	adapted	to	reflect	this,	to	showcase	
the strengths in these ecosystems that have high 
potential to be global top performers in the coming 
years.

• Wuxi debuted at an impressive #7 after previously 
failing to break the Top 10. 

• Barcelona sprinted ahead of Madrid to #5. It is now 
followed by Estonia at #6, up from #14. 

• Miami joined the Top 10 at #10.

• Europe	and	Asia	dominate	the	Top	10,	with	five	and	four	
emerging ecosystems, respectively. Philadelphia—a 
Top 10 Emerging Ecosystem last year—has graduated 
to the Top 30 Global.

The Top 100 Emerging Ecosystems are collectively 
worth	over	$540	billion	in	Ecosystem	Value,	which	is	a	
55% increase from last year. While Europe and North 
America still boast the majority of emerging ecosystems, 
Latin America has three more in the Top 100 than last 
year, with Buenos Aires, Santiago-Valparaiso, and Rio 
de Janeiro joining Mexico City and Bogotá. The MENA 

Key Findings
• Mumbai is once again the #1 Emerging Ecosystem. 

It outperformed all others in Performance, Funding, 
Experience, and Talent & Experience. 

• Significant	shifts	occurred	elsewhere	in	the	Top	10.

https://startupgenome.com/
https://startupgenome.com/all-reports
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region has four emerging ecosystems in the Top 100 this 
year - Dubai, Cairo, Riyadh, and Abu Dhabi.

The Top 100 Emerging Ecosystems created 124 billion-
dollar startups in the period between 2011 and 2020, 
with 53 ecosystems contributing the majority. MENA 
started producing unicorns in 2016 and Latin America 
in 2018. Asia is currently in the lead. It accounts for 36% 
of the billion-dollar club, followed by North America with 
30% and Europe with 27%.

https://startupgenome.com/
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Rank Country Continent Performance Funding Market Reach Talent
Mumbai 1 India Asia 10 10 9 10

Copenhagen 2 Denmark Europe 10 10 10 8
Jakarta 3 Indonesia Asia 10 10 9 8

Guangzhou 4 China Asia 10 8 6 10
Barcelona 5 Spain Europe 9 10 7 10

Estonia 6 Estonia Europe 6 9 10 1
Wuxi 7 China Asia 10 5 9 10

Madrid 8 Spain Europe 9 10 9 10
Zurich 9 Switzerland Europe 8 10 9 7
Miami 10 United States North America 10 10 4 10
Dubai 11 United Arab Emirates MENA 8 10 10 4

Brussels 12 Belgium Europe 9 9 10 6
Bristol 13 United Kingdom Europe 9 9 9 9

Manchester-Liverpool 14 United Kingdom Europe 9 9 5 10
Istanbul 15 Turkey Europe 7 10 9 9

Detroit 16 United States North America 10 7 7 8
Lisbon 17 Portugal Europe 9 6 10 1

Portland 18 United States North America 10 8 9 5
Houston 19 United States North America 9 8 6 9
Helsinki 20 Finland Europe 7 10 3 9

Kuala Lumpur 21-30 Malaysia Asia 8 8 9 6
Minneapolis 21-30 United States North America 8 8 8 8

Pittsburgh 21-30 United States North America 7 9 8 5
Milan 21-30 Italy Europe 7 9 1 10

Moscow 21-30 Russia Europe 6 8 1 10
Mexico City 21-30 Mexico Latin America 6 9 4 9

Taipei City 21-30 Taiwan Asia 7 7 6 9
Lithuania 21-30 Lithuania Europe 2 7 10 1
Frankfurt 21-30 Germany Europe 9 4 8 8
Hamburg 21-30 Germany Europe 7 8 8 6

Phoenix 31-40 United States North America 8 7 4 7
Nanjing 31-40 China Asia 10 4 1 10

Tampa Bay 31-40 United States North America 8 7 8 5
Chengdu 31-40 China Asia 9 3 4 9

Factors are tiered from 10-1
Top 100 Emerging Ecosystems

https://startupgenome.com/
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Rank Country Continent Performance Funding Market Reach Talent
Edinburgh-Glasgow 31-40 United Kingdom Europe 6 9 1 10

Vienna 31-40 Austria Europe 5 7 9 5
Orlando 31-40 United States North America 8 5 8 6

Columbus 31-40 United States North America 8 3 8 7
Bogota 31-40 Colombia Latin America 6 8 8 3

Bucharest 31-40 Romania Europe 9 3 10 1
Oslo 41-50 Norway Europe 6 8 3 6

Rhineland 41-50 Germany Europe 5 7 1 9
New Zealand 41-50 New Zealand Oceania 5 6 7 8

Charlotte 41-50 United States North America 8 3 8 2
Birmingham 41-50 United Kingdom Europe 5 6 1 9

Hartford 41-50 United States North America 8 1 8 7
Lyon 41-50 France Europe 6 6 1 8

Warsaw 41-50 Poland Europe 3 8 2 7
Stuttgart 41-50 Germany Europe 7 4 3 7

Santa Barbara 41-50 United States North America 10 1 7 4
Nashville 51-60 United States North America 6 6 3 5

Lagos 51-60 Nigeria Africa 3 9 1 6
Las Vegas 51-60 United States North America 6 6 1 5

Indianapolis 51-60 United States North America 4 7 3 5
Cairo 51-60 Egypt MENA 1 9 1 7

Sacramento 51-60 United States North America 7 2 4 3
Cincinnati 51-60 United States North America 3 4 7 6

Wuhan 51-60 China Asia 7 1 1 8
Richmond 51-60 United States North America 7 5 2 2

Buenos Aires 51-60 Argentina Latin America 4 5 7 3
Chennai 61-70 India Asia 4 4 1 8

Cleveland 61-70 United States North America 5 1 7 4
Durham 61-70 United Kingdom Europe 4 4 1 4

Ho Chi Minh City 61-70 Vietnam Asia 2 5 2 7
Calgary 61-70 Canada North America 4 5 2 3

Madison 61-70 United States North America 5 1 7 4
Pune 61-70 India Asia 6 4 1 2

Marseille 61-70 France Europe 4 1 4 5

Factors are tiered from 10-1
Top 100 Emerging Ecosystems (contd.)
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Rank Country Continent Performance Funding Market Reach Talent
Hyderabad 61-70 India Asia 1 6 1 4

Ottawa 61-70 Canada North America 3 3 1 7
Bangkok 71-80 Thailand Asia 4 3 1 3
Antwerp 71-80 Belgium Europe 3 5 3 2
St. Louis 71-80 United States North America 2 6 1 3
Xiamen 71-80 China Asia 4 1 1 8

Rome 71-80 Italy Europe 1 3 1 5
Brisbane 71-80 Australia Oceania 1 5 1 6

Nairobi 71-80 Kenya Africa 1 6 1 2
Athens 71-80 Greece Europe 1 2 2 4

Kansas City 71-80 United States North America 2 2 1 4
Krakow 71-80 Poland Europe 1 2 4 3

Cape Town 81-90 South Africa Africa 1 2 1 5
Santiago-Valparaíso 81-90 Chile Latin America 1 7 1 4

Malta 81-90 Malta Europe 3 1 7 3
Jacksonville 81-90 United States North America 5 1 6 4

Tianjin 81-90 China Asia 5 1 2 7
Wilmington 81-90 United States North America 3 5 1 1

Western Denmark 81-90 Denmark Europe 1 2 2 3
Luxembourg 81-90 Luxembourg Europe 1 4 3 1

Riyadh 81-90 Saudi Arabia MENA 1 7 1 1
Rio de Janeiro 81-90 Brazil Latin America 2 1 1 6

Abu Dhabi 91-100 United Arab Emirates MENA 2 1 10 1
Prague 91-100 Czechia Europe 1 5 2 2
Manila 91-100 Philippines Asia 1 1 2 6

Memphis 91-100 United States North America 3 1 7 2
Reykjavik 91-100 Iceland Europe 3 1 4 1

Lille 91-100 France Europe 4 1 3 2
Burlington 91-100 United States North America 3 1 3 2

Omaha-Lincoln 91-100 United States North America 1 1 5 2
Belfast 91-100 United Kingdom Europe 1 1 1 2
Hanoi 91-100 Vietnam Asia 1 3 1 3

Factors are tiered from 10-1
Top 100 Emerging Ecosystems (contd.)
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Emerging Leaders
A few startup ecosystems stand out from the 100 
Emerging Ecosystems based on key Factors.

Top 10 Ecosystems By Ecosystem Value: Ecosystems With Four Or More Companies In The $1B 
Club In The Last 10 Years:

Top 10 Ecosystems With Total Early-Stage Funding:

Ecosystems Country Ecosystem 
Value ($B)

Detroit United States 37.2

Bucharest Romania 35.3

Jakarta Indonesia 34

Guangzhou China 26.4

Nanjing China 17.4

Miami United States 17

Wuxi China 16.4

Mumbai India 16.3

Kuala Lumpur Malaysia 16.1

Copenhagen Denmark 15.1

Ecosystems Country $B club
since 2011

Guangzhou China 10

Jakarta Indonesia 5

Nanjing China 5

Wuxi China 7

Chengdu China 4

Mumbai India 4

Miami United States 6

Santa Barbara United States 4

Detroit United States 4

Copenhagen Denmark 4

Manchester-
Liverpool United Kingdom 4

Ecosystems Country ESF (2018-
1H2020, $M)

Nanjing China 2067.3

Guangzhou China 1157.6

Zurich Switzerland 1026.1

Mumbai India 843.5

Brussels Belgium 777.6

Barcelona Spain 718

Jakarta Indonesia 695

Miami United States 675

Copenhagen Denmark 653

Wuxi China 612.5

https://startupgenome.com/
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Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2021

Global Startup Sub-Sector Analysis

Key Findings
• Deep Tech (Advanced Manufacturing & Robotics, 

Blockchain,	 Agtech	 &	 New	 Food,	 AI	 &	 Big	 Data)	
remains the fastest growing group globally. Fintech 
also has experienced substantial growth in the last 
five	years.	

• Startup Sub-sectors in the Growth Phase are 
increasing Series A funding deals at the impressive 
rate	 of	 107%	 over	 five	 years.	 Mature	 Phase	 Sub-
sectors have grown 33% over the same period. 
Decline Phase Sub-sectors have declined by 28%.

• Fintech, which was in the Mature Phase in 2019, is 
demonstrating a resurgence in Series A funding that 
is more characteristic of the Growth Phase, indicating 
new investments and innovation in this Sub-sector. 

• Similarly, Edtech and Gaming, both on the edge of the 
Decline Phase in 2019, have experienced an increase 
in Series A funding that returned them to the Mature 
Phase. 

Figure 1. Global Sub-Sector Lifecycle By Count of Series A Deals And Exits

• Series A growth rates are higher than in 2019. Exit 
growth	rates	slowed	in	the	five-year	period	ending	in	
2020.

https://startupgenome.com/
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Global Trends In Startup Sub-
Sectors
The Covid-19 pandemic created shifts in some Sub-
Sectors. It revived several that were previously in decline, 
like Gaming and Edtech. And it caused deviations from 
typical lifecycle patterns, as seen in the growth of the 
Life Sciences Sub-Sector and—in Fintech—of insurance 
and lending. Figure 1 illustrates the current view of 
Sub-Sector Phases based on our 2019 methodology. It 
provides a summary of global exit and funding event 
counts and shows the relative share of each Sub-Sector 
as a percentage of the global startup population. Figure 
2	offers	an	alternate	perspective	on	the	impact	of	Sub-

Sectors globally: it measures their growth based on 
the amount of investment and exit value in each Sub-
Sector.	 This	 second	 graph	 largely	 reflects	 the	 growth	
of Sub-Sectors in ecosystems with higher amounts of 
dollar investment and the impact of large exit events 
on growth. The bubble size in Figure 2 represents the 
Ecosystem	 Value	 added	 by	 a	 given	 Sub-Sector	 and	
indicates how attractive it is for global investors. 

Interestingly, measured by both number of events and 
amount of funding, certain Sub-sectors continue to 
stand out. AI & Big Data, for example, and Advanced 
Manufacturing & Robotics are experiencing high 
growth by both metrics. These two lifecycle views 

Figure 2. Global Sub-Sector Lifecycle By Amount of Series A Deals And Exits

Top 4 Fastest-Growing Sub-Sectors

Early-Stage Funding Deals Over Five Years

• Agtech	&	New	Food	(128%)

• Blockchain	(121%)

• Advanced	Manufacturing	&	Robotics	(109%)

• AI	&	Big	Data	(98%)

Declining Sub-Sectors

• Adtech	(-35%)

• Digital	Media	(-21%)

also reveal which Sub-
Sectors are generating 
outsized Ecosystem 
Value	compared	to	their	
peers. For example, 
Life Sciences—which 
comprises just 8% of 
global startups—added 
$183 billion in Ecosystem 
Value	in	2020.	That	is	the	
second highest amount 
after AI & Big Data.

Sub-Sector Definitions
Please see the Methodology section for a full list 
of	 our	 Sub-Sectors	 and	 their	 definitions.	 Note	
that Sub-Sectors are neither mutually exclusive 
nor comprehensive. Some startups operate in 
Sub-Sectors we did not cover. In addition, data 
from patents indicates a clear convergence of 
technologies, with AI, for example, increasingly 
interacting	with	other	fields.	Over	time	we	would	
expect a similar convergence of Startup Sub-
Sectors. More details appear in the Methodology.

https://startupgenome.com/
https://startupgenome.com/article/methodology-2021
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Sub-Sectors in Growth Phase

• Agtech & New Food

• Blockchain

• Advanced Manufacturing & Robotics

• AI & Big Data

• Fintech

The	five	Growth	Sub-Sectors	are	increasing	in	size	at	an	
astounding pace, with an average 107% rise in early-
stage	funding	deals	over	just	five	years	and	an	average	
43% growth in exits. Fintech is a new entrant to this 
group thanks to increased Series A investment atypical 
of its peer Mature Sub-Sectors. 

Among Growth-Phase Sub-Sectors, AI, Big Data & 
Analytics is the largest, comprising 27% of all global 
startups. Agtech & New Food is the smallest, accounting 
for 2%. AI is the standout. On its own—separate from 
Big Data & Analytics—it is growing about twice as fast 
as the Sub-sector as a whole.

Sub-Sector
Series A Deals 
5-Year Growth

Exits 5-Year 
Growth

Share of Global 
Startups

Agtech & New Food 128% -14% 2%

Blockchain 121% 52% 10%

Advanced Manufacturing 
& Robotics

109% 61% 10%

AI & Big Data 98% 93% 27%

Fintech 77% 25% 10%

https://startupgenome.com/
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Sub-Sectors in Mature Phase

• Cybersecurity

• Edtech

• Cleantech

• Life Sciences

• Gaming

The composition of Mature Sub-Sectors has shifted 
since our last analysis in 2019. Cybersecurity, Cleantech, 
and Life Sciences remain in the Mature Phase. Edtech 
and Gaming are new entrants, returning from Decline 
in 2019. Collectively, these Sub-Sectors saw growth of 
33% in Series A funding and 3% in exits over the past 
five	years. Sub-Sector

Series A Deals 
5-Year Growth

Exits 5-Year 
Growth

Share of Global 
Startups

Cybersecurity 43% 0% 8%

Edtech 39% 22% 4%

Cleantech 38% 0% 7%

Life Sciences 35% -11% 8%

Gaming 8% 2% 5%

https://startupgenome.com/
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Sub-Sectors in Decline Phase

• Adtech

• Digital Media

In	 the	 last	 five	 years,	 Adtech	 and	 Digital	 Media	
underperformed compared to other startup Sub-
Sectors, indicated by a decrease in the growth rates of 
Series A deals and exits. Gaming and Edtech--two Sub-
Sectors previously in the Decline Phase--successfully 
re-entered the Mature Phase due to renewed early-
stage investment interest. We predicted in 2019 that 
Gaming would be rejuvenated by the implementation 
of	VR	and	AR.	However,	the	most	significant	impact	on	
both	Gaming	 and	 Edtech	was,	more	 likely,	 COVID-19,	
which forced millions around the world to entertain 
themselves at home and required schools to shift to 
online instruction.

Sub-Sector
Series A Deals 
5-Year Growth

Exits 5-Year 
Growth

Share of Global 
Startups

Digital Media -21% -24% 4%

Adtech -35% -51% 6%

https://startupgenome.com/
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The	last	18	months	have	taught	us	that	for	digital-first	
companies, business can be done from anywhere. But 
the data shows that this is far from a new phenomenon. 
Unicorns - startups that reach a billion dollar valuation - 
have become an important currency in measuring tech 
ecosystems globally. But these days they are neither as 
scarce as their name suggests, nor a breed of company 
that only thrives in the rich entrepreneurial ground of 
Silicon	Valley,	as	perhaps	once	assumed.

There are now almost 2,000 companies worldwide that 
have achieved unicorn status, either privately or at exit. 
The world has minted more than two unicorns per day 
in 2021. 

As a $35 trillion industry, tech has a major impact on cities 
and	local	communities,	affecting	all	sectors.	Startups	are	
a rapid and resilient job growth engine, with startup jobs 
growing on average 10% year on year worldwide. This is 
not just about Big Tech; our analysis shows that younger 
generations of startups are creating just as much value 

The Next Unicorn Could Come From 
Anywhere

Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2021

as older ones - and more than a quarter of all $1B+ 
companies achieved unicorn status this year alone.

And as the numbers suggest, unicorns are not purely the 
domain	of	mature	global	startup	hubs.	Bend	(Oregan,	US),	
Tirat	Carmel	(Israel),	Nedre	Vats	(Norway),	Glasgow	(UK),	
Bello	 Horizonte	 (Brazil),	
Almaty	(Kazakhstan),	Thane	
(India),	 Accra	 (Ghana),	
Venlo	(Netherlands),	and	
Anhui	(China)	are	just	some	
of the cities to join the 
unicorn club in 2020/21. 

Global venture capital is 
not letting up. In 2021, 
funding totals are on track 
to more than double 2020’s 
total. 

Increasingly international 
investing strategies mean 

that startups can be founded, funded and scaled 
anywhere in the world, which makes local support all the 
more crucial for fostering individual startup ecosystems. 
The ship has not yet sailed on capturing and nurturing 
tech value creation. And the next unicorn could come 
from anywhere.

This contributed article was prepared by Dealroom, using their proprietary 
methodology and analysis, different and separate from Startup Genome’s. The 
opinions expressed in this article do not necessarily reflect the views or position 
of Startup Genome.

Figure 1. Cities with one or more Unicorn. Source:https://dealroom.co

Cities with One or More Unicorn

https://startupgenome.com/
https://app.dealroom.co/unicorns/f/tags/allof_verified%20unicorns%20and%20%241b%20exits/year_became_unicorn_min/anyof_2021
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Thanks to the rise of Cleantech and the climate crisis, 
much attention has been paid lately to the health of the 
Earth’s ecosystems and the natural cycles that provide 
us with healthy water, air, and soil. But it’s not just our 
natural environment that depends on processes of 
renewal and reinvestment, so do startup ecosystems.

A Healthy Startup Ecosystem Is 
Built Over Generations
Just as soil is enriched by the lifecycle of the many 
organisms that grow in it, a startup ecosystem is nurtured 
by the lifecycle of companies within it — a process that is 
driven	by	the	recycling	of	entrepreneurs’	time,	effort	and	
venture capital money. From time to time, a statistical 
rarity, founders will re-invest in promising ideas and 
people after exiting their companies successfully, when 
doing an IPO or going through merger & acquisition. A 

YANN LECHELLE

Serial entrepreneur, Yann Lechelle is CEO of 
Scaleway, the leading Platform- and Infrastructure-
as-a-Service provider in the European Union. He is 
an advisor, angel investor, and a strong advocate 
for the tech ecosystem in Paris, where he is a co-
founding member of France Digitale and HUB AI 
Paris, as well as an Entrepreneur-in-Residence at 
INSEAD Business School.

How Startups Can Build Sustainable 
Ecosystems

new generation of founders uses this recycled capital  
and	mentorship	to	flourish,	and	the	cycle	is	repeated.	

In older ecosystems this cycle has repeated itself many 
times	—	Silicon	Valley	has	had	at	least	seven	generations	
of founders — while younger ecosystems are still building 
up a strong ‘soil’ of knowledge and capital. In Paris, 
where I have worked for much of my 30-year career in 
tech, the ecosystem has had just three generations of 
entrepreneurs behind it. The more often entrepreneurs 
recycle their money and time within a local ecosystem, 
the richer it becomes (in nutriments, to keep with the 
soil	analogy).

That’s why I always encourage founders, particularly 
those located in younger ecosystems, to think about 
sustainability — both their own and their ecosystem’s 
— when considering their goals and their company’s 
trajectory.
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Startups Run On Optimism And 
Grand Ideas
I admit the following is slightly schizophrenic. On the 
one hand, startups run on optimism and grand ideas, 
and no one ventures into a tech company unless they 
have world-changing ambitions. Entrepreneurs thrive 
on moonshots and do well by dismissing nay-sayers or 
realistic goals.

On the other hand, looking at the statistical distribution, 
one quickly sees that most entrepreneurial endeavours 
end up short and go bankrupt, leaving many entrepreneurs 
in disarray and burnt out. Many factors come into play, 
such	as	the	dreaded	product-market	fit	that	often	does	
not materialize. Financial support in successive funding 
rounds is an art and not a science that depends on 
exogenous factors out of the entrepreneurs control. 
Sometimes the technology or the market is simply not 
ready	for	even	the	best	ideas	to	take	off	—	think	of	all	
the	social	networks	that	fizzled	out	before	Facebook.	

Founders should understand that ecosystems exist at 
different	stages	of	development,	and	market	opportunities	
often depend on luck and timing. While you should dream 
big, ambition should be balanced against eco-systemic 
sustainability. Selling or rather “recycling” your business 
before it reaches global scale isn’t a failure; it both shows 
the	flair	to	read	the	moment	and	recycles	talent,	money,	
and skills back into the ecosystem. Founders and their 

ecosystems end up richer and healthier in the long term 
when	entrepreneurs	understand	that	maximum	benefit	
comes through steady, multi-cycle development rather 
than one exceptional and unlikely hit. 

The strongest companies — and the strongest ecosystems 
— are built by founders who can hold two contradictory 
ideas in their minds at the same time: they can both 
dream of building the next trillion dollar company that 
will change the world as we know it, and keep in mind 
the long-term health of both themselves and their local 
ecosystems. Take it from a 5-time founder and exiter 
of non-unicorns, a career in entrepreneurship often 
advances in cycles, and so does the growth of ecosystems. 
Sometimes the best way to win big in the long term is to 
factor in eco-systemic sustainability now.
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Before investors and others take their stakes, startup 
founders must structure an agreement to divide the 
original founder equity. This is not only a legal necessity 
but also provides the foundation for a successful founding 
team. 

There is no preset structure for such an agreement. 
Typically founders talk, look each other in the eye, and 
shake hands. Yet crafting such an agreement is not 
business-as-usual. Rather, it is a deeply personal process 
that requires assessing the relative worth of each founder. 
Also, the agreement will have long-lasting consequences. 
How,	then,	should	founders	approach	this	first	critical	
test of how well the team works together?

Is Equal The Same As Fair?
The biggest temptation is to settle quickly on an equal 
division of founder shares. Equal splits are simple, 
transparent, and many say they are fair. But are they, 

THOMAS HELLMANN
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internationally acclaimed entrepreneurship 
scholar and educator, he also leads the Creative 
Destruction Lab at Oxford.

How To Divide Founder Equity

really? What if some founders are full-time and others 
part-time? What if some give up lucrative jobs, and others 
do not? 

Noam Wasserman and I analysed the division of founder 
equity in 1,367 high-technology startup teams. We found 
that 32% of teams chose an equal split. Furthermore, 
42% made the agreement within one day. We call this 
the “quick handshake.”

Is A Quick Handshake Best?
Of the startups we studied, 78% raised outside funds. 
Teams that split founder equity equally were less likely 
to raise money than those that forged more complex 
agreements. The question was, why? Do equal splits 
complicate fundraising? Or are they a symptom of some 
deeper problem? 

We noted a strong positive correlation between equal 
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splits and quick handshakes. The teams that split both 
equally and quickly had less success raising funds. That 
was not the case for teams that chose an equal split after 
lengthy negotiations. This suggests that the underlying 
issue is actually the quick handshake, which implies a 
reluctance	to	face	difficult	cofounder	conversations.

Do Initial Deals Ever Change?
In a separate study with Paul Schure, Chloe Tergiman, 
and	Dan	Vo,	we	used	data	 from	startups	 in	British	
Columbia, Canada, to examine founders’ stakes over 
time. We wanted to see how their relative stakes evolved. 
We observed that teams that chose an equal split at 
the start were less likely to change relative founder 
stakes. Such changes typically happen when companies 
raise outside capital; they are most common with larger 
rounds and companies that  have lower (industry- and 
stage-adjusted)	 valuations.	 That	 suggests	 investors	
can exert considerable pressure on founding teams to 
recalibrate their relative ownership stakes. 

So, discussions about  relative equity stakes are hard but 
have long-lasting consequences. Founding teams, then,  
should focus on two key questions: when and how?

When Is The Right Time?
Veikko	Thiele	and	I	developed	a	framework	for	deciding	
when to divide founder equity.  Settling the agreement 

early creates clarity but risks founding a venture with the 
wrong	people.	Founder	conflicts	are	one	of	the	leading	
causes of entrepreneurial failure. So there may be a 
benefit	to	waiting.

Waiting too long, however, carries risks of its own. Lack of 
an agreement creates uncertainty and may undermine 
team commitment. Moreover, one of the founders could 
walk	off	with	the	idea	to	start	the	venture	alone	or	with	
others.	Consequently,	potential	co-founders	should	first	
assess	team	fit	and	determine	who	contributes	what.	
After	that,	they	should	finalize	the	agreement.

How To Structure The Negotiation?
To facilitate the negotiation, Marco Da Rin and I developed 
a	practical	five-principle	tool:

Define who is on the team.	This	clarifies	who	is	and	is	not	
part of the negotiation. 

Evaluate what each founder contributes. It is important to 
listen and to appreciate what value each founder brings 
to the table. 

Distinguish between past and future contributions. Teams 
often make the mistake of focusing mainly on past 
contributions. Instead, they should focus on future 
contributions,	adopting	a	 “first	mile	 in	a	marathon”	
attitude.

Account for backgrounds and opportunity costs: Team 

members	may	have	different	qualifications,	be	at	different	
career	stages,	and	sacrifice	different	compensation	
packages and professional opportunities.

Compensate implicit financial contributions. Founders put 
resources into the venture, directly and indirectly. They 
may	also	ask	for	different	salaries.	Some	mechanism	is	
needed to recognize those considerations.

Our tool also demonstrates how to convert a verbal 
discussion	about	the	five	principles	into	a	numerical	
proposal for splitting equity. It isn’t always necessary to 
allocate all the founder equity upfront. Instead, founders 
can structure dynamic arrangements where stakes are 
earned over time. This makes stakes responsive to 
ongoing commitment and performance.

A quick handshake on an equal split is rarely the best 
way	to	structure	founder	equity.	More	nuanced,	flexible	
arrangements will better support the team. Most 
importantly,	difficult	conversations	upfront	lay	a	strong	
foundation for the journey ahead.
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Accelerators appear to be an attractive option for startups 
because	they	offer	support,	expertise,	and	connections	
many entrepreneurs need. However, how much value 
do	they	really	offer?	And	are	they	right	for	you?

I set out to investigate the impact of accelerators on 
startups’ fundraising, exits, and longevity. This study 
was challenging for several reasons. Founders have 
different	motivations	for	participating	in	accelerators;	
and	accelerators	themselves	have	different	structures	
and	goals.	In	addition,	these	programs	offer	a	variety	
of	benefits,	including	education	and	training,	mentors,	
and	investor	networks,	which	can	make	it	difficult	to	
isolate	the	source	of	an	“accelerator	effect.”	However,	
by comparing startups that go through an accelerator 
against very similar startups that do not, I could start to 
answer more precisely questions about these programs’ 
effectiveness.	

My research drew data from 1,800 startups. Half 
graduated from 13 highly regarded accelerators across 
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Accelerators: To Join Or Not To Join?

the United States. The other half are matched, non-
accelerator startups founded in the same year and 
location, with similar founding teams, and—most 
importantly—similar business descriptions. I also looked 
at	startups	rejected	in	the	final	stage	of	the	accelerator	
interview process: those that had almost participated. 
The goal was to determine how an accelerator might 
have	affected	company	performance.	Here	are	some	
takeaways:

Do Accelerator Startups Raise More 
Money?
Generally, no. On average, accelerator startups raise less 
money than do their non-accelerator counterparts. With 
all the hype around these programs, that sounds like a 
surprising result. But keep in mind that there is a cost—
in the form of equity—to join an accelerator. Founders 
with more resources in terms of funding, mentors, and 
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networks are less likely to pay that cost. Consequently, 
accelerators are more likely to attract less-experienced 
founders who expect greater value from their willingness 
to	sacrifice	equity.	As	a	result,	their	startups	will	 likely	
raise less money in the long term. How much less? My 
research found accelerator startups raised $9 million 
dollars less funding across an average of three years after 
graduation than did their non-accelerator counterparts. 

That does not mean you will raise less money if you 
join an accelerator. Only that a company very similar to 
yours that decides against joining one likely has more 
resources, and that may enable it to raise more money.

Are Accelerator Startups More 
Likely To Succeed?
It depends. Accelerator startups fail more often and 
faster than do their non-accelerator counterparts. Their 
chances of going out of business are 150% higher, and 
they tend to close within one year after Demo Day. 
Furthermore, accelerator companies that shut down 
will have raised less money at their time-of-exit. 

But	that	is	not	necessarily	a	bad	thing.	Those	findings	
suggest accelerators help founders realize sooner rather 
than later that their startups—in their current form—are 
not viable. They do this through feedback: for example, 
from mentors, partners, and cohort-mates. Shutting 
down	is	often	beneficial	to	the	founder	because	there	is	

an opportunity cost to pursuing a zombie startup rather 
than cutting one’s losses. Interestingly, those accelerator 
startups that remain operational are more likely to be 
acquired, which can be a successful outcome.

What Advantages Do Accelerators 
Offer?
From a policy perspective, accelerators can be a very 
good thing. The typical format of an accelerator can 
encourage founders to experiment, get feedback, and 
rapidly iterate. Given the short duration of such programs 
and the relatively small amount of seed investment 
offered,	they	are	a	low-cost	way	for	participants	to	test	
their ideas—and also their desire to be entrepreneurs 
at all. Regions that want to increase entrepreneurship 
may	find	accelerators	are	just	what	they	need.			

What Should Entrepreneurs 
Consider?
Accelerators	are	not	one-size	fits	all,	so	think	carefully	
about what you want from the experience. Know that 
participating in an accelerator does not automatically 
lead to more funding and/or better performance. If you 
are unsure about your idea or lack a trusted network to 
provide feedback, then an accelerator may help you fail 
fast and, hopefully, fail forward onto your next idea.
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Government industrial policy traditionally targeted 
manufacturing. In recent decades, however, governments 
around the world increasingly have focused on innovation 
and the “knowledge economy,” which translates as 
interest	in	tech	startups.	Public	efforts	to	boost	financing	
for such early-stage ventures—one mechanism that has 
been in use for years—expanded dramatically after the 
onset	of	the	COVID	crisis.	Tens	of	billions	of	dollars	were	
allocated	to	support	entrepreneurial	firms	and	venture	
funds across major industrialized nations.

The interest of policymakers in funding startups is 
understandable. Financial intermediaries in the private 
capital	markets,	especially	venture	capital	firms,	drive	
innovation and economic dynamism in the United 
States and, more recently, in China.  But deciding which 
young, high-growth businesses to fund and if (and 
when)	to	refinance	them	is	often	difficult,	given	the	
many uncertainties surrounding new opportunities. The 
financing	of	these	firms	requires	significant	expertise,	
which	public	officials	may	lack.	
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The Government As An (Effective) 
Venture Capitalist

Highly	effective	governments,	we	thought,	might	seek	
to	correct	such	deficiencies	by	collaborating	with	private	
capital	markets.	To	find	out	to	what	extent	that	was	
happening	and	also	the	results,	we	assembled	the	first	
comprehensive, detailed data set on the universe of 
such programs. Our data set comprised 775 national-
level	entrepreneurial	finance	programs	in	66	countries	
operating between 1995 and 2019. The programs focused 
on	financing	domestic	startups	or	intermediaries	that	
fund them.

Our research	 found	the	overall	scale	of	such	efforts	
is large. Between 2010 and 2019, government 
entrepreneurial	finance	programs	around	the	world	
averaged a cumulative annual budget of $156 billion. 
That compares to $153 billion in average annual global 
disbursements by traditional venture funds. 

Our analysis also found that more private venture activity 
was associated with a subsequent increase in government 
financing.	Moreover,	when	VCs	increased	investment	in	
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particular industries in a country, government funding 
programs targeted those industries as well. 

Governments frequently structure such programs in 
three ways. They may involve private-sector actors 
in screening potential investments. They may fund 
intermediaries rather than directly fund companies. 
And	they	may	require	firms	to	raise	matching	funds	
from private investors before committing public funds. 
In addition, government programs were even more likely 
to rely on private capital markets when targeting earlier-

stage companies, where the kind of judgment challenges 
noted above may be greater.

Overall	we	found	that	more-effective	governments—
as measured by scores computed by the World Bank 
and other observers—were likely to involve the private 
sector	 to	a	greater	degree	 than	 less-effective	ones.	
Collaborating with private funders may have increased 
those	governments’	abilities	to	head	off	problems.	

Collaboration with the private sector also boosted 
innovation,	an	examination	of	U.S.	patent	filings	shows.	

Figure 1. Average of annual budget (in billions of US dollars) of entrepreneurial finance policies 
active between 1995 and 2019 inclusive by nation.

Figure 2. New venture policy introduction and patent applications. See working paper for details.

Across all innovation measures we examined—for 
instance,	patents	closer	to	the	scientific	frontier	or	those	
by new patentees—we found a meaningful improvement 
following the initiation of government funding programs. 
Those improvements were particularly concentrated 
among programs that targeted early-stage ventures or 
required collaboration with the private capital markets.      

In short, governments can play an important role in 
supporting early-stage tech companies. But there is an 
important caveat: don’t do it alone.
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The degree of local connectivity among members of 
an entrepreneurship ecosystem is a reliable predictor 
of success for startups in that ecosystem. Research 
conducted for the 2018 edition of the Global Startup 
Ecosystem Report found that communities with high 
levels of local connectivity support more startups. 
Founders with high levels of connectivity grow revenue 
twice as fast as those with lower levels. In recent years, 
more and more programs have popped up around the 
world	to	increase	connectivity	and	offer	local	startups	
an environment in which they have a better chance of 
thriving rather than take their chances in a massive sink-
or-swim tech hub.

What is connectivity? A sense of community. Local 
relationships. Collisions--running into others from the 
community. Density--how closely startups work with 
each other. 

The Global Entrepreneurship Network designed 
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Building Communities, One 
Entrepreneur At A Time

Startup Huddle to create that connective tissue. The 
program helps build startup communities by rallying 
local ecosystems at regular meetups, or “Huddles,” and 
crowdsources solutions to challenges faced by startups.

Since launching in 2018, Startup Huddle has expanded to 
more than 100 communities with local chapters hosting 
hundreds of events. It has also directly supported 
hundreds of entrepreneurs and forged local and global 
connections for thousands of ecosystem players. In 2021 
grassroots organizers launched more than 20 chapters as 
catalysts for resilient economies in which entrepreneurs 
are key players.

Johanna Cloete is one of these organizers. She launched 
Startup Huddle in Swakopmund, Namibia, this year to help 
her community overcome the economic consequences 
of the pandemic. As in many coastal destinations, the 
city’s sandy beaches remained empty for the majority 
of 2020, straining the local tourism and hospitality 
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sectors. Entrepreneurs scrambled to pivot businesses 
and explore new industries. 

“If	we	face	the	impact	of	COVID-19	standing	together	as	a	
community, we can support entrepreneurs to overcome 
its challenges,” said Cloete. “Startup Huddle Swakopmund 
brings together entrepreneurial leaders and supporters 
to	mitigate	that	impact,	for	the	benefit	of	everyone.”

The Startup Huddle format is consistent in each location. 
At a central meeting place, one or two early-stage 
startup founders give short presentations about their 
companies to a diverse audience. A question-and-answer 
session follows with peers, mentors, educators, and 
advisers, who provide constructive criticism focused 
on	finding	solutions	and	increasing	founder	know-how.	
With new founders cycling through each gathering and 
previous presenters joining the audience to give back, 
the community expands while connections deepen.

In Johannesburg, South Africa—one of the continent’s 
top	five	startup	ecosystems—organizers	are	proud	of	the	
program’s impact on both entrepreneurs and community 
builders. Some startups have won pitch competitions 
with support from Startup Huddle. Others are inspired 
to launch the program in their cities.

“Startup Huddle has had a great impact on our community,” 
said local organizer Mahlatse Tolamo. “We have seen our 
startups grow, personally and professionally.” 

In cities and towns of all sizes and at all stages of 
ecosystem development, the program is giving 
community builders a platform to address local needs. 
Entrepreneurs gain access to a global network of support 
and opportunities through GEN. The Station Foundation 
for Entrepreneurship, in Iraq, launched a chapter in 
Baghdad earlier this year and plans to expand as part 
of	an	effort	to	transform	communities	stigmatized	by	
warfare and inequality.

“The need for an empowered private sector in Iraq 
has never been more apparent,” said local organizer 
Ashley Barlow. “Through Startup Huddle and the Global 
Entrepreneurship Network, we are poised to highlight our 
talents and Iraq’s growing entrepreneurship ecosystem 
to the international community. It will be a catalyst for 
opportunities that will help our startups grow, mature, 
and learn.”

To	find	a	Startup	Huddle	chapter	near	you	or	to	launch	
one in your city, visit www.startuphuddle.co.
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Africapitalism is an economic philosophy developed by 
leading investor and philanthropist Tony O. Elumelu 
that emphasizes the private sector’s role in Africa’s 
advancement. In 2020, despite the ravages of a pandemic 
that pushed the continent into recession, the catalytic 
impact of entrepreneurs continued to deliver a much-
needed economic transformation.

That transformation has been gaining ground since Kenya 
began developing its Silicon Savannah around 2007. 
Our own organization, the Tony Elumelu Foundation, 
which was created to empower entrepreneurs, has 
received	just	under	a	million	applications	for	our	flagship	
entrepreneurship program in that time frame. Our 
engine room, TEFConnect.com, is the largest online 
platform connecting the entire African entrepreneurship 
ecosystem. It is where the magic happens: application, 
training, mentoring, marketplace, community pages, 
and investor forum. It is arguably the most ambitious 
youth-focused pan-African entrepreneurship program 
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African Entrepreneurs Innovate 
Their Way To Prosperity

on the continent. To date, we have disbursed over $45 
million directly into the hands of more than 10,000 young 
entrepreneurs from all 54 African countries as non-
returnable seed-capital investment. These entrepreneurs 
have gone on to generate 400,000 direct and indirect 
jobs.

Although funding fell dramatically at the start of the 
pandemic,	startups	in	2020	raised	$1.1	billion	in	319	VC	
deals,	according	to	the	African	Private	Equity	and	Venture	
Capital	Association	(AVCA).	That	is	a	record	and	more	
than	twice	the	number	in	2019.	The	first	half	of	2021	
looks even better, with startups raising $1.19 billion, 
according to data from BFA Global. That is more than 
the	first	halves	of	the	last	two	years	combined.	

Yet scaleups remain in short supply here in Africa. Fewer 
than 20 companies are valued at $200 million or more; 
and Africa has just four unicorns, of which three are 
from Fintech and the other from ecommerce. Foreign 
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investors dominate funding for all four unicorns, a model 
pervasive throughout the continent. Foreign investment 
plays an outsize role in African startups, with more than 
40%	of	VC	deals	over	five	years	originating	in	North	
America,	according	to	AVCA.

Governments, eager to improve their legal and 
regulatory frameworks to support tech entrepreneurs, 
are introducing legislation providing things like tax 
incentives, streamlined processes, and one-year-leave 
periods for entrepreneurs with the right to return to 
their previous jobs. Tunisia led the way in 2018 followed 
by Senegal. Nigeria, Rwanda, Ghana, Kenya and other 
countries are working on their own versions.,

Among the tailwinds lifting Africa’s fortunes is the 
establishment last year of the African Continental Free 
Trade Area, a new market with as many as 1.3 billion 
people and GDP of $3.4 trillion, according to the World 
Bank. The integrated trade area favors both startups 
with multi-region focuses and Fintech companies that 
are helping to resolve cross-border payment and related 
issues.

But Fintech isn’t the only area that African startups 
are innovating, as our foundation’s alumni network 
demonstrated during the pandemic. A TEF entrepreneur 
in Sierra Leone developed a foot-powered hand-washing 
system for small communities, which was endorsed 
by the government. Another alumnus, in Madagascar, 
created an eco-friendly, low-cost soap gel that does not 

require rinsing with water, which helps the country’s 
poorest residents. In Ghana, a Tony Elumelu Foundation 
entrepreneur launched a rapid Covid-19 test that 
incorporates symptom assessment, result updating, 
and location tracking: information that can be pushed 
to public health authorities.

These kinds of innovations, developed in a period of duress 
and	in	some	of	the	world’s	most	difficult	business	terrain,	
attest to the brilliance, resilience, and innovativeness 
of Africa’s entrepreneurs. With a supportive business 
environment,	sufficient	seed	capital,	and	tech-centric	
up-skilling, they will produce outstanding results with 
sustainable impact at all levels of society.
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Key Findings
• Average early-stage funding in African startup ecosystems in this GSER period 

totaled $46.5 million, double the amount observed last year.

• African ecosystems are collectively worth $6.6 billion in value. Of that, $6 
billion is concentrated in the Top 5: Cape Town, Lagos, Johannesburg, Nairobi, 
and Accra.

• Fintech dominates early-stage investment in Africa, with over $206 million 
invested in the Sub-Sector between January 2018 and June 2020. 

• Exit value in Africa totaled over $1.1 billion, with the top three in Cape Town, 
Johannesburg, and Durban.

Top 5 Performers

#1
Cape Town

#4
Nairobi

#2
Lagos

#5
Accra

#3
Johannesburg

Top Regional Challengers

#5
Kigali

#3
Abidjan

#1
Kampala

#4
Durban

#2
Abuja

The Top Performers are identified by applying our Global Ranking methodology within a specific region, while the Regional Challengers are identified using the Emerging Ecosystems methodology.

https://startupgenome.com/


South Af ricaSouth Af rica

Cape TownCape Town
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
City of Cape TownCity of Cape Town  /  / WESGROWESGRO /  / Silicon CapeSilicon Cape

Cape Town is a leading African digitech hub, home to almost two-thirds of all start-ups inCape Town is a leading African digitech hub, home to almost two-thirds of all start-ups in

South Africa. We have many support structures in place to assist and encourageSouth Africa. We have many support structures in place to assist and encourage

entrepreneurship.entrepreneurship.

Alderman James VosAlderman James Vos
Mayoral Committee Member for Economic Opportunities and Asset Management.Mayoral Committee Member for Economic Opportunities and Asset Management.

““

HighlightsHighlights
With an internet penetration of 63%, one of the largest open-access fiber networks in Africa, and aWith an internet penetration of 63%, one of the largest open-access fiber networks in Africa, and a

bustling community of investors, Cape Town is home to almost 60% of South Africa’s startups. The citybustling community of investors, Cape Town is home to almost 60% of South Africa’s startups. The city

also has the continent’s highest number of accelerators, with more than 20 programs and 25+ co-workingalso has the continent’s highest number of accelerators, with more than 20 programs and 25+ co-working

spaces. Both the local and national government is dedicated to further growing the area’s ecosystem. Thespaces. Both the local and national government is dedicated to further growing the area’s ecosystem. The

Digital Economy unit at the Department of Economic Development and Tourism collaborates with theDigital Economy unit at the Department of Economic Development and Tourism collaborates with the

Western Cape Government, City of Cape Town, Wesgro, and various ecosystem organizations such as CiTi,Western Cape Government, City of Cape Town, Wesgro, and various ecosystem organizations such as CiTi,

Silicon Cape, LaunchLab, and Startupbootcamp, to launch initiatives aimed at positioning Cape Town asSilicon Cape, LaunchLab, and Startupbootcamp, to launch initiatives aimed at positioning Cape Town as

Africa’s Tech Capital. The University of Cape Town, Stellenbosch University, CPUT, and the University ofAfrica’s Tech Capital. The University of Cape Town, Stellenbosch University, CPUT, and the University of

the Western Cape, in addition to six TVETs (Technical and Vocational Education and Training) in the regionthe Western Cape, in addition to six TVETs (Technical and Vocational Education and Training) in the region

supply growing companies with a pipeline of talent. Cape Town is home to over 30 venture capital firms,supply growing companies with a pipeline of talent. Cape Town is home to over 30 venture capital firms,

including Naspers, one of the world's top tech investors, as well as an active community of angelincluding Naspers, one of the world's top tech investors, as well as an active community of angel

investors. Naspers Foundry is a $100 million fund to support South African startups. The Technologyinvestors. Naspers Foundry is a $100 million fund to support South African startups. The Technology

Venture Capital (TVC) fund set up by the Department of Trade, Industry and Competition (DTIC) andVenture Capital (TVC) fund set up by the Department of Trade, Industry and Competition (DTIC) and

managed by the International Development Corporation (IDC) provides support and seed capital for themanaged by the International Development Corporation (IDC) provides support and seed capital for the

commercialization of innovative ideas. Cape Town attracted $88 million in VC funding in 2020.commercialization of innovative ideas. Cape Town attracted $88 million in VC funding in 2020.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$105 m$105 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$1.2 bn$1.2 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$140 k$140 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$3 m$3 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$32 k$32 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

FintechFintech

As the home of some of South Africa’s largest financialAs the home of some of South Africa’s largest financial
institutions, Cape Town is a natural choice for innovativeinstitutions, Cape Town is a natural choice for innovative
Fintech companies within the country. Payments startupFintech companies within the country. Payments startup
Yoco has raised a total of $106 million over 5 rounds,Yoco has raised a total of $106 million over 5 rounds,
including a Series C in July. Mobile financial servicesincluding a Series C in July. Mobile financial services
platform Jumo has raised $156.7 million over 11 rounds.platform Jumo has raised $156.7 million over 11 rounds.
Their latest round was a $55 million Series C in FebruaryTheir latest round was a $55 million Series C in February
2020.2020.

EdtechEdtech

The acquisition of GetSmarter by 2U Inc in 2017 catalyzedThe acquisition of GetSmarter by 2U Inc in 2017 catalyzed
the growth of the Edtech sub-sector in Cape Town. Localthe growth of the Edtech sub-sector in Cape Town. Local
success stories include talent development and e-learningsuccess stories include talent development and e-learning
company Groundfloor Labs and Construct Education, acompany Groundfloor Labs and Construct Education, a
US-based Edtech company designing learning material forUS-based Edtech company designing learning material for
the local market. The University of Cape Town recentlythe local market. The University of Cape Town recently
partnered with Valenture Institute to deliver Southpartnered with Valenture Institute to deliver South
Africa’s first accredited online high school. Edtech startupAfrica’s first accredited online high school. Edtech startup
iXperience raised a US$2.5 million Series A funding iniXperience raised a US$2.5 million Series A funding in
May 2021. May 2021. 



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
Cape TownCape Town

Tax AdvantagesTax Advantages
The corporate tax rate in South Africa is a flat 28%, below theThe corporate tax rate in South Africa is a flat 28%, below the

average for Africa. Special dispensations are provided for companiesaverage for Africa. Special dispensations are provided for companies

in mining, oil and gas, and agriculture. Non-South African residents arein mining, oil and gas, and agriculture. Non-South African residents are

only taxed on income from a South African source, making Capeonly taxed on income from a South African source, making Cape

Town a popular hub for digital nomads. Town a popular hub for digital nomads. 

Educated WorkforceEducated Workforce
There are 4 world-class universities, 2 globally recognised businessThere are 4 world-class universities, 2 globally recognised business

schools,research councils and private and public coding schoolsschools,research councils and private and public coding schools

within a 50km radius of Cape Town. Together they produce morewithin a 50km radius of Cape Town. Together they produce more

than 12,000 STEM graduates and more than 500 coders a year.than 12,000 STEM graduates and more than 500 coders a year.

Software developers in Cape Town are 40–80% less expensiveSoftware developers in Cape Town are 40–80% less expensive

than in developed markets. than in developed markets. 

Key Economic ZonesKey Economic Zones
Cape Town has identified 2 key economic zones for development.Cape Town has identified 2 key economic zones for development.

The Atlantis Special Economic Zone (ASEZ) is dedicated toThe Atlantis Special Economic Zone (ASEZ) is dedicated to

supporting green and circular economy businesses in renewablesupporting green and circular economy businesses in renewable

energy, recycling, and waste management, transportation, and smartenergy, recycling, and waste management, transportation, and smart

agriculture. A second zone in Philipi supports agricultural activities inagriculture. A second zone in Philipi supports agricultural activities in

the area and includes business incubation and skills developmentthe area and includes business incubation and skills development

programs. programs. 

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

City of Cape TownCity of Cape Town

Cape Town, or the Mother City, is SouthCape Town, or the Mother City, is South

Africa’s oldest city, its second-mostAfrica’s oldest city, its second-most

populous and the legislative capital. It ispopulous and the legislative capital. It is

made up of a diverse population, a richmade up of a diverse population, a rich

history, world famous tourist attractionshistory, world famous tourist attractions

and an exciting calendar of internationaland an exciting calendar of international

and local events.and local events.  

MEMBERMEMBER

WESGROWESGRO

As the official tourism, trade andAs the official tourism, trade and

investment promotion agency for Capeinvestment promotion agency for Cape

Town and the Western Cape, WesgroTown and the Western Cape, Wesgro

assists investors and businesses looking toassists investors and businesses looking to

branch out into the province. Regardlessbranch out into the province. Regardless

of the sector your company operates in –of the sector your company operates in –

be it wine, technology, agriculture orbe it wine, technology, agriculture or

another sector – Cape Town and theanother sector – Cape Town and the

Western Cape have all the elementsWestern Cape have all the elements

necessary to make your investment anecessary to make your investment a

success.success.

MEMBERMEMBER

Silicon CapeSilicon Cape

Silicon Cape is a non-profit, community-Silicon Cape is a non-profit, community-

driven initiative that supports and catalysesdriven initiative that supports and catalyses

the creation of a vibrant, sustainable techthe creation of a vibrant, sustainable tech

and entrepreneurial ecosystem in Southand entrepreneurial ecosystem in South

Africa. The vision is for Silicon Cape toAfrica. The vision is for Silicon Cape to

develop the Western Cape as andevelop the Western Cape as an

innovation hub for Africa and the world byinnovation hub for Africa and the world by

fostering an inclusive ecosystem for techfostering an inclusive ecosystem for tech

enabled start-ups in the region. This byenabled start-ups in the region. This by

connecting stakeholders to resources andconnecting stakeholders to resources and

each other for mutual benefit; curatingeach other for mutual benefit; curating

cohort communities and networks;cohort communities and networks;

amplifying the stories from within theamplifying the stories from within the

community for peer learning; and bycommunity for peer learning; and by

advocating on behalf of the collective.advocating on behalf of the collective.

MEMBERMEMBER



South Af ricaSouth Af rica

JohannesburgJohannesburg HighlightsHighlights
As South Africa’s biggest metropolitan area and financial capital, Johannesburg hosts the headquarters ofAs South Africa’s biggest metropolitan area and financial capital, Johannesburg hosts the headquarters of

more than 70% of South African companies as well as the largest stock exchange and inland port in Africa.more than 70% of South African companies as well as the largest stock exchange and inland port in Africa.

The city handles 30% of the country’s exports and generates 15% of its wealth. These strong economicThe city handles 30% of the country’s exports and generates 15% of its wealth. These strong economic

fundamentals are beginning to support a small but growing startup ecosystem. And estimated 450fundamentals are beginning to support a small but growing startup ecosystem. And estimated 450

startups call the city home, as do more than 200 startup support organizations. Johannesburg is also homestartups call the city home, as do more than 200 startup support organizations. Johannesburg is also home

to an array of active investors like Dazzle Angels, Edge Growth, Grovest, SA SME Fund, The People’s Fund,to an array of active investors like Dazzle Angels, Edge Growth, Grovest, SA SME Fund, The People’s Fund,

and Kalon Venture Partners. The Seed Academy and the WDB Growth Fund both offer programs toand Kalon Venture Partners. The Seed Academy and the WDB Growth Fund both offer programs to

support founders, including a fully funded business accelerator for women. The JamLab (The Journalismsupport founders, including a fully funded business accelerator for women. The JamLab (The Journalism

and Media Lab) accelerator is a 6-month program for digital entrepreneurs. The Riversands Incubation Huband Media Lab) accelerator is a 6-month program for digital entrepreneurs. The Riversands Incubation Hub

acts as a bridge between small businesses and corporates. Acceleration platform Sw7 has acceleratedacts as a bridge between small businesses and corporates. Acceleration platform Sw7 has accelerated

over 200 tech businesses in Johannesburg and Cape Town. J&B Hive Accelerator aism to develop andover 200 tech businesses in Johannesburg and Cape Town. J&B Hive Accelerator aism to develop and

inspire creative entrepreneurs. The City of Johannesburg’s Opportunity Centre initiative provides adviceinspire creative entrepreneurs. The City of Johannesburg’s Opportunity Centre initiative provides advice

on entrepreneurship and business support issues. A range of coworking spaces and makerspaces doton entrepreneurship and business support issues. A range of coworking spaces and makerspaces dot

Johannesburg, including Workshop17 West Street, JoziHub, and 22 ON SLOANE, the largest startup campusJohannesburg, including Workshop17 West Street, JoziHub, and 22 ON SLOANE, the largest startup campus

in Africa. Johannesburg also hosts the annual Fak'ugesi Festival, a 10-day festival for innovators.in Africa. Johannesburg also hosts the annual Fak'ugesi Festival, a 10-day festival for innovators.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$55 m$55 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$572 m$572 m
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$218 k$218 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$ 0.99 m$ 0.99 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$30 k$30 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

FintechFintech

Johannesburg is home to some of Africa’s leading banksJohannesburg is home to some of Africa’s leading banks
and financial institutions, as well as the headquarters forand financial institutions, as well as the headquarters for
all the foreign banks operating in South Africa. Of theall the foreign banks operating in South Africa. Of the
estimated 450 startups in the city, approximately 30% areestimated 450 startups in the city, approximately 30% are
Fintechs. Launched by investment company RandFintechs. Launched by investment company Rand
Merchant Investment Holdings, AlphaCode is a club forMerchant Investment Holdings, AlphaCode is a club for
Fintechs that offers grants and mentorship over a 12-Fintechs that offers grants and mentorship over a 12-
month program. Insurtech company Pineapple raised amonth program. Insurtech company Pineapple raised a
$5.4 million Series A in July 2021. $5.4 million Series A in July 2021. 



Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
JohannesburgJohannesburg

TalentTalent
The Johannesburg region is home to several educational and skill-The Johannesburg region is home to several educational and skill-

building initiatives for aspiring entrepreneurs and technologists. Thebuilding initiatives for aspiring entrepreneurs and technologists. The

University of Pretoria’s Gordon Institute of Business Science hostsUniversity of Pretoria’s Gordon Institute of Business Science hosts

the Entrepreneur Development Academy, which offers a year-longthe Entrepreneur Development Academy, which offers a year-long

Social Entrepreneurship Program. The University of JohannesburgSocial Entrepreneurship Program. The University of Johannesburg

Centre for Entrepreneurship enrols 400 students a year.Centre for Entrepreneurship enrols 400 students a year.

WeThinkCode partners with corporations to offer students freeWeThinkCode partners with corporations to offer students free

tuition and trains 300 coders per year. tuition and trains 300 coders per year. 

Business EnvironmentBusiness Environment
Johannesburg offers great quality of life, low cost of living, highlyJohannesburg offers great quality of life, low cost of living, highly

developed economic infrastructure, sound government policies,developed economic infrastructure, sound government policies,

reasonable tax rates, and competitive business costs. reasonable tax rates, and competitive business costs. 



T he GambiaT he Gambia

The GambiaThe Gambia
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
International Trade Centre (ITC), United NationsInternational Trade Centre (ITC), United Nations

With Covid-19, tech has become a key pillar of the government’s agenda. As such we lookWith Covid-19, tech has become a key pillar of the government’s agenda. As such we look

forward to better private-public partnerships that will build confidence and growth in theforward to better private-public partnerships that will build confidence and growth in the

sector.sector.

Beran Dondeh-GillenBeran Dondeh-Gillen
Chair, IT Association of The Gambia (ITAG)Chair, IT Association of The Gambia (ITAG)

““

HighlightsHighlights
With approximately 115,000 micro, small and medium-sized enterprises contributing around 20% of its GDP,With approximately 115,000 micro, small and medium-sized enterprises contributing around 20% of its GDP,

the Gambia has always been a business-minded country. Helped by the government’s strong commitmentthe Gambia has always been a business-minded country. Helped by the government’s strong commitment

to entrepreneurship, especially through the recently set up Enterprise Development Fund (EDF) andto entrepreneurship, especially through the recently set up Enterprise Development Fund (EDF) and

Commission on Local Content, a recent startup boom is looking to channel the energy of the young,Commission on Local Content, a recent startup boom is looking to channel the energy of the young,

dynamic population into more fast-growing, tech-focused companies. Startup Incubator Gambia, launcheddynamic population into more fast-growing, tech-focused companies. Startup Incubator Gambia, launched

in 2015, was the first ever incubator and co-working space in the Gambia. in 2015, was the first ever incubator and co-working space in the Gambia. Since then, new tech hubs wereSince then, new tech hubs were

set up to support the ecosystem: the Disruptive Lab, The Hub, and the UNDP Accelerator Lab. Moreover,set up to support the ecosystem: the Disruptive Lab, The Hub, and the UNDP Accelerator Lab. Moreover,

programs like the Empretec program, and the Start and Improve Your Business (SIYB) program offer high-programs like the Empretec program, and the Start and Improve Your Business (SIYB) program offer high-

quality short-term training to promising entrepreneurs in the country. Similarly, the Youth Empowermentquality short-term training to promising entrepreneurs in the country. Similarly, the Youth Empowerment

Project (YEP) implemented by the UN International Trade Centre (ITC) and funded by the EU has beenProject (YEP) implemented by the UN International Trade Centre (ITC) and funded by the EU has been

supporting the growth of the Gambian tech sector since 2018, including through the Andandorrsupporting the growth of the Gambian tech sector since 2018, including through the Andandorr

accelerator. While Gambia’s ecosystem is in the early stages of its development, success stories areaccelerator. While Gambia’s ecosystem is in the early stages of its development, success stories are

beginning to emerge: e-commerce Sellox is becoming one of the most popular marketplaces for startups,beginning to emerge: e-commerce Sellox is becoming one of the most popular marketplaces for startups,

boosted by the pandemic. Young Gambians from the diaspora are setting up innovative startups focusedboosted by the pandemic. Young Gambians from the diaspora are setting up innovative startups focused

on key sectors like Healthtech and Fintech. InnovarX Global Health (IGH), for instance, is a healthcareon key sectors like Healthtech and Fintech. InnovarX Global Health (IGH), for instance, is a healthcare

provider that leverages e-health platforms to serve patients’ needs. The tech sector is fueled by youngprovider that leverages e-health platforms to serve patients’ needs. The tech sector is fueled by young

graduates, mainly from the University of The Gambia, but also from tertiary training institutes such asgraduates, mainly from the University of The Gambia, but also from tertiary training institutes such as

Lasting Solutions.Lasting Solutions.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

N/AN/A
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

N/AN/A
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

N/AN/A

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

N/AN/A

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

N/AN/A

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

FintechFintech

Inclusive financial services are on the rise in The Gambia.Inclusive financial services are on the rise in The Gambia.
Mobile payments are progressing steadily (QMoney,Mobile payments are progressing steadily (QMoney,
AfriMoney), as well as related services, such as Pay365’sAfriMoney), as well as related services, such as Pay365’s
Ping Money and ANG Capital’s ‘Lebal ma’. Building on thisPing Money and ANG Capital’s ‘Lebal ma’. Building on this
favourable backdrop, the UN Capital Development Fundfavourable backdrop, the UN Capital Development Fund
(UNCDF) is working to increase youth financial inclusion(UNCDF) is working to increase youth financial inclusion
and access to finance in the Gambia with its YouthStartand access to finance in the Gambia with its YouthStart
(YS) program. Gamswitch is also easing intra-bank(YS) program. Gamswitch is also easing intra-bank
payments for Gambian businesses. payments for Gambian businesses. 

E-commerceE-commerce

The World Economic Forum ranked the Gambia 10th inThe World Economic Forum ranked the Gambia 10th in
Africa for its ICT environment, ahead of much largerAfrica for its ICT environment, ahead of much larger
neighbors like Nigeria and Senegal. The government isneighbors like Nigeria and Senegal. The government is
supporting the further development of the E-commercesupporting the further development of the E-commerce
sub-sector with a range of incentives, including tax breakssub-sector with a range of incentives, including tax breaks
on corporate and turnover tax, exempting direct inputson corporate and turnover tax, exempting direct inputs
such as hardware from import tax. In parallel, socialsuch as hardware from import tax. In parallel, social
commerce on TikTok, Snapchat, WhatApp and Instagramcommerce on TikTok, Snapchat, WhatApp and Instagram
has been taking off, leading to a boom in logistics andhas been taking off, leading to a boom in logistics and
last-mile delivery services. last-mile delivery services. 



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
The GambiaThe Gambia

Affordable Skilled LaborAffordable Skilled Labor
The Gambia offers abundant semi-skilled and unskilled labor. TheThe Gambia offers abundant semi-skilled and unskilled labor. The

average wages and costs are substantially lower than in many otheraverage wages and costs are substantially lower than in many other

West African countries. Additionally, English is the Gambia’s officialWest African countries. Additionally, English is the Gambia’s official

language, making working with local labor easier for internationallanguage, making working with local labor easier for international

companies. companies. 

Business Friendly EnvironmentBusiness Friendly Environment
The Gambia has made it easier to start a business in the country,The Gambia has made it easier to start a business in the country,

and the process of conducting cross-border trade is significantlyand the process of conducting cross-border trade is significantly

less complicated than in other Sub-Saharan African countries. Theless complicated than in other Sub-Saharan African countries. The

government has lowered the corporate tax rate, replaced thegovernment has lowered the corporate tax rate, replaced the

previous sales tax regime with a more streamlined VAT system, andprevious sales tax regime with a more streamlined VAT system, and

adopted the Security Interests in Moveable Property Act, whichadopted the Security Interests in Moveable Property Act, which

implements a functional secured transactions system andimplements a functional secured transactions system and

establishes a centralized collateral registry. establishes a centralized collateral registry. 

Regional HubRegional Hub
The Gambia’s membership in the Economic Community of WestThe Gambia’s membership in the Economic Community of West

African States (ECOWAS) trading bloc ensures easy market access toAfrican States (ECOWAS) trading bloc ensures easy market access to

over 300 million people for companies using it as a base for regionalover 300 million people for companies using it as a base for regional

trade. The country also offers well-functioning customs and porttrade. The country also offers well-functioning customs and port

services, low import duties with a duty waiver incentive scheme forservices, low import duties with a duty waiver incentive scheme for

eligible companies, and simplified customs procedures. eligible companies, and simplified customs procedures. 

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

International Trade Centre (ITC),International Trade Centre (ITC),
United NationsUnited Nations

The International Trade Centre (ITC) is theThe International Trade Centre (ITC) is the

only development agency that is fullyonly development agency that is fully

dedicated to supporting thededicated to supporting the

internationalization of small and medium-internationalization of small and medium-

sized enterprises (SMEs). This means thatsized enterprises (SMEs). This means that

the agency enables SMEs in developingthe agency enables SMEs in developing

and transition economies to become moreand transition economies to become more

competitive and connect to internationalcompetitive and connect to international

markets for trade and investment, thusmarkets for trade and investment, thus

raising incomes and creating jobraising incomes and creating job

opportunities, especially for women, youngopportunities, especially for women, young

people, and poor communities. Establishedpeople, and poor communities. Established

in 1964, the International Trade Centrein 1964, the International Trade Centre

(ITC) is the joint agency of the World Trade(ITC) is the joint agency of the World Trade

Organization and the United Nations.Organization and the United Nations.  

MEMBERMEMBER
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Tech investors less familiar with the Asian hemisphere 
will	find	it	easier	to	view	the	region’s	various	startup	
ecosystems from the perspective of domestic-market size. 
On one hand there are countries such as China and India, 
each with  a home market of well over a billion people. 
That	is	sufficient	for	startups	to	achieve	global	scale	
even before extending beyond their home borders. Then 
there are the 10 countries that comprise the Southeast 
Asian market, also known as the Association of Southeast 
Asian	Nations	(ASEAN).	Collectively,	the	regional	ASEAN	
market is 660 million strong: larger than the North 
American, South American, or European markets. But 
each individual market consists of 100 million people 
or	fewer.	Also,	there	is	signficant	diversity	of	cultures,	
languages, religions, and levels of tech savviness and 
digital infrastructure development.

Between these two categories of ecosystem, China and 
India continue to attract the lion’s share of venture 

PAUL ARK

Paul Ark works with pan-Asian venture capital firm 
Gobi Partners, spearheading ESG and sustainability 
initiatives in the company’s operational and investment 
activities. Prior to joining Gobi Partners, he managed a 
$100 million global corporate venture-capital fund for 
Siam Commercial Bank’s Digital Ventures group, one 
of the largest Fintech corporate VCs in Southeast Asia.

Understanding Diverse Markets In A 
Dynamic Region

capital, accounting for about two thirds of Asia’s total 
funding. That is due to their vast consumer markets, 
rapidly growing economies, and development of global 
enterprises. Combined, China and India account for 
over a third of the world’s population: two-thirds reside 
within	a	few	hours’	flight	time.	China	and	India	also	boast	
growing numbers of unicorn startups and are among the 
fastest growing markets for smartphone penetration, 
5G technology roll-out, and smart cities development 
(especially	China).	

Prior to the pandemic, tech entrepreneurship in both 
countries was on a tear, with Chinese tech startups 
peaking in 2018 at almost 80% of Asia’s total and India’s 
peaking	in	the	first	half	of	2020	at	almost	30%.	Chinese	
venture	funding	dropped	by	about	40%	in	the	first	half	
of 2020 but has since recovered completely, while India, 
in contrast, was hit badly by the Delta variant. Total 
venture	funding	into	Indian	startups	in	the	first	half	of	

Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2021 This contributed article was prepared by the author in a personal capacity. The 
opinions expressed in this article are the author’s own and do not necessarily 
reflect the views or position of Startup Genome.
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2021 dropped almost 50% compared to last year.  Both 
markets boast a large number of local and global venture 
capital funds, ranging from traditional institutional funds 
to	impact	funds	to	corporate	VC	funds.

However, with the government’s crackdown on consumer 
technology and promotion of a Deep Tech ecosystem 
independent of U.S. technologies, Chinese venture capital 
is shifting to sectors such as semiconductors, Healthtech, 
and Cleantech. India is playing catchup with China, 
investing heavily in consumer sectors such as grocery, 
food delivery, Gaming, and Edtech. Elsewhere in Asia, 
the pandemic has accelerated digital transformation in 
conservative markets such as Japan, formerly dominated 
by	face-to-face	meetings	and	use	of	hanko	(stamps)	for	
approval.	There,	software-as-a-service	has	taken	off.

Turning to Southeast Asia, the region boasts an unusually 
attractive	investment	profile	that	combines	developing	
world	demographics	(lots	of	young	people)	with	developed	
world wealth and education. Also, its more than 660 
million people represent a sizable economic bloc. But the 
region comprises 10 countries, 10 languages, and a wide 
diversity of cultural, historical, and religious backgrounds, 
making it challenging for startups to carve out a sizable, 
homogeneous market segment.

Startups in the ASEAN region attract money from a 
balance of global, regional, and local funds. There are 
plenty of Asia-originated funds with sizable assets under 
management and global operations or fund mandates. 

Well-known global players like Sequoia and 500 Startups 
also have a presence across the region. 

Health, environmental, and social/political crises have 
heightened awareness around the broad spectrum 
of sustainability and ESG activities. That, in turn, has 
accelerated investment in already growing areas such as 
digital banking, Edtech, and Healthcare, which promise to 
alleviate	or	tackle	the	effects	of	such	crises	or	disruptions.	
Startups in those industries are not just digitizing services 
but also extending them to people who previously 
lacked access. Entrepreneurs are targeting agriculture, 
food logistics, and alternative proteins. Another area 
of focus is the circular economy: technologies that 
make secondary use of materials through recycling 
or reprocessing and consequently reduce the waste 
going	into	landfills	and	oceans,	much	of	it	in	Asia.	Other	
startups are developing technologies that reduce the 
carbon footprint either through decarbonization or 
carbon capture/sequestration, especially important as 
air quality has declined to hazardous levels in Asia’s 
capital cities in recent years.

Most ASEAN governments are very supportive of startups, 
some having even established government ministries to 
develop their local ecosystems. Singapore has been the 
most aggressive in this respect. Among other things, the 
Singaporean government set aside $300 million last year 
as part of an initiative to catalyze investment in Deep 
Tech startups. It has long implemented friendly policies 

to spur development of local startups and venture capital 
funds as well as to attract foreign entrepreneurs and 
VCs.	That	said,	many	ASEAN	governments	still	have	a	
ways to go to reduce the regulatory burden on startups 
and	VC	funds	and	to	create	conditions	amenable	to	
the same explosive growth and development of local 
startups present in more established tech ecosystems. 
Among other actions they must further ease entry and 
residency for foreign talent, streamline processes for 
starting and closing businesses, and establish more 
flexible	termination	and	severance	policies	and	creative	
non-cash compensation schemes.
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Venture	money	is	pouring	into	South	Asia,	where	tech	
companies have attracted more than $23.2 billion in the 
first	half	of	2021,	a	150%	jump	over	the	same	period	last	
year.	In	one	of	the	world’s	most	promising	VC	markets,	
tech titans grab headlines as they prepare for their public 
market debuts through traditional IPOs or mergers with 
special	purpose	acquisition	companies	(SPACs).	

In the last few months we’ve seen 10 years of 
entrepreneurship, innovation, and investment come to 
fruition Among the events: Zomato listed on India’s stock 
exchange at a valuation exceeding $10 billion. Bukalapak 
raised $1.5 billion—making it Indonesia’s largest IPO 
ever—when it debuted on the IDX exchange. Singapore-
based Grab, with a valuation of around $40 billion, is 
going public through a merger with the SPAC Altimeter 
Growth	Corp.	Victory	Park	Capital	is	the	sponsor	of	the	
SPAC taking public Indonesia’s Kredivo at a valuation of 
$2.5 billion. 

AMIT ANAND

Amit Anand is the Founding Partner of Singapore-
based Jungle Ventures, which invests in and helps 
build tech leaders from South Asia. Under his 
leadership, Jungle, founded in 2012, has grown into 
one of the largest VC firms in the region, currently 
managing over $600 million.

Mega Tech IPOs Head Toward $1 Trillion 
By 2025

Sea	Limited	(Singapore),	Zomato,	and	Bukalapak	already	
have an aggregate market capitalization of more than 
$170 billion; and more than 10 other regional companies 
are in the IPO pipeline. With the successful execution of 
those listings at the intended valuations, South Asia’s 
tech sector will likely add more than $125 billion in 
market capitalization, for an aggregate $250 billion to 
$300 billion by December 2022.

At	Jungle	Ventures,	we	are	pleased	to	see	these	advanced-
stage listings. But what excites us most is the region’s 
robust pipeline. Today there are nearly 50 unicorns in 
South Asia. Large Indian companies such as Flipkart 
(majority	owned	by	Walmart,	last	valued	at	$37	billion);	
PayTM	(valued	at	$16	billion);	and	Byju’s	(valued	at	$16.5	
billion)	lead	the	pack.

These nearly 50 unicorns currently possess an aggregate 
valuation exceeding $300 billion and continue to grow at 

Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2021 This contributed article was prepared by the author in a personal capacity. The 
opinions expressed in this article are the author’s own and do not necessarily 
reflect the views or position of Startup Genome.
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75% to 200% CAGR. Many plan to go public in the next 
two to three years. Even with conservative discounts to 
their valuation multiples, these companies’ fast growth 
positions them for very large IPOs. And if just 70% go 
public successfully, their aggregate market capitalization 
can easily cross the $600 billion mark as listed companies.

We estimate more than 100 additional companies, each 
valued between $250 million and $1 billion and growing 
rapidly, will soon become unicorns. And we believe a 
significant	majority	of	those	will	be	IPO	candidates	by	
2025, with an aggregate market capitalization of more 
than $200 billion as they list.

As	we	look	forward	to	the	next	five	years,	it	is	clear	that	
this $1 trillion of value will establish South Asia as the 
third largest tech hub globally, after the United States 
and China. The resulting windfall and available capital 
for	the	ecosystem’s	VCs	and	founders	will	drive	value	
creation for decades to come.
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Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2021

Asia Insights & Rankings

Key Findings
• Asian ecosystems continue to rise in the Global Startup Ecosystem Rankings 

with Tokyo	 (from	#15	to	#9),	Seoul	 (#20	to	#16),	Shenzhen	 (#22	to	#19),	
Bangalore-Karnataka	(#26	to	#23),	and	Hangzhou	(#28	to	#25)	moving	ahead.

• When it comes to the Knowledge Factor, Asia takes four of the Top 5 spots 
(Beijing, Shanghai, Seoul,	and	Guangzhou).

• Asian startup ecosystems are collectively worth $1.1 trillion in Ecosystem 
Value	in	this	year’s GSER period, about 30% of the global total.

Top 5 Performers

#1
Beijing

#4
Seoul

#2
Shanghai

#5
Singapore

#3
Tokyo

Top Regional Challengers

#5
Kuala Lumpur

#3
Guangzhou

#1
Mumbai

#4
Wuxi

#2
Jakarta

The Top Performers are identified by applying our Global Ranking methodology within a specific region, while the Regional Challengers are identified using the Emerging Ecosystems methodology.
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Bangalore-KarnatakaBangalore-Karnataka
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Karnataka Innovation & Technology Society (KITS)Karnataka Innovation & Technology Society (KITS) /  / Bangalore Bioinnovation CentreBangalore Bioinnovation Centre

Bengaluru-Karnataka Innovation Ecosystem has catalysed, and scaled up startups at anBengaluru-Karnataka Innovation Ecosystem has catalysed, and scaled up startups at an

unprecedented pace. This nurturing ecosystem has steadily given birth to numerous unicornsunprecedented pace. This nurturing ecosystem has steadily given birth to numerous unicorns

and is now evidencing signs of logarithmic growth.and is now evidencing signs of logarithmic growth.

Dr C N Ashwath NarayanDr C N Ashwath Narayan
Minister of Science & Technology, Higher Education & Information Technology and Biotechnology, GovernmentMinister of Science & Technology, Higher Education & Information Technology and Biotechnology, Government

of Karnatakaof Karnataka

““

HighlightsHighlights
Name a multinational tech titan— from Amazon to Uber to Microsoft — and chances are excellent it willName a multinational tech titan— from Amazon to Uber to Microsoft — and chances are excellent it will

have a headquarters in Bangalore. The city and surrounding state of Karnataka is the world’s 4th largesthave a headquarters in Bangalore. The city and surrounding state of Karnataka is the world’s 4th largest

technology and innovation cluster, and home to more than 400+ global R&D centers. The statetechnology and innovation cluster, and home to more than 400+ global R&D centers. The state

government is working hard to leverage this tech dominance to create a thriving startup and innovationgovernment is working hard to leverage this tech dominance to create a thriving startup and innovation

ecosystem. Already more than 4,000 startups call Karnataka home. The Government of Karnataka was theecosystem. Already more than 4,000 startups call Karnataka home. The Government of Karnataka was the

first Indian state to announce the establishment of a dedicated Startup Cell to promote the state as afirst Indian state to announce the establishment of a dedicated Startup Cell to promote the state as a

startup destination. Through its Innovate Karnataka initiative it also provides financial support to startupsstartup destination. Through its Innovate Karnataka initiative it also provides financial support to startups

through various funds, including the semiconductor venture fund, the bio venture fund, and the AVGCthrough various funds, including the semiconductor venture fund, the bio venture fund, and the AVGC

venture fund which focuses on companies in the animation, visual effects, gaming and comics (AVGC)venture fund which focuses on companies in the animation, visual effects, gaming and comics (AVGC)

sector and related businesses, and Idea2PoC grants, which provide early-stage funding to concepts whichsector and related businesses, and Idea2PoC grants, which provide early-stage funding to concepts which

have yet to establish the proof of concept. Private investors are also betting on local startups. Localhave yet to establish the proof of concept. Private investors are also betting on local startups. Local

unicorns Swiggy and Flipkart have raised $1.5 billion and $7.5 billion respectively. The Tata Group recentlyunicorns Swiggy and Flipkart have raised $1.5 billion and $7.5 billion respectively. The Tata Group recently

finalized a $1.2 billion deal to acquire a majority stake in online grocery store BigBasket. Karnataka is alsofinalized a $1.2 billion deal to acquire a majority stake in online grocery store BigBasket. Karnataka is also

home to a number of successful tech unicorns like Byjus, CRED, Meesho, Groww, Dailyhunt, Digithome to a number of successful tech unicorns like Byjus, CRED, Meesho, Groww, Dailyhunt, Digit

Insurance, InMobi, Mu-Sigma, Razorpay, Udaan, ShareChat, BlackBuck and Unacademy. Karnataka also hostsInsurance, InMobi, Mu-Sigma, Razorpay, Udaan, ShareChat, BlackBuck and Unacademy. Karnataka also hosts

a number of notable tech events, including the Bangalore Tech Summit which draws some of the besta number of notable tech events, including the Bangalore Tech Summit which draws some of the best

minds from across the globe to discuss the future of tech.minds from across the globe to discuss the future of tech.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$1.4 bn$1.4 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$53 bn$53 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$480 k$480 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$3.9 m$3.9 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$13 k$13 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths
FintechFintech

In January 2020 The Bahrain Economic DevelopmentIn January 2020 The Bahrain Economic Development
Board (EDB) and Karnataka government signed a pact toBoard (EDB) and Karnataka government signed a pact to
develop the state’s Fintech ecosystem and promotedevelop the state’s Fintech ecosystem and promote
partnerships between startups and corporates,partnerships between startups and corporates,
universities, research institutions, and governmentuniversities, research institutions, and government
agencies. Neo-banking platform Razorpay raised a $160agencies. Neo-banking platform Razorpay raised a $160
million Series E in April 2021 at a valuation of $2.84 billion.million Series E in April 2021 at a valuation of $2.84 billion.
Digital lending platform KreditBee closed a $145 millionDigital lending platform KreditBee closed a $145 million
Series C round in March.Series C round in March.

Life SciencesLife Sciences

With 60% of India’s biotech companies, 35+ clinicalWith 60% of India’s biotech companies, 35+ clinical
research organizations and 7.5k biotech graduatesresearch organizations and 7.5k biotech graduates
annually, Karnataka is the biotech capital of India.annually, Karnataka is the biotech capital of India.
Karnataka Innovation and Technology Society (KITS) actsKarnataka Innovation and Technology Society (KITS) acts
as a liaison between industry and government and worksas a liaison between industry and government and works
closely with Bangalore Bioinnovation Centre (BBC) worksclosely with Bangalore Bioinnovation Centre (BBC) works
closely to help implement schemes of the government ofclosely to help implement schemes of the government of
Karnataka. With Bangalore Helix biotechnology park andKarnataka. With Bangalore Helix biotechnology park and
Bangalore bio cluster and pharma parks, the state boastsBangalore bio cluster and pharma parks, the state boasts
world-class facilities. Pandorum Technologies, anworld-class facilities. Pandorum Technologies, an
incubatee of BBC and a biotechnology company, raisedincubatee of BBC and a biotechnology company, raised
$5.5 million in September 2020, getting their total to $9.2$5.5 million in September 2020, getting their total to $9.2
million. million. 
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Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
Bangalore-KarnatakaBangalore-Karnataka

Tech TalentTech Talent
With between 1,800 and 2,300 active startups, Bangalore is theWith between 1,800 and 2,300 active startups, Bangalore is the

hottest startup ecosystem in India, attracting IT job seekers fromhottest startup ecosystem in India, attracting IT job seekers from

across the country. This influx of young talent makes it easy foracross the country. This influx of young talent makes it easy for

startups to hire hardworking employees at low-cost. startups to hire hardworking employees at low-cost. 

Access to InvestorsAccess to Investors
Bangalore offers founders relatively easy access to a large numberBangalore offers founders relatively easy access to a large number

of venture capitalists and angel investors. Startups can also applyof venture capitalists and angel investors. Startups can also apply

to the Karnataka Government for funds. Since setting up itsto the Karnataka Government for funds. Since setting up its

startup policy in 2015, the state government has set up severalstartup policy in 2015, the state government has set up several

funds totalling over Rs. 300 crores/$ 40.5M to back startupsfunds totalling over Rs. 300 crores/$ 40.5M to back startups

across different sectors such as biotechnology, tourism, andacross different sectors such as biotechnology, tourism, and

animation. animation. 

InfrastructureInfrastructure
Karnataka, a leader in technological innovation, has 44% of India’sKarnataka, a leader in technological innovation, has 44% of India’s

R&D centres, including some of the biggest R&D centres, such asR&D centres, including some of the biggest R&D centres, such as

Google’s first AI and machine learning focused center, Intel’s largestGoogle’s first AI and machine learning focused center, Intel’s largest

5G technology design center, GE’s largest IoT R&D center, all of5G technology design center, GE’s largest IoT R&D center, all of

which are second only to their centres in the US, and Samsung’swhich are second only to their centres in the US, and Samsung’s

largest R&D center outside South Korea. The state’s Startup Cell aimslargest R&D center outside South Korea. The state’s Startup Cell aims

to create top tier incubation infrastructure and promote Bangaloreto create top tier incubation infrastructure and promote Bangalore

and Karnataka as premier startup destinations. and Karnataka as premier startup destinations. 

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Karnataka Innovation & TechnologyKarnataka Innovation & Technology
Society (KITS)Society (KITS)

KITS is a nodal centre for implementingKITS is a nodal centre for implementing

schemes of the Department ofschemes of the Department of

Electronics, IT, BT and S&T, Government ofElectronics, IT, BT and S&T, Government of

Karnataka & its startup cell.Karnataka & its startup cell.  

MEMBERMEMBER

Bangalore Bioinnovation CentreBangalore Bioinnovation Centre

Bangalore Bioinnovation Centre (BBC) is aBangalore Bioinnovation Centre (BBC) is a

joint initiative of the Department ofjoint initiative of the Department of

Biotechnology, Government of India andBiotechnology, Government of India and

Department of Electronics, IT, BT and S&T,Department of Electronics, IT, BT and S&T,

Government of Karnataka. It is a State-of-Government of Karnataka. It is a State-of-

the-art translational research andthe-art translational research and

entrepreneurship centre catering to all theentrepreneurship centre catering to all the

needs of start-ups in life science.needs of start-ups in life science.

MEMBERMEMBER

FEATURED ARTICLES FROMFEATURED ARTICLES FROM  
LOCAL AMBASSADORSLOCAL AMBASSADORS



ChinaChina

Beijing Beijing #4#4
Beijing's greatest innovation asset lies in its preeminent education resources. Among Beijing'sBeijing's greatest innovation asset lies in its preeminent education resources. Among Beijing's

yearly 200,000 college graduates, many enter the startup scene one way or another, makingyearly 200,000 college graduates, many enter the startup scene one way or another, making

this city a leading innovation highland as today.this city a leading innovation highland as today.

Jordan ZhuJordan Zhu
Senior Manager at Innoway in the Global Incubation DepartmentSenior Manager at Innoway in the Global Incubation Department

““

HighlightsHighlights
Silicon Valley might be the most famous of all startup hubs, but in 2020 Beijing was actually the ecosystemSilicon Valley might be the most famous of all startup hubs, but in 2020 Beijing was actually the ecosystem

with the most unicorn companies with 93 local startups valued at $1 billion or more, including the twowith the most unicorn companies with 93 local startups valued at $1 billion or more, including the two

most valued unicorns in the world, Alibaba spin off ANT Group (valued in April at around $200 billion) andmost valued unicorns in the world, Alibaba spin off ANT Group (valued in April at around $200 billion) and

TikTok parent company ByteDance (valued at $140 billion). Though the coronavirus pandemic rattled theTikTok parent company ByteDance (valued at $140 billion). Though the coronavirus pandemic rattled the

Chinese economy, particularly in early 2020, pandemic related disruptions also provided opportunities forChinese economy, particularly in early 2020, pandemic related disruptions also provided opportunities for

Beijing based startups. With students pivoting to remote listening, China’s online education companiesBeijing based startups. With students pivoting to remote listening, China’s online education companies

saw rapid growth. Yuanfudao, an EdTech giant based in Beijing, raised US$1 billion in funding. Xiaomawang,saw rapid growth. Yuanfudao, an EdTech giant based in Beijing, raised US$1 billion in funding. Xiaomawang,

a coding education company, raised US$21.2 million. Other Chinese startups were able to thrive thanks toa coding education company, raised US$21.2 million. Other Chinese startups were able to thrive thanks to

changing trends in consumer spending and habits driven by the pandemic. Beijing’s Calorie Technology,changing trends in consumer spending and habits driven by the pandemic. Beijing’s Calorie Technology,

which operates the Keep Fitness app, surged to more than US$1 billion in value in May 2020 and boastswhich operates the Keep Fitness app, surged to more than US$1 billion in value in May 2020 and boasts

200 million registered users, for instance.200 million registered users, for instance.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$10.8 bn$10.8 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$445 bn$445 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$1455 k$1455 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$4.3 m$4.3 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$42 k$42 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

Beijing’s startup ecosystem is ruled by AI, big data andBeijing’s startup ecosystem is ruled by AI, big data and
analytics, and the city houses 1,070 AI companies, moreanalytics, and the city houses 1,070 AI companies, more
than a quarter of China’s total. Beijing tech hubthan a quarter of China’s total. Beijing tech hub
Zhongguancun is home to 10 AI labs and 9,000 techZhongguancun is home to 10 AI labs and 9,000 tech
companies, including Baidu, Sina Corp and Lenovo. AI- companies, including Baidu, Sina Corp and Lenovo. AI- 
based business risk control company Shumei Technologybased business risk control company Shumei Technology
raised a total of $208 million in funding over 2 rounds, theraised a total of $208 million in funding over 2 rounds, the
last of which was a Series D round of $135 million in April.last of which was a Series D round of $135 million in April.

FintechFintech

Beijing is a global fintech powerhouse that is home to 13Beijing is a global fintech powerhouse that is home to 13
public Fintech companies worth $16.35 billion in total andpublic Fintech companies worth $16.35 billion in total and
more than 60 highly well-funded Fintech startups,more than 60 highly well-funded Fintech startups,
including JD DIgits and Baidu’s fintech arm Du Xiaomanincluding JD DIgits and Baidu’s fintech arm Du Xiaoman
Finance, which provides short-term loans and otherFinance, which provides short-term loans and other
investment services.investment services.
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Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
BeijingBeijing

Funding ActivityFunding Activity
Beijing is home to the greatest concentration of commercial bankBeijing is home to the greatest concentration of commercial bank

headquarters in China. Incubators and accelerator programs are alsoheadquarters in China. Incubators and accelerator programs are also

plentiful and include both private and government programs. Theplentiful and include both private and government programs. The

Zhongguancun Science Park in Beijing is home to many of them,Zhongguancun Science Park in Beijing is home to many of them,

including Huailongsen International Enterprise Incubator, Innovationincluding Huailongsen International Enterprise Incubator, Innovation

Works, Beijing Zhongguancun Shijingshan Science Park, HuailongsenWorks, Beijing Zhongguancun Shijingshan Science Park, Huailongsen

International Enterprise Incubator, and Bo Ao Liang Chuang. TogetherInternational Enterprise Incubator, and Bo Ao Liang Chuang. Together

these programs serve 3,000 startups annually, including both local andthese programs serve 3,000 startups annually, including both local and

international companies.international companies.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

91Maker91Maker   // China AcceleratorChina Accelerator   // Creative Young CommunityCreative Young Community   // Cyzone Innoway BJCyzone Innoway BJ   // Dao VenturesDao Ventures   // DayDay UpDayDay Up   // Legend StarLegend Star   // Magma PartnersMagma Partners   // Makes-globalMakes-global   // Noodle & MeetupNoodle & Meetup   //

Plug and Play ChinaPlug and Play China   // Sinavation VenturesSinavation Ventures   // Startup GrindStartup Grind   // SuhehuiSuhehui   // TechnodeTechnode   // Ventures LabVentures Lab



IndiaIndia

KeralaKerala
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Kerala Startup Mission (KSUM)Kerala Startup Mission (KSUM)

Kerala has a strong network connecting all the stakeholders in the startup ecosystem. TheKerala has a strong network connecting all the stakeholders in the startup ecosystem. The

high literacy rates, skilled human resource, entrepreneurial environment and proactivehigh literacy rates, skilled human resource, entrepreneurial environment and proactive

government support makes Kerala a global destination for startups.government support makes Kerala a global destination for startups.

Mr. John M ThomasMr. John M Thomas
Chief Executive Officer at Kerala Startup MissionChief Executive Officer at Kerala Startup Mission

““

HighlightsHighlights
The pandemic may have posed plenty of challenges, but it didn’t stop Kerala’s entrepreneurs. According toThe pandemic may have posed plenty of challenges, but it didn’t stop Kerala’s entrepreneurs. According to

cluster hub Kerala Startup Mission, 400 new companies were registered between March 2020 and Aprilcluster hub Kerala Startup Mission, 400 new companies were registered between March 2020 and April

2021 alone, a statistic that speaks to the energy of the growing ecosystem in the southern Indian state.2021 alone, a statistic that speaks to the energy of the growing ecosystem in the southern Indian state.

Kerala Startup Mission offers a variety of programs to support entrepreneurs. Its women's empowermentKerala Startup Mission offers a variety of programs to support entrepreneurs. Its women's empowerment

initiative, Kerala Women In Nano Startups (K-WINS), launched in January 2020. Future Technologies Labinitiative, Kerala Women In Nano Startups (K-WINS), launched in January 2020. Future Technologies Lab

provides tools and equipment for R&D and connects startups and students. The Innovation Grant schemeprovides tools and equipment for R&D and connects startups and students. The Innovation Grant scheme

provides financial assistance of up to INR 1,200,000 to help entrepreneurs transform ideas into fully-provides financial assistance of up to INR 1,200,000 to help entrepreneurs transform ideas into fully-

fledged businesses. Other support programs include Startup Leadership Academy, which connectsfledged businesses. Other support programs include Startup Leadership Academy, which connects

students with leading figures in the world of entrepreneurship and business. The Accelerator forstudents with leading figures in the world of entrepreneurship and business. The Accelerator for

Electronics Technologies (ACE) supports startups striving to scale. The Green Innovation Fund, anElectronics Technologies (ACE) supports startups striving to scale. The Green Innovation Fund, an

accelerator program for social impact startups, launched in November 2020. The K - Accelerator Programaccelerator program for social impact startups, launched in November 2020. The K - Accelerator Program

provides industry exposure to startups that have started generating traction. India's first Super Fab Lab,provides industry exposure to startups that have started generating traction. India's first Super Fab Lab,

built-in collaboration with MIT, opened in Kochi, Kerala in January 2020. Its state-of-the-art facilitiesbuilt-in collaboration with MIT, opened in Kochi, Kerala in January 2020. Its state-of-the-art facilities

enable researchers and entrepreneurs to develop cutting-edge innovations. The Kerala Technologyenable researchers and entrepreneurs to develop cutting-edge innovations. The Kerala Technology

Innovation Zone offers the best business development infrastructure in the state. The Seeding KeralaInnovation Zone offers the best business development infrastructure in the state. The Seeding Kerala

summit introduces high net worth individuals and leading investors from across India to Kerala’s early-summit introduces high net worth individuals and leading investors from across India to Kerala’s early-

stage investment ecosystem. The ‘Technology Conclave’ aims to seed collaborations that will transformstage investment ecosystem. The ‘Technology Conclave’ aims to seed collaborations that will transform

research knowledge into commercially viable products.research knowledge into commercially viable products.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

<$50 m<$50 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

<$100 m<$100 m
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$70 k$70 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

N/AN/A

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$6.8 k$6.8 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

Advanced Manufacturing &Advanced Manufacturing &
RoboticsRobotics

Kerala Startup Mission has set up a Super Fablab inKerala Startup Mission has set up a Super Fablab in
association with Center for Bits and Atoms, Massachusettsassociation with Center for Bits and Atoms, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Boston establishing 22 fablabs,Institute of Technology, Boston establishing 22 fablabs,
future technologies lab, hardware incubators,future technologies lab, hardware incubators,
accelerators, and Center of Excellences. Maker Village, theaccelerators, and Center of Excellences. Maker Village, the
largest hardware accelerator in India, has offered facilitieslargest hardware accelerator in India, has offered facilities
and mentorship to 75 startups as of 2019. GenRoboticsand mentorship to 75 startups as of 2019. GenRobotics
Innovations Pvt Ltd, which created Bandicoot, a manholeInnovations Pvt Ltd, which created Bandicoot, a manhole
cleaning robot that has been adopted by major states ofcleaning robot that has been adopted by major states of
India, raised a $340,000 (INR 25 million) seed round inIndia, raised a $340,000 (INR 25 million) seed round in
2020.2020.

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

Kerala Startup Mission (KSUM) has witnessed anKerala Startup Mission (KSUM) has witnessed an
increasing use of emerging technologies in startupincreasing use of emerging technologies in startup
products. This has helped startups to increase businessproducts. This has helped startups to increase business
and investments. Innovation in governance and solutionsand investments. Innovation in governance and solutions
for social problems are addressed by the startups. Thefor social problems are addressed by the startups. The
Kerala government launched AI and machine learningKerala government launched AI and machine learning
courses for graduates in 2020. Some startups in this sub-courses for graduates in 2020. Some startups in this sub-
sector include Neuroplex, which specializes in computersector include Neuroplex, which specializes in computer
vision and natural language processing, ZappyHire, an AI-vision and natural language processing, ZappyHire, an AI-
driven hiring platform.driven hiring platform.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
KeralaKerala

Startup SupportStartup Support
Kerala is home to 40 incubators, 5 accelerators, and 280 Innovation &Kerala is home to 40 incubators, 5 accelerators, and 280 Innovation &

Entrepreneurship Development Centers (IEDCs, access to fablabs forEntrepreneurship Development Centers (IEDCs, access to fablabs for

rapid prototyping allow startups to build technology products. 2500rapid prototyping allow startups to build technology products. 2500

startups have been created through them. In addition, anstartups have been created through them. In addition, an

International Entrepreneurial Exchange Programme connects localInternational Entrepreneurial Exchange Programme connects local

startups with leading ecosystems such as Silicon Valley and Tel Aviv.startups with leading ecosystems such as Silicon Valley and Tel Aviv.

Government as an early adopterGovernment as an early adopter
The Kerala government facilitates purchases upto a value ofThe Kerala government facilitates purchases upto a value of

$136,000 through the Direct Procurement and Public Procurement$136,000 through the Direct Procurement and Public Procurement

Preferences offered to startups. The program has benefitted morePreferences offered to startups. The program has benefitted more

than 75 startups while 110 than 75 startups while 110 projects have been successfullyprojects have been successfully

implemented.implemented.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Kerala Startup Mission (KSUM)Kerala Startup Mission (KSUM)

Kerala Startup Mission (KSUM) is the stateKerala Startup Mission (KSUM) is the state

nodal agency of the Government of Keralanodal agency of the Government of Kerala

for entrepreneurship development andfor entrepreneurship development and

incubation activities in Kerala and one ofincubation activities in Kerala and one of

the Top Performing States in the country.the Top Performing States in the country.  

MEMBERMEMBER



MalaysiaMalaysia

Kuala LumpurKuala Lumpur
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Malaysia Digital Economy CorporationMalaysia Digital Economy Corporation

The diversity of our talent pool, innovative ecosystem and first-rate infrastructure hasThe diversity of our talent pool, innovative ecosystem and first-rate infrastructure has

catalysed Malaysia as the Heart of Digital ASEAN. Our startups also have an edge in Islamiccatalysed Malaysia as the Heart of Digital ASEAN. Our startups also have an edge in Islamic

Digital Economy and Digital Creative ContentDigital Economy and Digital Creative Content

Mahadhir AzizMahadhir Aziz
CEO, Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation (MDEC)CEO, Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation (MDEC)

““

HighlightsHighlights
With the ASEAN region boasting a population of more than 650 million, Malaysia offers startups not justWith the ASEAN region boasting a population of more than 650 million, Malaysia offers startups not just

access to a market of nearly three times the size of the U.S. but also the talent and support needed toaccess to a market of nearly three times the size of the U.S. but also the talent and support needed to

grow. Malaysia's lead agency in digital transformation, Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation (MDEC), isgrow. Malaysia's lead agency in digital transformation, Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation (MDEC), is

spearheading efforts in connecting Malaysian founders with ecosystem stakeholders ranging fromspearheading efforts in connecting Malaysian founders with ecosystem stakeholders ranging from

accelerators and coworking spaces to investors, mentors, and corporate customers; they offer end-to-endaccelerators and coworking spaces to investors, mentors, and corporate customers; they offer end-to-end

support at every stage of their companies’ growth. MDEC not only helps connect companies to investors,support at every stage of their companies’ growth. MDEC not only helps connect companies to investors,

but its Founders Grindstone program also trains entrepreneurs in key fundraising skills such as preparing abut its Founders Grindstone program also trains entrepreneurs in key fundraising skills such as preparing a

pitch deck and investor relations. In 2020, MDEC introduced six different avenues for fundraising, thankspitch deck and investor relations. In 2020, MDEC introduced six different avenues for fundraising, thanks

to which Malaysian startups have raised a total of $126 million as of August 2021. For eight years runningto which Malaysian startups have raised a total of $126 million as of August 2021. For eight years running

Malaysia has been benchmarked #1 in the world by the Global Islamic Economy Indicator, with its vibrantMalaysia has been benchmarked #1 in the world by the Global Islamic Economy Indicator, with its vibrant

Islamic Fintech ecosystem contributing greatly to its impressive performance. Working in collaborationIslamic Fintech ecosystem contributing greatly to its impressive performance. Working in collaboration

with regulators, government agencies, and financial institutions, MDEC continues to build on the Islamicwith regulators, government agencies, and financial institutions, MDEC continues to build on the Islamic

Digital Economy Ecosystem to position Malaysia as the Islamic Finance Hub 2.0. Malaysian startups haveDigital Economy Ecosystem to position Malaysia as the Islamic Finance Hub 2.0. Malaysian startups have

had a good start to 2021 in terms of fundraising. Notable funding news this year includes used car saleshad a good start to 2021 in terms of fundraising. Notable funding news this year includes used car sales

platform Carsome’s US$200 million round in September, which made the company Malaysia’s first unicorn,platform Carsome’s US$200 million round in September, which made the company Malaysia’s first unicorn,

and ADA which raised a US$60 million corporate round in May.and ADA which raised a US$60 million corporate round in May.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$165 m$165 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$16.1 bn$16.1 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$151 k$151 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$1.1 m$1.1 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$17 k$17 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

GamingGaming

Kuala Lumpur is a budding regional gaming hub, andKuala Lumpur is a budding regional gaming hub, and
several global companies, including PlayStation Studios,several global companies, including PlayStation Studios,
recently opened offices in the city. Malaysian gamersrecently opened offices in the city. Malaysian gamers
spent $786 million on video games in 2020, whilespent $786 million on video games in 2020, while
Malaysian game developers brought in $1.77 million fromMalaysian game developers brought in $1.77 million from
exports in 2018. Malaysia hosts LEVEL UP KL, the largestexports in 2018. Malaysia hosts LEVEL UP KL, the largest
conference for game developers in Southeast Asia. MDECconference for game developers in Southeast Asia. MDEC
announced US$2.25 million in grants in April 2021, mainlyannounced US$2.25 million in grants in April 2021, mainly
to the digital creative content industry which has createdto the digital creative content industry which has created
over 10,000 jobs.over 10,000 jobs.

FintechFintech

Malaysia was ranked 34 out of 134 countries in readinessMalaysia was ranked 34 out of 134 countries in readiness
to transition to a digitized economy by the Networkto transition to a digitized economy by the Network
Readiness Index 2020, . As of April 2019, there were closeReadiness Index 2020, . As of April 2019, there were close
to 233 Fintechs in Malaysia. Islamic financing plays a largeto 233 Fintechs in Malaysia. Islamic financing plays a large
role in the sector, encompassing 37% of the bankingrole in the sector, encompassing 37% of the banking
system as of 2020. Ewallet firm TNG Digital raised freshsystem as of 2020. Ewallet firm TNG Digital raised fresh
funding in July 2021 at a valuation of US$700 million.funding in July 2021 at a valuation of US$700 million.
Kuala Lumpur also hosts the Malaysia SecurityKuala Lumpur also hosts the Malaysia Security
Commission’s SCxSC Fintech Conference.Commission’s SCxSC Fintech Conference.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
Kuala LumpurKuala Lumpur

Educated WorkforceEducated Workforce
With nearly 40% of Malaysia’s population under the age of 25, theWith nearly 40% of Malaysia’s population under the age of 25, the

Kuala Lumpur region has a strong pipeline of skilled young talent.Kuala Lumpur region has a strong pipeline of skilled young talent.

Over 330,000 students are enrolled in more than 240 institutions ofOver 330,000 students are enrolled in more than 240 institutions of

higher learning. This talent pool is diverse, and multilingual. Mosthigher learning. This talent pool is diverse, and multilingual. Most

Malaysians speak English fluently.Malaysians speak English fluently.

Supportive Business EnvironmentSupportive Business Environment
The Malaysian government introduced a Fund of Funds totalingThe Malaysian government introduced a Fund of Funds totaling

US$481 million to encourage foreign investors and VCs to invest inUS$481 million to encourage foreign investors and VCs to invest in

regional startups. MDEC's MTEP visa offers regional startups. MDEC's MTEP visa offers a 1-year pass for newa 1-year pass for new

entrepreneurs and a 5-year pass for established entrepreneurs.entrepreneurs and a 5-year pass for established entrepreneurs.

MDEC also received grant allocations of US$26.3m to spurMDEC also received grant allocations of US$26.3m to spur

content, product and market development for tech startups.content, product and market development for tech startups.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Malaysia Digital Economy CorporationMalaysia Digital Economy Corporation

Established in 1996, the Malaysia DigitalEstablished in 1996, the Malaysia Digital

Economy Corporation Sdn. Bhd. was theEconomy Corporation Sdn. Bhd. was the

Government’s response to the then newGovernment’s response to the then new

concept of “Digital Economy”. Today, theconcept of “Digital Economy”. Today, the

global Digital Economy is estimated to beglobal Digital Economy is estimated to be

worth US$3 trillion, and MDEC continuesworth US$3 trillion, and MDEC continues

its role to organise and lead Malaysia’sits role to organise and lead Malaysia’s

Digital Economy forward.Digital Economy forward.

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

13371337   // 500 Startups500 Startups   // Captii VenturesCaptii Ventures   // EndeavorEndeavor   // Found8Found8   // MBANMBAN   // MaGIC GAPMaGIC GAP   // Malaysia Digital HubMalaysia Digital Hub   // Petronas CVCPetronas CVC   // ProficeoProficeo   // RHL VenturesRHL Ventures   // Redbeat VenturesRedbeat Ventures   //

Selangor Accelerator Programme by SITECSelangor Accelerator Programme by SITEC   // Startup MamakStartup Mamak   // Sunway iLabs Incubator & AcceleratorSunway iLabs Incubator & Accelerator   // UNCDFUNCDF   // UnicroachUnicroach   // WorqWorq



JapanJapan

KyotoKyoto
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Startup Capital KyotoStartup Capital Kyoto

Kyoto has a wide range of industrial communities such as biotechnology, precision machining,Kyoto has a wide range of industrial communities such as biotechnology, precision machining,

robotics, AI, games, foods, etc. It also has a concentration of university research institutes androbotics, AI, games, foods, etc. It also has a concentration of university research institutes and

the optimal environment for startups, working and living that is close to history, culture, andthe optimal environment for startups, working and living that is close to history, culture, and

nature. People with drive and ambition will be able to achieve wonderful new things innature. People with drive and ambition will be able to achieve wonderful new things in

‘Startup Capital Kyoto’.‘Startup Capital Kyoto’.

Akimasa YamashitaAkimasa Yamashita
Vice-Governor, Kyoto Prefectural GovernmentVice-Governor, Kyoto Prefectural Government

““

HighlightsHighlights
Japan’s ancient capital, Kyoto pairs a centuries’ long tradition of excellence and innovation inJapan’s ancient capital, Kyoto pairs a centuries’ long tradition of excellence and innovation in

craftsmanship with the dynamism and technical know-how of a university town, making it a natural homecraftsmanship with the dynamism and technical know-how of a university town, making it a natural home

for original thinkers. Kyoto University, one of Japan’s most elite educational institutions, has been activelyfor original thinkers. Kyoto University, one of Japan’s most elite educational institutions, has been actively

nurturing entrepreneurs in recent years. The Kyoto University Venture Fund was set up in 2007 and is nownurturing entrepreneurs in recent years. The Kyoto University Venture Fund was set up in 2007 and is now

managed by Miyako Capital. The ecosystem is also home to The Kyoto Institute of Technology (KIT),managed by Miyako Capital. The ecosystem is also home to The Kyoto Institute of Technology (KIT),

which recently established Kyoto Startup Summer School34, an English language entrepreneurshipwhich recently established Kyoto Startup Summer School34, an English language entrepreneurship

program aimed at connecting entrepreneurs and educators. KIT’s Design Lab (D-lab) facilitatesprogram aimed at connecting entrepreneurs and educators. KIT’s Design Lab (D-lab) facilitates

collaborations in the fields of architecture, design, innovation, and entrepreneurship. Venture capitalistscollaborations in the fields of architecture, design, innovation, and entrepreneurship. Venture capitalists

are the main players investing in startups in the ecosystem, though recently both large corporations andare the main players investing in startups in the ecosystem, though recently both large corporations and

government agencies have also formed funds to nurture fast-growing businesses. The number ofgovernment agencies have also formed funds to nurture fast-growing businesses. The number of

accelerators in Kyoto is also increasing, providing startups with additional sources of mentorship and early-accelerators in Kyoto is also increasing, providing startups with additional sources of mentorship and early-

stage funding. Success stories are already emerging from this nexus of talent and institutional support.stage funding. Success stories are already emerging from this nexus of talent and institutional support.

Founders of Notion Labs, a San Francisco-based maker of a popular workplace productivity platform,Founders of Notion Labs, a San Francisco-based maker of a popular workplace productivity platform,

completely revamped the product after moving to Kyoto in 2018. It has since raised a total of $67 millioncompletely revamped the product after moving to Kyoto in 2018. It has since raised a total of $67 million

at a valuation of more than $2 billion. Kyoto-based electric car manufacturer GLM is another local unicorn,at a valuation of more than $2 billion. Kyoto-based electric car manufacturer GLM is another local unicorn,

while Hacarus, a maker of innovative AI tools, raised a $12.22 million Series B in November 2020.while Hacarus, a maker of innovative AI tools, raised a $12.22 million Series B in November 2020.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$54 m$54 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$424 m$424 m
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$886 k$886 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$2.2 m$2.2 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$45 k$45 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths
Advanced Manufacturing &Advanced Manufacturing &
RoboticsRobotics

The presence of more than 30 large manufacturers,The presence of more than 30 large manufacturers,
including Kyocera, Shimadzu, and Horiba, has acceleratedincluding Kyocera, Shimadzu, and Horiba, has accelerated
the growth of the advanced manufacturing and roboticsthe growth of the advanced manufacturing and robotics
startups in the Kyoto region. Plug and Play Kyoto worksstartups in the Kyoto region. Plug and Play Kyoto works
with corporate partners to support more than 133with corporate partners to support more than 133
startups in the sub-sector, while Monozukuri Venturestartups in the sub-sector, while Monozukuri Venture
offers comprehensive support to hardware startups,offers comprehensive support to hardware startups,
including early-stage funding and a prototyping facility.including early-stage funding and a prototyping facility.
Success stories include Atmoph, an IoT startupSuccess stories include Atmoph, an IoT startup
manufacturing the window-type smart display, that raisedmanufacturing the window-type smart display, that raised
a total of $5 million in funding and a recent Series Ba total of $5 million in funding and a recent Series B
round of $1.4 million in November 2020. round of $1.4 million in November 2020. 

Life SciencesLife Sciences

The Kansai region (Osaka, Kobe and Kyoto metropolitanThe Kansai region (Osaka, Kobe and Kyoto metropolitan
areas) is the heart of Japan’s biotech industry and homeareas) is the heart of Japan’s biotech industry and home
to biomedical clusters that include more than 300 lifeto biomedical clusters that include more than 300 life
sciences companies, top medical institutions, andsciences companies, top medical institutions, and
institutes for advanced research. Kyoto University is ainstitutes for advanced research. Kyoto University is a
mecca for regenerative medicine studies with Professormecca for regenerative medicine studies with Professor
Shinya Yamanaka, currently the director of the Center forShinya Yamanaka, currently the director of the Center for
iPS Cell Research and Application(CiRA), who wasiPS Cell Research and Application(CiRA), who was
awarded the Nobel Prize for his iPS study in 2012. Regeawarded the Nobel Prize for his iPS study in 2012. Rege
Nephro, a maker of renal disease therapeutics, and drugNephro, a maker of renal disease therapeutics, and drug
developer AlphaNavi Pharma both recently raised Seriesdeveloper AlphaNavi Pharma both recently raised Series
rounds, while Hacarus, a maker of AI tools for the medicalrounds, while Hacarus, a maker of AI tools for the medical
field, has raised a total of $12 million, including anfield, has raised a total of $12 million, including an
undisclosed round in April 2020. undisclosed round in April 2020. 



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
KyotoKyoto

Startup Visa programStartup Visa program
The Startup Visa program provides support to foreign entrepreneursThe Startup Visa program provides support to foreign entrepreneurs

to set up their business in Kyoto, to set up their business in Kyoto, including immigration assistance,including immigration assistance,

free co-working space, a subsidy for company registration fee, andfree co-working space, a subsidy for company registration fee, and

others. others. 

Academic PowerhouseAcademic Powerhouse
There are more than 40 universities in Kyoto, accounting for 10%There are more than 40 universities in Kyoto, accounting for 10%

of Kyoto’s population. Kyoto University, one of the world’s top 30of Kyoto’s population. Kyoto University, one of the world’s top 30

universities according to the Shanghai Rankings, supports theuniversities according to the Shanghai Rankings, supports the

startup ecosystem through a range of programs includingstartup ecosystem through a range of programs including

incubation, venture funding, and industry-academia collaboration. incubation, venture funding, and industry-academia collaboration. 

Presence of global firmsPresence of global firms
Companies such as Kyocera, Shimadzu, NIDEC, Omron, Horiba andCompanies such as Kyocera, Shimadzu, NIDEC, Omron, Horiba and

NISSHA have their roots in Kyoto, and their presence on the globalNISSHA have their roots in Kyoto, and their presence on the global

stage links new entrepreneurs based here to the business worldstage links new entrepreneurs based here to the business world

outside the city. outside the city. 

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Startup Capital KyotoStartup Capital Kyoto

Startup Capital Kyoto is an initiative byStartup Capital Kyoto is an initiative by

JETRO Kyoto, Kyoto Prefecture and KyotoJETRO Kyoto, Kyoto Prefecture and Kyoto

Municipal City, in order to support overseasMunicipal City, in order to support overseas

entrepreneurs starting their business inentrepreneurs starting their business in

Kyoto. With its thousands of history andKyoto. With its thousands of history and

rich culture, Kyoto is an ideal place to liverich culture, Kyoto is an ideal place to live

and start a business. In addition to start-upand start a business. In addition to start-up

visas, Startup Capital Kyoto providesvisas, Startup Capital Kyoto provides

coworking space, assistance with companycoworking space, assistance with company

setup, various consultation services, andsetup, various consultation services, and

referrals to the ecosystem in Kyoto.If youreferrals to the ecosystem in Kyoto.If you

start your business, why don't you startstart your business, why don't you start

your business in Kyoto?your business in Kyoto?  

MEMBERMEMBER



PhilippinesPhilippines

ManilaManila
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Department of Trade and IndustryDepartment of Trade and Industry

Despite setbacks due to Covid-19, startups remain a catalyst for innovation. Leveraging on ourDespite setbacks due to Covid-19, startups remain a catalyst for innovation. Leveraging on our

strengths, the Philippines will continue supporting startups by reducing barriers tostrengths, the Philippines will continue supporting startups by reducing barriers to

entrepreneurship, providing the right conditions, and boosting their entrepreneurial potential.entrepreneurship, providing the right conditions, and boosting their entrepreneurial potential.

Undersecretary Rafaelita M. AldabaUndersecretary Rafaelita M. Aldaba
Competitiveness and Innovation Group, Department of Trade and IndustryCompetitiveness and Innovation Group, Department of Trade and Industry

““

HighlightsHighlights
The Philippine startup ecosystem is rapidly developing with stronger government support particularly inThe Philippine startup ecosystem is rapidly developing with stronger government support particularly in

high-growth services, such as AI, Big Data, and fintech, among others. Enabling policies such as thehigh-growth services, such as AI, Big Data, and fintech, among others. Enabling policies such as the

Philippine Innovation Act and the Innovative Startup Act aim to boost the country’s innovation andPhilippine Innovation Act and the Innovative Startup Act aim to boost the country’s innovation and

entrepreneurship ecosystem through harmonized government support measures and policy reforms.entrepreneurship ecosystem through harmonized government support measures and policy reforms.

These laws are consistent with the country’s science and technology-based industrial policy, InclusiveThese laws are consistent with the country’s science and technology-based industrial policy, Inclusive

Innovation Industrial Strategy (i3S), which aims to nurture innovative startups, especially those that canInnovation Industrial Strategy (i3S), which aims to nurture innovative startups, especially those that can

introduce new ideas, products, processes, and business models using Industry 4.0 technologies, like AI. Inintroduce new ideas, products, processes, and business models using Industry 4.0 technologies, like AI. In

May 2021, the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) launched the National AI Strategy Roadmap toMay 2021, the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) launched the National AI Strategy Roadmap to

position the Philippines as an AI center of excellence, a big data processing and analytics hub providingposition the Philippines as an AI center of excellence, a big data processing and analytics hub providing

high-value services to the world. It will focus on building robust digital connectivity and data infrastructure,high-value services to the world. It will focus on building robust digital connectivity and data infrastructure,

nurturing STEM-related professions, institutionalizing AI-related regulations, cybersecurity measures, andnurturing STEM-related professions, institutionalizing AI-related regulations, cybersecurity measures, and

accelerating investments in AI R&D. Through a National Center for AI Research, the country aims to growaccelerating investments in AI R&D. Through a National Center for AI Research, the country aims to grow

more AI startups by providing specialized incubation and commercialization support, fiscal incentives,more AI startups by providing specialized incubation and commercialization support, fiscal incentives,

linkages to multinational corporations, and targeted R&D grants. The Corporate Recovery and Taxlinkages to multinational corporations, and targeted R&D grants. The Corporate Recovery and Tax

Incentives for Enterprises (CREATE) Act has enhanced the country’s attractiveness for investments byIncentives for Enterprises (CREATE) Act has enhanced the country’s attractiveness for investments by

making its incentives more competitive and innovation focused. Under CREATE, the highest level ofmaking its incentives more competitive and innovation focused. Under CREATE, the highest level of

incentives (up to 17 years of combined Income Tax Holiday and Special Corporate Income Tax/Enhancedincentives (up to 17 years of combined Income Tax Holiday and Special Corporate Income Tax/Enhanced

Deductions) will be provided to support innovative economy-stimulating activities.Deductions) will be provided to support innovative economy-stimulating activities.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$101 m$101 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$584 m$584 m
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$217 k$217 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$5 m$5 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$8.6 k$8.6 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

FintechFintech

The fast-growing use of mobile banking, an enablingThe fast-growing use of mobile banking, an enabling
regulatory environment, and a high number of unbankedregulatory environment, and a high number of unbanked
and underserved Filipinos allowed more fintech startupsand underserved Filipinos allowed more fintech startups
to prosper in the Philippines. Amidst the pandemic,to prosper in the Philippines. Amidst the pandemic,
several local fintech startups managed to increase volumeseveral local fintech startups managed to increase volume
of transactions and raised funding for expansion.of transactions and raised funding for expansion.
PayMongo secured USD 12 million in a Series A financingPayMongo secured USD 12 million in a Series A financing
round. Squidpay secured USD 2 million in Series A.round. Squidpay secured USD 2 million in Series A.
NextPay has raised $1.6 million (around P80.6 million) in aNextPay has raised $1.6 million (around P80.6 million) in a
seed round of funding.seed round of funding.

E-commerceE-commerce

The acceleration of digital transformation paved the wayThe acceleration of digital transformation paved the way
for the growth of E-commerce in the Philippines. Thefor the growth of E-commerce in the Philippines. The
country’s revenue in e-commerce is estimated at overcountry’s revenue in e-commerce is estimated at over
USD 5 million in 2021, with market volume projected toUSD 5 million in 2021, with market volume projected to
reach USD 8.8 million by 2025. Taking advantage of thisreach USD 8.8 million by 2025. Taking advantage of this
momentum, the DTI launched the eCommerce Philippinesmomentum, the DTI launched the eCommerce Philippines
2022 Roadmap in January 2021, providing strategic2022 Roadmap in January 2021, providing strategic
direction to accelerate the sub-sector’s growth. Greatdirection to accelerate the sub-sector’s growth. Great
Deals E-Commerce, riding on the opportunity, raised aDeals E-Commerce, riding on the opportunity, raised a
total of $41.3 million in funding.total of $41.3 million in funding.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
ManilaManila

Government SupportGovernment Support
DTI, the Department of Information and Communications TechnologyDTI, the Department of Information and Communications Technology

(DICT), and the Department of Science and Technology (DOST) are(DICT), and the Department of Science and Technology (DOST) are

implementing the Innovative Startup Act, to create a startup one-implementing the Innovative Startup Act, to create a startup one-

stop-shop, startup central portal, and startup ecozones. The law alsostop-shop, startup central portal, and startup ecozones. The law also

established the Philippine Startup Development Program, to provideestablished the Philippine Startup Development Program, to provide

benefits such as grants, subsidies, visa support, and equity financingbenefits such as grants, subsidies, visa support, and equity financing

to eligible and qualified startups and startup enablers.to eligible and qualified startups and startup enablers.

Startup FundsStartup Funds
A Startup Grant Fund (SGF) has been created by DTI, DICT, andA Startup Grant Fund (SGF) has been created by DTI, DICT, and

DOST to provide grants-in-aid for startups to overcome R&DDOST to provide grants-in-aid for startups to overcome R&D

roadblocks and to strengthen their IP. DTI is also administering aroadblocks and to strengthen their IP. DTI is also administering a

Startup Venture Fund (SVF) with the National DevelopmentStartup Venture Fund (SVF) with the National Development

Company (NDC), matching private sector investments andCompany (NDC), matching private sector investments and

providing equity funding to support startups’ establishment andproviding equity funding to support startups’ establishment and

expansion in key areas.expansion in key areas.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Department of Trade and IndustryDepartment of Trade and Industry

The Department of Trade and IndustryThe Department of Trade and Industry

(DTI) is the agency of the Philippine(DTI) is the agency of the Philippine

government responsible for realizing thegovernment responsible for realizing the

country’s goal of developing globallycountry’s goal of developing globally

competitive and innovative industry andcompetitive and innovative industry and

services sectors that contribute toservices sectors that contribute to

inclusive growth and sustainableinclusive growth and sustainable

development. Its Competitiveness anddevelopment. Its Competitiveness and

Innovation Group (CIG) has beenInnovation Group (CIG) has been

established to grow and develop theestablished to grow and develop the

Philippine innovation and entrepreneurshipPhilippine innovation and entrepreneurship

and startup ecosystems towards generatingand startup ecosystems towards generating

more and better opportunities formore and better opportunities for

employment and entrepreneurship in theemployment and entrepreneurship in the

country.country.  

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

Department of Science and TechnologyDepartment of Science and Technology   // Department of Information and Communications TechnologyDepartment of Information and Communications Technology   // Intellectual Property Office of the PhilippinesIntellectual Property Office of the Philippines   // Small Business CorporationSmall Business Corporation   //

National Development CompanyNational Development Company   // Philippine Exporters Confederation, Inc.Philippine Exporters Confederation, Inc.   // QBO Innovation HubQBO Innovation Hub   // AIM-Dado Banatao IncubatorAIM-Dado Banatao Incubator   // IdeaSpace FoundationIdeaSpace Foundation   // StartUp VillageStartUp Village   // LaunchgarageLaunchgarage   //

BrainsparksBrainsparks   // Philippine Fintech AssociationPhilippine Fintech Association   // Fintech Alliance of the PhilippinesFintech Alliance of the Philippines



South KoreaSouth Korea

Seoul Seoul 
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Seoul Business AgencySeoul Business Agency

#16#16

The Seoul Metropolitan Government (SMG) has set the goal of turning Seoul into a “startup-The Seoul Metropolitan Government (SMG) has set the goal of turning Seoul into a “startup-

friendly city for the youth” in our belief that young entrepreneurs are treasures of the city. Wefriendly city for the youth” in our belief that young entrepreneurs are treasures of the city. We

plan to enhance entrepreneurship training across Industry 4.0 sectors so that the city canplan to enhance entrepreneurship training across Industry 4.0 sectors so that the city can

give birth to more unicorn companies. We will also keep on supporting entrepreneurs beyondgive birth to more unicorn companies. We will also keep on supporting entrepreneurs beyond

their start-up phase.their start-up phase.

Se Hoon OhSe Hoon Oh
Mayor of SeoulMayor of Seoul

““

HighlightsHighlights
Seoul, already home to most of South Korea’s 11 unicorns, is aiming to become one of the world’s top 5Seoul, already home to most of South Korea’s 11 unicorns, is aiming to become one of the world’s top 5

startup hubs by 2022. And the government is putting its money where its mouth is. In July the Southstartup hubs by 2022. And the government is putting its money where its mouth is. In July the South

Korean government announced plans to invest 114 trillion won ($94.5 billion) over the next 5 years intoKorean government announced plans to invest 114 trillion won ($94.5 billion) over the next 5 years into

two ambitious new policies — the Digital New Deal and Green New Deal. Korean companies and localtwo ambitious new policies — the Digital New Deal and Green New Deal. Korean companies and local

governments will contribute another $37.2 billion to the initiatives for a total of $132.6 billion.governments will contribute another $37.2 billion to the initiatives for a total of $132.6 billion.

Complementary programs from the Seoul Municipal Government include the establishment of the IoTComplementary programs from the Seoul Municipal Government include the establishment of the IoT

Incubation Center to support startups working to find solutions to urban problems, the creation of theIncubation Center to support startups working to find solutions to urban problems, the creation of the

Gyaepo Digital Innovation Park, and the creation of the Seoul App Business Center startup hub. The SeoulGyaepo Digital Innovation Park, and the creation of the Seoul App Business Center startup hub. The Seoul

Global Startup Center supports foreign entrepreneurs moving to Seoul. The ecosystem also boasts plentyGlobal Startup Center supports foreign entrepreneurs moving to Seoul. The ecosystem also boasts plenty

of privately run incubators and events. COMEUP 2020 was Korea’s biggest startup event to date attractingof privately run incubators and events. COMEUP 2020 was Korea’s biggest startup event to date attracting

1076 startups from 88 countries. Venture Capital World Summit helps connect entrepreneurs and1076 startups from 88 countries. Venture Capital World Summit helps connect entrepreneurs and

investors. TIPS provides startups with incubation spaces in collaboration with universities and researchinvestors. TIPS provides startups with incubation spaces in collaboration with universities and research

institutes. Its angel matching fund scheme offers financial assistance to growing companies. Seoul startupinstitutes. Its angel matching fund scheme offers financial assistance to growing companies. Seoul startup

success stories include global research firm and unicorn CB Insights, AI tutoring company Riid, which hassuccess stories include global research firm and unicorn CB Insights, AI tutoring company Riid, which has

raised a total of $248.1 million, and Fintech startup Viva Republica, currently valued at $7.4 billion.raised a total of $248.1 million, and Fintech startup Viva Republica, currently valued at $7.4 billion.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$2.5 bn$2.5 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$47.2 bn$47.2 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$485 k$485 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$3.3 m$3.3 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$47 k$47 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

The big data analytics market in Korea was worth 1.674The big data analytics market in Korea was worth 1.674
trillion won (∼$1.5 billion) in 2019, a 10.9 percent jumptrillion won (∼$1.5 billion) in 2019, a 10.9 percent jump
from just a year earlier. The market is predicted to befrom just a year earlier. The market is predicted to be
worth 2.569 trillion won (∼$2.55 billion) by 2023. Southworth 2.569 trillion won (∼$2.55 billion) by 2023. South
Korea plans to invest $2 billion by 2022 in strengtheningKorea plans to invest $2 billion by 2022 in strengthening
its AI research capabilities, including the development ofits AI research capabilities, including the development of
6 AI graduate schools. The government is also spending6 AI graduate schools. The government is also spending
to strengthen its 5G and cloud computing infrastructure.to strengthen its 5G and cloud computing infrastructure.
Industrial AI company OnePredict has raised a total ofIndustrial AI company OnePredict has raised a total of
$17.5 million in funding.$17.5 million in funding.

Life SciencesLife Sciences

Finnish business accelerator Aalto Startup Center teamedFinnish business accelerator Aalto Startup Center teamed
up with the Korea Institute of Startup & Entrepreneurshipup with the Korea Institute of Startup & Entrepreneurship
Development (kised) to launch the Korean Startup CenterDevelopment (kised) to launch the Korean Startup Center
in order to support Korean Life Sciences companiesin order to support Korean Life Sciences companies
hoping to break into European markets. Standigm, an AI-hoping to break into European markets. Standigm, an AI-
based drug discovery and development company, raisedbased drug discovery and development company, raised
a $44.5 million Series C round in March 2021.a $44.5 million Series C round in March 2021.

GamingGaming

South Korea’s game market size is projected to exceedSouth Korea’s game market size is projected to exceed
18 trillion won ($16.6 billion) in 2021, according to a white18 trillion won ($16.6 billion) in 2021, according to a white
paper released by The Korea Creative Content Agencypaper released by The Korea Creative Content Agency
(KOCCA). In 2020, Korean gamers created around(KOCCA). In 2020, Korean gamers created around
265,000 jobs in the country. Seoul also hosts top global265,000 jobs in the country. Seoul also hosts top global
gaming event, the PAX Game Convention, whichgaming event, the PAX Game Convention, which
spotlights PC, online, arcade, console, VR/AR, and mobilespotlights PC, online, arcade, console, VR/AR, and mobile
gaming, as well as offering esports tournaments and talksgaming, as well as offering esports tournaments and talks
with game developers. Game developer Npixel raised awith game developers. Game developer Npixel raised a
₩60 billion/$54 million Series A round in January 2020. ₩60 billion/$54 million Series A round in January 2020. 



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
SeoulSeoul

Talent PipelineTalent Pipeline
The Seoul Municipal Government (SMP) plans to train 1,600The Seoul Municipal Government (SMP) plans to train 1,600

technologists annually through six new industrial hubs, includingtechnologists annually through six new industrial hubs, including

Hongneung (Bio), Mapo (Fintech, Blockchain), and Gaepo and YangjaeHongneung (Bio), Mapo (Fintech, Blockchain), and Gaepo and Yangjae

(AI, Big Data). The SMP is also opening an “Innovation School” in the(AI, Big Data). The SMP is also opening an “Innovation School” in the

Gaepo Digital Innovation Park to train a total of 2,000 softwareGaepo Digital Innovation Park to train a total of 2,000 software

engineers.engineers.

R&DR&D
Seoul is home to an incredible 22,000 research facilities, andSeoul is home to an incredible 22,000 research facilities, and

24.7% of Korean’s research personnel live in the city. South Korea24.7% of Korean’s research personnel live in the city. South Korea

invested almost 90 trillion won (US$83 billion) in research andinvested almost 90 trillion won (US$83 billion) in research and

development (R&D) last year, making it the fifth-largest spenderdevelopment (R&D) last year, making it the fifth-largest spender

among members of the Organization for Economic Cooperationamong members of the Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development (OECD).and Development (OECD).

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Seoul Business AgencySeoul Business Agency

SBA provides a variety of public servicesSBA provides a variety of public services

such as support for start-ups (includingsuch as support for start-ups (including

business of foreign residents in Seoulbusiness of foreign residents in Seoul

through Seoul Global Center), R&D,through Seoul Global Center), R&D,

intellectual property, development ofintellectual property, development of

market outlet for small businesses,market outlet for small businesses,

overseas export, SETEC(Trade exhibitionoverseas export, SETEC(Trade exhibition

for SMEs) and so forth. These services aimfor SMEs) and so forth. These services aim

to help SMEs increase their marketto help SMEs increase their market

competitiveness.competitiveness.

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

Born2Global CentreBorn2Global Centre   // Chain.Asia LLCChain.Asia LLC   // Dream PlusDream Plus   // InterValue PartnersInterValue Partners   // Koisra Seed PartnersKoisra Seed Partners   // Korea Entrepreneurship FoundationKorea Entrepreneurship Foundation   // Medici InvestmentMedici Investment   // Pathfinder HPathfinder H   // Quantum Ventures KoreaQuantum Ventures Korea   //

Sema Translink InvestmentSema Translink Investment   // Seoul Center for Creative Economy and InnovationsSeoul Center for Creative Economy and Innovations   // Seoul Startup HubSeoul Startup Hub   // SeoulzSeoulz   // SopoongSopoong   // Thenews.AsiaThenews.Asia   // Venture SquareVenture Square



ChinaChina

Shanghai Shanghai #8#8
Shanghai has a very impressive mix of global corporate innovation, startup co-working andShanghai has a very impressive mix of global corporate innovation, startup co-working and

investment hubs that helps startups connect dreams to innovation, make ideas to reality.investment hubs that helps startups connect dreams to innovation, make ideas to reality.

Howard WangHoward Wang
Incubation Director, Shanghai Caohejing Innovation CenterIncubation Director, Shanghai Caohejing Innovation Center

““

HighlightsHighlights
As a global financial hub and location of one of the world’s busiest container ports, Shanghai is China’sAs a global financial hub and location of one of the world’s busiest container ports, Shanghai is China’s

gateway to the world. The city’s population of 24 million includes a large base of sophisticated andgateway to the world. The city’s population of 24 million includes a large base of sophisticated and

cosmopolitan consumers, as well as 250,000 expats. It is no surprise then that the city is a popular homecosmopolitan consumers, as well as 250,000 expats. It is no surprise then that the city is a popular home

base for foreign companies. Its startup ecosystem is particularly strong in the fintech, gaming andbase for foreign companies. Its startup ecosystem is particularly strong in the fintech, gaming and

ecommerce subsectors. Shanghai was home to 42 unicorn companies worth more than $1 billion as of theecommerce subsectors. Shanghai was home to 42 unicorn companies worth more than $1 billion as of the

end of last year. Despite its historical strengths the Shanghai ecosystem was already facing a fundingend of last year. Despite its historical strengths the Shanghai ecosystem was already facing a funding

crunch when it was hit hard by the coronavirus crisis in early 2020. Startups in the city raised just $7.5crunch when it was hit hard by the coronavirus crisis in early 2020. Startups in the city raised just $7.5

billion in the first quarter of last year. However, thanks to China’s success containing the outbreak,billion in the first quarter of last year. However, thanks to China’s success containing the outbreak,

combined with a gusher of funding from the central bank to get the economy back on track, investmentcombined with a gusher of funding from the central bank to get the economy back on track, investment

shot back up $13.2 billion and shot back up $13.2 billion and $12.2 billion in the next two quarters. In the final quarter of 2020, Shanghai$12.2 billion in the next two quarters. In the final quarter of 2020, Shanghai

was home to three of Asia’s top 10 largest funding rounds, a $735.85 million Series B for electric carwas home to three of Asia’s top 10 largest funding rounds, a $735.85 million Series B for electric car

company Enovate motors, a $315 million Series E round for industrial parts e-commerce platformcompany Enovate motors, a $315 million Series E round for industrial parts e-commerce platform

Zhenkunhang, and $310 billion for early-stage biotech startup LianBio. Online medical care and remoteZhenkunhang, and $310 billion for early-stage biotech startup LianBio. Online medical care and remote

learning companies have been particularly hot thanks to the impact of Covid-19.learning companies have been particularly hot thanks to the impact of Covid-19.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$5.1 bn$5.1 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$157 bn$157 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$1440 k$1440 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$4.7 m$4.7 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$37 k$37 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

EdtechEdtech

In response to the pandemic the number of onlineIn response to the pandemic the number of online
learners in China shot up last year, reaching 423 million bylearners in China shot up last year, reaching 423 million by
March 2020, an increase of 110.2% from the end of 2018.March 2020, an increase of 110.2% from the end of 2018.
The Edtech sector boomed too, reaching USD $70.40The Edtech sector boomed too, reaching USD $70.40
billion in 2020, a 12.3% increase from the previous year.billion in 2020, a 12.3% increase from the previous year.
Shanghai-based education company Zhangmen raisedShanghai-based education company Zhangmen raised
USD $400 million in October 2020, while Zhangmen,USD $400 million in October 2020, while Zhangmen,
another Shanghai-based company in the subsector,another Shanghai-based company in the subsector,
reached unicorn status last year.reached unicorn status last year.

GamingGaming

China boasts a massive domestic market of over 600China boasts a massive domestic market of over 600
million gamers, while Shanghai recently broke ground onmillion gamers, while Shanghai recently broke ground on
The Shanghai International New Cultural and Creative E-The Shanghai International New Cultural and Creative E-
sports Center, a $898.2 million, 500,000 square meter e-sports Center, a $898.2 million, 500,000 square meter e-
sports event hub where teams and companies can besports event hub where teams and companies can be
based and compete. The city also hosted the ‘League ofbased and compete. The city also hosted the ‘League of
Legends’ world championship last year, cementing itsLegends’ world championship last year, cementing its
status as a global leader in e-sports. Shanghai-based gamestatus as a global leader in e-sports. Shanghai-based game
developer Moonton was acquired by ByteDance for $4developer Moonton was acquired by ByteDance for $4
billion in March 2021.billion in March 2021.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
ShanghaiShanghai

Government FundingGovernment Funding
In partnership with state-owned investing parties like ShanghaiIn partnership with state-owned investing parties like Shanghai

International Trust, Shanghai International Group, Shanghai ZhangjiangInternational Trust, Shanghai International Group, Shanghai Zhangjiang

Hi-Tech Development, and the Shanghai Guosheng Group, theHi-Tech Development, and the Shanghai Guosheng Group, the

Shanghai government is offering $4.6 billion in special funds toShanghai government is offering $4.6 billion in special funds to

encourage the growth of startups in the information technology,encourage the growth of startups in the information technology,

advanced manufacturing, new energy, and biomedicine sectors.advanced manufacturing, new energy, and biomedicine sectors.

Startups can receive additional government support in the form ofStartups can receive additional government support in the form of

rent reductions, entrepreneurship subsidies, and subsidies forrent reductions, entrepreneurship subsidies, and subsidies for

innovation in line with the implementation of China’s 2030innovation in line with the implementation of China’s 2030

Innovation Megaprojects like 5G, smart city and AI.Innovation Megaprojects like 5G, smart city and AI.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

ChinaAcceleratorChinaAccelerator   // Ether CapitalEther Capital   // Founder SpaceFounder Space   // InnoclubInnoclub   // Innospace+Innospace+   // InnospringInnospring   // NakedHubNakedHub   // People SquarePeople Square   // Shanghai valleyShanghai valley   // Sinavation VenturesSinavation Ventures   // Startup GrindStartup Grind   // TechnodeTechnode   //

XnodeXnode



ChinaChina

Shenzhen Shenzhen #19#19
Shenzhen is expected to lead the way, with a digital economy that makes up 31% of its GDP,Shenzhen is expected to lead the way, with a digital economy that makes up 31% of its GDP,

compared with the national average of 10%. Shenzhen’s digital transformation could set thecompared with the national average of 10%. Shenzhen’s digital transformation could set the

tone for China’s broader economic policies and strategies.tone for China’s broader economic policies and strategies.

Richard TanRichard Tan
Founder of InnoSpace, ChinaFounder of InnoSpace, China

““

HighlightsHighlights
No place is more emblematic of China’s economic transformation than Shenzhen, widely touted as theNo place is more emblematic of China’s economic transformation than Shenzhen, widely touted as the

Silicon Valley of China. Officially a special economic zone, Shenzhen is a city-level policy experimentationSilicon Valley of China. Officially a special economic zone, Shenzhen is a city-level policy experimentation

zone: the first of its kind. As such, it attracted government resources that helped GDP grow an averagezone: the first of its kind. As such, it attracted government resources that helped GDP grow an average

20.7% over 40 years, surpassing even Hong Kong and Singapore. On average, Shenzhen has 8.5 state-level20.7% over 40 years, surpassing even Hong Kong and Singapore. On average, Shenzhen has 8.5 state-level

high-tech enterprises per square kilometer and 71 invention patents approved daily. In 2020 it boasted thehigh-tech enterprises per square kilometer and 71 invention patents approved daily. In 2020 it boasted the

third-highest concentration of China’s 500 most valuable private companies, including Tencent, Huawei,third-highest concentration of China’s 500 most valuable private companies, including Tencent, Huawei,

and Vanke. Nearly 300 overseas Fortune 500 enterprises operate there. Under its five-year plan, Shenzhenand Vanke. Nearly 300 overseas Fortune 500 enterprises operate there. Under its five-year plan, Shenzhen

has the mandate to become China’s “core engine” of reform and to power growth and innovation in ahas the mandate to become China’s “core engine” of reform and to power growth and innovation in a

region comprising nine Guangdong cities, Macau and Hong Kong. The goal is to build a global digital-region comprising nine Guangdong cities, Macau and Hong Kong. The goal is to build a global digital-

pioneer city that will help catalyze China’s transformation into a strong digital economy. Shenzhen’s ownpioneer city that will help catalyze China’s transformation into a strong digital economy. Shenzhen’s own

digital economy makes up 31% of its GDP, compared with the national average of 10%. Within Shenzhen,digital economy makes up 31% of its GDP, compared with the national average of 10%. Within Shenzhen,

Longhua District is spearheading the transformation. Among its promising plans and policies: Platform +Longhua District is spearheading the transformation. Among its promising plans and policies: Platform +

Ecology, which encourages partnerships between Longhua’s technology companies and traditionalEcology, which encourages partnerships between Longhua’s technology companies and traditional

manufacturers to improve manufacturing productivity through digitization. Longhua also is constructingmanufacturers to improve manufacturing productivity through digitization. Longhua also is constructing

eight themed clusters of “application scenes” that together comprise its vision for the future, digitallyeight themed clusters of “application scenes” that together comprise its vision for the future, digitally

empowered City.empowered City.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$3.2 bn$3.2 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$71 bn$71 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$1260 k$1260 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$3.9 m$3.9 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$27 k$27 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths
FintechFintech

Shenzhen, which is home to many of China’s mostShenzhen, which is home to many of China’s most
important financial institutions, including the Centralimportant financial institutions, including the Central
Bank’s Digital Currency and Fintech Research Institutes,Bank’s Digital Currency and Fintech Research Institutes,
recently released an Action Plan to establish the city asrecently released an Action Plan to establish the city as
both a global Fintech and sustainable finance center. Pilotboth a global Fintech and sustainable finance center. Pilot
reforms allow qualified domestic enterprises to go publicreforms allow qualified domestic enterprises to go public
overseas, as well as qualified foreign financial institutionsoverseas, as well as qualified foreign financial institutions
to establish securities and fund management companiesto establish securities and fund management companies
in Shenzhen. Shenzhen University WeBank Institute ofin Shenzhen. Shenzhen University WeBank Institute of
Fintech offers both undergrad and graduate degrees inFintech offers both undergrad and graduate degrees in
Fintech majors. ArchForce Financial Technology raised aFintech majors. ArchForce Financial Technology raised a
$18.3 million Series B in March 2020.$18.3 million Series B in March 2020.

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

The Shenzhen AI Industry Association calculates China’s AIThe Shenzhen AI Industry Association calculates China’s AI
industry is now worth USD 50.75 billion. As of 2020, theindustry is now worth USD 50.75 billion. As of 2020, the
number of AI-related companies in China reached 6,425.number of AI-related companies in China reached 6,425.
In June 2020 Shenzhen published draft regulations inIn June 2020 Shenzhen published draft regulations in
order to establish a clear regulatory framework for theorder to establish a clear regulatory framework for the
sub-sector. The municipal government also set up an AIsub-sector. The municipal government also set up an AI
ethics council. The Shenzhen Institute of AI and Roboticsethics council. The Shenzhen Institute of AI and Robotics
for Society is sponsored by 7 world-leading robotics andfor Society is sponsored by 7 world-leading robotics and
AI research institutions. Shenzhen is home to theAI research institutions. Shenzhen is home to the
International Artificial Intelligence Exhibition. AI chipInternational Artificial Intelligence Exhibition. AI chip
maker Intellifusion raised nearly US$141 million inmaker Intellifusion raised nearly US$141 million in
financing in April 2020. SmartMore Technology raised afinancing in April 2020. SmartMore Technology raised a
$31 million Series B in June 2021, following a $100 million$31 million Series B in June 2021, following a $100 million
Series A in October.Series A in October.



Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
ShenzhenShenzhen

Dynamic Local EconomyDynamic Local Economy
The Shenzhen government is aiming to double the city’s GDP andThe Shenzhen government is aiming to double the city’s GDP and

GDP per capita in 15 years with a goal of having GDP reach US$618GDP per capita in 15 years with a goal of having GDP reach US$618

billion by 2025. Ambitious plans call for Shenzhen to become abillion by 2025. Ambitious plans call for Shenzhen to become a

benchmark smart city and a model city of digital China. The city is abenchmark smart city and a model city of digital China. The city is a

center for high-end manufacturing, CleanTeach, and the marinecenter for high-end manufacturing, CleanTeach, and the marine

economy with plans in place to form an additional 3 industrial clusterseconomy with plans in place to form an additional 3 industrial clusters

in specific digital sectors. in specific digital sectors. 

Low Real Estate CostsLow Real Estate Costs
The costs of incorporating and maintaining a company inThe costs of incorporating and maintaining a company in

Shenzhen remain comparatively low. In late 2020 the cost ofShenzhen remain comparatively low. In late 2020 the cost of

leasing office space was US$32 per square meter. Office space inleasing office space was US$32 per square meter. Office space in

the city has an overall vacancy rate of 18.4%. the city has an overall vacancy rate of 18.4%. 

Attractive Tax RegimeAttractive Tax Regime
With a corporate tax rate of just 15%, Shenzhen offers an attractiveWith a corporate tax rate of just 15%, Shenzhen offers an attractive

tax regime to companies based there. Tax holidays are also availabletax regime to companies based there. Tax holidays are also available

for companies engaging in certain preferred sectors, such as IT andfor companies engaging in certain preferred sectors, such as IT and

knowledge process outsourcing. knowledge process outsourcing. 



SingaporeSingapore

Singapore Singapore 
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Enterprise SingaporeEnterprise Singapore

#17#17

As the gateway to SE Asia, with the rise of Grab, Sea, GoTo and the GSG alumni network,As the gateway to SE Asia, with the rise of Grab, Sea, GoTo and the GSG alumni network,

Singapore's ecosystem is set to accelerate. It also has the right elements to be a hub for deepSingapore's ecosystem is set to accelerate. It also has the right elements to be a hub for deep

tech startups.tech startups.

Lim Ee-LingLim Ee-Ling
Regional Director, Asia Pacific, 500 StartupsRegional Director, Asia Pacific, 500 Startups

““

HighlightsHighlights
Singapore, a vibrant commercial hub ranked the most innovative city in Asia by Bloomberg and Insead, is aSingapore, a vibrant commercial hub ranked the most innovative city in Asia by Bloomberg and Insead, is a

natural magnet for entrepreneurial talent and is now home to over 3,800 tech-enabled startups. Thenatural magnet for entrepreneurial talent and is now home to over 3,800 tech-enabled startups. The

government has continually supported this growing ecosystem with programs and funding, especially forgovernment has continually supported this growing ecosystem with programs and funding, especially for

nascent deep tech sectors. The Singaporean government works closely with ecosystem players includingnascent deep tech sectors. The Singaporean government works closely with ecosystem players including

universities, 190 accelerators/incubators and over 200 investors to provide all-rounded support includinguniversities, 190 accelerators/incubators and over 200 investors to provide all-rounded support including

financing, mentorship and talent. With Singapore’s strong foundation in science and technology, thefinancing, mentorship and talent. With Singapore’s strong foundation in science and technology, the

Government has doubled its efforts to support deep tech startups in Singapore, including additionalGovernment has doubled its efforts to support deep tech startups in Singapore, including additional

S$300mil to catalyse investments and increased its co-investment ceiling to S$4million for early stageS$300mil to catalyse investments and increased its co-investment ceiling to S$4million for early stage

deep tech startups. To actively facilitate international connections, the Open Innovation Network wasdeep tech startups. To actively facilitate international connections, the Open Innovation Network was

launched to facilitate the co-development of innovative solutions between the startup community andlaunched to facilitate the co-development of innovative solutions between the startup community and

the wider innovation ecosystem while the Global Innovation Alliance supports businessthe wider innovation ecosystem while the Global Innovation Alliance supports business

internationalisation. Such efforts have propelled several startups to attain unicorn status. Notable unicornsinternationalisation. Such efforts have propelled several startups to attain unicorn status. Notable unicorns

include Carro and Patsnap, who secured US$360 million in June 2021 and US$300 million in March 2021include Carro and Patsnap, who secured US$360 million in June 2021 and US$300 million in March 2021

respectively.respectively.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$2 bn$2 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$22.5 bn$22.5 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$600 k$600 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$4.8 m$4.8 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$48 k$48 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

FintechFintech

The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) announcedThe Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) announced
a S$125 million support package to sustain the growth ofa S$125 million support package to sustain the growth of
financial institutions and fintech firms amidst COVID-19.financial institutions and fintech firms amidst COVID-19.
In efforts to further liberalize the financial industry, MASIn efforts to further liberalize the financial industry, MAS
has awarded licenses for digital banks, which includehas awarded licenses for digital banks, which include
awardees in the startup space: Sea Group and Grab-awardees in the startup space: Sea Group and Grab-
Singtel consortium.Singtel consortium.

CleantechCleantech

Under the Singapore Green Plan 2030, the governmentUnder the Singapore Green Plan 2030, the government
has identified S$19 billion of green projects to be fundedhas identified S$19 billion of green projects to be funded
by green bonds. The sector is supported by variousby green bonds. The sector is supported by various
incubators and accelerator programs, such asincubators and accelerator programs, such as
Sustaintech Xcelerator which was launched by TemasekSustaintech Xcelerator which was launched by Temasek
and other partners to identify and nurture climateand other partners to identify and nurture climate
innovators.innovators.

Agtech & New FoodAgtech & New Food

To enhance national food security, the government isTo enhance national food security, the government is
investing S$144 million in research for urban agriculture,investing S$144 million in research for urban agriculture,
cultured meat and microbial protein production. It wascultured meat and microbial protein production. It was
also the world’s first country to approve cell-culturedalso the world’s first country to approve cell-cultured
meat for human consumption in December 2020. As anmeat for human consumption in December 2020. As an
emergent sector, more than 15 alternative proteinemergent sector, more than 15 alternative protein
startups have anchored themselves in Singapore. startups have anchored themselves in Singapore. 



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
SingaporeSingapore

Government supportGovernment support
The Singaporean government backs entrepreneurship with startup-The Singaporean government backs entrepreneurship with startup-

friendly policies in various aspects including grants for first-timefriendly policies in various aspects including grants for first-time

entrepreneurs, talent placements and co-investments. To supportentrepreneurs, talent placements and co-investments. To support

growth in deep tech sectors, the government has earmarked S$25growth in deep tech sectors, the government has earmarked S$25

billion for research and development investments in strategicbillion for research and development investments in strategic

domains as part of the Research, Innovation and Enterprise (RIE)domains as part of the Research, Innovation and Enterprise (RIE)

2025 plan.2025 plan.

Talent development and attractionTalent development and attraction
Singapore welcomes entrepreneurs and tech talent to anchorSingapore welcomes entrepreneurs and tech talent to anchor

themselves in Singapore with talent initiatives like Entrepass visasthemselves in Singapore with talent initiatives like Entrepass visas

for foreign entrepreneurs while for foreign entrepreneurs while Tech@SGTech@SG and TechPass provide and TechPass provide

visas for Singapore-based startups to hire foreign tech talentsvisas for Singapore-based startups to hire foreign tech talents

who are strategic to the startup’s growth.who are strategic to the startup’s growth.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Enterprise SingaporeEnterprise Singapore

Enterprise Singapore is the governmentEnterprise Singapore is the government

agency championing enterpriseagency championing enterprise

development. We work with committeddevelopment. We work with committed

companies to build capabilities, innovatecompanies to build capabilities, innovate

and internationalise. We also support theand internationalise. We also support the

growth of Singapore as a hub for globalgrowth of Singapore as a hub for global

trading and startups.trading and startups.

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

Action Community for Entrepreneurship (ACE)Action Community for Entrepreneurship (ACE)   // 500 Startups500 Startups   // FocusTech VenturesFocusTech Ventures   // Starburst AcceleratorStarburst Accelerator   // 500 Ecosystems Singapore PTE. LTD.500 Ecosystems Singapore PTE. LTD.   // Startup X PTE. LTD.Startup X PTE. LTD.   // Trendlines Medical SingaporeTrendlines Medical Singapore



Sri LankaSri Lanka
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Information and Communication Technology Agency of Sri LankaInformation and Communication Technology Agency of Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka’s Startup Development Strategy boasts of state-of-the-art technology parks,Sri Lanka’s Startup Development Strategy boasts of state-of-the-art technology parks,

startup- friendly policies, a venture fund, and an entrepreneur visa, to name a few initiatives instartup- friendly policies, a venture fund, and an entrepreneur visa, to name a few initiatives in

our holistic approach to develop our startup ecosystem.our holistic approach to develop our startup ecosystem.

Jayantha De SilvaJayantha De Silva
Secretary, Ministry of TechnologySecretary, Ministry of Technology

““

HighlightsHighlights
Sri Lanka’s innovation ecosystem is evolving rapidly as the government and other players look to nurtureSri Lanka’s innovation ecosystem is evolving rapidly as the government and other players look to nurture

local talent, improve the business climate, and foster international connections. These efforts began tolocal talent, improve the business climate, and foster international connections. These efforts began to

bear fruit when Sri Lanka was ranked in the top 20 Asian Economies on the Global Innovation Index inbear fruit when Sri Lanka was ranked in the top 20 Asian Economies on the Global Innovation Index in

2020.  Sri Lanka ranks second in the region for ease of starting a business. A tropical paradise, the country2020.  Sri Lanka ranks second in the region for ease of starting a business. A tropical paradise, the country

also offers entrepreneurs a home base with a high quality of life that serves as a convenient entry pointalso offers entrepreneurs a home base with a high quality of life that serves as a convenient entry point

to massive neighboring economies. New laws recently designated Colombo Port City as a Specialto massive neighboring economies. New laws recently designated Colombo Port City as a Special

Economic Zone, making it an internationally focused business hub that offers incentives for companies toEconomic Zone, making it an internationally focused business hub that offers incentives for companies to

do business in Sri Lanka. The Ministry of Technology has commissioned five new technology parks in thedo business in Sri Lanka. The Ministry of Technology has commissioned five new technology parks in the

country which will include incubator facilities for the establishment of startups and for creating high-country which will include incubator facilities for the establishment of startups and for creating high-

income-generating jobs for youth by supporting technology-focused businesses. The identified citiesincome-generating jobs for youth by supporting technology-focused businesses. The identified cities

include Galle, Kandy, Nuwara Eliya, and Kurunegala. An initiative to bolster ties between Sri Lanka and theinclude Galle, Kandy, Nuwara Eliya, and Kurunegala. An initiative to bolster ties between Sri Lanka and the

EU got underway in 2020 with a series of meetings between European experts on innovation networks,EU got underway in 2020 with a series of meetings between European experts on innovation networks,

incubation and acceleration, and startup funding and Sri Lankan stakeholders to identify collaborationincubation and acceleration, and startup funding and Sri Lankan stakeholders to identify collaboration

opportunities between European and Sri Lankan startups. Notable companies emerging from theopportunities between European and Sri Lankan startups. Notable companies emerging from the

ecosystem include blockchain-as-a-service company NIFTRON, which recently raised over $100,000 inecosystem include blockchain-as-a-service company NIFTRON, which recently raised over $100,000 in

angel funding in April 2021 and nCinga, an enterprise solutions software company, had an exit of $15.5angel funding in April 2021 and nCinga, an enterprise solutions software company, had an exit of $15.5

million in 2019.million in 2019.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

<$50 m<$50 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$132 m$132 m
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$50 k$50 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$1.06 m$1.06 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$6 k$6 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

CleantechCleantech

Sri Lanka is aiming to become an energy self-sufficientSri Lanka is aiming to become an energy self-sufficient
nation by 2030 by increasing the country’s powernation by 2030 by increasing the country’s power
generation capacity from 4,043 MW to 6,900 MW by 2025generation capacity from 4,043 MW to 6,900 MW by 2025
with a focus on renewable energy. Proposed incentiveswith a focus on renewable energy. Proposed incentives
for offshore wind and solar power plants, a 7-year taxfor offshore wind and solar power plants, a 7-year tax
holiday on renewable energy projects, and investment inholiday on renewable energy projects, and investment in
sustainable energy projects are poised to further boostsustainable energy projects are poised to further boost
the sub-sector. Sri Lanka’s current grid connectivity ofthe sub-sector. Sri Lanka’s current grid connectivity of
98% is high by regional standards. The Green Energy98% is high by regional standards. The Green Energy
Champion is an advanced accelerator program forChampion is an advanced accelerator program for
sustainable businesses.sustainable businesses.

Agtech & New FoodAgtech & New Food

In 2021, ICTA Sri Lanka and enpact e.V, Germany signed anIn 2021, ICTA Sri Lanka and enpact e.V, Germany signed an
MoU for knowledge-sharing activities and encouragingMoU for knowledge-sharing activities and encouraging
technology-focused investments and related services intechnology-focused investments and related services in
Agtech and Watertech. Entrepreneurship support in thisAgtech and Watertech. Entrepreneurship support in this
sub-sector include the Good Life Accelerator, and thesub-sector include the Good Life Accelerator, and the
ecosystem has seen recent successes in companiesecosystem has seen recent successes in companies
building cutting-edge technology in Agtech. Sensz Agro,building cutting-edge technology in Agtech. Sensz Agro,
a leading AgriTech startup, raised $50K in a seed round ina leading AgriTech startup, raised $50K in a seed round in
Jan 2020. The startup was named a Top 5 IrrigationJan 2020. The startup was named a Top 5 Irrigation
Solution impacting the Agricultural Sector by StartUsSolution impacting the Agricultural Sector by StartUs
Insights.Insights.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
Sri LankaSri Lanka

Tax IncentivesTax Incentives
Sri Lanka offers a 5 to 10-year tax holiday to private companies inSri Lanka offers a 5 to 10-year tax holiday to private companies in

certain sectors, and maintains a 0% corporate tax rate for the techcertain sectors, and maintains a 0% corporate tax rate for the tech

sector. There is zero capital gains and zero dividend withholding taxsector. There is zero capital gains and zero dividend withholding tax

for foreigners. ICTA and PwC Sri Lanka, partnered recently tofor foreigners. ICTA and PwC Sri Lanka, partnered recently to

introduce an alternate Credit Evaluation Framework specifically forintroduce an alternate Credit Evaluation Framework specifically for

tech companies to expand their financing opportunities through localtech companies to expand their financing opportunities through local

financial institutions.financial institutions.

Startup Friendly GovernmentStartup Friendly Government
In October 2020, the Ministry of Finance introduced aIn October 2020, the Ministry of Finance introduced a

procurement policy that requires any application software bids forprocurement policy that requires any application software bids for

the government under a value of LKR 2 million to exclusively go tothe government under a value of LKR 2 million to exclusively go to

tech startups. In 2021 the Digital Nomad visa program wastech startups. In 2021 the Digital Nomad visa program was

introduced, enabling foreign individuals to work remotely from Sriintroduced, enabling foreign individuals to work remotely from Sri

Lanka for 1 year.Lanka for 1 year.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Information and CommunicationInformation and Communication
Technology Agency of Sri LankaTechnology Agency of Sri Lanka

The Information and CommunicationThe Information and Communication

Technology Agency is the lead agency inTechnology Agency is the lead agency in

Sri Lanka for implementation ofSri Lanka for implementation of

information and communicationsinformation and communications

technology initiatives by the Governmenttechnology initiatives by the Government

of Sri Lanka. It was established to developof Sri Lanka. It was established to develop

the economy of Sri Lanka through ICT.the economy of Sri Lanka through ICT.

MEMBERMEMBER



IndiaIndia

TelanganaTelangana
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
T-Hub FoundationT-Hub Foundation

Telangana is unique in the way it has created a world-class Innovation Ecosystem throughTelangana is unique in the way it has created a world-class Innovation Ecosystem through

pioneering efforts in Startups, research, high-calibre talent and policy framework.pioneering efforts in Startups, research, high-calibre talent and policy framework.

Ravi NarayanRavi Narayan
CEO, T-HubCEO, T-Hub

““

HighlightsHighlights
Telangana, India’s newest state, displays all the energy, growth, and path-breaking thinking you’d expectTelangana, India’s newest state, displays all the energy, growth, and path-breaking thinking you’d expect

from a young, upstart ecosystem. Despite the pandemic, Telangana’s IT sector recorded an 18% growthfrom a young, upstart ecosystem. Despite the pandemic, Telangana’s IT sector recorded an 18% growth

rate year on year in 2020, compared with a national rate of 8.09%. Telangana may be a young state, but therate year on year in 2020, compared with a national rate of 8.09%. Telangana may be a young state, but the

roots of its success go deep. The state’s capital, Hyderabad, boasts eight universities and is home to oneroots of its success go deep. The state’s capital, Hyderabad, boasts eight universities and is home to one

of the largest populations of students seeking technical education in India. Hyderabad also hosts severalof the largest populations of students seeking technical education in India. Hyderabad also hosts several

research centers focused on pharma, biotech and defence-related technology. The state government isresearch centers focused on pharma, biotech and defence-related technology. The state government is

deploying a range of policies building on this strong foundation. The Telangana Social Startup Networkdeploying a range of policies building on this strong foundation. The Telangana Social Startup Network

(TSSN), for instance, aims to help establish 5,000 startups in the next 5 years, with a particular focus on(TSSN), for instance, aims to help establish 5,000 startups in the next 5 years, with a particular focus on

social startups. Telangana startups also benefit from access to numerous local investors, includingsocial startups. Telangana startups also benefit from access to numerous local investors, including

Hyderabad Angels, Anthill Ventures, Sri Capital, Endiya Partners, and Indian Angel Network. Earlier in theirHyderabad Angels, Anthill Ventures, Sri Capital, Endiya Partners, and Indian Angel Network. Earlier in their

journey, startups can access a range of incubators and support programs. WE-Hub is India’s only incubatorjourney, startups can access a range of incubators and support programs. WE-Hub is India’s only incubator

for women. It has supported more than 3,000 female entrepreneurs since its establishment. The statefor women. It has supported more than 3,000 female entrepreneurs since its establishment. The state

also boasts two of the largest incubation centers in the country, IIIT Hyderabad and T-Hub. TiE Hyderabadalso boasts two of the largest incubation centers in the country, IIIT Hyderabad and T-Hub. TiE Hyderabad

Bio/Agri-Startup Demo Day brings together AgriBusiness incubators from across the country.Bio/Agri-Startup Demo Day brings together AgriBusiness incubators from across the country.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$120 m$120 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$1.56 bn$1.56 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$150 k$150 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$3 m$3 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$12 k$12 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

Life SciencesLife Sciences

Telangana’s Life Sciences sub-sector, dubbed GenomeTelangana’s Life Sciences sub-sector, dubbed Genome
Valley, is already robust, accounting for 35-40% of India’sValley, is already robust, accounting for 35-40% of India’s
pharma production. The government’s Genome Valley 2.0pharma production. The government’s Genome Valley 2.0
initiative aims to further grow Telangana into a world-initiative aims to further grow Telangana into a world-
class R&D hub with the goal of doubling the region’s Lifeclass R&D hub with the goal of doubling the region’s Life
Science ecosystem to $100 billion in 10 years. A medicalScience ecosystem to $100 billion in 10 years. A medical
devices park is currently under development as part of thedevices park is currently under development as part of the
initiative. BioAsia, Asia’s largest Biotech and Life-sciencesinitiative. BioAsia, Asia’s largest Biotech and Life-sciences
forum, is held in Telangana.forum, is held in Telangana.

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

In June 2020 Telangana became the first state in India toIn June 2020 Telangana became the first state in India to
launch a policy framework for developing Hyderabad andlaunch a policy framework for developing Hyderabad and
the surrounding region into a global AI innovation hub,the surrounding region into a global AI innovation hub,
declaring 2020 the “Year of AI.” declaring 2020 the “Year of AI.” Telangana Academy forTelangana Academy for
Skill and Knowledge (TASK), Telangana State Council ofSkill and Knowledge (TASK), Telangana State Council of
Higher Education (TSCHE), Microsoft, and NasscomHigher Education (TSCHE), Microsoft, and Nasscom
FutureSkills have partnered to implement the March toFutureSkills have partnered to implement the March to
Million initiative aimed at training 1M youth across India,Million initiative aimed at training 1M youth across India,
including at least 30,000 youth in Telangana in the skillsincluding at least 30,000 youth in Telangana in the skills
necessary to work in the growing AI sub-sector.necessary to work in the growing AI sub-sector.
Corporate Risk AI platform SignalX.ai has raised a total ofCorporate Risk AI platform SignalX.ai has raised a total of
$1.6 million in funding.$1.6 million in funding.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
TelanganaTelangana

Recruitment AssistanceRecruitment Assistance
To promote the growth of local idea-stage companies, the TelanganaTo promote the growth of local idea-stage companies, the Telangana

government offers recruitment assistance of INR. 10,000 pergovernment offers recruitment assistance of INR. 10,000 per

employee for their first year of operation.employee for their first year of operation.

Performance GrantPerformance Grant
Telangana-based startups that record a year-on-year growth rateTelangana-based startups that record a year-on-year growth rate

of 15% as per their audited accounts during their first three yearsof 15% as per their audited accounts during their first three years

since incorporation are eligible for a grant of 5% on turnover,since incorporation are eligible for a grant of 5% on turnover,

subject to a limit of $13600.subject to a limit of $13600.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

T-Hub FoundationT-Hub Foundation

T-Hub leads India’s pioneering innovationT-Hub leads India’s pioneering innovation

ecosystem that powers next-generationecosystem that powers next-generation

products and new business models. Sinceproducts and new business models. Since

its incorporation in 2015, it has providedits incorporation in 2015, it has provided

1,100+ national and international startups1,100+ national and international startups

access to better technology, talent,access to better technology, talent,

mentors, customers, corporations,mentors, customers, corporations,

investors and government agencies.investors and government agencies.  

MEMBERMEMBER



JapanJapan

Tokyo Tokyo 
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Tokyo Metropolitan GovernmentTokyo Metropolitan Government /  / Deloitte JapanDeloitte Japan

#9#9

Tokyo's startup ecosystem has continuously been expanding because of the digitalization inTokyo's startup ecosystem has continuously been expanding because of the digitalization in

various industries even amidst COVID-19. Tokyo launched the "Tokyo Consortium” in 2020various industries even amidst COVID-19. Tokyo launched the "Tokyo Consortium” in 2020

with 220+ VCs, leading companies and universities etc, to enter the new era together withwith 220+ VCs, leading companies and universities etc, to enter the new era together with

startups.startups.

Eiichirou KodamaEiichirou Kodama
Director General for Global Financial City Strategy, Office of the Governor for Policy Planning, TokyoDirector General for Global Financial City Strategy, Office of the Governor for Policy Planning, Tokyo

Metropolitan GovernmentMetropolitan Government

““

HighlightsHighlights
For decades Japan has been known as an industrial powerhouse, but also an economy that’s relativelyFor decades Japan has been known as an industrial powerhouse, but also an economy that’s relatively

closed to international talent. That’s beginning to change as the government rolls out the welcome mat inclosed to international talent. That’s beginning to change as the government rolls out the welcome mat in

an effort to boost local startups. A new startup visa is available in National Strategic Special Zones,an effort to boost local startups. A new startup visa is available in National Strategic Special Zones,

including Tokyo. Depending on the area, successful applicants are granted a 6-month or 1-year temporaryincluding Tokyo. Depending on the area, successful applicants are granted a 6-month or 1-year temporary

residence permit. In December 2020, Tokyo ranked third in the Mori Global Power Cities Index, whichresidence permit. In December 2020, Tokyo ranked third in the Mori Global Power Cities Index, which

analyzes cities’ attractiveness for relocation based on startup activity, levels of R&D, and livability. Thisanalyzes cities’ attractiveness for relocation based on startup activity, levels of R&D, and livability. This

new spirit of openness and innovation can be felt at Tokyo’s many startup hubs and events. Venture Cafénew spirit of openness and innovation can be felt at Tokyo’s many startup hubs and events. Venture Café

Tokyo, founded on the principle of “serendipitous collision,” connects founders, investors, and students.Tokyo, founded on the principle of “serendipitous collision,” connects founders, investors, and students.

Non-profit Startup Lady Japan helps women conduct business locally and internationally. It runs a 60-dayNon-profit Startup Lady Japan helps women conduct business locally and internationally. It runs a 60-day

Startup Challenge and a 6-week startup boot camp featuring intensive workshops and mentorship. TokyoStartup Challenge and a 6-week startup boot camp featuring intensive workshops and mentorship. Tokyo

also hosts the Gartner IT Symposium/Xpo, where IT executives and experts convene virtually to sharealso hosts the Gartner IT Symposium/Xpo, where IT executives and experts convene virtually to share

insights, as well as the Tokyo Financial Information & Technology Summit, which focuses on data andinsights, as well as the Tokyo Financial Information & Technology Summit, which focuses on data and

technology in capital markets. Notable funding news coming out of the ecosystem includes thetechnology in capital markets. Notable funding news coming out of the ecosystem includes the

announcement of US$100 million in financing for mobile gaming company Playco in September 2020,announcement of US$100 million in financing for mobile gaming company Playco in September 2020,

bringing the company’s valuation above $1 billion and adding it to the list of Japanese unicorns. Spacebringing the company’s valuation above $1 billion and adding it to the list of Japanese unicorns. Space

technology company Axelspace raised a $24 million Series C in May 2021.technology company Axelspace raised a $24 million Series C in May 2021.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$2.8 bn$2.8 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$40.7 bn$40.7 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$565 k$565 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$2 m$2 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$70 k$70 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths
Advanced Manufacturing &Advanced Manufacturing &
RoboticsRobotics

Japan has long dominated the Robotics sub-sector,Japan has long dominated the Robotics sub-sector,
leading the world in supplying industrial robots in 2017,leading the world in supplying industrial robots in 2017,
according to the International Federation of Robotics. Theaccording to the International Federation of Robotics. The
city’s startups are now exploring new frontiers bycity’s startups are now exploring new frontiers by
supplying robots and satellites to the growing globalsupplying robots and satellites to the growing global
space industry, which is set to generate more than $1space industry, which is set to generate more than $1
trillion in revenue in 2040, according to Morgan Stanley.trillion in revenue in 2040, according to Morgan Stanley.
Space startup Gitai raised a $17.1 million Series B roundSpace startup Gitai raised a $17.1 million Series B round
in March 2021, while Axelspace raised a $23.8 millionin March 2021, while Axelspace raised a $23.8 million
Series C in May.Series C in May.

FintechFintech

Japan’s fintech market is expected to grow by 51%Japan’s fintech market is expected to grow by 51%
annually to $11 billion by 2022, according toannually to $11 billion by 2022, according to
FinCity.Tokyo, an organization founded by the TokyoFinCity.Tokyo, an organization founded by the Tokyo
Metropolitan Government to promote the city as aMetropolitan Government to promote the city as a
Fintech hub. Mobile banking startup Kyash raised a totalFintech hub. Mobile banking startup Kyash raised a total
of $68.9 million of $68.9 million over 4 rounds. Online security brokerageover 4 rounds. Online security brokerage
service Folio offers has raised $87.5 million also over 4service Folio offers has raised $87.5 million also over 4
rounds. Automated investment advice company Moneyrounds. Automated investment advice company Money
Design has raised $107.2 million in funding, over 9Design has raised $107.2 million in funding, over 9
rounds.rounds.

Life SciencesLife Sciences

Hundreds of Life Science startups have emerged fromHundreds of Life Science startups have emerged from
the University of Tokyo, and an increasing number ofthe University of Tokyo, and an increasing number of
companies in the sub-sector are bringing solutions tocompanies in the sub-sector are bringing solutions to
clinical trials. BNV launched a $50 million+ fundclinical trials. BNV launched a $50 million+ fund
primarily focused on healthcare startups. Mizuhoprimarily focused on healthcare startups. Mizuho
Financial Group also established a ¥5 billion (~$47Financial Group also established a ¥5 billion (~$47
million) investment fund for Life Sciences startups. Moremillion) investment fund for Life Sciences startups. More
than 4,000 Japanese clinics and hospitals now usethan 4,000 Japanese clinics and hospitals now use
startup Micin’s telemedicine solution. Microbiomestartup Micin’s telemedicine solution. Microbiome
analytics company bitBiome secured a JPY700 millionanalytics company bitBiome secured a JPY700 million
(~US$6.6 million) Series B in September 2020. Fitness(~US$6.6 million) Series B in September 2020. Fitness
app maker Finc raised $46.1 million in February 2020.app maker Finc raised $46.1 million in February 2020.
Drug development company Modalis Therapeutics raisedDrug development company Modalis Therapeutics raised
JPY 3.24 billion (~$30.4 million) in its IPO in AugustJPY 3.24 billion (~$30.4 million) in its IPO in August 22002200..  



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
TokyoTokyo

International ConnectionsInternational Connections
In 2020 the Tokyo Metropolitan Government established StartupIn 2020 the Tokyo Metropolitan Government established Startup

Ecosystem Tokyo Consortium, an association of businesses,Ecosystem Tokyo Consortium, an association of businesses,

universities and local governments aimed at nurturing local startups.universities and local governments aimed at nurturing local startups.

Foreign investors are engaged in the effort, including U.S. startupForeign investors are engaged in the effort, including U.S. startup

workspace company Cambridge Innovation Center (CIC), whichworkspace company Cambridge Innovation Center (CIC), which

recently opened a hub in Tokyo. The JETRO Innovation Program aimsrecently opened a hub in Tokyo. The JETRO Innovation Program aims

to facilitate connections between Japanese Life Sciences startupsto facilitate connections between Japanese Life Sciences startups

and the Massachusetts Life Sciences ecosystem through 3 monthsand the Massachusetts Life Sciences ecosystem through 3 months

of tailored mentoring, pitch preparation, and networking.of tailored mentoring, pitch preparation, and networking.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Tokyo Metropolitan GovernmentTokyo Metropolitan Government

TMG aims to create the world’s leadingTMG aims to create the world’s leading

ecosystem where innovations areecosystem where innovations are

continuously generated through thecontinuously generated through the

organic collaboration of players such asorganic collaboration of players such as

large corporations, start-ups, universities,large corporations, start-ups, universities,

and accumulated funds and information byand accumulated funds and information by

utilizing various resources in Tokyo. Also,utilizing various resources in Tokyo. Also,

the Tokyo Consortium has beenthe Tokyo Consortium has been

established to support creating theestablished to support creating the

ecosystem.ecosystem.  

MEMBERMEMBER

Deloitte JapanDeloitte Japan

Deloitte Japan has supported 3,000Deloitte Japan has supported 3,000

startups in Japan and supports the Tokyostartups in Japan and supports the Tokyo

ecosystem's creation through Morningecosystem's creation through Morning

Pitch and Open innovation support forPitch and Open innovation support for

large companies. Also, Deloitte Japan waslarge companies. Also, Deloitte Japan was

entrusted with the Tokyo Innovationentrusted with the Tokyo Innovation

Ecosystem Formation Promotion SupportEcosystem Formation Promotion Support

Initiative for FY 2020 and worked withInitiative for FY 2020 and worked with

Startup Genome to organize data aboutStartup Genome to organize data about

the Tokyo ecosystem.the Tokyo ecosystem.  

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

Japan Venture Capital Association (KII, UTEC)Japan Venture Capital Association (KII, UTEC)   // KeidanrenKeidanren   // Keio UniversityKeio University   // Mitsubishi EstateMitsubishi Estate   // Mitsui FudosanMitsui Fudosan   // Mori BuildingMori Building   // Plug n PlayPlug n Play   // The University of TokyoThe University of Tokyo   //

Tokyo Chamber of Commerce and IndustryTokyo Chamber of Commerce and Industry   // TokyuTokyu   // Tokyu Land CorporationTokyu Land Corporation   // Waseda UniversityWaseda University
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Europe’s startup ecosystem has thrived during a turbulent 
18 months. Globally there are 79 ecosystems generating 
over $4 billion in value: more than double the number 
identified	in	2017.	A	majority	are	in	Europe.	

Covid-19 crystallized European nations’ state support 
of and belief in startup ecosystems as the lifeblood of 
our economies. Take the Future Fund, created by the 
government in the United Kingdom to propel companies 
through the pandemic. It is estimated to have supported 
11% of U.K. equity deals announced last year, with roughly 
$1.4 billion. Such increases in state-backed funding have 
been widespread across the continent, contributing to 
Europe’s success on the global scene. The average value 
created by European startup ecosystems in this year’s 
GSER period is $6.3 billion, second only to North America.

Other	factors	are	affecting	Europe’s	startup	ecosystem:	
among them sector tailwinds, Brexit, United States-
China tensions, the emergence of new hotspots, and the 

BRENT HOBERMAN

Brent Hoberman is Co-Founder and Executive 
Chairman of Founders Factory (global venture 
studios, seed and accelerator programs), Founders 
Forum (global community of founders, corporates 
and tech leaders), and firstminute capital (a $270 
million seed fund with global remit, backed by 
more than 110 unicorn founders).

Europe’s Booming Startup Ecosystems

prioritization of countries across Europe when scaling 
and seeking talent. 

With the 26th UN Climate Change Conference around 
the corner and increased attention to individual 
governments’ net-zero targets, Climatetech represents a 
significant	investment	opportunity.	The	EU	Commission’s	
partnership with Bill Gates to spend $1 billion building 
large-scale Cleantech demonstration projects and the 
U.K. government’s $233 million pledge to Greentech 
are among the challenges likely to attract startups. This 
sector’s momentum will only continue over the next 
decade. 

It’s great to see Europe taking three of the Top 5 spots 
for Connectedness. London, Berlin, and Amsterdam 
are thriving on their international relationships, cross-
border funding, and exchange of ideas. But we don’t yet 
know what impact the increased friction across Europe 
created by Brexit will have on the startup ecosystem. 

Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2021 This contributed article was prepared by the author in a personal capacity. The 
opinions expressed in this article are the author’s own and do not necessarily 
reflect the views or position of Startup Genome.

https://startupgenome.com/
https://www.british-business-bank.co.uk/equity-investment-in-smaller-uk-businesses-reached-a-record-8-8bn-last-year/
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Some people argue that friction is a good thing, leading 
to better moats and bigger margins.

Global	political	forces	may	also	affect	Europe’s	tech	
ecosystems. As friction between China and the United 
States grows, will Europe become increasingly attractive 
not only to U.S. venture capital (as indicated by Sequoia’s 
and	Tiger	Global’s	European	presence	here),	but	also	to	
Chinese investment? Asian investment in Europe reached 
a record high earlier this year in terms of numbers 
of deals, according to data from GP Bullhound. Each 
country’s receptivity to this extra-continental funding 
will shape the future of Europe’s ecosystems.

Expansion priorities, too, are shifting. Once upon a time, 
if you established your company in the United Kingdom, 
France, and Germany, then 70% of your work was done. 
The emergence of new, top-performing hotspots across 
Europe	has	changed	that.	Dublin	continues	to	flourish,	
thanks to Big Tech’s presence and considerable state 
funding	for	early-stage	entrepreneurs.	 (For	the	first	
time it is a Runner-Up in the Top 30 Global Ecosystems 
list.)	Excitingly,	Europe	dominates	the	ranking	of	Top	10	
Emerging	Ecosystems,	with	five	countries.	Barcelona	
zipped past fellow Spaniard Madrid to #5, where it ties 
with Estonia, which rocketed up from #14.

Attracting technical talent is vital to European success. Over 
the past 18 months we have witnessed a huge tailwind 
in hiring diverse talent and funding underrepresented 
founders. But there remains much to do at a grassroots 

level to ensure we create a generation of diverse technical 
talent. Public- and private-sector partnerships will be key, 
as we discovered with our launch of 01 Founders: free-to-
access coding schools with job guarantees for students 
of all ages. Each country also must establish favourable 
visa processes for entrepreneurs and technical talent to 
ensure it can compete in the talent race.

In sum, while it’s no surprise to see the continued 
exponential growth of Europe’s tech ecosystem, both in 
number of deals and total funding, individual countries 
have a lot in play. How countries respond to state funding 
of	startups,	the	influx	of	U.S.	and	Chinese	venture	capital,	
Brexit, hiring environments, and the need to nurture 
talent	will	 influence	who	produces	the	next	batch	of	
ecosystem success stories.

https://startupgenome.com/
https://www.01founders.co/
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The Explosive Growth Of The 
Amsterdam-Delta Startup Ecosystem

With about a tenth of the population of London, the 
larger	area	of	Amsterdam	(+100km)	may	be	a	relatively	
small delta region, but as a startup ecosystem it packs an 
increasingly big punch. Over the last decade, Amsterdam 

Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2021

has been rising fast in 
terms of the overall value 
of its startup ecosystem.

Startups founded since 
2000 in the city have a 
combined value of more 
than $86 billion, up from 
just $12 billion in 2015, 
the third largest total in 
Europe. Large exits of $50 
million or more have also 
grown at an impressive 
rate compared to other 
European hubs. Since 

2011, Amsterdam’s region saw a whopping 53% average 
year-over-year growth, compared to London’s rate of 8%.

https://startupgenome.com/
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What’s Behind This Impressive 
Growth?
Veterans	of	the	local	startup	scene	point	to	a	number	of	
factors contributing to the area’s success. First among 
them is the Netherlands’ fundamental strengths as a 
home base for companies of all kinds. Centrally located 
with business friendly laws, strong infrastructure, and an 
extremely well educated workforce — over 90% of the 
Dutch population speaks English — Amsterdam is home 
to the headquarters of many multinational corporations, 
providing startups with a pool of expertise and talent 
to draw from. International graduates are allowed one 
year	to	find	work	or	start	a	business	post-graduation	and	
the government runs an entrepreneur visa scheme that 
offers	international	entrepreneurs	a	1-year	visa	to	get	
their	companies	off	the	ground.	The	Netherlands	also	
boasts a tolerant, open, cosmopolitan culture and an 
extremely high quality of life. 

Beyond these fundamentals, the city — and the 
Netherlands	as	a	whole	—	offers	particular	benefits	for	
startups. The small local market forces companies to 
think globally from the outset, while budding startups 
also	benefit	from	the	city’s	dozens	of	accelerator	and	
incubator programs, including several focused on 
women founders and diverse entrepreneurial talent. 
The entrepreneurial and collaborative spirit of Dutch 
culture certainly helps too.

High-profile	successes,	such	as	Adyen and Takeaway.
com, have also drawn attention and investor interest to 
the city’s startup scene. As has the birth of the ecosystem’s 
two latest unicorns, payment services provider Mollie 
and communications platform MessageBird, which both 
raised large rounds in the last quarter of 2020, raising 
the total number of Amsterdam unicorns to twelve since 
2012. 2019 marked a record year in venture capital 
investment in the ecosystem, and despite the disruption 
of Covid-19, investment doubled again in 2020. Recent 
successes include Amsterdam-based sustainable online 
supermarket Picnic, which recently raised a $703.5 million 
Series D round from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 
Trust to accelerate its growth. 

This represents a massive improvement compared to 
the early years of the ecosystem when Dutch startups 
often struggled to attract foreign investment. “There has 
always been a lot of innovation in the Netherlands. It 
just took some time to connect it with new business and 
funding	models.	The	VC	simply	wasn’t	there	to	support	
high growth ventures in the early days of Booking, Hyves, 
Galapagos, Bol.com,” adds van Oranje. 

Still, challenges remain in regards to particular stages 
and sub-sectors. Amsterdam generates more startups 
per capita than any other European hub (1.10 per 1,000 
residents),	but	VC	investment	per	capita	trails	Berlin,	
London, and Stockholm with a slower pace of growth. 
The ecosystem also relies heavily on local investors — 
54%	of	capital	flowing	into	the	ecosystem	comes	from	
domestic sources, 25% from the rest of Europe, and just 
21% from the rest of the world. Series A rounds seem to 
be particularly hard to come by, though the latest data 
shows startups are doing better in reaching rounds after 
Series A with 28% moving from Series A to B and 25% 
from Series B to C.

Techleap.nl managing director Maurice van Tilburg 
has	noticed	these	trends	as	well.	“Venture	capital	has	
become much more available. Still, tickets remain small 
and many Dutch software startups prefer to bootstrap, 
remaining under the radar for data analysts and limiting 
their growth,” he says. “This is also how several of these 
large startups are suddenly discovered at a later funding 
round.”

Sectors that are particularly hot for investment include 
AI and Big Data, which accounted for 36% of local deals 
from 2016 onwards. Fintech startups accounted for 
20% of deals, revealing Amsterdam’s strong legacy as a 
financial	and	trading	center.	Another	notable	sub-sector	
gaining momentum is Cleantech, which thus far has 
covered 10% of deals.

There may be something in the Dutch 
culture that wants to challenge and redesign 
things and cherishes independence,” notes 
Constantijn van Oranje, who serves as Envoy 
for the ecosystem hub Techleap.nl.

“

https://startupgenome.com/
https://business.gov.nl/coming-to-the-netherlands/permits-and-visa/startup-visa/
https://www.adyen.com/
https://www.takeaway.com/
https://www.takeaway.com/
https://www.mollie.com/en
https://www.messagebird.com/en/
https://picnic.app/nl/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mauricevantilburg/
https://nl.linkedin.com/in/constantijn-van-oranje-nassau-0280b38
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What Is Necessary To Keep This 
Momentum Going? 
Local organizations such as Techleap.nl point to the 
need to improve the Netherland’s tax regime to make 
it easier for early-stage businesses to attract talent 
with stock options and promote the reinvestment of 
investors’ earnings. Providing additional funding for 
coding bootcamps, STEM programs, and other initiatives 
to develop the tech workforce will help ensure startups 
can	find	the	diverse	talent	they	need	to	continue	to	grow.	
Increased outreach to international talent could help on 
this front as well. Finally, programs focused on diversity 
and inclusion could widen the impact of an ecosystem 
that still trails comparable hubs in female participation. 

With incredible talent, a strong culture of innovation, and 
increasing access to the funds necessary for companies 
to dream big, the future looks bright for Amsterdam 
startups. This momentum also seems to be lifting nearby 
ecosystems such as Rotterdam, Utrecht, and Eindhoven 
as well, meaning the entire Dutch startup ecosystem is 
poised to continue growing rapidly in the years to come.

https://startupgenome.com/
https://www.techleap.nl/
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Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2021

Europe Insights & Rankings

Key Findings
• Europe takes three of the Top 5 spots (London, Berlin, and Amsterdam-Delta)	

when it comes to Connectedness.

• The number of European billion-dollar exits tripled in 2020, from three to 
nine. 

• The	average	Ecosystem	Value	is	$6.3	billion,	the	highest	after	North	America.

Top 5 Performers

#1
London

#4
Stockholm

#2 
Paris

#5
Berlin

#3
Amsterdam-Delta

Top Regional Challengers

#5
Zurich

#3
Estonia

#1
Copenhagen

#4
Madrid

#2
Barcelona

The Top Performers are identified by applying our Global Ranking methodology within a specific region, while the Regional Challengers are identified using the Emerging Ecosystems methodology.

https://startupgenome.com/


NetherlandsNetherlands

Amsterdam-Delta Amsterdam-Delta #13#13
In the current crisis, the world is increasingly dependent on digital and technological solutionsIn the current crisis, the world is increasingly dependent on digital and technological solutions

from startups and scaleups. In the Netherlands, we understand it is more important than everfrom startups and scaleups. In the Netherlands, we understand it is more important than ever

to empower our leaders in tech to futureproof the world.to empower our leaders in tech to futureproof the world.

Nils BeersNils Beers
Growth Expert and Entrepreneur-In-Residence, Accelerate PracticeGrowth Expert and Entrepreneur-In-Residence, Accelerate Practice

““

HighlightsHighlights
In 2020, Dealroom named Amsterdam Europe’s number 3 ecosystem in terms of the total value of techIn 2020, Dealroom named Amsterdam Europe’s number 3 ecosystem in terms of the total value of tech

companies founded in the city. companies founded in the city. The ecosystem is valued at US$83.3 billion, up from just US$11.1 billion inThe ecosystem is valued at US$83.3 billion, up from just US$11.1 billion in

2015. While success stories like Adyen and Takeaway.com may dominate media coverage of Amsterdam’s2015. While success stories like Adyen and Takeaway.com may dominate media coverage of Amsterdam’s

vibrant startup scene, the city is working to make the ecosystem inclusive and ensure prosperity is broadvibrant startup scene, the city is working to make the ecosystem inclusive and ensure prosperity is broad

based. In December 2020 the City of Amsterdam announced it will invest US$856,500 in RISE – Femalebased. In December 2020 the City of Amsterdam announced it will invest US$856,500 in RISE – Female

Hub Amsterdam to empower women entrepreneurs and tech professionals. Over a dozen partnerHub Amsterdam to empower women entrepreneurs and tech professionals. Over a dozen partner

organisations, including StartupAmsterdam, TheNextWomen, Startupbootcamp, and The Code to Change,organisations, including StartupAmsterdam, TheNextWomen, Startupbootcamp, and The Code to Change,

are backing the hub. In November 2020, 2 influential tech communities, the Founder Institute andare backing the hub. In November 2020, 2 influential tech communities, the Founder Institute and

WomenTech Network, announced they are partnering to create the Female Founder Program. Aimed atWomenTech Network, announced they are partnering to create the Female Founder Program. Aimed at

bridging the gap between Silicon Valley and Europe, the program prioritizes supporting womenbridging the gap between Silicon Valley and Europe, the program prioritizes supporting women

entrepreneurs. In December 2020 the final Women in AI ACCELERATE pitch event took place in anentrepreneurs. In December 2020 the final Women in AI ACCELERATE pitch event took place in an

immersive VR environment. Amsterdam’s startups also benefit from access to superior facilities andimmersive VR environment. Amsterdam’s startups also benefit from access to superior facilities and

support services. Product is a space for scaling stage companies, while the Amsterdam Science Park is ansupport services. Product is a space for scaling stage companies, while the Amsterdam Science Park is an

internationally recognised hub for research, and entrepreneurship. Incubator Viisi Labs focuses on startupsinternationally recognised hub for research, and entrepreneurship. Incubator Viisi Labs focuses on startups

that develop sustainable FinTech. Incubator and social enterprise community center, Impact Hub, offers athat develop sustainable FinTech. Incubator and social enterprise community center, Impact Hub, offers a

suite of resources for founders.suite of resources for founders.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$1.1 bn$1.1 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$26.9 bn$26.9 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$446 k$446 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$2.3 m$2.3 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$74 k$74 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

Agtech & New FoodAgtech & New Food

The government’s Vision on Circular Agriculture sets out aThe government’s Vision on Circular Agriculture sets out a
vision to make the Netherlands a global leader in circularvision to make the Netherlands a global leader in circular
agriculture by 2030. In April 2021, leading AgTechagriculture by 2030. In April 2021, leading AgTech
company CropIn announced its first international office incompany CropIn announced its first international office in
Amsterdam. Wageningen University & Research ranks firstAmsterdam. Wageningen University & Research ranks first
in the world in the field of Agriculture and Forestry andin the world in the field of Agriculture and Forestry and
regularly produces sub-sector spin-offs. AgTech smartregularly produces sub-sector spin-offs. AgTech smart
village village Hacchu Dachhu IncorporationHacchu Dachhu Incorporation raised  raised €25€25
million/$28.55M in January million/$28.55M in January 20202020. Livestock monitoring. Livestock monitoring
software company Connecterra raised US$7.8 million insoftware company Connecterra raised US$7.8 million in
July 2020.July 2020.

Life SciencesLife Sciences

The Amsterdam Life Sciences District, centered aroundThe Amsterdam Life Sciences District, centered around
Amsterdam UMC and the Amsterdam Health andAmsterdam UMC and the Amsterdam Health and
Technology Center (AHTC) is a magnet for talent.Technology Center (AHTC) is a magnet for talent.
Healthcare incubator HealthInc offers an intensive 10-Healthcare incubator HealthInc offers an intensive 10-
week program for early-stage Life Sciences startups atweek program for early-stage Life Sciences startups at
AHTC. Smart Health Amsterdam fosters collaborationAHTC. Smart Health Amsterdam fosters collaboration
between researchers, the business community, andbetween researchers, the business community, and
policymakers. Drug development companypolicymakers. Drug development company
NewAmsterdam Pharma raised US$192.5 million NewAmsterdam Pharma raised US$192.5 million Series ASeries A
in in January 2021January 2021. In September 2020 cancer therapy. In September 2020 cancer therapy
company Lava Therapeutics raised $83 million in Series Ccompany Lava Therapeutics raised $83 million in Series C
funding.funding.
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Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
Amsterdam-DeltaAmsterdam-Delta

Welcoming International TalentWelcoming International Talent
Highly skilled immigrants can qualify for the 30% tax reimbursementHighly skilled immigrants can qualify for the 30% tax reimbursement

ruling, international graduates get one year to find work or start aruling, international graduates get one year to find work or start a

business post-graduation, and there are entrepreneur visas available.business post-graduation, and there are entrepreneur visas available.

Digital ConnectednessDigital Connectedness
Amsterdam has one of the world’s highest broadbandAmsterdam has one of the world’s highest broadband

concentrations and is also home to the best possible digitalconcentrations and is also home to the best possible digital

foundation: the Amsterdam Internet Exchange (AMS-IX) is one offoundation: the Amsterdam Internet Exchange (AMS-IX) is one of

the largest data transport hubs in the world.the largest data transport hubs in the world.

Tax BenefitsTax Benefits
The government’s R&D tax credit offers innovative companiesThe government’s R&D tax credit offers innovative companies

compensation for part of their R&D expenditures. The Environmentalcompensation for part of their R&D expenditures. The Environmental

Investment Deduction allows companies to deduct up to 36% of theInvestment Deduction allows companies to deduct up to 36% of the

cost for environmentally friendly investments. The Energycost for environmentally friendly investments. The Energy

Investment Allowance allows companies to deduct 45.5% of the costInvestment Allowance allows companies to deduct 45.5% of the cost

of energy-saving equipment, and a network of nearly 100 bilateral taxof energy-saving equipment, and a network of nearly 100 bilateral tax

treaties helps firms avoid double taxation.treaties helps firms avoid double taxation.

FEATURED ARTICLES FROMFEATURED ARTICLES FROM  
LOCAL AMBASSADORSLOCAL AMBASSADORS



SerbiaSerbia

Belgrade and Novi SadBelgrade and Novi Sad
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Cabinet of the Minister for Innovation and Technological DevelopmentCabinet of the Minister for Innovation and Technological Development  /  / Digital Serbia InitiativeDigital Serbia Initiative

Improving education related to interactive media is the key for further development of theImproving education related to interactive media is the key for further development of the

Serbian gaming industry. We are building the next generation of innovators, which are essentialSerbian gaming industry. We are building the next generation of innovators, which are essential

for ensuring our competitiveness in the global economyfor ensuring our competitiveness in the global economy

Vladimir MastilovićVladimir Mastilović
VP Digital Humans Technology at Epic Games, Founder and General Manager at 3Lateral and Digital SerbiaVP Digital Humans Technology at Epic Games, Founder and General Manager at 3Lateral and Digital Serbia

Initiative Board MemberInitiative Board Member

““

HighlightsHighlights
Since Serbia’s economic reform in 2018, Serbia and the region around its capital city have quietly grownSince Serbia’s economic reform in 2018, Serbia and the region around its capital city have quietly grown

into one of the premier investment locations in central and eastern Europe. The Financial Times hasinto one of the premier investment locations in central and eastern Europe. The Financial Times has

ranked Serbia number 1 in the world in greenfield FDI performance twice in the last 3 years, and theranked Serbia number 1 in the world in greenfield FDI performance twice in the last 3 years, and the

country creates the most FDI jobs per million inhabitants, according to the IBM Global Location Trendscountry creates the most FDI jobs per million inhabitants, according to the IBM Global Location Trends

2020 report. World-class companies investing in the country include Bosch, Michelin, Siemens, Microsoft,2020 report. World-class companies investing in the country include Bosch, Michelin, Siemens, Microsoft,

Panasonic, Cooper Tires, and many others. The dynamism and knowledge brought into Belgrade by thisPanasonic, Cooper Tires, and many others. The dynamism and knowledge brought into Belgrade by this

influx of foreign investment has now begun to percolate through the local startup ecosystem. Serbianinflux of foreign investment has now begun to percolate through the local startup ecosystem. Serbian

Innovation Fund has introduced new programs, thus expanding funding opportunities for Serbian startups.Innovation Fund has introduced new programs, thus expanding funding opportunities for Serbian startups.

StartSmart StartSmart offers pre-seed grants of up to EUR 30,000 and aims to disburse up to US$1 million inoffers pre-seed grants of up to EUR 30,000 and aims to disburse up to US$1 million in

financing for startups. In addition to granting schemes for startups (up to EUR80K), innovative projects offinancing for startups. In addition to granting schemes for startups (up to EUR80K), innovative projects of

more mature companies (up to EUR300K), as well as technology transfer programs and innovationmore mature companies (up to EUR300K), as well as technology transfer programs and innovation

vouchers, Innovation Fund is launching the new acceleration program with international partners. Thevouchers, Innovation Fund is launching the new acceleration program with international partners. The

Katapult Enterprise Accelerator program will launch in fall 2021 and offers to match private funding roundsKatapult Enterprise Accelerator program will launch in fall 2021 and offers to match private funding rounds

up to EUR 300,000. There is also growing interest of international and domestic investors for innovativeup to EUR 300,000. There is also growing interest of international and domestic investors for innovative

companies in Serbia, which proves the advancement of the ecosystem and its recognition worldwide. Thiscompanies in Serbia, which proves the advancement of the ecosystem and its recognition worldwide. This

‘pay it forward’ ethos is central to the Belgrade and Novi Sad ecosystem and can be found at all levels and‘pay it forward’ ethos is central to the Belgrade and Novi Sad ecosystem and can be found at all levels and

across Serbia.across Serbia.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

<$50 m<$50 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$439 m$439 m
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$246 k$246 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$0.55 m$0.55 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$22.9 k$22.9 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

GamingGaming

Over the last year Serbian development teams, most ofOver the last year Serbian development teams, most of
whom are based in Belgrade or Novi Sad, have publishedwhom are based in Belgrade or Novi Sad, have published
41 games (40% of which are mobile). The industry now41 games (40% of which are mobile). The industry now
employs more than 2,000 people, about a third of whomemploys more than 2,000 people, about a third of whom
are women, and generated total annual revenue ofare women, and generated total annual revenue of
approximately €120 million in 2020, an increase of €60approximately €120 million in 2020, an increase of €60
million compared to 2018. Microsoft showed offmillion compared to 2018. Microsoft showed off
Belgrade-based Ebb Software’s first-person shooter,Belgrade-based Ebb Software’s first-person shooter,
Scorn, during last year’s Microsoft Inside Xbox event. TheScorn, during last year’s Microsoft Inside Xbox event. The
game will be exclusive to Xbox.game will be exclusive to Xbox.

BlockchainBlockchain

The Serbian Blockchain Initiative is a non-profit, non-The Serbian Blockchain Initiative is a non-profit, non-
governmental organization dedicated to promotinggovernmental organization dedicated to promoting
blockchain adoption in the country. Leveraging its greatblockchain adoption in the country. Leveraging its great
engineering and mathematics talent, Serbia has becomeengineering and mathematics talent, Serbia has become
one of the top destinations for R&D and blockchain basedone of the top destinations for R&D and blockchain based
product development. Some recent successes include theproduct development. Some recent successes include the
acquisition of MVP Workshop by Celsius, a US$15.3Macquisition of MVP Workshop by Celsius, a US$15.3M
investment in Tenderly led by Accel, a US$3.4Minvestment in Tenderly led by Accel, a US$3.4M
investment in Solrise Finance, and former Serbian tennisinvestment in Solrise Finance, and former Serbian tennis
player Ana Ivanovic’s Equity Fund investment in Blinkin.id.player Ana Ivanovic’s Equity Fund investment in Blinkin.id.
Serbia is also home to the Serbian Blockchain Summit.Serbia is also home to the Serbian Blockchain Summit.
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Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
Belgrade and Novi SadBelgrade and Novi Sad
EducationEducation
Serbia is well known for its world-class engineering excellenceSerbia is well known for its world-class engineering excellence

thanks, in part, to the country’s unique approach to teachingthanks, in part, to the country’s unique approach to teaching

computer science. More than 3,300 software engineers graduatecomputer science. More than 3,300 software engineers graduate

every year from Serbia’s 26 colleges, with the number of newevery year from Serbia’s 26 colleges, with the number of new

graduates rising each year. But tech education isn’t confined tograduates rising each year. But tech education isn’t confined to

tertiary education: coding is a mandatory subject since fifth grade oftertiary education: coding is a mandatory subject since fifth grade of

elementary school, over 35 grammar schools now teach specializedelementary school, over 35 grammar schools now teach specialized

CS classes and talented high school students can pursue a 4-yearCS classes and talented high school students can pursue a 4-year

program dedicated specifically to CS. In addition, there are more thanprogram dedicated specifically to CS. In addition, there are more than

80 specialized high schools for computer science and electrical80 specialized high schools for computer science and electrical

engineering in Serbia.engineering in Serbia.

Benefits to Off-Set Operational CostsBenefits to Off-Set Operational Costs
Serbia is one of the most open countries in the world thatSerbia is one of the most open countries in the world that

strongly supports international teams in the country with 70%strongly supports international teams in the country with 70%

deduction of tax and social contributions on salaries for foreignersdeduction of tax and social contributions on salaries for foreigners

and expats (with fast & easy process of getting work stay permitsand expats (with fast & easy process of getting work stay permits

for foreign employees). 70% deduction also applies for a certainfor foreign employees). 70% deduction also applies for a certain

number of software developers and young people entering the jobnumber of software developers and young people entering the job

market. There is also 0% tax and contributions on salaries formarket. There is also 0% tax and contributions on salaries for

startup founders for the first three years.startup founders for the first three years.

Tax IncentivesTax Incentives
The Government of Serbia offers a so-called “IP Box” incentiveThe Government of Serbia offers a so-called “IP Box” incentive

where there is only 3% CIT for revenues from IP created in Serbia,where there is only 3% CIT for revenues from IP created in Serbia,

and R&D costs borne by startups are double-counted in incomeand R&D costs borne by startups are double-counted in income

statements lowering the tax base. When combined, R&D an IPstatements lowering the tax base. When combined, R&D an IP

intensive companies effectively pay 0% CIT. Corporate investmentsintensive companies effectively pay 0% CIT. Corporate investments

into startups are also encouraged with a tax credit of 30% of theinto startups are also encouraged with a tax credit of 30% of the

investment.investment.

Cabinet of the Minister for InnovationCabinet of the Minister for Innovation
and Technological Developmentand Technological Development

The Cabinet of the Minister for InnovationThe Cabinet of the Minister for Innovation

and Technological Development’s goal isand Technological Development’s goal is

the digitalization and development ofthe digitalization and development of

intelligent and efficient infrastructure,intelligent and efficient infrastructure,

making the country an attractive locationmaking the country an attractive location

for entrepreneurship, where largefor entrepreneurship, where large

companies and startups can cooperate andcompanies and startups can cooperate and

be partners in achieving economic growthbe partners in achieving economic growth

and job creation. By building the innovationand job creation. By building the innovation

infrastructure, science-technology parks,infrastructure, science-technology parks,

startup centers and strengthening tiesstartup centers and strengthening ties

between science and industry, the Cabinetbetween science and industry, the Cabinet

continually works towards making Serbia acontinually works towards making Serbia a

regional innovation leader. Empowermentregional innovation leader. Empowerment

of female entrepreneurs and promotion ofof female entrepreneurs and promotion of

their innovative ideas is also one of thetheir innovative ideas is also one of the

Cabinet's key missions.Cabinet's key missions.  

MEMBERMEMBER

Digital Serbia InitiativeDigital Serbia Initiative

Digital Serbia Initiative is a non-Digital Serbia Initiative is a non-

governmental, non-profit organisationgovernmental, non-profit organisation

advocating transformation of Serbia into aadvocating transformation of Serbia into a

digital society. In a digital Serbia eachdigital society. In a digital Serbia each

individual will be able to realise their fullindividual will be able to realise their full

potential and present their talent andpotential and present their talent and

innovative skills on the global market.innovative skills on the global market.  

MEMBERMEMBER

SSTTAARRTTUUPP  GGEENNOOMMEE  MMEEMMBBEERRSS

BBuussiinneessss  TTeecchhnnoollooggyy  IInnccuubbaattoorr  ((BBIITTFF))   // BBuussiinneessss  IInnccuubbaattoorr  NNoovvii  SSaadd   // IICCTT  HHuubb   // IInnnnoovvaattiioonn  FFuunndd  SSeerrbbiiaa   // SSCC  VVeennttuurreess   // SScciieennccee  TTeecchhnnoollooggyy  PPaarrkk  BBeellggrraaddee   // SSeerrbbiiaann  BBlloocckkcchhaaiinn  IInniittiiaattiivvee   //

SSeerrbbiiaann  GGaammeess  AAssssoocciiaattiioonn   // SSttaarrttiitt   // TThhee  OOffff iiccee  ooff   tthhee  MMiinniisstteerr  wwiitthhoouutt  PPoorrttffoolliioo  RReessppoonnssiibbllee  ffoorr  IInnnnoovvaattiioonn  aanndd  TTeecchhnnoollooggiiccaall  DDeevveellooppmmeenntt  ooff   tthhee  RReeppuubblliicc  ooff   SSeerrbbiiaa   // UUNNIICCEEFF  IInnnnoovvaattiioonn  FFuunndd   //

VVoojjvvooddiinnaa  IICCTT  CClluusstteerr

SSTTAARRTTUUPP  GGEENNOOMMEE  PPAARRTTNNEERRSS



GermanyGermany

BerlinBerlin
Berlin is proud to be playing a role in fostering creativity and innovation. Together with otherBerlin is proud to be playing a role in fostering creativity and innovation. Together with other

hubs worldwide, Berlin has always been open for thinkers and doers who work on makinghubs worldwide, Berlin has always been open for thinkers and doers who work on making

cities and society future proof. The Berlin Startup ecosystem welcomes you.cities and society future proof. The Berlin Startup ecosystem welcomes you.

Mr. Christian RickertsMr. Christian Rickerts
Permanent Secretary of State, BerlinPermanent Secretary of State, Berlin

““

HighlightsHighlights
Berlin may be down a few places in this year’s ranking, but despite this temporary blip, the city remainsBerlin may be down a few places in this year’s ranking, but despite this temporary blip, the city remains

one of Europe’s hottest startup scenes. In 2019, German startups received a total of US$6.9 billion inone of Europe’s hottest startup scenes. In 2019, German startups received a total of US$6.9 billion in

investment, an all-time high. 60% of that went to Berlin-based startups, for a total of US$4.1 billion ininvestment, an all-time high. 60% of that went to Berlin-based startups, for a total of US$4.1 billion in

funding. While this year’s numbers may appear down from these highs, recent, large exits are likely not yetfunding. While this year’s numbers may appear down from these highs, recent, large exits are likely not yet

reflected in the data. Supply chain solutions provider Forto raised a hefty US$240 million in June 2021, andreflected in the data. Supply chain solutions provider Forto raised a hefty US$240 million in June 2021, and

Choco raised US$100 million in Series B funding in July. Whatever the final tally of investment flowingChoco raised US$100 million in Series B funding in July. Whatever the final tally of investment flowing

into the city, Berlin retains its supportive culture and many startup support initiatives. Pre-seed startupinto the city, Berlin retains its supportive culture and many startup support initiatives. Pre-seed startup

accelerator the Founder Institute helps founders from idea through to the early company stage. Siliconaccelerator the Founder Institute helps founders from idea through to the early company stage. Silicon

Allee, through its Berlin Founders Fund, Allee, through its Berlin Founders Fund, offers founders over US$28,000 in no-equity funding to developoffers founders over US$28,000 in no-equity funding to develop

their ideas over the course of a 1-year residency. Incubator Project Flying Elephant is also active in Berlin.their ideas over the course of a 1-year residency. Incubator Project Flying Elephant is also active in Berlin.

Bitkom, Germany’s digital association, represents more than 2,000 companies, including more than 500Bitkom, Germany’s digital association, represents more than 2,000 companies, including more than 500

startups and virtually all global players. It advocates for the digitization of the economy and society, and forstartups and virtually all global players. It advocates for the digitization of the economy and society, and for

faster rollout of digital infrastructure. WomenTech Network promotes  gender diversity in tech andfaster rollout of digital infrastructure. WomenTech Network promotes  gender diversity in tech and

connects talent with top companies. Women Techmakers Berlin helps women learn new skills, meetconnects talent with top companies. Women Techmakers Berlin helps women learn new skills, meet

fellow developers, and access coaching.fellow developers, and access coaching.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$2.3 bn$2.3 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$36.9 bn$36.9 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$1000 k$1000 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$6.6 m$6.6 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$69 k$69 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

FintechFintech

Axel Springer Plug And Play Accelerator, which hasAxel Springer Plug And Play Accelerator, which has
supported more than 100 startups so far, offerssupported more than 100 startups so far, offers
entrepreneurs experienced mentors, a wide network ofentrepreneurs experienced mentors, a wide network of
contacts, workshops, and office space. fintexx, acontacts, workshops, and office space. fintexx, a
community for women in finance, provides networkingcommunity for women in finance, provides networking
opportunities and aims to raise the visibility of women inopportunities and aims to raise the visibility of women in
the sub-sector. Commission-free broker Trade Republicthe sub-sector. Commission-free broker Trade Republic
raised US$900 million at a valuation of over US$5 billionraised US$900 million at a valuation of over US$5 billion
in May 2021. Digital insurance startup Wefox raisedin May 2021. Digital insurance startup Wefox raised
US$650 million with a valuation of US$3 billion in JuneUS$650 million with a valuation of US$3 billion in June
2021.2021.

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

In June 2021 Science & Startups, an alliance of startupIn June 2021 Science & Startups, an alliance of startup
services from four Berlin universities, announced it hadservices from four Berlin universities, announced it had
received US$8.2 million from the German Federal Ministryreceived US$8.2 million from the German Federal Ministry
for Economic Affairs and Energy and the state of Berlin tofor Economic Affairs and Energy and the state of Berlin to
fund AI spin-offs. The KI Association connects AI andfund AI spin-offs. The KI Association connects AI and
Deep Tech companies with business and politics andDeep Tech companies with business and politics and
promotes the ethical development of AI. The Big-Data.AI-promotes the ethical development of AI. The Big-Data.AI-
Summit, Europe's leading conference on applications of AISummit, Europe's leading conference on applications of AI
and big data in business, is hosted in Berlin.and big data in business, is hosted in Berlin.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
BerlinBerlin

Business InfrastructureBusiness Infrastructure
Berlin’s new international airport makes the city quick and easy toBerlin’s new international airport makes the city quick and easy to

reach from across Europe and the world. Berlin also boasts anreach from across Europe and the world. Berlin also boasts an

excellent public transportation system. Office space is plentiful andexcellent public transportation system. Office space is plentiful and

rents are still lower than in most European capitals, which helpsrents are still lower than in most European capitals, which helps

attract young talent to the city. Early-stage companies can takeattract young talent to the city. Early-stage companies can take

advantage of the city’s many co-working spaces.advantage of the city’s many co-working spaces.

Hassle-free RelocationHassle-free Relocation
Berlin makes it simple for overseas talent to relocate to the city,Berlin makes it simple for overseas talent to relocate to the city,

with both Berlin Investment Bank and Berlin Partners helpingwith both Berlin Investment Bank and Berlin Partners helping

entrepreneurs and companies entrepreneurs and companies by offering funding programs forby offering funding programs for

startups and offering guidance to founders. Municipal services forstartups and offering guidance to founders. Municipal services for

registering a business and other processes are available in Englishregistering a business and other processes are available in English

to simplify setting up a startup for non-German speakers.to simplify setting up a startup for non-German speakers.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

Factory BerlinFactory Berlin   // FinleapFinleap   // GruenderszeneGruenderszene   // Microsoft VenturesMicrosoft Ventures   // Project A VenturesProject A Ventures



Biscay Startup BayBiscay Startup Bay
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Diputación Foral de BizkaiaDiputación Foral de Bizkaia

As Biscay we are absolutely committed to developing and helping startups, that is the reasonAs Biscay we are absolutely committed to developing and helping startups, that is the reason

why we have decided to implement Biscay Startup Bay Strategy to create in Bilbao one of thewhy we have decided to implement Biscay Startup Bay Strategy to create in Bilbao one of the

most connected ecosystems in the South of Europe.most connected ecosystems in the South of Europe.

Koldo AtxutegiKoldo Atxutegi
FDI DirectorFDI Director

““

HighlightsHighlights
At the turn of the 20th century Biscay was an economic and financial benchmark region in Europe, withAt the turn of the 20th century Biscay was an economic and financial benchmark region in Europe, with

growth based on shipbuilding and steel mills and one of the busiest ports in Europe. It has proved capablegrowth based on shipbuilding and steel mills and one of the busiest ports in Europe. It has proved capable

of transforming itself from an industrially based territory to an international reference point for businessof transforming itself from an industrially based territory to an international reference point for business

and tourism without losing sight of its roots. Today, Biscay pursues entrepreneurship and innovation as theand tourism without losing sight of its roots. Today, Biscay pursues entrepreneurship and innovation as the

mainstays of economic and social change, through the Biscay Startup Bay strategy, with its Internationalmainstays of economic and social change, through the Biscay Startup Bay strategy, with its International

Entrepreneurship Centre as the guiding light of an entrepreneurship and innovation ecosystem that hasEntrepreneurship Centre as the guiding light of an entrepreneurship and innovation ecosystem that has

become an international benchmark. Biscay Startup Bay is one of the world's best connectedbecome an international benchmark. Biscay Startup Bay is one of the world's best connected

entrepreneurship hubs. It has solid links with the most advanced innovation and entrepreneurship hubsentrepreneurship hubs. It has solid links with the most advanced innovation and entrepreneurship hubs

on an international level. Biscay works with entrepreneurship hubs in Boston, Tel Aviv and Helsinki whichon an international level. Biscay works with entrepreneurship hubs in Boston, Tel Aviv and Helsinki which

are acknowledged as leaders in innovation and concentration of start-ups. Connected to Latin America viaare acknowledged as leaders in innovation and concentration of start-ups. Connected to Latin America via

a partnership with the South Summit. The participation of these world-leading actors in the Biscaya partnership with the South Summit. The participation of these world-leading actors in the Biscay

Startup Bay ensures connections between leading corporations and innovation systems and start-ups,Startup Bay ensures connections between leading corporations and innovation systems and start-ups,

thus helping to further innovation at local and international businesses and corporations through openthus helping to further innovation at local and international businesses and corporations through open

innovation structures. Those connections provide access to ground-breaking technologies and talent, andinnovation structures. Those connections provide access to ground-breaking technologies and talent, and

enhance reputation and brand positioning, among other values.enhance reputation and brand positioning, among other values.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$82 m$82 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$222 m$222 m
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$451 k$451 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$2.2 m$2.2 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$37 k$37 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

Energy ClusterEnergy Cluster

Biscay has trailblazing, leading global companies such asBiscay has trailblazing, leading global companies such as
Iberdrola, Petronor and their entire chain of suppliers, andIberdrola, Petronor and their entire chain of suppliers, and
the presence of important international corporations withthe presence of important international corporations with
manufacturing plants and R&D centres in Biscay, such asmanufacturing plants and R&D centres in Biscay, such as
Alstom, Siemens, General Electric and ABB. The EnergyAlstom, Siemens, General Electric and ABB. The Energy
Intelligence Center is intended to be a Centre for theIntelligence Center is intended to be a Centre for the
promotion of the competitiveness of companies in thepromotion of the competitiveness of companies in the
sector based on competitive intelligence, technologicalsector based on competitive intelligence, technological
development, the creation of knowledge and access todevelopment, the creation of knowledge and access to
the most advanced markets. the most advanced markets. 

MobilityMobility

In terms of volume, Biscay is one of the leading producersIn terms of volume, Biscay is one of the leading producers
of mobility in the European Union, with a strong networkof mobility in the European Union, with a strong network
of skilled suppliers located within a 300 km radius. Moreof skilled suppliers located within a 300 km radius. More
than 45% of all Spain's automotive industry output comesthan 45% of all Spain's automotive industry output comes
from the Basque Country. A stand-out feature of thefrom the Basque Country. A stand-out feature of the
sector is the new sector is the new AIC-Automotive Intelligence CentreAIC-Automotive Intelligence Centre, a, a
unique centre for adding value that is encouraging theunique centre for adding value that is encouraging the
whole sector to cooperate in areas such as knowledgewhole sector to cooperate in areas such as knowledge
generation, training, technology and industrialgeneration, training, technology and industrial
development. development. 



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
Biscay Startup BayBiscay Startup Bay

Tax systemTax system
Thanks to its independent regulatory powers on taxation, Biscay has aThanks to its independent regulatory powers on taxation, Biscay has a

number of tax measures designed to strengthen its economicnumber of tax measures designed to strengthen its economic

ecosystem and channel it towards support for innovation,ecosystem and channel it towards support for innovation,

entrepreneurship and alternative financing. The region offers theentrepreneurship and alternative financing. The region offers the

world’s best taxation system for R&D intensive companies, includingworld’s best taxation system for R&D intensive companies, including

reductions on payable corporation tax. reductions on payable corporation tax. 

University TalentUniversity Talent
With 57% of the workforce holding a university degree, Biscay isWith 57% of the workforce holding a university degree, Biscay is

committed to receive professionals and digital nomads who wishcommitted to receive professionals and digital nomads who wish

to establish themselves in the region. Thanks to the city’sto establish themselves in the region. Thanks to the city’s

compact size and livability, graduates, both local and international,compact size and livability, graduates, both local and international,

often put down roots. often put down roots. Bilbao ranked third in the world in itsBilbao ranked third in the world in its

capacity to retain talent, according to the Global Talentcapacity to retain talent, according to the Global Talent

Competitiveness Index 2020. Competitiveness Index 2020. 

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Diputación Foral de BizkaiaDiputación Foral de Bizkaia

The government of the Historical TerritoryThe government of the Historical Territory

of Bizkaia is the Provincial Council, one ofof Bizkaia is the Provincial Council, one of

the main institutions of the Basquethe main institutions of the Basque

Country It is headed by the GeneralCountry It is headed by the General

Deputy and carries out a wide series ofDeputy and carries out a wide series of

functions such as tax collection, urbanfunctions such as tax collection, urban

planning, roads and public works,planning, roads and public works,

environment cultural heritage or socialenvironment cultural heritage or social

welfare.welfare.  

MEMBERMEMBER



HungaryHungary

BudapestBudapest
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
National Research, Development and Innovation OfficeNational Research, Development and Innovation Office /  / Ministry of Innovation & TechnologyMinistry of Innovation & Technology

We strongly believe that local talent combined with a vibrant startup ecosystem willWe strongly believe that local talent combined with a vibrant startup ecosystem will

significantly contribute to innovation in Hungary. The government is co-funding privatesignificantly contribute to innovation in Hungary. The government is co-funding private

investments of technological incubators and that of HiVentures, one of the largest VC ininvestments of technological incubators and that of HiVentures, one of the largest VC in

Europe.Europe.

Tibor GulyásTibor Gulyás
Deputy State Secretary, Ministry for Innovation and Technology, HungaryDeputy State Secretary, Ministry for Innovation and Technology, Hungary

““

HighlightsHighlights
Startup.co.uk recently ranked Budapest the best European city for startups to launch post-Brexit, citingStartup.co.uk recently ranked Budapest the best European city for startups to launch post-Brexit, citing

Hungary’s super-low corporate tax rate, as well as the city’s low cost of living and high quality of life.Hungary’s super-low corporate tax rate, as well as the city’s low cost of living and high quality of life.

There are many other reasons to expect the city’s buzzing startup scene to continue to grow, with moreThere are many other reasons to expect the city’s buzzing startup scene to continue to grow, with more

than 700 startups and scaleups already located in Budapest, supported by 50+ angel investors, creating athan 700 startups and scaleups already located in Budapest, supported by 50+ angel investors, creating a

vibrant tech scene. Manufacturing startups, in particular, are attracted to the city due to its great transportvibrant tech scene. Manufacturing startups, in particular, are attracted to the city due to its great transport

links with the EU. The government also offers strong support for startups. It has recently streamlined thelinks with the EU. The government also offers strong support for startups. It has recently streamlined the

company formation process so that new businesses can set up in just 72 hours. The National Research,company formation process so that new businesses can set up in just 72 hours. The National Research,

Development and Innovation (NRDI) Office and Ministry for Innovation and Technology (ITM), recentlyDevelopment and Innovation (NRDI) Office and Ministry for Innovation and Technology (ITM), recently

launched the Startup Factory incubator program with ~$6.6. million in co-funding tech investments. launched the Startup Factory incubator program with ~$6.6. million in co-funding tech investments. TheThe

government is funding VCs and nation-wide educational programs like Startup University. The city’s tight-government is funding VCs and nation-wide educational programs like Startup University. The city’s tight-

knit startup community also hosts regular tech events. Security BSides, for instance, is billed as the firstknit startup community also hosts regular tech events. Security BSides, for instance, is billed as the first

grassroots, DIY, open security conference in the world. Another event, Crunch, is a conference for peoplegrassroots, DIY, open security conference in the world. Another event, Crunch, is a conference for people

interested in interested in building the finest data-driven businesses. Successful companies emerging from thebuilding the finest data-driven businesses. Successful companies emerging from the

ecosystem include Bitrise providing application development technologies, raising a total over €20 million,ecosystem include Bitrise providing application development technologies, raising a total over €20 million,

and SEON Fraud Prevention, which raised a total of €11.6 million in funding. Programming school Codecooland SEON Fraud Prevention, which raised a total of €11.6 million in funding. Programming school Codecool

has raised a total of €14M over 4 rounds and Shapr3D continues the legacy of Hungarian graphics-basedhas raised a total of €14M over 4 rounds and Shapr3D continues the legacy of Hungarian graphics-based

startups.startups.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$85 m$85 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$668 m$668 m
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$180 k$180 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$0.43 m$0.43 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$30 k$30 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

Artificial IntelligenceArtificial Intelligence

AI is expected to add 11-14% to Hungary’s GNP by 2030,AI is expected to add 11-14% to Hungary’s GNP by 2030,
according to the government’s National AI Strategy. Theaccording to the government’s National AI Strategy. The
strategy sets a target of training at least 10% of society tostrategy sets a target of training at least 10% of society to
gain an understanding of AI. Based on this strategy again an understanding of AI. Based on this strategy a
National Data Assets Agency (Navu) and an AI NationalNational Data Assets Agency (Navu) and an AI National
Laboratory was established recently. Hungary is already aLaboratory was established recently. Hungary is already a
European center for the development and testing of self-European center for the development and testing of self-
driving vehicles. AImotive, Europe’s largest VC-backeddriving vehicles. AImotive, Europe’s largest VC-backed
automated driving company, has raised over $70 million.automated driving company, has raised over $70 million.

FintechFintech

Magyar Nemzeti Bank launched its Innovation Hub andMagyar Nemzeti Bank launched its Innovation Hub and
Regulatory Sandbox framework in 2018 to safely testRegulatory Sandbox framework in 2018 to safely test
innovative financial solutions. MKB Bank’s Fintechlab, oneinnovative financial solutions. MKB Bank’s Fintechlab, one
of the first local Fintech accelerators, has alreadyof the first local Fintech accelerators, has already
incubated 22 startups, many of which relocated toincubated 22 startups, many of which relocated to
Budapest from other regional hubs for the program. InBudapest from other regional hubs for the program. In
2020, electronic payment solutions company Barion2020, electronic payment solutions company Barion
raised a $2.2 million Series B round and Insurwiz, anraised a $2.2 million Series B round and Insurwiz, an
insurtech company raised a $1.3 million Seed round. insurtech company raised a $1.3 million Seed round. 



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
BudapestBudapest

Central LocationCentral Location
Hungary is located in the heart of Europe and has been part of theHungary is located in the heart of Europe and has been part of the

Schengen zone since 2008. The Hungarian market of around 10Schengen zone since 2008. The Hungarian market of around 10

million people has strong links with other European countries, makingmillion people has strong links with other European countries, making

it ideal as a business hub.it ideal as a business hub.

Skilled WorkforceSkilled Workforce
The education system in Hungary is skill-centered and practical,The education system in Hungary is skill-centered and practical,

producing high-quality, workforce-ready graduates. 90% ofproducing high-quality, workforce-ready graduates. 90% of

students speak English and two-third of the startup workforce arestudents speak English and two-third of the startup workforce are

STEM graduates. This has led many companies in sectors such asSTEM graduates. This has led many companies in sectors such as

pharmaceutical, engineering, R&D, IT, and physics to look topharmaceutical, engineering, R&D, IT, and physics to look to

Budapest when searching for talent.Budapest when searching for talent.

Startup-friendly Tax PoliciesStartup-friendly Tax Policies
Since 2015 the KATA tax system, a flat-tax system where the self-Since 2015 the KATA tax system, a flat-tax system where the self-

employed pay a fixed monthly amount to cover all Hungarian taxemployed pay a fixed monthly amount to cover all Hungarian tax

obligations, has reduced tax payment for entrepreneurs. Theobligations, has reduced tax payment for entrepreneurs. The

corporate tax is a flat 9%, the lowest in Europe. There is nocorporate tax is a flat 9%, the lowest in Europe. There is no

residential tax on non-citizens, a policy designed to bring moreresidential tax on non-citizens, a policy designed to bring more

foreign investors into the country.foreign investors into the country.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

National Research, Development andNational Research, Development and
Innovation OfficeInnovation Office

The mission of the Office is to developThe mission of the Office is to develop

research development and innovation (RDI)research development and innovation (RDI)

policy in Hungary and ensure that Hungarypolicy in Hungary and ensure that Hungary

adequately invests in RDI by fundingadequately invests in RDI by funding

excellent research and supportingexcellent research and supporting

innovation to increase competitiveness.innovation to increase competitiveness.  

MEMBERMEMBER

Ministry of Innovation & TechnologyMinistry of Innovation & Technology

The Ministry is responsible for creating theThe Ministry is responsible for creating the

national RDI strategy and defining policiesnational RDI strategy and defining policies

in the field of research, innovation, andin the field of research, innovation, and

higher education. The wide areas of thehigher education. The wide areas of the

responsibilities of the Ministry includeresponsibilities of the Ministry include

infrastructure, energy, and environmentalinfrastructure, energy, and environmental

policies and economic and competitivenesspolicies and economic and competitiveness

strategy.strategy.

MEMBERMEMBER



DenmarkDenmark

CopenhagenCopenhagen
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Digital Hub DenmarkDigital Hub Denmark

With a growth close to 40% since 2019 it’s an incredibly exciting time for the DanishWith a growth close to 40% since 2019 it’s an incredibly exciting time for the Danish

ecosystem. With record-breaking rounds, increased global attention and a very strong talentecosystem. With record-breaking rounds, increased global attention and a very strong talent

pool, Denmark’s startup scene will only continue to grow.pool, Denmark’s startup scene will only continue to grow.

Ulla Brockenhuus-SchackUlla Brockenhuus-Schack
Managing Partner at SEED CapitalManaging Partner at SEED Capital

““

HighlightsHighlights
Denmark has already churned out an impressive eight unicorn companies and its capital, Copenhagen,Denmark has already churned out an impressive eight unicorn companies and its capital, Copenhagen,

looks set to produce many more thanks to the city’s combination of a supportive and experiencedlooks set to produce many more thanks to the city’s combination of a supportive and experienced

entrepreneurial community, hassle-free business environment, and highly educated workforce. Theentrepreneurial community, hassle-free business environment, and highly educated workforce. The

success of Copenhagen-founded companies like Just-Eat and Zendesk has produced a new generation ofsuccess of Copenhagen-founded companies like Just-Eat and Zendesk has produced a new generation of

mentors and angel investors to support the city’s early-stage companies. The ecosystem’s newestmentors and angel investors to support the city’s early-stage companies. The ecosystem’s newest

unicorns Fintech Pleo, which just raised $150 million at a $1.7 billion valuation and Lunar which raised $249unicorns Fintech Pleo, which just raised $150 million at a $1.7 billion valuation and Lunar which raised $249

million in a series D round to achieve unicorn status in July 2021. Entrepreneurs here also lean on a largemillion in a series D round to achieve unicorn status in July 2021. Entrepreneurs here also lean on a large

network of tech-focused events, organizations, and investors. Every year TechBBQ gathers approximatelynetwork of tech-focused events, organizations, and investors. Every year TechBBQ gathers approximately

8,000 entrepreneurs and investors for the largest innovation summit in Denmark. Danish Startup Group8,000 entrepreneurs and investors for the largest innovation summit in Denmark. Danish Startup Group

(DSG) is a non-profit organization offering events, workshops, and networking opportunities. A new VC(DSG) is a non-profit organization offering events, workshops, and networking opportunities. A new VC

fund, 2150, launched in 2021 with the first close of a €200 million fund to back technologies aimed atfund, 2150, launched in 2021 with the first close of a €200 million fund to back technologies aimed at

reducing the carbon footprint of cities. Sector-specific events and organizations include Copenhagenreducing the carbon footprint of cities. Sector-specific events and organizations include Copenhagen

Fintech Week, which connects startups with financial institutions, researchers, governments, and NGOs,Fintech Week, which connects startups with financial institutions, researchers, governments, and NGOs,

and 2150, a new $228 million fund targeting sustainable tech startups in Copenhagen, London, and Berlin.and 2150, a new $228 million fund targeting sustainable tech startups in Copenhagen, London, and Berlin.

PropTech Denmark is dedicated to nurturing tech-driven innovation in real estate. Danish proptechPropTech Denmark is dedicated to nurturing tech-driven innovation in real estate. Danish proptech

startups attracted more than $26M in investments in 2020. Two notable companies are LifeX which raisedstartups attracted more than $26M in investments in 2020. Two notable companies are LifeX which raised

$6.9M in October 2020, and Proper, which closed a $4.6M seed round in March 2021.$6.9M in October 2020, and Proper, which closed a $4.6M seed round in March 2021.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$641 m$641 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$15.1 bn$15.1 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$740 k$740 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$1.9 m$1.9 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$78 k$78 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

HealthtechHealthtech

Health Tech Hub Copenhagen is a unique community andHealth Tech Hub Copenhagen is a unique community and
co-working space of leading health tech startups,co-working space of leading health tech startups,
determined to solve global health issues with solutionsdetermined to solve global health issues with solutions
built on scalable software, technology and data.built on scalable software, technology and data.
BioInnovation Institute, an initiative of the Novo NordiskBioInnovation Institute, an initiative of the Novo Nordisk
Foundation, will house up to 500 researchers and aims toFoundation, will house up to 500 researchers and aims to
attract international talent to the cluster. Biotech companyattract international talent to the cluster. Biotech company
Cytoki Pharma raised $45 million Series A in May 2021.Cytoki Pharma raised $45 million Series A in May 2021.
MedTrace, which specializes in the diagnosis of heartMedTrace, which specializes in the diagnosis of heart
diseases, raised $30 million also in May.diseases, raised $30 million also in May.

FintechFintech

The number of Fintech jobs in Denmark grew toThe number of Fintech jobs in Denmark grew to
approximately 3,000 in 2019, up 44% since 2015. Theapproximately 3,000 in 2019, up 44% since 2015. The
amount of VC funds flowing into the sub-sector likewiseamount of VC funds flowing into the sub-sector likewise
skyrocketed with $540.7 million invested in the sub-skyrocketed with $540.7 million invested in the sub-
sector in 2020, a growth rate of 106%. In April 2021sector in 2020, a growth rate of 106%. In April 2021
cluster Copenhagen Fintech announced a partnership withcluster Copenhagen Fintech announced a partnership with
Infosys to provide masterclasses and hackathons to up-Infosys to provide masterclasses and hackathons to up-
skill the ecosystem’s tech talent. The Infosys Innovationskill the ecosystem’s tech talent. The Infosys Innovation
Network (IIN) also provides members investmentNetwork (IIN) also provides members investment
opportunities via the Infosys Innovation Fund. Banking appopportunities via the Infosys Innovation Fund. Banking app
Lunar has raised a total of $122.1 million over 7 rounds.Lunar has raised a total of $122.1 million over 7 rounds.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
CopenhagenCopenhagen

Ease of RelocationEase of Relocation
Start-up Denmark provides a single point-of-entry for entrepreneursStart-up Denmark provides a single point-of-entry for entrepreneurs

wishing to relocate and grow their startups in Denmark. The programwishing to relocate and grow their startups in Denmark. The program

is targeted at early-stage companies and can accept up to 2is targeted at early-stage companies and can accept up to 2

founders. Those accepted receive a residence and work permanentlyfounders. Those accepted receive a residence and work permanently

for up to 2 years, with the possibility of extension for an additional 3for up to 2 years, with the possibility of extension for an additional 3

years.years.

Educated TalentEducated Talent
The Technical University of Denmark (DTU), one of the leadingThe Technical University of Denmark (DTU), one of the leading

engineering institutions in Europe, and Copenhagen Businessengineering institutions in Europe, and Copenhagen Business

School, one of Europe’s largest business schools, are both locatedSchool, one of Europe’s largest business schools, are both located

in Copenhagen. Thanks to these institutions, startups will find anin Copenhagen. Thanks to these institutions, startups will find an

abundance of highly qualified talent to hire in the region.abundance of highly qualified talent to hire in the region.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Digital Hub DenmarkDigital Hub Denmark

Digital Hub Denmark works to makeDigital Hub Denmark works to make

Denmark an even better digital playground.Denmark an even better digital playground.

The hub will support the digital ecosystemThe hub will support the digital ecosystem

in Denmark by matching private companies,in Denmark by matching private companies,

researchers, tech-entrepreneurs, andresearchers, tech-entrepreneurs, and

students in the development of new digitalstudents in the development of new digital

products, services, and business models.products, services, and business models.

Digital Hub Denmark connects great ideasDigital Hub Denmark connects great ideas

with robust experience. FORSLAG TILwith robust experience. FORSLAG TIL

TILLÆG: Our work includes a service forTILLÆG: Our work includes a service for

international investors looking tointernational investors looking to

familiarize themselves with the Danishfamiliarize themselves with the Danish

startup ecosystem; talents looking intostartup ecosystem; talents looking into

new job opportunities and customersnew job opportunities and customers

looking to explore the Danish world-looking to explore the Danish world-

leading products and services.leading products and services.

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

TechBBQTechBBQ   // #CPHFTW#CPHFTW   // Accelerace (and Symbion)Accelerace (and Symbion)   // Copenhagen FintechCopenhagen Fintech   // DTU SkylabDTU Skylab   // InnoFounderInnoFounder   // LEO Innovation LabLEO Innovation Lab   // PreSeed VenturePreSeed Venture   // Talent Garden RainmakingTalent Garden Rainmaking   //

The Creators CommunityThe Creators Community   // The Danish Growth FundThe Danish Growth Fund   // Thinkubator (and SingularityU)Thinkubator (and SingularityU)   // Venture CupVenture Cup



GermanyGermany

FrankfurtFrankfurt
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
TechQuartierTechQuartier /  / StartHub HessenStartHub Hessen

Frankfurt, recognized as one of the world’s leading financial centres and home to numerousFrankfurt, recognized as one of the world’s leading financial centres and home to numerous

exciting fintech startups in its dynamic ecosystem, is not only an economic powerhouse butexciting fintech startups in its dynamic ecosystem, is not only an economic powerhouse but

also a beautiful region.also a beautiful region.

Dr. Philipp NimmermannDr. Philipp Nimmermann
State Secretary, Ministry for Economic Affairs, Energy, Transport and Housing – State of HessenState Secretary, Ministry for Economic Affairs, Energy, Transport and Housing – State of Hessen

““

HighlightsHighlights
This year the whole world has benefitted from one of the Frankfurt ecosystem’s greatest success stories.This year the whole world has benefitted from one of the Frankfurt ecosystem’s greatest success stories.

BioNTech SE, the German company which along with its partner Pfizer, developed one of the first, highlyBioNTech SE, the German company which along with its partner Pfizer, developed one of the first, highly

effective vaccines against Covid-19 was founded by immigrants and is based in the nearby city of Mainz.effective vaccines against Covid-19 was founded by immigrants and is based in the nearby city of Mainz.

The company’s immigrant roots and cutting-edge innovation are emblematic of the best of the growingThe company’s immigrant roots and cutting-edge innovation are emblematic of the best of the growing

Frankfurt startup scene. A diverse, cosmopolitan city, Frankfurt attracts international talent whoseFrankfurt startup scene. A diverse, cosmopolitan city, Frankfurt attracts international talent whose

entrepreneurial efforts are supported by a range of government and university programs. The Frankfurtentrepreneurial efforts are supported by a range of government and university programs. The Frankfurt

Startup Fund has provided more than 120 local companies with loans of up to €50,000 for startup capital. AStartup Fund has provided more than 120 local companies with loans of up to €50,000 for startup capital. A

new statewide initiative, StartHub Hessen, aims to bring together players in the ecosystem, fromnew statewide initiative, StartHub Hessen, aims to bring together players in the ecosystem, from

companies to investors to mentors. The Frankfurt School of Finance & Management supports and trainscompanies to investors to mentors. The Frankfurt School of Finance & Management supports and trains

local founders through its Centre for Research on Entrepreneurship and Mittelstand (CREAM), while itslocal founders through its Centre for Research on Entrepreneurship and Mittelstand (CREAM), while its

Blockchain Center is an internationally recognized pioneer in the space. Frankfurt also hosts a number ofBlockchain Center is an internationally recognized pioneer in the space. Frankfurt also hosts a number of

prominent industry and startup events including the Frankfurt CIO Summit for IT leaders, the Internationalprominent industry and startup events including the Frankfurt CIO Summit for IT leaders, the International

Conference on Green Energy Technologies, SafariFRM, Frankfurt Digital Finance and the Frankfurt EuroConference on Green Energy Technologies, SafariFRM, Frankfurt Digital Finance and the Frankfurt Euro

Finance Summit, which plays to Frankfurt’s traditional strength as a financial hub. These efforts have paidFinance Summit, which plays to Frankfurt’s traditional strength as a financial hub. These efforts have paid

off with significant recent successes for local companies. Mattress retailer Emma has been one of theoff with significant recent successes for local companies. Mattress retailer Emma has been one of the

fastest growing companies in Europe, while in January 2021, digital insurance platform Clark raised  a €69Mfastest growing companies in Europe, while in January 2021, digital insurance platform Clark raised  a €69M

Series  C round. Drone startup Wingcopter also raised a $22 million Series A to expand internationally.Series  C round. Drone startup Wingcopter also raised a $22 million Series A to expand internationally.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$146.6 m$146.6 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$5.45 b$5.45 b
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$882 k$882 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$2.3 m$2.3 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$61.2 k$61.2 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

FintechFintech

Frankfurt is an international financial hub that is home toFrankfurt is an international financial hub that is home to
outstanding universities and a high concentration ofoutstanding universities and a high concentration of
financial and tech talent. The FinTech Digital Hubfinancial and tech talent. The FinTech Digital Hub
Frankfurt builds upon these strengths, bringing togetherFrankfurt builds upon these strengths, bringing together
talent from the financial and startup sectors. Well knowntalent from the financial and startup sectors. Well known
local fintech companies include Clark, Thinksurance,local fintech companies include Clark, Thinksurance,
Fincite, United Signals, CrowdDesk and creditshelf.Fincite, United Signals, CrowdDesk and creditshelf.

CybersecurityCybersecurity

Digital Hub Cybersecurity based in Darmstadt is linkedDigital Hub Cybersecurity based in Darmstadt is linked
to the Fraunhofer SIT and Germany's National Center forto the Fraunhofer SIT and Germany's National Center for
Applied Research ATHENE, Europe's largest cluster forApplied Research ATHENE, Europe's largest cluster for
applied cybersecurity. Incubation and funding programsapplied cybersecurity. Incubation and funding programs
such as StartUpSecure|ATHENE have contributed tosuch as StartUpSecure|ATHENE have contributed to
growth in the number of startups in the last three years.growth in the number of startups in the last three years.
The city also hosts the European Cyber Security Summit.The city also hosts the European Cyber Security Summit.

GreentechGreentech

Frankfurt is home to a prominent hub for GreentechFrankfurt is home to a prominent hub for Greentech
talent and companies. The Green and Sustainable Financetalent and companies. The Green and Sustainable Finance
Cluster Germany, co-managed by The Frankfurt School,Cluster Germany, co-managed by The Frankfurt School,
brings together key players in the sub-sector. Piloted bybrings together key players in the sub-sector. Piloted by
Commerzbank’s Main Incubator, the Commerzbank’s Main Incubator, the Impact FestivalImpact Festival, the, the
city’s first large-scale event focused on Sustainability,city’s first large-scale event focused on Sustainability,
was launched in 2021. was launched in 2021. 



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
FrankfurtFrankfurt

It’s all about collaborationIt’s all about collaboration
Frankfurt is tapping into the power of synergy by building bridgesFrankfurt is tapping into the power of synergy by building bridges

with nearby startup clusters and talent pools. For example,with nearby startup clusters and talent pools. For example,

neighboring cities Frankfurt and Darmstadt, both home to renownedneighboring cities Frankfurt and Darmstadt, both home to renowned

universities and a strong financial sector, joined forces to create auniversities and a strong financial sector, joined forces to create a

tech hub to connect technical talent with the banking industry.tech hub to connect technical talent with the banking industry.

Frankfurt’s central location in Europe also makes it a logistics hub,Frankfurt’s central location in Europe also makes it a logistics hub,

with data, people and physical goods streaming through the citywith data, people and physical goods streaming through the city

continually.continually.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

TechQuartierTechQuartier

Located in the heart of Frankfurt,Located in the heart of Frankfurt,

TechQuartier is a cross-industry innovationTechQuartier is a cross-industry innovation

brokerage that brings together startups,brokerage that brings together startups,

companies and emerging talent to learncompanies and emerging talent to learn

from each other. TechQuartier not onlyfrom each other. TechQuartier not only

offers an inspiring place to work andoffers an inspiring place to work and

collaborate, but is one of Germany's largestcollaborate, but is one of Germany's largest

digital hubs shaping Hessen’s startupdigital hubs shaping Hessen’s startup

infrastructure.infrastructure.

MEMBERMEMBER

StartHub HessenStartHub Hessen

StartHub Hessen aims towards bringing anStartHub Hessen aims towards bringing an

already thriving ecosystem even closeralready thriving ecosystem even closer

together and setting the ideal ground fortogether and setting the ideal ground for

founding and growth. Benefitting from afounding and growth. Benefitting from a

large network of companies, start-uplarge network of companies, start-up

centers, mentors and universities, founderscenters, mentors and universities, founders

are offered one-to-one consultingare offered one-to-one consulting

sessions, a database for easy access tosessions, a database for easy access to

public funding as well as deep insights intopublic funding as well as deep insights into

the ecosystem and its members. StartHubthe ecosystem and its members. StartHub

was initiated by the State of Hessen inwas initiated by the State of Hessen in

2020.2020.  

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

Frankfurt Economic DevelopmentFrankfurt Economic Development   // Goethe University FrankfurtGoethe University Frankfurt   // Hessen Trade & Invest (HTAI)Hessen Trade & Invest (HTAI)   // Hessian Ministry of Economics, Energy, Transport and HousingHessian Ministry of Economics, Energy, Transport and Housing   // HIGHEST TU DarmstadtHIGHEST TU Darmstadt   // ING-DiBaING-DiBa   //

Station FRMStation FRM   // WIBankWIBank



FinlandFinland

Greater HelsinkiGreater Helsinki
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
City of HelsinkiCity of Helsinki

Helsinki startup ecosystem has showed great resilience during the pandemic. Venture capitalHelsinki startup ecosystem has showed great resilience during the pandemic. Venture capital

flow into Helsinki-based startups keeps growing and the message is clear - there is quality inflow into Helsinki-based startups keeps growing and the message is clear - there is quality in

the ecosystem.the ecosystem.

Marja-Leena RinkinevaMarja-Leena Rinkineva
Director of Economic Development, City of HelsinkiDirector of Economic Development, City of Helsinki

““

HighlightsHighlights
With its small population of just 5.5 million, Finland has shown an impressive ability to turn out tech andWith its small population of just 5.5 million, Finland has shown an impressive ability to turn out tech and

startup success stories from Nokia to Rovio to Wolt. The greater Helsinki area is the epicenter of thestartup success stories from Nokia to Rovio to Wolt. The greater Helsinki area is the epicenter of the

country’s startup scene. Helsinki’s startup conference Slush is the largest single gathering of venturecountry’s startup scene. Helsinki’s startup conference Slush is the largest single gathering of venture

capital in Europe with 1,500 investors. Helsinki has created 4 unicorns and its startups generate more thancapital in Europe with 1,500 investors. Helsinki has created 4 unicorns and its startups generate more than

10% of all Finland’s tech jobs. Currently the region is home to an additional 8 startups valued between10% of all Finland’s tech jobs. Currently the region is home to an additional 8 startups valued between

$250 million and $1 billion that are on track to achieve unicorn status. This successful track record has$250 million and $1 billion that are on track to achieve unicorn status. This successful track record has

attracted the interest of investors. Finnish startups receive the most venture capital per capita in Europe.attracted the interest of investors. Finnish startups receive the most venture capital per capita in Europe.

Finland is also home to a large business angel network. Finland offers public funding to startups throughFinland is also home to a large business angel network. Finland offers public funding to startups through

Business Finland, Finnvera and other public sector organizations. In 2020 Finnish startups received a recordBusiness Finland, Finnvera and other public sector organizations. In 2020 Finnish startups received a record

$1 billion in investments. There are several startup hubs offering support for young companies to$1 billion in investments. There are several startup hubs offering support for young companies to

accelerate their business, accelerate their business, such as the “Maria 01 Campus,” which is currently home to 170+ startups and 14such as the “Maria 01 Campus,” which is currently home to 170+ startups and 14

VC funds. An ongoing expansion project will make it one of the largest startup campuses in Europe.VC funds. An ongoing expansion project will make it one of the largest startup campuses in Europe.

Recent companies of note include food delivery platform Wolt, which raised US$535.23 million in JanuaryRecent companies of note include food delivery platform Wolt, which raised US$535.23 million in January

2021, putting the company's valuation at US$3.19 billion, mobile game studio Metacore, and PropTech2021, putting the company's valuation at US$3.19 billion, mobile game studio Metacore, and PropTech

company Kodit.io, which has raised a total of US$132.2 million over 6 rounds.company Kodit.io, which has raised a total of US$132.2 million over 6 rounds.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$549 m$549 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$6.6 bn$6.6 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$408 k$408 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$2.7 m$2.7 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$54 k$54 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

Digital HealthDigital Health

Healthcare in both the public and private sector inHealthcare in both the public and private sector in
Finland is moving towards being fully digitized, and theFinland is moving towards being fully digitized, and the
coverage of electronic health records (EHR) across thecoverage of electronic health records (EHR) across the
country is now 100%. Aiforia, a maker of software forcountry is now 100%. Aiforia, a maker of software for
healthcare professionals, has raised a total of $25.57healthcare professionals, has raised a total of $25.57
million over 4 rounds. Health Incubator Helsinki (HIH) ismillion over 4 rounds. Health Incubator Helsinki (HIH) is
a unique incubator program for research-based healtha unique incubator program for research-based health
sector teams and start-ups.sector teams and start-ups.

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

In February 2020 the Ministry of Finance launched theIn February 2020 the Ministry of Finance launched the
AuroraAI program to utilize AI to help people accessAuroraAI program to utilize AI to help people access
government services more seamlessly. In November 2020government services more seamlessly. In November 2020
Finland launched an updated AI strategy to promote theFinland launched an updated AI strategy to promote the
development and adoption of AI technologies withindevelopment and adoption of AI technologies within
local companies. Database-as-a-service platform Aivenlocal companies. Database-as-a-service platform Aiven
has raised a total of $150 million over 4 rounds.has raised a total of $150 million over 4 rounds.
Marketing analytics startup Supermetrics has raisedMarketing analytics startup Supermetrics has raised
€43.5 million/$49.68 million over 2 rounds.€43.5 million/$49.68 million over 2 rounds.

GamingGaming

In 2020 the Finnish Game Industry celebrated its 25thIn 2020 the Finnish Game Industry celebrated its 25th
anniversary, an industry employing 3600 people in 200anniversary, an industry employing 3600 people in 200
studios with 2,4 Billion euros of total turnover. It is anstudios with 2,4 Billion euros of total turnover. It is an
international industry on creating global brands, raisinginternational industry on creating global brands, raising
several hundreds of millions capital and almost 30% ofseveral hundreds of millions capital and almost 30% of
the employees comes abroad. The unique ecosystem ofthe employees comes abroad. The unique ecosystem of
Finland supports the game development fromFinland supports the game development from
Government grants to strong education with an activeGovernment grants to strong education with an active
community. community. 



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
Greater HelsinkiGreater Helsinki

Access to talentAccess to talent
Finland’s educational system is consistently ranked among the best inFinland’s educational system is consistently ranked among the best in

the world, and the greater Helsinki region consistently ranks in thethe world, and the greater Helsinki region consistently ranks in the

European top 10 for productivity and global competitiveness. HelsinkiEuropean top 10 for productivity and global competitiveness. Helsinki

has the second-highest concentration of commercially successfulhas the second-highest concentration of commercially successful

app developers globally after only Silicon Valley. The Global Talentapp developers globally after only Silicon Valley. The Global Talent

Competitiveness Index 2020 from INSEAD, Adecco, and GoogleCompetitiveness Index 2020 from INSEAD, Adecco, and Google

ranked Finland seventh among 132 countries globally, citing theranked Finland seventh among 132 countries globally, citing the

workforce’s strong technical skills among other strengths. Helsinkiworkforce’s strong technical skills among other strengths. Helsinki

also invest heavily to creation of new business initiating severalalso invest heavily to creation of new business initiating several

incubator programs with University of Helsinki.incubator programs with University of Helsinki.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

City of HelsinkiCity of Helsinki

The greater Helsinki area is comprised ofThe greater Helsinki area is comprised of

three cities: Helsinki, Espoo ja Vantaa. Thethree cities: Helsinki, Espoo ja Vantaa. The

cities are the hotbed for world-conqueringcities are the hotbed for world-conquering

innovations and an ideal testing ground forinnovations and an ideal testing ground for

bold new ideas. It is the perfect size forbold new ideas. It is the perfect size for

startups to test the waters and obtain firststartups to test the waters and obtain first

references by trying something that wouldreferences by trying something that would

not be possible elsewhere. The areanot be possible elsewhere. The area

provides an extremely stable and well-provides an extremely stable and well-

functioning business environment that afunctioning business environment that a

startup needs to be successful and astartup needs to be successful and a

modern and attractive city formodern and attractive city for

entrepreneurs to want to live and work in.entrepreneurs to want to live and work in.

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

City of EspooCity of Espoo   // Helsinki Think CompanyHelsinki Think Company   // City of VantaaCity of Vantaa   // Maria01Maria01   // NewCo HelsinkiNewCo Helsinki   // Forum ViriumForum Virium   // Arctic StartupArctic Startup   // Business FinlandBusiness Finland   // FiBanFiBan   // Helsinki PartnersHelsinki Partners



TurkeyTurkey

IstanbulIstanbul
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Istanbul Development AgencyIstanbul Development Agency /  / Presidency of the Republic of Turkey, Investment OfficePresidency of the Republic of Turkey, Investment Office

The last decade has witnessed the rise of a resilient, attractive and rapidly evolving startupThe last decade has witnessed the rise of a resilient, attractive and rapidly evolving startup

ecosystem in Istanbul. We believe that out of this dynamism Istanbul will emerge as a leadingecosystem in Istanbul. We believe that out of this dynamism Istanbul will emerge as a leading

attraction spot for global technology startups.attraction spot for global technology startups.

Mustafa VarankMustafa Varank
Minister of Industry and Technology, TurkeyMinister of Industry and Technology, Turkey

““

HighlightsHighlights
Turkey has a population of 84 million as of 2021, of which half is under the age of 32, giving the countryTurkey has a population of 84 million as of 2021, of which half is under the age of 32, giving the country

the largest youth population in the EU area. This young and digitally connected population makes Istanbulthe largest youth population in the EU area. This young and digitally connected population makes Istanbul

one of the best spots to test new ideas and products. Istanbul’s vibrant startup scene is coalescingone of the best spots to test new ideas and products. Istanbul’s vibrant startup scene is coalescing

around a host of support organizations, events, and successful entrepreneurs. There are over 80 activearound a host of support organizations, events, and successful entrepreneurs. There are over 80 active

organizations supporting startups in Istanbul, including Plug and Play Istanbul, Endeavor and Galataorganizations supporting startups in Istanbul, including Plug and Play Istanbul, Endeavor and Galata

Business Angels. The city hosts various events all year round. These events include Take-Off, a pitchingBusiness Angels. The city hosts various events all year round. These events include Take-Off, a pitching

competition for early-stage startups; TEKNOFEST, the world’s largest technology and aerospace festivalcompetition for early-stage startups; TEKNOFEST, the world’s largest technology and aerospace festival

and GAMING ISTANBUL, also known as GIST, which is an international game, e-sports and digitaland GAMING ISTANBUL, also known as GIST, which is an international game, e-sports and digital

entertainment exhibit. VC-backed exits have given inspiration for both entrepreneurs and VC funds toentertainment exhibit. VC-backed exits have given inspiration for both entrepreneurs and VC funds to

invest in Istanbul’s startups, recognizing their ability to deliver outsized returns to investors. Successinvest in Istanbul’s startups, recognizing their ability to deliver outsized returns to investors. Success

stories emerging from this community-minded startup hub include AI-powered digital marketing platformstories emerging from this community-minded startup hub include AI-powered digital marketing platform

Insider, which raised $32 million from international investors last year and grocery delivery startup Getir,Insider, which raised $32 million from international investors last year and grocery delivery startup Getir,

which raised its valuation to $7.5 billion with a $555 million round in June 2021. Hepsiburada, a fast-which raised its valuation to $7.5 billion with a $555 million round in June 2021. Hepsiburada, a fast-

growing e-commerce startup, saw its market value hit more than $4.2 billion after becoming the firstgrowing e-commerce startup, saw its market value hit more than $4.2 billion after becoming the first

Turkish firm to be listed on NASDAQ. Turkish startups received nearly $1.3 billion investment in the firstTurkish firm to be listed on NASDAQ. Turkish startups received nearly $1.3 billion investment in the first

half of 2021, with Dream Games and Hepsiburada joining the billion-dollar league that already includedhalf of 2021, with Dream Games and Hepsiburada joining the billion-dollar league that already included

Peak, Getir and Trendyol.Peak, Getir and Trendyol.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$181 m$181 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$4.1 bn$4.1 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$150 k$150 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$0.55 m$0.55 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$18.2 k$18.2 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

GamingGaming

WePlay Ventures plans to invest in more than 30 gamingWePlay Ventures plans to invest in more than 30 gaming
startups with ambitions to grow globally. When U.S-basedstartups with ambitions to grow globally. When U.S-based
gaming giant Zynga bought Turkish mobile gaminggaming giant Zynga bought Turkish mobile gaming
company Peak for $1.8 billion in June 2020, thecompany Peak for $1.8 billion in June 2020, the
acquisition marked the birth of Turkey’s first unicorn.acquisition marked the birth of Turkey’s first unicorn.
Dream Games raised $50 million Series A in March 2021Dream Games raised $50 million Series A in March 2021
and $155 million Series B in June and with a valuation ofand $155 million Series B in June and with a valuation of
$1 billion became Turkey’s latest unicorn.$1 billion became Turkey’s latest unicorn.

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

Turkey is the lead AI investor in the MEA region with aTurkey is the lead AI investor in the MEA region with a
total investment amounting to $3.4 billion. Close to 200 AItotal investment amounting to $3.4 billion. Close to 200 AI
startups have been founded in the last 5 years and thestartups have been founded in the last 5 years and the
total funding size was $39 million in 2020. One of thetotal funding size was $39 million in 2020. One of the
most promising of these startups, Tarentum AI, has raisedmost promising of these startups, Tarentum AI, has raised
a total of $2.1 million in funding over 2 rounds. a total of $2.1 million in funding over 2 rounds. 



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
IstanbulIstanbul

Global ConnectionsGlobal Connections
With various accelerator programs and a wide range of eventsWith various accelerator programs and a wide range of events

connecting the local players with the global entrepreneurialconnecting the local players with the global entrepreneurial

networks, the city is offering potential synergies for futurenetworks, the city is offering potential synergies for future

collaborations. For entrepreneurs looking to expand their globalcollaborations. For entrepreneurs looking to expand their global

footprint, Istanbul acts as a springboard to reach EMEA markets.footprint, Istanbul acts as a springboard to reach EMEA markets.  

Tech TalentTech Talent
Istanbul’s prominent universities, including Bogazici University,Istanbul’s prominent universities, including Bogazici University,

Istanbul Technical University and Yildiz Technical University, attractIstanbul Technical University and Yildiz Technical University, attract

promising engineering talent and graduate around 55,000 STEMpromising engineering talent and graduate around 55,000 STEM

students annually. Affordable housing, status as an emergingstudents annually. Affordable housing, status as an emerging

startup ecosystem and a buzzing atmosphere mean that manystartup ecosystem and a buzzing atmosphere mean that many

graduates choose to make Istanbul their permanent home. graduates choose to make Istanbul their permanent home. 

Tax IncentivesTax Incentives
Turkey offers a comprehensive investment incentives program toTurkey offers a comprehensive investment incentives program to

help accelerate returns on R&D investments, including project basedhelp accelerate returns on R&D investments, including project based

grants at a rate of upto 50%. Technoparks support R&D activities,grants at a rate of upto 50%. Technoparks support R&D activities,

attract investments in high-technology fields and offer incentivesattract investments in high-technology fields and offer incentives

like corporate income tax exemption, employers’ share of sociallike corporate income tax exemption, employers’ share of social

security premium support and employees’ income tax exemptions.security premium support and employees’ income tax exemptions.  

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Istanbul Development AgencyIstanbul Development Agency

Istanbul Development Agency is aIstanbul Development Agency is a

government agency with a view togovernment agency with a view to

"expediting the regional development,"expediting the regional development,

providing sustainability and closing theproviding sustainability and closing the

interregional and intraregional gaps byinterregional and intraregional gaps by

improving collaborations among the publicimproving collaborations among the public

& private industry and non-governmental& private industry and non-governmental

organizations, fostering opportune andorganizations, fostering opportune and

efficient use of resources and galvanizingefficient use of resources and galvanizing

the local potential". İDA implementsthe local potential". İDA implements

programs and supports projects andprograms and supports projects and

activities for the development andactivities for the development and

strengthening of the startup ecosystem ofstrengthening of the startup ecosystem of

Istanbul to make it one of the prominentIstanbul to make it one of the prominent

international entrepreneurship hubs.international entrepreneurship hubs.  

MEMBERMEMBER

Presidency of the Republic of Turkey,Presidency of the Republic of Turkey,
Investment OfficeInvestment Office

T he Investment Office of the PresidencyT he Investment Office of the Presidency

of the Republic of Turkey is the officialof the Republic of Turkey is the official

organization for promoting Turkey'sorganization for promoting Turkey's

investment opportunities to the globalinvestment opportunities to the global

business community and for providingbusiness community and for providing

assistance to investors before, during, andassistance to investors before, during, and

after their entry into Turkey.  Directlyafter their entry into Turkey.  Directly

reporting to the President of Turkey, thereporting to the President of Turkey, the

Investment Office is in charge ofInvestment Office is in charge of

encouraging investments that furtherencouraging investments that further

enhance the economic development ofenhance the economic development of

Turkey.Turkey.  

MEMBERMEMBER



United KingdomUnited Kingdom

London London #2#2
London has an established position at the cutting edge of tech. Previously in Fintech, but nowLondon has an established position at the cutting edge of tech. Previously in Fintech, but now

also AI and Healthtech. It’s critical we leverage this advantage — also AI and Healthtech. It’s critical we leverage this advantage — attract the best talent andattract the best talent and

build a supportive ecosystem.build a supportive ecosystem.

Suranga ChandratillakeSuranga Chandratillake
Partner at Balderton CapitalPartner at Balderton Capital

““

HighlightsHighlights
London remains a tech powerhouse, with local startups in the British capital valued at an astronomical $47London remains a tech powerhouse, with local startups in the British capital valued at an astronomical $47

billion, but the ecosystem faced considerable headwinds this year. In addition to the global disruptionbillion, but the ecosystem faced considerable headwinds this year. In addition to the global disruption

caused by the pandemic, the finalization of Britain’s protracted and messy breakup from the EU left manycaused by the pandemic, the finalization of Britain’s protracted and messy breakup from the EU left many

commentators wondering whether London would retain its spot near the top of startup ecosystemcommentators wondering whether London would retain its spot near the top of startup ecosystem

rankings. So far, signs are good. VC investment into Britain is the third highest in the world, after therankings. So far, signs are good. VC investment into Britain is the third highest in the world, after the

United States and China, and hit a record high of $15 billion in 2020. Despite the uncertainty surroundingUnited States and China, and hit a record high of $15 billion in 2020. Despite the uncertainty surrounding

Brexit, 63% of that funding came from overseas last year, up from 50% in 2016. Previous to Brexit, LondonBrexit, 63% of that funding came from overseas last year, up from 50% in 2016. Previous to Brexit, London

excelled at attracting overseas talent, which led to concerns about the impact of the end of freedom ofexcelled at attracting overseas talent, which led to concerns about the impact of the end of freedom of

movement for Europeans. However, Britain boasts plenty of homegrown tech talent, and ecosystemmovement for Europeans. However, Britain boasts plenty of homegrown tech talent, and ecosystem

insiders note that the end of the drawn-out Brexit process at least brings clarity, allowing startups to plan.insiders note that the end of the drawn-out Brexit process at least brings clarity, allowing startups to plan.

Britain’s new freedom to craft it’s own regulatory regime could potentially offer benefits to theBritain’s new freedom to craft it’s own regulatory regime could potentially offer benefits to the

ecosystem as well. Finally, the City of London continues in its status as a global financial hub, suggestingecosystem as well. Finally, the City of London continues in its status as a global financial hub, suggesting

the greater ecosystem will retain its dominance in the Fintech sector. Edtech is a growing sub-sector inthe greater ecosystem will retain its dominance in the Fintech sector. Edtech is a growing sub-sector in

London as well. The bottom line is that the gloomiest predictions regarding the impact of Brexit onLondon as well. The bottom line is that the gloomiest predictions regarding the impact of Brexit on

Britain’s biggest startup ecosystem don’t seem set to have come to pass, though London startups haveBritain’s biggest startup ecosystem don’t seem set to have come to pass, though London startups have

faced a year of adjustment and recalibration.faced a year of adjustment and recalibration.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$8.5 bn$8.5 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$142 bn$142 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$653 k$653 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$4 m$4 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$76 k$76 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

FintechFintech

Thanks to its status as a pre-eminent global financial hub,Thanks to its status as a pre-eminent global financial hub,
London hosts 2,183 fintech companies, more than NewLondon hosts 2,183 fintech companies, more than New
York or San Francisco. Those fintech companies raisedYork or San Francisco. Those fintech companies raised
more than £2.7 billion in investment last year, with anmore than £2.7 billion in investment last year, with an
average early-stage investment of $486,000 per startup,average early-stage investment of $486,000 per startup,
compared to a global average of $286,000. Local successcompared to a global average of $286,000. Local success
story Transferwise (now known as Wise) was founded instory Transferwise (now known as Wise) was founded in
2011. As of July 2020 it was valued at $5 billion, on par2011. As of July 2020 it was valued at $5 billion, on par
with Europe’s biggest fintech companies, includingwith Europe’s biggest fintech companies, including
Revolut and Klarna.Revolut and Klarna.

EdtechEdtech

London’s Edtech ecosystem is one of the largest in EuropeLondon’s Edtech ecosystem is one of the largest in Europe
with an estimated value of US$3.4 billion, and London iswith an estimated value of US$3.4 billion, and London is
the one European city to feature in Dealroom’s globalthe one European city to feature in Dealroom’s global
Edtech top 10 by investment. Edtech VC firm BrighteyeEdtech top 10 by investment. Edtech VC firm Brighteye
Ventures closed its second $54 million fund last year,Ventures closed its second $54 million fund last year,
bringing assets under management to more thanbringing assets under management to more than
US$112m, while Edtech startup Kano secured US$15.46US$112m, while Edtech startup Kano secured US$15.46
million in funding in March 2021.million in funding in March 2021.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
LondonLondon

Talent availabilityTalent availability
Thanks to its proximity to world-class universities and educated,Thanks to its proximity to world-class universities and educated,

cosmopolitan workforce, London is a leading global talent hub. Of thecosmopolitan workforce, London is a leading global talent hub. Of the

world’s top ten universities, four are located close to the city, and 54world’s top ten universities, four are located close to the city, and 54

percent of residents have a tertiary degree. According to Accenture’spercent of residents have a tertiary degree. According to Accenture’s

UK Tech Talent Tracker Report, there are 422,000 data analytics,UK Tech Talent Tracker Report, there are 422,000 data analytics,

artificial intelligence, blockchain, extended reality, and quantumartificial intelligence, blockchain, extended reality, and quantum

computing professionals in the UK. About 37 percent of them arecomputing professionals in the UK. About 37 percent of them are

located in London.located in London.

Tax incentivesTax incentives
While there is no difference between taxes paid by early-stageWhile there is no difference between taxes paid by early-stage

and established businesses in the UK, there are various dedicationsand established businesses in the UK, there are various dedications

startups can use to reduce their tax bills. England also offers 24startups can use to reduce their tax bills. England also offers 24

Enterprise Zones, including the Royal Docks in southeast London,Enterprise Zones, including the Royal Docks in southeast London,

in which businesses are 100% tax exempt for their first five yearsin which businesses are 100% tax exempt for their first five years

(for a maximum discount of £275,000). Other schemes reduce tax(for a maximum discount of £275,000). Other schemes reduce tax

on income from the development of patents and intellectualon income from the development of patents and intellectual

property and on UK taxpayers who invest in startups.property and on UK taxpayers who invest in startups.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

Tech Nation (formerly Tech City UK)Tech Nation (formerly Tech City UK)   // Accelerator NetworkAccelerator Network   // Balderton CapitalBalderton Capital   // City of LondonCity of London   // GENGEN   // GSMAGSMA   // KPMGKPMG   // Level39Level39   // MassChallengeMassChallenge   // Microsoft VenturesMicrosoft Ventures   //

Microsoft for StartupsMicrosoft for Startups   // NorthzoneNorthzone   // Tech London AdvocatesTech London Advocates   // TechUKTechUK   // Techstars LondonTechstars London   // Wayra LondonWayra London



IrelandIreland

Mid-East RegionMid-East Region
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Meath EnterpriseMeath Enterprise

The Mideast startup and scaleup ecosystem is poised for significant growth as we emergeThe Mideast startup and scaleup ecosystem is poised for significant growth as we emerge

from the Covid crisis. We have seen significant experimentation in flexible business modelsfrom the Covid crisis. We have seen significant experimentation in flexible business models

and work patterns which we expect will accelerate development and improve sustainability inand work patterns which we expect will accelerate development and improve sustainability in

the years ahead.the years ahead.

Michael Brougham PhDMichael Brougham PhD
Regional Director at Enterprise IrelandRegional Director at Enterprise Ireland

““

HighlightsHighlights
Traditionally a region of green fields and farms, the counties encircling Dublin have been growing steadilyTraditionally a region of green fields and farms, the counties encircling Dublin have been growing steadily

for decades. With easy access to the capital, government support for growing companies, and its historicalfor decades. With easy access to the capital, government support for growing companies, and its historical

strength in agriculture, the Mid-East Region has a growing reputation as a startup ecosystem, particularlystrength in agriculture, the Mid-East Region has a growing reputation as a startup ecosystem, particularly

for AgTech and food-related companies. The Regional Enterprise Development Fund (REDF), launched infor AgTech and food-related companies. The Regional Enterprise Development Fund (REDF), launched in

2017, supports new collaborative and innovative initiatives in the region. REDF has poured 2017, supports new collaborative and innovative initiatives in the region. REDF has poured $9.48 million$9.48 million

into the Mid-East for projects including the County Kildare Community Network co-working space, theinto the Mid-East for projects including the County Kildare Community Network co-working space, the

Boyne Valley Food Innovation District, Clermont Enterprise Hub, and UCD Nova DAC AgTech innovationBoyne Valley Food Innovation District, Clermont Enterprise Hub, and UCD Nova DAC AgTech innovation

hub. Through the Agile Innovation Fund companies can access grants to cover up to 50% of eligible R&Dhub. Through the Agile Innovation Fund companies can access grants to cover up to 50% of eligible R&D

costs through an online fast-track approval process. The Competitive Start Fund offers up to €50,000 forcosts through an online fast-track approval process. The Competitive Start Fund offers up to €50,000 for

10% in ordinary shares to accelerate the growth of startups in all sectors that are targeting global markets.10% in ordinary shares to accelerate the growth of startups in all sectors that are targeting global markets.

Startups with the potential to create 10 jobs and €1 million in export sales within their first 3 years may beStartups with the potential to create 10 jobs and €1 million in export sales within their first 3 years may be

eligible for support from Enterprise Ireland as a High Potential Start-up (HPSU). Notable companies andeligible for support from Enterprise Ireland as a High Potential Start-up (HPSU). Notable companies and

events within the Mid-East Region ecosystem include EasyGo, a developer of EV charging units, whichevents within the Mid-East Region ecosystem include EasyGo, a developer of EV charging units, which

raised $12.16 million of venture funding in January 2021. Ireland’s Tech Week is a nationwide festival ofraised $12.16 million of venture funding in January 2021. Ireland’s Tech Week is a nationwide festival of

events showcasing tech innovation in the country.events showcasing tech innovation in the country.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

<$50 m<$50 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$183 m$183 m
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$470 k$470 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$0.81 m$0.81 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$56 k$56 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

Agtech & New FoodAgtech & New Food

Boyne Valley Food Hub offers 790m² of enterprise spaceBoyne Valley Food Hub offers 790m² of enterprise space
and food grade facilities for startups and scaling foodand food grade facilities for startups and scaling food
businesses. A timeshare development kitchen and a foodbusinesses. A timeshare development kitchen and a food
specific co-working and knowledge lab are also available.specific co-working and knowledge lab are also available.
Thanks to the space and the country’s larger Food WiseThanks to the space and the country’s larger Food Wise
2025 plan, the Agtech and New Food sub-sector is2025 plan, the Agtech and New Food sub-sector is
targeted to grow to $21.70 billion by 2025.targeted to grow to $21.70 billion by 2025.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
Mid-East RegionMid-East Region

Educated WorkforceEducated Workforce
Ireland has one of the most educated workforces in the world withIreland has one of the most educated workforces in the world with

53.5% of 30-34-year-olds having a tertiary degree compared to an EU53.5% of 30-34-year-olds having a tertiary degree compared to an EU

average of 40%. Almost 30% of university students are enrolled inaverage of 40%. Almost 30% of university students are enrolled in

science, technology, engineering, and maths (STEM) courses.science, technology, engineering, and maths (STEM) courses.

International TalentInternational Talent
The workforce is also dynamic and diverse — proportionally IrelandThe workforce is also dynamic and diverse — proportionally Ireland

has the 4th highest international workforce in the EU. Irelandhas the 4th highest international workforce in the EU. Ireland

ranks 1st globally for attracting and retaining international talent.ranks 1st globally for attracting and retaining international talent.

IDA Ireland works with the relevant Irish authorities to streamlineIDA Ireland works with the relevant Irish authorities to streamline

employment permit applications and other visa matters foremployment permit applications and other visa matters for

companies recruiting from outside the EU.companies recruiting from outside the EU.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Meath EnterpriseMeath Enterprise

Meath Enterprise is a commerciallyMeath Enterprise is a commercially

focused local government (Not-For-Profit)focused local government (Not-For-Profit)

enterprise development company with aenterprise development company with a

remit/mission to drive local, regional andremit/mission to drive local, regional and

national enterprise development throughnational enterprise development through

the provision of business incubation andthe provision of business incubation and

support services, collaboration, clustering,support services, collaboration, clustering,

and creative thinking.and creative thinking.

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

EO Accelerator IrelandEO Accelerator Ireland   // Meath Enterprise CentreMeath Enterprise Centre   // Boyne Valley Food HubBoyne Valley Food Hub   // Arklow Enterprise CentreArklow Enterprise Centre   // Athy Enterprise CentreAthy Enterprise Centre   // Clane Project CentreClane Project Centre   // Kells Tech HubKells Tech Hub   // Maynooth WorksMaynooth Works   //

Wicklow Enterprise CentreWicklow Enterprise Centre   // Kells Enterprise & Technology CentreKells Enterprise & Technology Centre   // PFS AcceleratorPFS Accelerator   // Meath County CouncilMeath County Council   // Wicklow Local Enterprise OfficeWicklow Local Enterprise Office   // Meath County ChamberMeath County Chamber   //

Louth-Meath Education & Training BoardLouth-Meath Education & Training Board   // Maynooth UniversityMaynooth University   // Kildare Chamber of CommerceKildare Chamber of Commerce   // Kildare County CouncilKildare County Council   // Kildare Local Enterprise OfficeKildare Local Enterprise Office   // Kildare-Wicklow Education & Training BoardKildare-Wicklow Education & Training Board   //

Wicklow Chamber of CommerceWicklow Chamber of Commerce   // Wicklow County CouncilWicklow County Council   // Meath Local Enterprise OfficeMeath Local Enterprise Office   // Enterprise IrelandEnterprise Ireland   // Mid-East Regional Skills ForumMid-East Regional Skills Forum   // Mid-East Action Plan for Jobs CommitteeMid-East Action Plan for Jobs Committee   //

Industrial Development Authority - IDAIndustrial Development Authority - IDA   // Media IrelandMedia Ireland



MoldovaMoldova

MoldovaMoldova
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Moldovan Association of ICT CompaniesMoldovan Association of ICT Companies

Moldova has made significant steps towards enhancing its startup ecosystem. Promoting aMoldova has made significant steps towards enhancing its startup ecosystem. Promoting a

Tech friendly fiscal environment, Moldova is positioning itself on a niche connecting East andTech friendly fiscal environment, Moldova is positioning itself on a niche connecting East and

West where a flagship example is Tekwill, a private public partnership aiming to increase ICTWest where a flagship example is Tekwill, a private public partnership aiming to increase ICT

industry competitiveness and develop its startup ecosystem.industry competitiveness and develop its startup ecosystem.

Ana ChiritaAna Chirita
Senior Project Coordinator of Tekwill, Strategic Projects Director of Moldovan Association of ICT CompaniesSenior Project Coordinator of Tekwill, Strategic Projects Director of Moldovan Association of ICT Companies

““

HighlightsHighlights
Thanks to initiatives from the EU, the national government, and a growing range of support organizations,Thanks to initiatives from the EU, the national government, and a growing range of support organizations,

Moldova’s nascent startup ecosystem has been picking up steam in recent years. Since 2020 theMoldova’s nascent startup ecosystem has been picking up steam in recent years. Since 2020 the

European Union’s EU4Moldova program has allotted EUR 770,000 in grants, as well as mentorship andEuropean Union’s EU4Moldova program has allotted EUR 770,000 in grants, as well as mentorship and

training, to support startups and social entrepreneurship initiatives in the Cahul and Ungheni regions. Thustraining, to support startups and social entrepreneurship initiatives in the Cahul and Ungheni regions. Thus

far 28 companies have been awarded between EUR 15,000 – EUR 30,000 each. The EU has also launched afar 28 companies have been awarded between EUR 15,000 – EUR 30,000 each. The EU has also launched a

new technical assistance project in Moldova to help the national government plan and executenew technical assistance project in Moldova to help the national government plan and execute

development projects. Moldova is home to 11 business Incubators. As of 2019 they had togetherdevelopment projects. Moldova is home to 11 business Incubators. As of 2019 they had together

supported more than 100 startups. Prominent among the country’s support organizations is Tekwillsupported more than 100 startups. Prominent among the country’s support organizations is Tekwill

Academy, located within the Technical University of Moldova (UTM). A 4,000m² hub, it offers co-workingAcademy, located within the Technical University of Moldova (UTM). A 4,000m² hub, it offers co-working

spaces, tech labs for IoT and 3D printing, as well as community events. Together with Moldovaspaces, tech labs for IoT and 3D printing, as well as community events. Together with Moldova

Agroindbank, MasterCard, Startup Moldova, USAID and Sweden, Tekwill recently launched “FinTechAgroindbank, MasterCard, Startup Moldova, USAID and Sweden, Tekwill recently launched “FinTech

Vertical 2021,” a program dedicated to supporting the country’s growing FinTech sector by connectingVertical 2021,” a program dedicated to supporting the country’s growing FinTech sector by connecting

startups with existing financial services and IT players. In addition, Tekwill holds open days for studentsstartups with existing financial services and IT players. In addition, Tekwill holds open days for students

and others interested in learning more about the sub-sector.and others interested in learning more about the sub-sector.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

<$50 m<$50 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

<$100 m<$100 m
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$100 k$100 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

N/AN/A

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$13 k$13 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

E-commerceE-commerce

With high-speed internet reaching 98 percent of theWith high-speed internet reaching 98 percent of the
population, Moldova is a hotspot for E-Commerce. Thepopulation, Moldova is a hotspot for E-Commerce. The
country’s 1.4 million online shoppers are expected to drivecountry’s 1.4 million online shoppers are expected to drive
US$168 million in revenue this year, with projectedUS$168 million in revenue this year, with projected
revenue reaching US$269 million by 2025. Fashion is therevenue reaching US$269 million by 2025. Fashion is the
largest segment of the market, contributing around $49largest segment of the market, contributing around $49
million in revenue this year. Shoppers generally pay onmillion in revenue this year. Shoppers generally pay on
receipt of goods rather than online at the time ofreceipt of goods rather than online at the time of
purchase. In 2020 Innovation hub Tekwill launched anpurchase. In 2020 Innovation hub Tekwill launched an
initiative to offer co-financing for companies usinginitiative to offer co-financing for companies using
technology to boost E-Commerce in the country.technology to boost E-Commerce in the country.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
MoldovaMoldova

Affordable TalentAffordable Talent
Salaries are extremely low in Moldova with the average workerSalaries are extremely low in Moldova with the average worker

making $5,912 a year. A data scientist can expect to make $8,673 andmaking $5,912 a year. A data scientist can expect to make $8,673 and

a software engineer $5,912. In addition to these attractive costs fora software engineer $5,912. In addition to these attractive costs for

employers, the population is relatively well educated with a literacyemployers, the population is relatively well educated with a literacy

close to 100% and 13% of adults holding a university degree.close to 100% and 13% of adults holding a university degree.

Low Cost of LivingLow Cost of Living
It’s not just salaries that are low in Moldova. The cost of living isIt’s not just salaries that are low in Moldova. The cost of living is

extremely affordable as well meaning foreign companies can retainextremely affordable as well meaning foreign companies can retain

Moldovan talent for a fraction of the cost typical for the US orMoldovan talent for a fraction of the cost typical for the US or

Western Europe while still allowing for a good quality of life.Western Europe while still allowing for a good quality of life.

Tax IncentivesTax Incentives
Companies investing USD$250,000 or more are eligible for aCompanies investing USD$250,000 or more are eligible for a

reduction in corporate income tax for up to 5 years under certainreduction in corporate income tax for up to 5 years under certain

conditions. In addition, the corporate income tax rate has decreasedconditions. In addition, the corporate income tax rate has decreased

from 28% to 15% since 2007. Individual income tax has also beenfrom 28% to 15% since 2007. Individual income tax has also been

reduced, with the top rate now set at 20%.reduced, with the top rate now set at 20%.

Openness to Foreign InvestmentOpenness to Foreign Investment
A number of foreign companies, including Lafarge, Sudzucker, UnionA number of foreign companies, including Lafarge, Sudzucker, Union

Fenosa, and Metro Cash & Carry, have been operating successfully inFenosa, and Metro Cash & Carry, have been operating successfully in

Moldova. The country’s business environment compares favorably toMoldova. The country’s business environment compares favorably to

many of its neighbors. The Heritage Foundation’s Index of Economicmany of its neighbors. The Heritage Foundation’s Index of Economic

Freedom scored Moldova a 3.10 on scale from 1 to 5 with 1 being theFreedom scored Moldova a 3.10 on scale from 1 to 5 with 1 being the

best, compared to 3.24 for Ukraine, 4.11 for Belarus and 3.50 forbest, compared to 3.24 for Ukraine, 4.11 for Belarus and 3.50 for

Russia.Russia.  

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
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Moldovan Association of ICTMoldovan Association of ICT
CompaniesCompanies

Being established in 2006, ATIC is theBeing established in 2006, ATIC is the

action leading association and the voice ofaction leading association and the voice of

the Moldovan ICT industry that promotesthe Moldovan ICT industry that promotes

the development of the ICT sector inthe development of the ICT sector in

Republic of Moldova through viableRepublic of Moldova through viable

partnerships between companies, similarpartnerships between companies, similar

organizations, government, stateorganizations, government, state

institutions and international organizations.institutions and international organizations.

The association was founded to representThe association was founded to represent

the industry on different policy andthe industry on different policy and

legislative issues and to facilitate thelegislative issues and to facilitate the

exchange of best-practices betweenexchange of best-practices between

members. ATIC mission is to protect andmembers. ATIC mission is to protect and

promote the Association members’promote the Association members’

interests as well as facilitate a moreinterests as well as facilitate a more

favourable ICT business climate.favourable ICT business climate.

MEMBERMEMBER



FranceFrance

Paris Paris #12#12
France has taken over Europe as the place where the most funding rounds happened in 2018.France has taken over Europe as the place where the most funding rounds happened in 2018.

The next step is to turn our eurocentric scale-ups into global leaders.The next step is to turn our eurocentric scale-ups into global leaders.

Nicolas BrienNicolas Brien
CEO at France DigitaleCEO at France Digitale

““

HighlightsHighlights
With more than 10,000 startups nationwide, France With more than 10,000 startups nationwide, France has ambitions to become Europe’s largest startuphas ambitions to become Europe’s largest startup

ecosystem, with the government promising to invest $6 billion in the technology sector. One of the topecosystem, with the government promising to invest $6 billion in the technology sector. One of the top

attractions of Paris for startups is its central location with easy access to Europe’s most importantattractions of Paris for startups is its central location with easy access to Europe’s most important

capitals. London, Amsterdam, Berlin, Madrid, Rome, and Luxembourg are all less than 3 hours away. The citycapitals. London, Amsterdam, Berlin, Madrid, Rome, and Luxembourg are all less than 3 hours away. The city

also boasts 21 of the best-ranked business schools in the world, which provide companies with a largealso boasts 21 of the best-ranked business schools in the world, which provide companies with a large

pool of highly skilled talent. This wealth of talent also drives the ecosystem’s success as a center ofpool of highly skilled talent. This wealth of talent also drives the ecosystem’s success as a center of

innovation. Paris has the most research professionals, high-tech patents, and highest annual R&D spendinginnovation. Paris has the most research professionals, high-tech patents, and highest annual R&D spending

in Europe. Paris is also a major business hub and hosts many corporate headquarters. Companies and labsin Europe. Paris is also a major business hub and hosts many corporate headquarters. Companies and labs

are organized in 9 competitiveness clusters with over 4,300 members across sectors including cosmetics,are organized in 9 competitiveness clusters with over 4,300 members across sectors including cosmetics,

high-tech healthcare, aeronautics, digital transformation, and sustainable cities. The city also hosts ahigh-tech healthcare, aeronautics, digital transformation, and sustainable cities. The city also hosts a

number of top startup events, including Big Data & AI Paris, Hello Tomorrow Global Summit, and Vivanumber of top startup events, including Big Data & AI Paris, Hello Tomorrow Global Summit, and Viva

Technology, Paris. Local success stories include online home improvement marketplace ManoMano, whichTechnology, Paris. Local success stories include online home improvement marketplace ManoMano, which

has raised a total of $705.5 million over six rounds, crypto security company Ledger, which has raised ahas raised a total of $705.5 million over six rounds, crypto security company Ledger, which has raised a

total of $468 million over eight rounds, and digital health insurance platform Alan, which has raised a totaltotal of $468 million over eight rounds, and digital health insurance platform Alan, which has raised a total

of $363.9 million over six rounds.of $363.9 million over six rounds.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$3.5 bn$3.5 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$47.1 bn$47.1 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$1100 k$1100 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$3.3 m$3.3 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$64 k$64 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

FintechFintech

The Paris Fintech Forum is one of Europe’s biggestThe Paris Fintech Forum is one of Europe’s biggest
FinTech events. Paris is also home to Euronext, the EU’sFinTech events. Paris is also home to Euronext, the EU’s
biggest stock exchange by market capitalization ($4902biggest stock exchange by market capitalization ($4902
billion). Top-tier financial engineering programs at Parisbillion). Top-tier financial engineering programs at Paris
Dauphine, Polytechnique, HEC and ESSEC businessDauphine, Polytechnique, HEC and ESSEC business
schools provide talent to the sub-sector. October, anschools provide talent to the sub-sector. October, an
online marketplace for business loans, raised $304.2online marketplace for business loans, raised $304.2
million in September 2020. AnaCap Financial Partnersmillion in September 2020. AnaCap Financial Partners
acquired payments platform Market Pay in a $362.93acquired payments platform Market Pay in a $362.93
million deal in February 2021.million deal in February 2021.

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

The Paris region's “2021 AI plan” aims to spur investmentThe Paris region's “2021 AI plan” aims to spur investment
in AI. It includes 3 AI challenges, each offering €1 millionin AI. It includes 3 AI challenges, each offering €1 million
to develop innovative solutions in three fields: industry,to develop innovative solutions in three fields: industry,
health and citizen’s life. The plan also funds AI proofs ofhealth and citizen’s life. The plan also funds AI proofs of
concept in local SMEs and mid-caps, as well as theconcept in local SMEs and mid-caps, as well as the
INNOV’up program, which makes Paris-based R&DINNOV’up program, which makes Paris-based R&D
centers eligible for funding and tax credits. Digitalcenters eligible for funding and tax credits. Digital
experience analytics platform ContentSquare raised aexperience analytics platform ContentSquare raised a
$500 million Series E in May 2021.$500 million Series E in May 2021.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
ParisParis

Access to Large MarketsAccess to Large Markets
Startups in Paris enjoy unrivaled access to one of the largestStartups in Paris enjoy unrivaled access to one of the largest

domestic markets in Europe, and easy access to a European market ofdomestic markets in Europe, and easy access to a European market of

more than 500 million consumers. The city is also a convenientmore than 500 million consumers. The city is also a convenient

gateway to gateway to African and Asian markets. A high-speed rail networkAfrican and Asian markets. A high-speed rail network

offers fast and frequent connections to all major European cities. Theoffers fast and frequent connections to all major European cities. The

area’s three international airports, all connected to the city center viaarea’s three international airports, all connected to the city center via

the underground, offer direct connections to 260 destinations in 191the underground, offer direct connections to 260 destinations in 191

countries.countries.

Supportive EcosystemSupportive Ecosystem
An extensive network of 400+ incubators, digital fabrication labs,,An extensive network of 400+ incubators, digital fabrication labs,,

and coworking spaces help international startups grow andand coworking spaces help international startups grow and

succeed. The cost of office space in Paris is also well below thatsucceed. The cost of office space in Paris is also well below that

of other major international cities such as London, Tokyo, and Sanof other major international cities such as London, Tokyo, and San

Francisco.Francisco.
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50 Partners50 Partners   // France DigitaleFrance Digitale   // NumaNuma   // Station FStation F   // The FamilyThe Family



GermanyGermany

RhinelandRhineland
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
North-Rhine Westphalia State GovernmentNorth-Rhine Westphalia State Government

Rhineland’s startup community has significantly evolved in the last 4 or 5 years. It feels like aRhineland’s startup community has significantly evolved in the last 4 or 5 years. It feels like a

true ecosystem with more people, better knowledge, stronger connections, and a focus ontrue ecosystem with more people, better knowledge, stronger connections, and a focus on

modernizing traditional German industries.modernizing traditional German industries.

Dr. Lorenz GräfDr. Lorenz Gräf
Founder at STARTPLATZFounder at STARTPLATZ

““

HighlightsHighlights
Home to nearly 18 million inhabitants, 68 universities, around 711,600 SMEs, and a large number of globalHome to nearly 18 million inhabitants, 68 universities, around 711,600 SMEs, and a large number of global

corporations, the Rhineland is also a growing German startup hub, with one in five German startups nowcorporations, the Rhineland is also a growing German startup hub, with one in five German startups now

coming out of the Aachen-Cologne-Bonn area. The region, a traditional engineering and manufacturingcoming out of the Aachen-Cologne-Bonn area. The region, a traditional engineering and manufacturing

hub, is leveraging this expertise to become a center for next-gen manufacturing. Young companies willhub, is leveraging this expertise to become a center for next-gen manufacturing. Young companies will

find a network of startup support organizations in the Rhineland to support their growth, includingfind a network of startup support organizations in the Rhineland to support their growth, including

incubators such as Startplatz in Cologne or Co:Forward in Aachen. In 2016, the regional governmentincubators such as Startplatz in Cologne or Co:Forward in Aachen. In 2016, the regional government

established six regional "Digital Hubs" to support startups and connect them with large industrialestablished six regional "Digital Hubs" to support startups and connect them with large industrial

companies. The state of North Rhine-Westphalia supports startups with a range of programs, includingcompanies. The state of North Rhine-Westphalia supports startups with a range of programs, including

networking and coaching support and the Gründerstipendium.NRW, a monthly grant of €1,000 for up tonetworking and coaching support and the Gründerstipendium.NRW, a monthly grant of €1,000 for up to

one year to help founders get innovative business ideas off the ground. Another state program, known asone year to help founders get innovative business ideas off the ground. Another state program, known as

Meister gründungs prämie (MGP), is targeted at master craftsmen and women looking to transition to self-Meister gründungs prämie (MGP), is targeted at master craftsmen and women looking to transition to self-

employment and offers funding for startups and investments in existing businesses. 6 Rhinelandemployment and offers funding for startups and investments in existing businesses. 6 Rhineland

universities have also been granted €150 million to further develop their startup centers. NRW.Globaluniversities have also been granted €150 million to further develop their startup centers. NRW.Global

Business promotes investment projects in North Rhine-Westphalia and facilitates networking withBusiness promotes investment projects in North Rhine-Westphalia and facilitates networking with

international business partners.international business partners.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$264 m$264 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$2.7 bn$2.7 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$560 k$560 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$2.8 m$2.8 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$62 k$62 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

Advanced Manufacturing &Advanced Manufacturing &
RoboticsRobotics

The Aachen-Cologne-Bonn area is a research and scienceThe Aachen-Cologne-Bonn area is a research and science
center for the aerospace industry. Universities in thecenter for the aerospace industry. Universities in the
Rhineland graduate approximately 93,000 students a yearRhineland graduate approximately 93,000 students a year
in the fields of computer science, electrical engineering,in the fields of computer science, electrical engineering,
and information technology, providing employers with aand information technology, providing employers with a
highly skilled workforce. CPS.HUB NRW, an “innovationhighly skilled workforce. CPS.HUB NRW, an “innovation
engine for digital transformation,” supports companiesengine for digital transformation,” supports companies
working to realize the potential of Industry 4.0, Smartworking to realize the potential of Industry 4.0, Smart
Energy, or Connected Cars. Electric vehicle startupEnergy, or Connected Cars. Electric vehicle startup
Next.E.GO Mobile raised a $57 million Series C in AugustNext.E.GO Mobile raised a $57 million Series C in August
2021.2021.

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

The Technical University of Dortmund is home to one ofThe Technical University of Dortmund is home to one of
the largest computer science faculties in Germany. Thethe largest computer science faculties in Germany. The
Fraunhofer Institute for Intelligent Analysis andFraunhofer Institute for Intelligent Analysis and
Information Systems (IAIS) is one of the leading AIInformation Systems (IAIS) is one of the leading AI
institutes in Europe. The region hosts The Intelligenceinstitutes in Europe. The region hosts The Intelligence
Future Days, a gathering focused on the future of AI.Future Days, a gathering focused on the future of AI.
Low-code conversational AI platform Cognigy has raised aLow-code conversational AI platform Cognigy has raised a
total of US$54 million over 6 rounds. Retail automationtotal of US$54 million over 6 rounds. Retail automation
platform aifora has raised a total of €10/~$11.42M millionplatform aifora has raised a total of €10/~$11.42M million
over 2 rounds.over 2 rounds.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
RhinelandRhineland

Educated TalentEducated Talent
The Rhineland is home to 68 universities where approximatelyThe Rhineland is home to 68 universities where approximately

768,000 students enroll each year, 90,500 in the fields of computer768,000 students enroll each year, 90,500 in the fields of computer

science and electrical engineering. As a result, the region boasts ascience and electrical engineering. As a result, the region boasts a

highly educated talent pool with sought-after technical skills forhighly educated talent pool with sought-after technical skills for

employers looking to hire.employers looking to hire.

Globally Leading CompaniesGlobally Leading Companies
The Rhineland is the number 1 investment location in Germany.The Rhineland is the number 1 investment location in Germany.

Around 20,000 foreign companies have already invested in theAround 20,000 foreign companies have already invested in the

Rhineland, including 3M, BP, Ericsson, Ford, Huawei, QVC, UPS,Rhineland, including 3M, BP, Ericsson, Ford, Huawei, QVC, UPS,

Toyota, and Vodafone. 18 of the 50 highest-grossing GermanToyota, and Vodafone. 18 of the 50 highest-grossing German

companies are also based in the region.companies are also based in the region.

Large Local MarketLarge Local Market
Approximately 160 million people live within a 500-kilometer radius ofApproximately 160 million people live within a 500-kilometer radius of

the state capital of Düsseldorf, almost a third of all consumers in thethe state capital of Düsseldorf, almost a third of all consumers in the

EU. The population of the Rhineland alone spends more than 360EU. The population of the Rhineland alone spends more than 360

billion euros annually.billion euros annually.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

North-Rhine Westphalia StateNorth-Rhine Westphalia State
GovernmentGovernment

North Rhine-Westphalia is thrilling.North Rhine-Westphalia is thrilling.

Nowhere else in Germany are industrialNowhere else in Germany are industrial

and rural regions so close to each other.and rural regions so close to each other.

There is hardly any other region on earthThere is hardly any other region on earth

with a similar concentration of museums,with a similar concentration of museums,

theatres, opera houses and concert halls.theatres, opera houses and concert halls.

Discover the "diversity state".Discover the "diversity state".  

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

Digital Innovation Hub Düsseldorf/Rheinland GmbHDigital Innovation Hub Düsseldorf/Rheinland GmbH   // 1stMOVER1stMOVER   // Agile AcceleratorAgile Accelerator   // Axa Startup CenterAxa Startup Center   // BLSWBLSW   // Capnamic VenturesCapnamic Ventures   // CoparionCoparion   // Founders InstituteFounders Institute   //

Future Champions AcceleratorFuture Champions Accelerator   // Gateway Gründungsservice der Universität zu KölnGateway Gründungsservice der Universität zu Köln   // Getstarted, BitkomGetstarted, Bitkom   // Gründerzentrum RWTH AachenGründerzentrum RWTH Aachen   // HEADQUARTER[S] CologneHEADQUARTER[S] Cologne   // High-Tech GründerfondsHigh-Tech Gründerfonds   //

Intelligent Venture Capital ManagementIntelligent Venture Capital Management   // MWIDEMWIDE   // NRW Bank Business Angel Initiative WINNRW Bank Business Angel Initiative WIN   // NRWalleyNRWalley   // NUK – Neues Unternehmertum RheinlandNUK – Neues Unternehmertum Rheinland   // Pirate Summit / Jolly Rogers UGPirate Summit / Jolly Rogers UG   // Hub AachenHub Aachen   //

S-UBG GroupS-UBG Group   // STARTPLATZSTARTPLATZ   // Startup Unit DüsseldorfStartup Unit Düsseldorf   // StartupDorfStartupDorf   // Tengelmann VenturesTengelmann Ventures   // Vodafone UpliftVodafone Uplift



SwedenSweden

Stockholm Stockholm #17#17
Stockholm has a mature value driven and true international startup ecosystem built onStockholm has a mature value driven and true international startup ecosystem built on

Swedish innovation excellence, equality values and pay-it-forward culture.Swedish innovation excellence, equality values and pay-it-forward culture.

Marie WallMarie Wall
Startup director, Deputy director at Ministry of Enterprise, Division for Research, Innovation and Access toStartup director, Deputy director at Ministry of Enterprise, Division for Research, Innovation and Access to

FinanceFinance

““

HighlightsHighlights
The success of Swedish startups like Spotify, Skype, and Klarna has made Stockholm a globally renownedThe success of Swedish startups like Spotify, Skype, and Klarna has made Stockholm a globally renowned

startup hub and attracted the attention of international investors. The city now produces the moststartup hub and attracted the attention of international investors. The city now produces the most

unicorns per capita after Silicon Valley and is home to more than 1,000 diverse startups with an averageunicorns per capita after Silicon Valley and is home to more than 1,000 diverse startups with an average

valuation of $3.6 million. Local government and startup organizations are working to further improve thevaluation of $3.6 million. Local government and startup organizations are working to further improve the

ecosystem and make the city even more attractive to talent. The City of Stockholm launched ‘Starta egetecosystem and make the city even more attractive to talent. The City of Stockholm launched ‘Starta eget

Stockholm’ in July 2020. Stockholm’ in July 2020. The unique new service pairs entrepreneurs with a personalized advisor who canThe unique new service pairs entrepreneurs with a personalized advisor who can

offer early-stage business coaching. The city covers the full cost of the program. The Stockholmoffer early-stage business coaching. The city covers the full cost of the program. The Stockholm

Innovation Scholarship promotes innovation in the Stockholm region. Stockholm, which is home to 22Innovation Scholarship promotes innovation in the Stockholm region. Stockholm, which is home to 22

global multinational corporations, offers founders impressive opportunities for collaboration andglobal multinational corporations, offers founders impressive opportunities for collaboration and

connection as well. Kista Science City is the leading ICT cluster in Europe, housing world-leading ICTconnection as well. Kista Science City is the leading ICT cluster in Europe, housing world-leading ICT

companies such as Ericsson and IBM, a range of startups, the leading universities of Stockholm, and Urbancompanies such as Ericsson and IBM, a range of startups, the leading universities of Stockholm, and Urban

ICT Arena, a testbed for 5G and IoT technologies. New digital culture center Space will open in the heartICT Arena, a testbed for 5G and IoT technologies. New digital culture center Space will open in the heart

of Stockholm in November 2021. Sthlm Fintech Week is an annual initiative focusing on building a strongerof Stockholm in November 2021. Sthlm Fintech Week is an annual initiative focusing on building a stronger

Swedish FinTech ecosystem. Notable funding news out of Stockholm includes cloud communicationsSwedish FinTech ecosystem. Notable funding news out of Stockholm includes cloud communications

company Sinch’s announcement in May 2021 that it had raised another $1.1 billion in funding fromcompany Sinch’s announcement in May 2021 that it had raised another $1.1 billion in funding from

Temasek and SoftBank.Temasek and SoftBank.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$1 bn$1 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$46 bn$46 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$640 k$640 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$1.7 m$1.7 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$58 k$58 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

CleantechCleantech

Stockholm’s Climate Action Plan 2020–2023 sets out aStockholm’s Climate Action Plan 2020–2023 sets out a
plan to meet the city’s ambitious climate goals, includingplan to meet the city’s ambitious climate goals, including
becoming fossil-free and climate-positive by 2040. Eco-becoming fossil-free and climate-positive by 2040. Eco-
city Stockholm Royal Seaport is one of the biggest urbancity Stockholm Royal Seaport is one of the biggest urban
development projects in Europe. The industrial district ofdevelopment projects in Europe. The industrial district of
Högdalen is another new center for CleanTech. It housesHögdalen is another new center for CleanTech. It houses
an advanced R&D center for innovations in recycling,an advanced R&D center for innovations in recycling,
waste management, and energy. Nordic Cleantech Openwaste management, and energy. Nordic Cleantech Open
spotlights 25 innovative CleanTech startups annually. Inspotlights 25 innovative CleanTech startups annually. In
June 2021 lithium-ion battery maker Northvolt raisedJune 2021 lithium-ion battery maker Northvolt raised
$2.75 billion in funding.$2.75 billion in funding.

Life SciencesLife Sciences

Stockholm’s Hagastaden district is a growing LifeStockholm’s Hagastaden district is a growing Life
Sciences hub. The Knut and Alice Wallenberg FoundationSciences hub. The Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation
disburses an average of US$238 million yearly to financedisburses an average of US$238 million yearly to finance
research, primarily in the sub-sector. The Stockholm Liferesearch, primarily in the sub-sector. The Stockholm Life
Science Conference hosts discussions of the future of LifeScience Conference hosts discussions of the future of Life
Sciences. Investment syndicate Sciety focuses on SwedishSciences. Investment syndicate Sciety focuses on Swedish
Life Sciences. In January 2021 medtech companyLife Sciences. In January 2021 medtech company
Capitainer raised US$3.7 million with Sciety.Capitainer raised US$3.7 million with Sciety.
Pharmaceutical company Calliditas Therapeutics IPO’edPharmaceutical company Calliditas Therapeutics IPO’ed
in June 2020 at a valuation of $935 million.in June 2020 at a valuation of $935 million.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
StockholmStockholm

Tech TalentTech Talent
Several prestigious colleges and universities, including the RoyalSeveral prestigious colleges and universities, including the Royal

Institute of Technology and the Stockholm School ofInstitute of Technology and the Stockholm School of

Entrepreneurship, are located in Stockholm and turn out startup-Entrepreneurship, are located in Stockholm and turn out startup-

ready graduates every year. The government prioritizes STEM in itsready graduates every year. The government prioritizes STEM in its

education system to create a strong pool of tech talent.education system to create a strong pool of tech talent.

Shared Office SpacesShared Office Spaces
The introduction of new, more affordable shared office spaces hasThe introduction of new, more affordable shared office spaces has

made it easier for founders to set up businesses in Stockholm,made it easier for founders to set up businesses in Stockholm,

which is known for its red hot real estate market. Startups movingwhich is known for its red hot real estate market. Startups moving

to Stockholm are now spoilt for choice when it comes to co-to Stockholm are now spoilt for choice when it comes to co-

working spaces where they can launch and grow their businesses.working spaces where they can launch and grow their businesses.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

EpicenterEpicenter   // ImpacthubImpacthub   // NorthzoneNorthzone   // SUP46SUP46   // VenturecupVenturecup



ItalyItaly

TurinTurin
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Intesa Sanpaolo Innovation CenterIntesa Sanpaolo Innovation Center /  / Compagnia di San PaoloCompagnia di San Paolo

Turin is poised to become a top global Smart City. The concentration of tech companies,Turin is poised to become a top global Smart City. The concentration of tech companies,

universities, and open innovation programs by local and global stakeholders make it anuniversities, and open innovation programs by local and global stakeholders make it an

attractive innovation hub.attractive innovation hub.

Maurizio MontagneseMaurizio Montagnese
Chairman, Intesa Sanpaolo Innovation CenterChairman, Intesa Sanpaolo Innovation Center

““

HighlightsHighlights
Turin, in northwest Italy, may be best known for its long-standing tradition in automotive, but localTurin, in northwest Italy, may be best known for its long-standing tradition in automotive, but local

stakeholders are working hard to transform the city into a test-bed for cutting-edge technologies,stakeholders are working hard to transform the city into a test-bed for cutting-edge technologies,

particularly in the field of Smart Cities. In 2020, Fondazione Compagnia di San Paolo, Intesa Sanpaoloparticularly in the field of Smart Cities. In 2020, Fondazione Compagnia di San Paolo, Intesa Sanpaolo

Innovation Center, and Fondazione CRT, in partnership with Techstars, launched the Smart MobilityInnovation Center, and Fondazione CRT, in partnership with Techstars, launched the Smart Mobility

program. The program aims to attract and retain on the territory the best international startups that areprogram. The program aims to attract and retain on the territory the best international startups that are

shaping the future of mobility. The solid links established between accelerated startups and Turin’sshaping the future of mobility. The solid links established between accelerated startups and Turin’s

vibrant ecosystem are epitomized by the decision of Sheeva.AI, a US-based company, to set-up avibrant ecosystem are epitomized by the decision of Sheeva.AI, a US-based company, to set-up a

subsidiary in Turin to spearhead business activities in Europe: Sheeva.AI is now recognized as ansubsidiary in Turin to spearhead business activities in Europe: Sheeva.AI is now recognized as an

Innovative Startup as per the Italian law. The program – which has already graduated 20+ startups from 3Innovative Startup as per the Italian law. The program – which has already graduated 20+ startups from 3

continents – will launch the next class in January 2022 with a deeper focus on Smart Cities. In Turin,continents – will launch the next class in January 2022 with a deeper focus on Smart Cities. In Turin,

startups can benefit from a substantial concentration of large corporates – including Stellantis, Iren,startups can benefit from a substantial concentration of large corporates – including Stellantis, Iren,

IVECO–CNH, Italdesign, Pininfarina – and innovative SMEs operating in the mobility space. Moreover,IVECO–CNH, Italdesign, Pininfarina – and innovative SMEs operating in the mobility space. Moreover,

‘open lab’ initiatives led by Turin Municipality – like Torino City Lab and CTE Next – provide an unparalleled‘open lab’ initiatives led by Turin Municipality – like Torino City Lab and CTE Next – provide an unparalleled

testing infrastructure for urban innovations based on AI, 5G, and other ‘exponential technologies’. Such atesting infrastructure for urban innovations based on AI, 5G, and other ‘exponential technologies’. Such a

massive effort has been recognized by Harvard Alumni Entrepreneurs, which chose Turin as a referencemassive effort has been recognized by Harvard Alumni Entrepreneurs, which chose Turin as a reference

for its commitment to experimentation and entrepreneurialism.for its commitment to experimentation and entrepreneurialism.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$48 m$48 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$260.5 m$260.5 m
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$433.5 k$433.5 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$0.95 m$0.95 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$33.6 k$33.6 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

Smart CitiesSmart Cities

Torino City Lab – a platform for testing next-generationTorino City Lab – a platform for testing next-generation
urban innovations – since 2018 has run more than 50 trialsurban innovations – since 2018 has run more than 50 trials
with innovative companies like Mobileye, an Israeliwith innovative companies like Mobileye, an Israeli
advanced driver-assistance systems firm acquired by Intel,advanced driver-assistance systems firm acquired by Intel,
and Skypersonic, a US-based listed company that openedand Skypersonic, a US-based listed company that opened
an R&D center in Turin, part of stakeholder group of CTEan R&D center in Turin, part of stakeholder group of CTE
Next. Making cities smarter is not a fleeting fad in Turin:Next. Making cities smarter is not a fleeting fad in Turin:
the city is the birthplace of Planet Smart City, the globalthe city is the birthplace of Planet Smart City, the global
leader in smart affordable neighborhoods. leader in smart affordable neighborhoods. 

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

Turin and its dynamic ICT sector are at the forefront ofTurin and its dynamic ICT sector are at the forefront of
data-driven innovation. This leadership is corroborated bydata-driven innovation. This leadership is corroborated by
a recent accomplishment: Torino was chosen as one of thea recent accomplishment: Torino was chosen as one of the
potential candidates to host the Italian Institute ofpotential candidates to host the Italian Institute of
Artificial Intelligence. As an industrial success story,Artificial Intelligence. As an industrial success story,
Electra Vehicles – a Boston-based scale-up that developsElectra Vehicles – a Boston-based scale-up that develops
AI-powered battery pack controls – will open a branch inAI-powered battery pack controls – will open a branch in
Turin and recruit key personnel to drive the expansion inTurin and recruit key personnel to drive the expansion in
the European market. the European market. 



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
TurinTurin

Testing InfrastructureTesting Infrastructure
Thanks the strategic role of ecosystem facilitators like the IntesaThanks the strategic role of ecosystem facilitators like the Intesa

Sanpaolo Innovation Center and Compagnia di San Paolo, to to theSanpaolo Innovation Center and Compagnia di San Paolo, to to the

Municipality and to consolidated corporates and high-tech SMEs, theMunicipality and to consolidated corporates and high-tech SMEs, the

city offers an open-air experimentation laboratory wherecity offers an open-air experimentation laboratory where

autonomous vehicles and drones are being safely deployed under 5Gautonomous vehicles and drones are being safely deployed under 5G

coverage in a dedicated area. coverage in a dedicated area. 

Access to TalentAccess to Talent
Turin is a hotbed of highly-skilled, internationally-oriented talentTurin is a hotbed of highly-skilled, internationally-oriented talent

thanks to 2 top-tier universities that host 120K+ students.thanks to 2 top-tier universities that host 120K+ students.

Politecnico di Torino, supported by I3P (the best public incubatorPolitecnico di Torino, supported by I3P (the best public incubator

worldwide according to UBI Global), is the hub of tech talent whileworldwide according to UBI Global), is the hub of tech talent while

Università degli Studi di Torino has 600 years of history and 157Università degli Studi di Torino has 600 years of history and 157

degree programs. degree programs. 

Tax incentives for Early-stage InvestorsTax incentives for Early-stage Investors
Italy offers one of the most generous schemes in Europe. IndividualItaly offers one of the most generous schemes in Europe. Individual

investors and limited companies can deduct 30% of equityinvestors and limited companies can deduct 30% of equity

investments in startups from their income tax, up to a limit of €1investments in startups from their income tax, up to a limit of €1

million and €1.8 million respectively. Through the Italia Startup Visa,million and €1.8 million respectively. Through the Italia Startup Visa,

international founders can obtain a work permit to establish ainternational founders can obtain a work permit to establish a

subsidiary in Italy to access benefits for Italian Innovative Startups.subsidiary in Italy to access benefits for Italian Innovative Startups.  

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Intesa Sanpaolo Innovation CenterIntesa Sanpaolo Innovation Center

Intesa Sanpaolo Innovation Center is aIntesa Sanpaolo Innovation Center is a

subsidiary of Intesa Sanpaolo Bankingsubsidiary of Intesa Sanpaolo Banking

Group dedicated to innovation. It invests inGroup dedicated to innovation. It invests in

applied research projects and, through theapplied research projects and, through the

management company Neva SGR, in high-management company Neva SGR, in high-

potential startups. Intesa Sanpaolopotential startups. Intesa Sanpaolo

Innovation Center supports the start-upsInnovation Center supports the start-ups

growth in domestic and internationalgrowth in domestic and international

markets through acceleration programs andmarkets through acceleration programs and

networking. In addition, Intesa Sanpaolonetworking. In addition, Intesa Sanpaolo

Innovation Center accelerates theInnovation Center accelerates the

implementation of the circular economyimplementation of the circular economy

plan, to make Intesa Sanpaolo the drivingplan, to make Intesa Sanpaolo the driving

force behind a new socially andforce behind a new socially and

environmentally aware economy.environmentally aware economy.  

MEMBERMEMBER

Compagnia di San PaoloCompagnia di San Paolo

Established in Turin in 1563, Compagnia diEstablished in Turin in 1563, Compagnia di

San Paolo is a banking foundation acting asSan Paolo is a banking foundation acting as

the major shareholder of Intesa Sanpaolo.the major shareholder of Intesa Sanpaolo.

One of the largest private foundations inOne of the largest private foundations in

Europe, it granted over €1.5B ofEurope, it granted over €1.5B of

philanthropic funds in the last decade. Asphilanthropic funds in the last decade. As

part of its mission to promote cultural,part of its mission to promote cultural,

civic, and economic development, thecivic, and economic development, the

Foundation is today one of the leadingFoundation is today one of the leading

ecosystem developers in the Italianecosystem developers in the Italian

landscape.landscape.  

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

VeM Venture Capital MonitorVeM Venture Capital Monitor   // Iban Italian Business Angel NetworkIban Italian Business Angel Network   // Torino City LabTorino City Lab   // Unione Industriale TorinoUnione Industriale Torino   // I3PI3P   // LIFTTLIFTT



DenmarkDenmark

Western DenmarkWestern Denmark
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Digital Hub DenmarkDigital Hub Denmark

The robotics ecosystem in Denmark is one of the strongest in the world with unparalleledThe robotics ecosystem in Denmark is one of the strongest in the world with unparalleled

access to robotics knowledge, business accelerators and smart money. There is no betteraccess to robotics knowledge, business accelerators and smart money. There is no better

place to start a robotics company than right here.place to start a robotics company than right here.

Esben ØstergaardEsben Østergaard
co-founder at Universal Robots and REInvest Roboticsco-founder at Universal Robots and REInvest Robotics

““

HighlightsHighlights
With its three university cities — Aarhus, Odense and Aalborg — and abundance of young, educated talent,With its three university cities — Aarhus, Odense and Aalborg — and abundance of young, educated talent,

Western Denmark is home to a buzzy startup scene. Aarhus boasts the highest startup survival rate inWestern Denmark is home to a buzzy startup scene. Aarhus boasts the highest startup survival rate in

Denmark, while Aalborg welcomes around 1,000 new companies a year, either new startups or transplantsDenmark, while Aalborg welcomes around 1,000 new companies a year, either new startups or transplants

from elsewhere. A host of organizations and events are attempting to harness this energy and furtherfrom elsewhere. A host of organizations and events are attempting to harness this energy and further

grow the region’s ecosystem. The government’s ‘plug’n’play’ registration system makes it possible togrow the region’s ecosystem. The government’s ‘plug’n’play’ registration system makes it possible to

start a business in just a few hours. Danish Startup Group runs regular events to support first-timestart a business in just a few hours. Danish Startup Group runs regular events to support first-time

entrepreneurs and students interested in entrepreneurship, while a quick scan of directories like Meetupentrepreneurs and students interested in entrepreneurship, while a quick scan of directories like Meetup

or TechStars Startup Digest reveals plenty of local developer meetups as well niche groups catering toor TechStars Startup Digest reveals plenty of local developer meetups as well niche groups catering to

product managers, those working in AI, or women in tech. Innovators are increasingly active in theproduct managers, those working in AI, or women in tech. Innovators are increasingly active in the

ecosystem, but so are investors, particularly business angels. In Aarhus, #AARSOME, an interactiveecosystem, but so are investors, particularly business angels. In Aarhus, #AARSOME, an interactive

platform to connect founders and investors, aims to create more high-growth startups and boost theplatform to connect founders and investors, aims to create more high-growth startups and boost the

region’s ecosystem. Western Denmark is also home to several notable startup events, including Techstarsregion’s ecosystem. Western Denmark is also home to several notable startup events, including Techstars

Startup Weekend Online Denmark, a 54-hour event at which entrepreneurs pitch ideas, flesh out businessStartup Weekend Online Denmark, a 54-hour event at which entrepreneurs pitch ideas, flesh out business

plans, and prototype solutions over the course of a weekend. The event culminates with demos onplans, and prototype solutions over the course of a weekend. The event culminates with demos on

Sunday night. Venture Cup Denmark showcases entrepreneurship among university students and aims toSunday night. Venture Cup Denmark showcases entrepreneurship among university students and aims to

help close the gap between the academic and business worlds.help close the gap between the academic and business worlds.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$209 m$209 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$1.2 bn$1.2 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$546 k$546 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$2.7 m$2.7 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$79 k$79 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

Advanced Manufacturing &Advanced Manufacturing &
RoboticsRobotics

Odense has become a European hot spot for robotics andOdense has become a European hot spot for robotics and
automation. 175 startups and scaleups, 40 higherautomation. 175 startups and scaleups, 40 higher
education programs, and 10 research institutes call theeducation programs, and 10 research institutes call the
city home. The robotic cluster, Odense Robotics, hascity home. The robotic cluster, Odense Robotics, has
achieved the EU-certified Gold Label for Clusterachieved the EU-certified Gold Label for Cluster
Management Excellence. DTU Skylab is the TechnicalManagement Excellence. DTU Skylab is the Technical
University of Denmark’s living lab for innovation andUniversity of Denmark’s living lab for innovation and
entrepreneurship where students, researchers, andentrepreneurship where students, researchers, and
corporate partners can collaborate on innovative solutionscorporate partners can collaborate on innovative solutions
for real-world challenges.for real-world challenges.

GamingGaming

As of 2018, over 150 Danish game developers andAs of 2018, over 150 Danish game developers and
publishers generated revenues of over DKK 1 billion,publishers generated revenues of over DKK 1 billion,
compared to DKK 400 million only 10 years prior, andcompared to DKK 400 million only 10 years prior, and
employed nearly 1,000 people. Students pursuingemployed nearly 1,000 people. Students pursuing
entrepreneurship receive advisory support at the Aalborgentrepreneurship receive advisory support at the Aalborg
University Game Hub, proceeding to the Hub’s facilities inUniversity Game Hub, proceeding to the Hub’s facilities in
the GrowAAL house for entrepreneurs as they scale.the GrowAAL house for entrepreneurs as they scale.
Bright Star Studios raised a total of $2.7M in funding overBright Star Studios raised a total of $2.7M in funding over
two rounds, most recently a two rounds, most recently a Seed round of $2 million inSeed round of $2 million in
May 2021.May 2021.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
Western DenmarkWestern Denmark

Openness to International EntrepreneursOpenness to International Entrepreneurs
Start-up Denmark offers a single point-of-entry for talentedStart-up Denmark offers a single point-of-entry for talented

entrepreneurs who wish to relocate and grow high-impact startups inentrepreneurs who wish to relocate and grow high-impact startups in

Denmark. The programme is targeted at early-stage businesses andDenmark. The programme is targeted at early-stage businesses and

can accept up to 2 founders per company. Those accepted to thecan accept up to 2 founders per company. Those accepted to the

program receive a 2-year residence and work permit with theprogram receive a 2-year residence and work permit with the

possibility of extension for an additional 3 years.possibility of extension for an additional 3 years.

Local TalentLocal Talent
With more than 33,000 students and around 1,600 Ph.D. students,With more than 33,000 students and around 1,600 Ph.D. students,

Aarhus University is the second-largest university in Denmark, andAarhus University is the second-largest university in Denmark, and

the Aarhus University Hospital has been voted the best hospital inthe Aarhus University Hospital has been voted the best hospital in

Denmark ten years in a row. Large universities are also located inDenmark ten years in a row. Large universities are also located in

Odense and Aalborg. This provides a great recruitment base forOdense and Aalborg. This provides a great recruitment base for

companies looking to hire skilled local talent.companies looking to hire skilled local talent.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Digital Hub DenmarkDigital Hub Denmark

Digital Hub Denmark works to makeDigital Hub Denmark works to make

Denmark an even better digital playground.Denmark an even better digital playground.

The hub will support the digital ecosystemThe hub will support the digital ecosystem

in Denmark by matching private companies,in Denmark by matching private companies,

researchers, tech-entrepreneurs, andresearchers, tech-entrepreneurs, and

students in the development of new digitalstudents in the development of new digital

products, services, and business models.products, services, and business models.

Digital Hub Denmark connects great ideasDigital Hub Denmark connects great ideas

with robust experience.with robust experience.

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

AAU Incubator (SEA), Aalborg UniversityAAU Incubator (SEA), Aalborg University   // Agro Food Park Inkubator/Agro Business ParkAgro Food Park Inkubator/Agro Business Park   // AI Innovation HouseAI Innovation House   // ArsenaletArsenalet   // BrainsBusinessBrainsBusiness   // Business FactoryBusiness Factory   // AalborgSyndikatetAalborgSyndikatet   //

Center for Industrial ProductionCenter for Industrial Production   // Danske Commodities (DC) Business AcceleratorDanske Commodities (DC) Business Accelerator   // EcoparkEcopark   // Filmby Aarhus incl. Ideas LabFilmby Aarhus incl. Ideas Lab   // Food ehubFood ehub   // Green Tech CenterGreen Tech Center   // Growing InvestorsGrowing Investors   // Ideas LabIdeas Lab   //

Incuba Science Parks incl. Incuba Startup LabIncuba Science Parks incl. Incuba Startup Lab   // IT ForumIT Forum   // LYNfabrikkenLYNfabrikken   // NoviNovi   // Odense RoboticsOdense Robotics   // Odense Robotics Startup HubOdense Robotics Startup Hub   // Office LabOffice Lab   // Robo ClusterRobo Cluster   // Startup Factory - NavitasStartup Factory - Navitas   //

StartupWorksStartupWorks   // TechBBQTechBBQ   // The city of Aarhus, Business DevelopmentThe city of Aarhus, Business Development   // The Danish Growth FundThe Danish Growth Fund   // UAS DenmarkUAS Denmark   // VIA studentervæksthus Aarhus CVIA studentervæksthus Aarhus C   // WeLoveStartupsWeLoveStartups
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The vibrant startup ecosystem in the Middle East and 
North	Africa	(MENA)	is	a	function	of	its	status	among	
the world’s most digitally connected regions. Around 
88% of MENA’s population goes online daily, the World 
Economic Forum reports, and 94% owns a smartphone. 
Digital consumption is similarly high in some individual 
countries. Saudi Arabia, for example, ranks seventh 
globally in social-media engagement, with an average 
of seven accounts per individual. 

This dynamic moment is just the beginning of a growth 
era. MENA has experienced a massive surge in both 
startup numbers and the size of funding opportunities. 
Companies are at all stages of the startup cycle, with 
many at the pre-seed and seed stages but also an 
increasing number at series A and Series B, as well as a 
few acquisitions. Startups have received more than $2 
billion in investment in 2021, including some international 
financing.	

AMAL DOKHAN

Amal Dokhan is an investor and ecosystem builder 
based in Saudi Arabia. She has managed multiple 
startup and corporate accelerators in Saudi and 
beyond leading thousands of entrepreneurs and 
innovators to commercialize their ideas and access 
the market.

Entrepreneurial Growth In MENA

In May 2021, capital deployed in MENA had doubled 
year-over-year, according to startup data platform 
Magnitt. Saudi startups dominated: they raised 40% of 
that	month’s	capital	through	five	deals.	VC	investments	
were up 761% over May 2020. At least seven companies 
have exited this year, with the rate of exits growing. And 
startups from ecosystems in new countries are joining 
the scene all the time. 

Covid accelerated the rise of some sectors. For 
example,	Healthcare	benefited	from	increased	demand,	
highlighting its value to consumers. The insurance sector 
also rode this wave. 

In one megadeal this summer, Kitopi, a cloud kitchen 
startup, raised $415 million. The company, based in 
Dubai, has experienced year-over-year growth of 300%, 
breaking yearly, half-yearly, and quarterly funding records 
in 2021. That is a testament to the huge interest in the 
food and beverage industries. The remarkable rise of 

Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2021 This contributed article was prepared by the author in a personal capacity. The 
opinions expressed in this article are the author’s own and do not necessarily 
reflect the views or position of Startup Genome.
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investor	appetite	for	cloud	kitchen	startups,	specifically,	
began in 2020 and 2021 as restaurant owners were 
pushed to close their front-of-house operations and 
users were forced to order-in during lockdowns What 
started as a pandemic pain point is becoming a tech- and 
data-driven wave across emerging venture markets.

In other sectors, Swvl, an Egyptian green mass-transit 
company based in Dubai, went public through a SPAC 
in July in a deal valued at about $1.5 billion. SoftBank 
Group	has	made	its	first	investment	in	a	Saudi	Arabian	
company,	leading	a	$125	million	financing	round	for	
customer-communication platform Unifonic, which 
provides cloud-based software to send automated 
messages.	Unifonic	also	flourished	during	the	pandemic	
as businesses used it to send single-use passwords and 
shipping updates to customers. The company processed 
10 billion transactions last year, charging a small fee for 
every message sent.

Governments, meanwhile, are introducing reforms to 
create more startup-friendly environments across MENA. 
They want to support a region full of entrepreneurs who 
are pushing the boundaries to global scale.

https://startupgenome.com/
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Thanks to the market’s small size and surrounding 
geopolitical tension, Palestinian entrepreneurs face 
more than their fair share of challenges. But despite 
these	obstacles	(or	perhaps	even	because	of	them),	a	
new wave of interest in entrepreneurship is currently 
cresting in the ecosystem. 

Palestine has never lacked for talent, but previously 
that	talent	was	often	largely	cut	off	from	mentoring	
and collaboration. That is starting to change. Startup 
Genome’s 2021 analysis of the ecosystem revealed a 
strong sense of community — higher than the global 
average — as measured by hours of help founders 
receive. In addition, a wide array of organizations support 
startup founders, including Palestine’s Information and 
Communications	 Technology	 Incubator	 (PICTI)	 and	
Gaza Sky Geeks. In addition to business development 
support,	many	offer	co-working	spaces	and	access	to	
mentors such as Flow Accelerator, UMake, and Al-Jabal. 
Intersect	 Innovation	Hub	accelerates	social,	fintech,	

Startup Culture on the Rise in Palestine

and cybersecurity entrepreneurs, Jerusalem’s Station J 
offers	young	entrepreneurs	to	connect	with	resources	
and knowledge exchange, and Fikra Innovation Hub, 
a subsidiary of telecommunications company PalTel 
group, runs hackathons, a co-working space, incubator, 
and investment fund.

With the increasing use of technology, Palestinian 
entrepreneurs can also now more easily tap into meet-
ups in global ecosystems. Even more importantly, the 
emergence of virtual mentorship networks opens up 
new possibilities of accessing high quality mentorship 
expertise regardless of location.

The pool of talent receiving help is also broadening. 
While in previous years interest in entrepreneurship 
was	mostly	confined	to	a	small	group	of	like-minded	
enthusiasts, now increasing numbers of women, young 
people, and those without international entrepreneurial 
experience are participating. Local universities report 

Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2021
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increased	interest	in	STEM	and	other	fields	that	prepare	
students to build tech startups, and professors with 
expertise	in	these	fields	are	increasingly	engaged	in	
supporting local entrepreneurship.

All of this adds up to an increasing buzz about startups on 
the ground. “In the past few years, we’ve started hearing 
entrepreneurs and investors talk about convertible 
notes. We’ve even started seeing established companies 
looking for ways to engage with the startup ecosystem, 
which was not the case before,” reports Khaled Abu 
Alkheir, Early Stage Financing Program Manager for the 
World Bank’s Innovative Private Sector Development 
Project	(IPSD)	in	Palestine,	a	$22	million	program	that	
helps	link	local	founders	to	regional	markets	and	offers	
matching grants for early-stage investors.

The ambitions of Palestinian entrepreneurs have long 
been limited by a gap in funding, and early-stage funding 
continues to remain a key problem in Palestine, with very 
few seed and no recent Series A rounds reported in the 
ecosystem. Reduced investor presence and activity in 
the ecosystem has further exacerbated this problem in 
recent years. The launch of the ISPD’s government-backed 
effort	to	bridge	that	gap	is	both	good	news	for	cash-
starved startups and a sign that Palestinian leadership is 
increasingly committed to leveraging entrepreneurship 
to drive economic development.

A World Bank report looking at the region between 
December 2016 and February 2017 counted 51 investors 

in the West Bank and Gaza, of which about three 
quarters were angel investors. The ISPD has since driven 
awareness of the needs and opportunities of Palestinian 
startups, resulting in a growing number of local angel 
investors and greater interest among large companies 
to make partnerships with startups.

Recent success stories to come out of Palestine’s growing 
ecosystem include Hakini, an app that improves access 
to mental health professionals, Shadana Yoga’s online 
yoga and meditation classes, and Flowless, which uses 
IoT to improve water management and detect leaks.

With IPSD providing essential funding and angel activity 
picking up, there is ample opportunity to address seed-
stage funding gaps. Forming professional angel groups, 
reducing the risk for angel investors by public-private 
funding partnerships, and better connecting funding 
sources and startup support organizations to create high 
quality	deal	flow	are	just	a	few	examples	of	initiatives	
that could further catalyze the growth of Palestinian 
startups.

The Palestinian government has further demonstrated 
its commitment to boosting the ecosystem through 
regulatory changes to enable the growth of local Fintech 
startups. In 2021, the Palestine Monetary Authority 
(PMA)	 launched	an	electronic	payments	gateway	to	
develop necessary infrastructure and accelerate the 
adoption of digital payments across the economy. A 
new companies law will streamline the registration of 

Palestinian	companies,	while	a	second	law	specifically	
targeted at supporting the startup ecosystem is currently 
being drafted.

A burst of Palestinian e-wallet and e-payment startups 
that have their eyes set on the wider MENA market is 
the result of these reforms. As was the case worldwide, 
COVID-19	drove	 local	 innovation	 in	 the	Edtech	and	
Healthtech	sub-sectors	as	well.	The	influx	of	people	and	
energy into these startups is pushing the government 
towards further action, leading to a positive feedback 
loop between reform and talent activation.

Further, traditional pillars of the Palestinian economy 
including Agriculture, Construction, Energy and Tourism, 
are	yet	to	see	an	influx	of	tech	talent	and	new	business	
solutions. As that starts to change, the local economy 
is	likely	to	benefit	from	increased	competitiveness	and	
growth in these hugely important sectors.

Challenges remain for Palestinian entrepreneurs. The 
funding gap is far from fully solved, entrepreneurs still 
often struggle to expand into regional and international 
markets, and the nascent ecosystem is yet to see huge 
exits or investment rounds. But the essential seeds of 
a thriving ecosystem — including talent, enthusiasm, 
community, and government support — have been 
planted. If tended carefully, they may bear fruit for the 
entire Palestinian economy.

https://startupgenome.com/
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MENA Insights & Rankings

Key Findings
• The total number of late-stage funding rounds in MENA almost doubled in 

the	last	five	years,	while	the	total	late-stage	funding	amount	has	grown	2x.

• Dubai jumped seven spots to #11 in the Top 100 Emerging Ecosystems.

• AI & Big Data is the leading Sub-Sector in MENA, with $3 billion invested in 
early-stage rounds and $8 billion in exit value between January 2018 and 
June 2020.

• Three UAE ecosystems rank in the MENA Top 10 in Performance: Dubai 
(#2),	Abu Dhabi	(#3),	and	Sharjah	(#7).	This	Factor	measures	the	size	and	
performance of an ecosystem based on the accumulated tech startup value 
created from exits and funding.

Top 5 Performers

#1
Tel Aviv

#4
Riyadh

#2
Dubai

#5
Abu Dhabi

#3
Cairo

Top Regional Challengers

#3
Casablanca

#1
Amman

#4
Sharjah

#2
Bahrain

The Top Performers are identified by applying our Global Ranking methodology within a specific region, while the Regional Challengers are identified using the Emerging Ecosystems methodology.
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Abu DhabiAbu Dhabi
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Abu Dhabi Global MarketAbu Dhabi Global Market

Abu Dhabi is the perfect launchpad for leading tech startups looking to scale globally. As aAbu Dhabi is the perfect launchpad for leading tech startups looking to scale globally. As a

fintech hub, ADGM provides a holistic business environment, with globally recognizedfintech hub, ADGM provides a holistic business environment, with globally recognized

regulatory frameworks that improve ease of doing business and access to regional growth.regulatory frameworks that improve ease of doing business and access to regional growth.

Juma Al HameliJuma Al Hameli
Chief Strategy and Business Development Officer, Abu Dhabi Global MarketChief Strategy and Business Development Officer, Abu Dhabi Global Market

““

HighlightsHighlights
Abu Dhabi has proven itself as an epicentre where new frontiers thrive and continues to excel as a centreAbu Dhabi has proven itself as an epicentre where new frontiers thrive and continues to excel as a centre

of technology and innovation excellence. The capital of the United Arab Emirates (UAE) is uniquelyof technology and innovation excellence. The capital of the United Arab Emirates (UAE) is uniquely

positioned to support the growth of innovative tech startups by providing an array of incentives andpositioned to support the growth of innovative tech startups by providing an array of incentives and

support programmes. The tech startup community can have direct access to funding, market and talent insupport programmes. The tech startup community can have direct access to funding, market and talent in

one location through the Ghadan 21 programme, as well as the collective efforts of key government andone location through the Ghadan 21 programme, as well as the collective efforts of key government and

ecosystem enablers, such as Abu Dhabi Global Market (ADGM), Hub71, the Abu Dhabi Investment Office,ecosystem enablers, such as Abu Dhabi Global Market (ADGM), Hub71, the Abu Dhabi Investment Office,

and ADQ, among others. These competitive advantages have afforded the UAE the number one spot inand ADQ, among others. These competitive advantages have afforded the UAE the number one spot in

the region on the World Bank’s global Ease of Doing Business ranking. ADGM, the emirate’s premierthe region on the World Bank’s global Ease of Doing Business ranking. ADGM, the emirate’s premier

international financial centre (IFC), serves its mandate as a vital enabler of finance and investments, andinternational financial centre (IFC), serves its mandate as a vital enabler of finance and investments, and

connects Abu Dhabi, the Middle East, Africa, South Asia and Asia with markets across the globe. Governingconnects Abu Dhabi, the Middle East, Africa, South Asia and Asia with markets across the globe. Governing

the entire 114 hectares of Al Maryah Island, ADGM comprises of four independent authorities – thethe entire 114 hectares of Al Maryah Island, ADGM comprises of four independent authorities – the

ADGM Authority, the Registration Authority (RA), the Financial Services Regulatory Authority (FSRA) andADGM Authority, the Registration Authority (RA), the Financial Services Regulatory Authority (FSRA) and

ADGM Courts – which together ensure a business-friendly environment that operates in line withADGM Courts – which together ensure a business-friendly environment that operates in line with

international best practices, recognised by major financial centres worldwide. As an IFC, ADGM offers ainternational best practices, recognised by major financial centres worldwide. As an IFC, ADGM offers a

modern business infrastructure and holistic ecosystem that support companies, startups, financialmodern business infrastructure and holistic ecosystem that support companies, startups, financial

institutions and SMEs to operate, innovate and grow seamlessly in the UAE and across the flourishinginstitutions and SMEs to operate, innovate and grow seamlessly in the UAE and across the flourishing

MENA region.MENA region.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$47 m$47 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$1.8 bn$1.8 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$625 k$625 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$20.6 m$20.6 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$29.1 k$29.1 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

FintechFintech

ADGM provides a ‘one stop shop’ for Fintechs, including aADGM provides a ‘one stop shop’ for Fintechs, including a
RegLab and Digital Lab for startups to prototypeRegLab and Digital Lab for startups to prototype
innovative solutions in a regulatory sandbox, access datainnovative solutions in a regulatory sandbox, access data
and seamlessly connect with financial institutions andand seamlessly connect with financial institutions and
regulators digitally. Abu Dhabi hosts leading regionalregulators digitally. Abu Dhabi hosts leading regional
Fintech events, including FinTech Abu Dhabi Festival,Fintech events, including FinTech Abu Dhabi Festival,
FinTech AD Innovation Challenge, FinTech Awards andFinTech AD Innovation Challenge, FinTech Awards and
FinTech100. In February 2021 open banking platformFinTech100. In February 2021 open banking platform
Tarabut Gateway raised $13 million, the largest FintechTarabut Gateway raised $13 million, the largest Fintech
seed round in the MENA region, and banking-as-serviceseed round in the MENA region, and banking-as-service
provider NymCard raised a $7.6 million Series A round.provider NymCard raised a $7.6 million Series A round.

Agtech & New FoodAgtech & New Food

The Agtech Incentives Programme allocated $271 millionThe Agtech Incentives Programme allocated $271 million
to support local Agtech companies. ADIO will invest $99.7to support local Agtech companies. ADIO will invest $99.7
million over the next 3 years in AeroFarms, Madar Farms,million over the next 3 years in AeroFarms, Madar Farms,
RNZ, and Responsive Drop Irrigation, after their 2020RNZ, and Responsive Drop Irrigation, after their 2020
plans to establish R&D and production facilities in Abuplans to establish R&D and production facilities in Abu
Dhabi. ADIO’s ‘Innovation Programme’ incentive pool wasDhabi. ADIO’s ‘Innovation Programme’ incentive pool was
expanded to $545 million in 2020, and will provideexpanded to $545 million in 2020, and will provide
incentives worth $41 million to NanoRacks, Pure Harvestincentives worth $41 million to NanoRacks, Pure Harvest
Smart Farms, and FreshToHome. In 2020, Pure HarvestSmart Farms, and FreshToHome. In 2020, Pure Harvest
raised $50 million through a sukuk, an Islamic structuredraised $50 million through a sukuk, an Islamic structured
finance product. finance product. 



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
Abu DhabiAbu Dhabi

Openness to International TalentOpenness to International Talent
The “Thrive in Abu Dhabi” programme, launched in February 2021,The “Thrive in Abu Dhabi” programme, launched in February 2021,

offers long-term Golden Visas and a pathway to citizenship foroffers long-term Golden Visas and a pathway to citizenship for

international talent in key sectors in Abu Dhabi. The UAE announcedinternational talent in key sectors in Abu Dhabi. The UAE announced

in November 2020 that foreign nationals will be allowed to own 100%in November 2020 that foreign nationals will be allowed to own 100%

of companies within the country. Abu Dhabi has also enactedof companies within the country. Abu Dhabi has also enacted

legislation in June 2021 that permits foreign investors andlegislation in June 2021 that permits foreign investors and

entrepreneurs in 10 new sectors to establish and fully own onshoreentrepreneurs in 10 new sectors to establish and fully own onshore

companies. companies. 

Tax AdvantagesTax Advantages
There are no income or corporate taxes in Abu Dhabi. The only taxThere are no income or corporate taxes in Abu Dhabi. The only tax

enforced is a 5% VAT, which does not impact a company's turnover.enforced is a 5% VAT, which does not impact a company's turnover.

Each of Abu Dhabi’s eight free zones are dedicated to a particularEach of Abu Dhabi’s eight free zones are dedicated to a particular

sector and offer shareholders a multitude of incentives andsector and offer shareholders a multitude of incentives and

facilities to establish their operations within their jurisdiction. facilities to establish their operations within their jurisdiction. 

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Abu Dhabi Global MarketAbu Dhabi Global Market

Established by UAE Federal Decree,Established by UAE Federal Decree,

ADGM’s jurisdiction extends across theADGM’s jurisdiction extends across the

entire 114 hectares of Al Maryah Island.entire 114 hectares of Al Maryah Island.

ADGM's three independent authorities -ADGM's three independent authorities -

the Registration Authority (RA), thethe Registration Authority (RA), the

Financial Services Regulatory AuthorityFinancial Services Regulatory Authority

(FSRA) and ADGM Courts - together(FSRA) and ADGM Courts - together

ensure that its business-friendlyensure that its business-friendly

environment operates in line withenvironment operates in line with

international best practices, recognised byinternational best practices, recognised by

major financial centres worldwide.major financial centres worldwide.  

MEMBERMEMBER



BahrainBahrain

BahrainBahrain
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
TamkeenTamkeen

Bahrain has made impressive progress in the startup space in recent years. Local startupsBahrain has made impressive progress in the startup space in recent years. Local startups

played an important role in ensuring economic continuity through technological innovationplayed an important role in ensuring economic continuity through technological innovation

during the COVID-19 pandemic by enabling existing businesses to embrace technology.during the COVID-19 pandemic by enabling existing businesses to embrace technology.

Dr Jarmo KotilaineDr Jarmo Kotilaine
TamkeenTamkeen

““

HighlightsHighlights
With its diversified economy, young educated workforce, and ease of doing business, Bahrain was wellWith its diversified economy, young educated workforce, and ease of doing business, Bahrain was well

positioned to play a regionally significant role in developing start-up entrepreneurship. Bahrain is anpositioned to play a regionally significant role in developing start-up entrepreneurship. Bahrain is an

attractive location for founders from elsewhere, permitting 100% foreign ownership of business assetsattractive location for founders from elsewhere, permitting 100% foreign ownership of business assets

across the economy and levying no corporate or income taxes. A number of regional and local acceleratorsacross the economy and levying no corporate or income taxes. A number of regional and local accelerators

have established a presence in the Kingdom in recent years. Bahrain has particularly strong credentials inhave established a presence in the Kingdom in recent years. Bahrain has particularly strong credentials in

the area of FinTech, building on the country’s long history as a regional financial hub. Bahrain FinTech Baythe area of FinTech, building on the country’s long history as a regional financial hub. Bahrain FinTech Bay

(BFB) is a dedicated FinTech-focused hub that has further benefited from proactive regulatory and(BFB) is a dedicated FinTech-focused hub that has further benefited from proactive regulatory and

institutional support from the Central Bank of Bahrain. The Build for Bahrain Acceleration Program, held byinstitutional support from the Central Bank of Bahrain. The Build for Bahrain Acceleration Program, held by

BFB in partnership with the U.S. State Department’s Middle-East Partnership Initiative, offers its own 6-BFB in partnership with the U.S. State Department’s Middle-East Partnership Initiative, offers its own 6-

week acceleration program. week acceleration program. BFB is also collaborating with Standard Chartered and the Supreme CouncilBFB is also collaborating with Standard Chartered and the Supreme Council

for Women to run SC Women in Tech Bahrain, an accelerator program targeted at helping female-ledfor Women to run SC Women in Tech Bahrain, an accelerator program targeted at helping female-led

startups to scale. BFB has also entered into other partnerships in order to support particular sub-sectorsstartups to scale. BFB has also entered into other partnerships in order to support particular sub-sectors

within the Kingdom. Together with R3, a leading enterprise blockchain software provider, BFB will providewithin the Kingdom. Together with R3, a leading enterprise blockchain software provider, BFB will provide

key resources for blockchain-based startups within the ecosystem. BFB has also joined forces with thekey resources for blockchain-based startups within the ecosystem. BFB has also joined forces with the

Real Estate Regulatory Authority (RERA) to develop joint projects to bolster Proptech within the Kingdom.Real Estate Regulatory Authority (RERA) to develop joint projects to bolster Proptech within the Kingdom.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

<$50 m<$50 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

<$100 m<$100 m
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$59.5 k$59.5 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$0.9 m$0.9 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$33.4 k$33.4 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths
FintechFintech

Fintech hub Bahrain FinTech Bay (BFB) has attracted moreFintech hub Bahrain FinTech Bay (BFB) has attracted more
than 100 local and international partners, incubated 15than 100 local and international partners, incubated 15
companies, and published 8 in-depth ecosystem reports.companies, and published 8 in-depth ecosystem reports.
Its Venture Acceleration Platform is designed to catalyseIts Venture Acceleration Platform is designed to catalyse
the growth of fintech companies targeting the growth of fintech companies targeting the MENAthe MENA
region.  The Georgetown FinTech Program is a 12-weekregion.  The Georgetown FinTech Program is a 12-week
course covering skills relevant to the sub-sector deliveredcourse covering skills relevant to the sub-sector delivered
by the Georgetown McDonough School of Business. BFBby the Georgetown McDonough School of Business. BFB
and the FinTech Association of Israel – FinTech Aviv areand the FinTech Association of Israel – FinTech Aviv are
working together to facilitate communication betweenworking together to facilitate communication between
entrepreneurs and investors in both countries. In Februaryentrepreneurs and investors in both countries. In February
2021 open banking platform Tarabut Gateway secured a2021 open banking platform Tarabut Gateway secured a
$13 million seed funding round.$13 million seed funding round.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
BahrainBahrain

Attractive Business EnvironmentAttractive Business Environment
There are no taxes in Bahrain on income, sales, capital gains, orThere are no taxes in Bahrain on income, sales, capital gains, or

estates, with the exception of some businesses that operate in theestates, with the exception of some businesses that operate in the

oil and gas sector. The Kingdom makes it extremely convenient tooil and gas sector. The Kingdom makes it extremely convenient to

establish a business and allows 100% foreign ownership of businessestablish a business and allows 100% foreign ownership of business

assets. It is the only Gulf state to permit equal business freedomsassets. It is the only Gulf state to permit equal business freedoms

across all sectors throughout the country.across all sectors throughout the country.

Highly Skilled WorkforceHighly Skilled Workforce
Bahrain is home to a young, highly skilled workforce with the bestBahrain is home to a young, highly skilled workforce with the best

human capital development in the MENA region. Over 70% ofhuman capital development in the MENA region. Over 70% of

tech industry employees are local Bahrainis, 60% are in the 18-24tech industry employees are local Bahrainis, 60% are in the 18-24

age range, 90% are fluent in both English and Arabic, and 89% holdage range, 90% are fluent in both English and Arabic, and 89% hold

either a Bachelor’s or a Master’s degree. 44% hold a professionaleither a Bachelor’s or a Master’s degree. 44% hold a professional

certification.certification.

Low Cost of LivingLow Cost of Living
Bahrain’s apartment rental costs are among the cheapest in the GulfBahrain’s apartment rental costs are among the cheapest in the Gulf

states making the cost of living lower than in many neighboringstates making the cost of living lower than in many neighboring

countries. Foreign real estate investors are allowed to purchasecountries. Foreign real estate investors are allowed to purchase

properties in specific areas of the country known as freehold areas.properties in specific areas of the country known as freehold areas.

Bahrain’s cost competitiveness is further boosted by convenientBahrain’s cost competitiveness is further boosted by convenient

access to the rest of the Gulf region and beyond.access to the rest of the Gulf region and beyond.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

TamkeenTamkeen

Tamkeen is a semi-autonomousTamkeen is a semi-autonomous

government agency in Bahrain. It wasgovernment agency in Bahrain. It was

founded in 2006 to provide assistance andfounded in 2006 to provide assistance and

training to private-sector businesses andtraining to private-sector businesses and

individuals, and to promote development ofindividuals, and to promote development of

that sector.that sector.

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

Bahrain Fintech BayBahrain Fintech Bay   // 500 Startups500 Startups   // Al Doseri InvestmentsAl Doseri Investments   // Bahrain Development BankBahrain Development Bank   // Bahrain Fashion IncubatorBahrain Fashion Incubator   // BrincBrinc   // C5 Capital C5 Capital & C5 Accelerate& C5 Accelerate   // Corporate HubCorporate Hub   //

Economic Development BoardEconomic Development Board   // Environment ArabiaEnvironment Arabia   // Flat6Labs BahrainFlat6Labs Bahrain   // Kickstart BahrainKickstart Bahrain   // Level ZLevel Z   // Nest AcceleratorNest Accelerator   // OsoolOsool   // Rowad ProgramRowad Program   // Social Media ClubSocial Media Club   // Startup MGZNStartup MGZN   //

StartupBahrainStartupBahrain   // Tenmou - The Bahrain Business Tenmou - The Bahrain Business Angels CompanyAngels Company   // UNIDO - BahrainUNIDO - Bahrain   // Yo StartupsYo Startups



EgyptEgypt

CairoCairo
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Information Technology Industry Development Agency (ITIDA)Information Technology Industry Development Agency (ITIDA)

As we progress in building ‘Egypt’, we are determined to build it in a way where the startupAs we progress in building ‘Egypt’, we are determined to build it in a way where the startup

ecosystem is a strong partner. The government is committed to back entrepreneursecosystem is a strong partner. The government is committed to back entrepreneurs

throughout their journey from idea to growth.throughout their journey from idea to growth.

H.E. Dr. Amr TalaatH.E. Dr. Amr Talaat
Minister of Communications and Information Technology, EgyptMinister of Communications and Information Technology, Egypt

““

HighlightsHighlights
Home to a young, vibrant population, Egypt has been leading the innovation scene across MENA regionHome to a young, vibrant population, Egypt has been leading the innovation scene across MENA region

with tech-powered solutions. Despite the pandemic, $190 million flowed into Egyptian startups in 2020, awith tech-powered solutions. Despite the pandemic, $190 million flowed into Egyptian startups in 2020, a

30% YoY surge, with 32% of investments coming from international firms. In addition, a number of VCs30% YoY surge, with 32% of investments coming from international firms. In addition, a number of VCs

were attracted to establish presence in Egypt such as US-based VC, Openner, and UAE-based Globalwere attracted to establish presence in Egypt such as US-based VC, Openner, and UAE-based Global

Ventures. Egyptian startups’ efforts are paying off. SWVL, a bus ride-sharing startup founded in Egypt,Ventures. Egyptian startups’ efforts are paying off. SWVL, a bus ride-sharing startup founded in Egypt,

becomes the first startup to go public outside of Egypt, listing in the US Stock Market, NASDAQ, at a $1.5becomes the first startup to go public outside of Egypt, listing in the US Stock Market, NASDAQ, at a $1.5

billion valuation. This makes it the largest African unicorn debut on any US-listed exchange, surpassingbillion valuation. This makes it the largest African unicorn debut on any US-listed exchange, surpassing

Jumia’s debut of $1.1B on the NYSE. Other impressive exits include Japan’s Trend Micro acquisition ofJumia’s debut of $1.1B on the NYSE. Other impressive exits include Japan’s Trend Micro acquisition of

cybersecurity company SecureMisr, through its Cysiv subsidiary; California-based Bevy’s acquisition ofcybersecurity company SecureMisr, through its Cysiv subsidiary; California-based Bevy’s acquisition of

event management software startup, Eventtus; Oman’s eMushrif acquisition of Edtech startup,Tareeqi; andevent management software startup, Eventtus; Oman’s eMushrif acquisition of Edtech startup,Tareeqi; and

Miami-based Aleph Holding acquisition of 86% of the digital media startup, Connect Ads. In Healthtech,Miami-based Aleph Holding acquisition of 86% of the digital media startup, Connect Ads. In Healthtech,

Ibnsina Pharma, the second-largest pharmaceutical distributor in Egypt, acquired a 75% stake in the onlineIbnsina Pharma, the second-largest pharmaceutical distributor in Egypt, acquired a 75% stake in the online

pharmacy, 3elagi, and e-health startup, Vezeeta, raised a $40M Series D funding round. Government andpharmacy, 3elagi, and e-health startup, Vezeeta, raised a $40M Series D funding round. Government and

private sector initiatives and associated regulatory reforms are propelling the ecosystem growth. In 2020,private sector initiatives and associated regulatory reforms are propelling the ecosystem growth. In 2020,

Egypt released a law to support projects and enterprises that have been operating for less than 7 years byEgypt released a law to support projects and enterprises that have been operating for less than 7 years by

providing tax, customs, and non-tax incentives. In addition, the law provides monetary incentives forproviding tax, customs, and non-tax incentives. In addition, the law provides monetary incentives for

corporations, investment funds, incubators, accelerators and all entities supporting startups and SMEs.corporations, investment funds, incubators, accelerators and all entities supporting startups and SMEs.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$148 m$148 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$1.5 bn$1.5 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$75 k$75 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$1 m$1 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$7 k$7 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

FintechFintech

Thanks to the government’s deregulation and drive forThanks to the government’s deregulation and drive for
financial inclusion and universal mobile penetrationfinancial inclusion and universal mobile penetration
(98.6%), investors are pouring money into Cairo’s Fintech(98.6%), investors are pouring money into Cairo’s Fintech
startups. Digital financial solutions addressing SMEs,startups. Digital financial solutions addressing SMEs,
Egypt-founded Tribal Credit, raised $34.3M in a Series AEgypt-founded Tribal Credit, raised $34.3M in a Series A
round and Paymob, the payment solutions startup, raisedround and Paymob, the payment solutions startup, raised
$18.5M in Series A. Telda, a 1-month old then digital$18.5M in Series A. Telda, a 1-month old then digital
banking service, raised a $5M pre-seed round led bybanking service, raised a $5M pre-seed round led by
Sequoia Capital. This is the first venture for SequoiaSequoia Capital. This is the first venture for Sequoia
Capital in MENA.Capital in MENA.

Logistics & TransportationLogistics & Transportation

With Egypt set on embracing digital transformation,With Egypt set on embracing digital transformation,
startups are working on transportation tech solutions tostartups are working on transportation tech solutions to
accommodate cities growth. In addition to SWVL’saccommodate cities growth. In addition to SWVL’s
impressive Nasdaq IPO, Egypt’s Trella raised $42M Seriesimpressive Nasdaq IPO, Egypt’s Trella raised $42M Series
A led by Maersk. Halan delivery super app raised $15M inA led by Maersk. Halan delivery super app raised $15M in
a Series A round and Bosta courier service closed a USDa Series A round and Bosta courier service closed a USD
$6.7M Series A round. Y Combinator alumnus, Flextock, an$6.7M Series A round. Y Combinator alumnus, Flextock, an
e-commerce fulfillment startup, raised $3.25M, as one ofe-commerce fulfillment startup, raised $3.25M, as one of
the largest pre-seed rounds in MENA.the largest pre-seed rounds in MENA.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
CairoCairo

Large Customer MarketLarge Customer Market
With a young population of 20 million tech savvy consumers, CairoWith a young population of 20 million tech savvy consumers, Cairo

provides a perfect testbed for innovation and an attractive marketprovides a perfect testbed for innovation and an attractive market

for scalability, like expansions of Amazon’s Souq and Uber’s Careem.for scalability, like expansions of Amazon’s Souq and Uber’s Careem.

Abundant ResourcesAbundant Resources
Entrepreneurs can draw talent from over 170 universities andEntrepreneurs can draw talent from over 170 universities and

institutes producing 500K annual graduates, access a network ofinstitutes producing 500K annual graduates, access a network of

over 40 incubators/accelerators and 80 co-working spaces, andover 40 incubators/accelerators and 80 co-working spaces, and

tap on ITIDA’s support to entrepreneurs.tap on ITIDA’s support to entrepreneurs.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Information Technology IndustryInformation Technology Industry
Development Agency (ITIDA)Development Agency (ITIDA)

The IT Industry Development AgencyThe IT Industry Development Agency

(ITIDA) is the executive arm of the(ITIDA) is the executive arm of the

Egyptian Ministry of Communication &amp;Egyptian Ministry of Communication &amp;

Information Technology. Since itsInformation Technology. Since its

establishment in 2004, ITIDA’s coreestablishment in 2004, ITIDA’s core

mission has been spearheading themission has been spearheading the

development of Egypt’s IT industry todevelopment of Egypt’s IT industry to

increase its global competitiveness andincrease its global competitiveness and

make it a key contributor to the country’smake it a key contributor to the country’s

economic growth.economic growth.

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

500 Startups500 Startups   // A15A15   // AUC Venture LabAUC Venture Lab   // Algebra VenturesAlgebra Ventures   // EdVenturesEdVentures   // EndureEndure   // FEPS Business IncubatorFEPS Business Incubator   // Falak StartupsFalak Startups   // Flat6 Labs CairoFlat6 Labs Cairo   // Global VenturesGlobal Ventures   // HIM angelHIM angel   // IdeavelopersIdeavelopers   //

InnoventuresInnoventures   // KamelezerKamelezer   // Sawari VenturesSawari Ventures   // SeedstarsSeedstars   // Technology Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center (TIEC)Technology Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center (TIEC)   // The Cairo AngelsThe Cairo Angels



United Arab EmiratesUnited Arab Emirates

DubaiDubai
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
District2020District2020

As the future of Expo 2020 Dubai, District 2020 will provide an ideal home and an enablingAs the future of Expo 2020 Dubai, District 2020 will provide an ideal home and an enabling

environment where startups will become co-creators of solutions that accelerate industryenvironment where startups will become co-creators of solutions that accelerate industry

growth.growth.

Nadimeh MehraNadimeh Mehra
Vice President, District 2020 – Transition Unit, Expo 2020 DubaiVice President, District 2020 – Transition Unit, Expo 2020 Dubai

““

HighlightsHighlights
Set to evolve from Expo 2020 and drive the world fair’s legacy into the future, District 2020 will be aSet to evolve from Expo 2020 and drive the world fair’s legacy into the future, District 2020 will be a

human-centric future human-centric future city and a global innovation ecosystem. As a community where people, businesses,city and a global innovation ecosystem. As a community where people, businesses,

technologies, technologies, industries, R&D and academia connect, District 2020 will support Dubai’s future agenda andindustries, R&D and academia connect, District 2020 will support Dubai’s future agenda and

the growth of the UAE’s innovation-driven economy. District 2020’s curated innovation ecosystem willthe growth of the UAE’s innovation-driven economy. District 2020’s curated innovation ecosystem will

actively facilitate growth opportunities by bringing together all stakeholders, including Fortune 500s, smallactively facilitate growth opportunities by bringing together all stakeholders, including Fortune 500s, small

and medium businesses, start-ups, entrepreneurs, innovators and enablers (incubators, accelerators,and medium businesses, start-ups, entrepreneurs, innovators and enablers (incubators, accelerators,

academia, VC, government) in key sectors. As a multi-stakeholder platform it will support businesses of allacademia, VC, government) in key sectors. As a multi-stakeholder platform it will support businesses of all

sizes to co-create, scale, and thrive within Dubai. District 2020 complements Dubai’s bold vision for thesizes to co-create, scale, and thrive within Dubai. District 2020 complements Dubai’s bold vision for the

future. It will play an integral role in the Dubai 2040 Plan, which outlines a new mode of thought for urbanfuture. It will play an integral role in the Dubai 2040 Plan, which outlines a new mode of thought for urban

master planning, established as a transformative, human-centric plan by the visionary leadership ofmaster planning, established as a transformative, human-centric plan by the visionary leadership of

Dubai. District 2020 will provide a blueprint of how a future city is shaped through human-centricity andDubai. District 2020 will provide a blueprint of how a future city is shaped through human-centricity and

smart infrastructure whilst ensuring a more sustainable and balanced lifestyle. As a city of firsts, Districtsmart infrastructure whilst ensuring a more sustainable and balanced lifestyle. As a city of firsts, District

2020 will provide a living lab for global industry leaders, innovators and entrepreneurs looking to create2020 will provide a living lab for global industry leaders, innovators and entrepreneurs looking to create

and test new products and solutions and new ways of working, in a progressive live-work-play community.and test new products and solutions and new ways of working, in a progressive live-work-play community.

Dubai is the headquarters of the Egyptian ridesharing service provider Swvl, which became the first MiddleDubai is the headquarters of the Egyptian ridesharing service provider Swvl, which became the first Middle

East unicorn to list on Nasdaq in July 2021, valued at $1.5 billion. Local startups that have been acquired byEast unicorn to list on Nasdaq in July 2021, valued at $1.5 billion. Local startups that have been acquired by

global leaders including Uber's $3.1bn acquisition of Careem and Souq.com, which was global leaders including Uber's $3.1bn acquisition of Careem and Souq.com, which was acquired by Amazonacquired by Amazon

in 2017 for $580min 2017 for $580m, which have put the UAE’s startups in the spotlight., which have put the UAE’s startups in the spotlight.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$445 m$445 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$7.2 bn$7.2 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$500 k$500 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$3.3 m$3.3 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$37 k$37 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

Smart LogisticsSmart Logistics

The logistics industry comprises more than 14% ofThe logistics industry comprises more than 14% of
Dubai’s GDP and this sub-sector is forecasted to grow atDubai’s GDP and this sub-sector is forecasted to grow at
a rate of 4% through to 2022. Dubai was named amonga rate of 4% through to 2022. Dubai was named among
the world's top 5 shipping hubs according to thethe world's top 5 shipping hubs according to the
International Shipping Centre Development Index. DistrictInternational Shipping Centre Development Index. District
2020 will soon be home to Siemens’ global logistics2020 will soon be home to Siemens’ global logistics
headquarters and DP World will support learning andheadquarters and DP World will support learning and
capacity building in logistics to fuel the ecosystem withcapacity building in logistics to fuel the ecosystem with
talent and research.talent and research.

Industry 4.0 and FutureIndustry 4.0 and Future
TechnologiesTechnologies

A front-runner in Industry 4.0, Dubai offers growthA front-runner in Industry 4.0, Dubai offers growth
opportunities for investors across future-oriented sectors,opportunities for investors across future-oriented sectors,
driven by long-term strategies focused on AI, blockchain,driven by long-term strategies focused on AI, blockchain,
3D printing, IoT and its role as a testbed for concepts in a3D printing, IoT and its role as a testbed for concepts in a
live setting. For instance, 25% of Dubai’s buildings willlive setting. For instance, 25% of Dubai’s buildings will
use 3D printing by 2030, and the world’s largest 3Duse 3D printing by 2030, and the world’s largest 3D
printed building is already built here. The progressiveprinted building is already built here. The progressive
government initiatives have enabled experimentalgovernment initiatives have enabled experimental
concepts like the world's first autonomous flying taxi,concepts like the world's first autonomous flying taxi,
Volocopter, and Hyperloop One. Volocopter, and Hyperloop One. 



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
DubaiDubai

Talent DevelopmentTalent Development
Dubai offers visa incentives for high value talent – five years forDubai offers visa incentives for high value talent – five years for

post-study residence & tech startup owners; and 10 years forpost-study residence & tech startup owners; and 10 years for

specialists in STEM fields and for investors. In 2020, the UAEspecialists in STEM fields and for investors. In 2020, the UAE

launched a new Remote Work Visa Program that allows people to livelaunched a new Remote Work Visa Program that allows people to live

in the emirate for one year, and in 2021 the UAE decided to grantin the emirate for one year, and in 2021 the UAE decided to grant

Emirati citizenship to investors, scientists, professionals, and creativeEmirati citizenship to investors, scientists, professionals, and creative

talents. talents. 

Unrivalled Startup SupportUnrivalled Startup Support
Successful applicants to District 2020’s dedicated globalSuccessful applicants to District 2020’s dedicated global

entrepreneurship programme, entrepreneurship programme, Scale2DubaiScale2Dubai,will have access to,will have access to

everything they need to thrive, including work space, businesseverything they need to thrive, including work space, business

setup support, guidance, deal flow, funding, talent, bankingsetup support, guidance, deal flow, funding, talent, banking

services, IT infrastructure, and more. The equity-free programme isservices, IT infrastructure, and more. The equity-free programme is

expected to support between 80 and 100 startups and smallexpected to support between 80 and 100 startups and small

businesses annually. Other initiatives for supporting SMEs offerbusinesses annually. Other initiatives for supporting SMEs offer

postponement of rent payments, easier access to SME financing,postponement of rent payments, easier access to SME financing,

and remote assistance on navigating operational challengesand remote assistance on navigating operational challenges

through the Dubai SME government body and its Mohammed Binthrough the Dubai SME government body and its Mohammed Bin

Rashid Innovation Fund. Rashid Innovation Fund. 

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

District2020District2020

District 2020 will evolve from Expo 2020District 2020 will evolve from Expo 2020

Dubai as a human-centric future cityDubai as a human-centric future city

centered on the needs of its urbancentered on the needs of its urban

community. It will provide a curatedcommunity. It will provide a curated

innovation-driven ecosystem that bringsinnovation-driven ecosystem that brings

together global minds and embracestogether global minds and embraces

technology and digital innovation totechnology and digital innovation to

support industry growth.support industry growth.  

MEMBERMEMBER



PalestinePalestine

PalestinePalestine
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Innovative Private Sector Development (IPSD)Innovative Private Sector Development (IPSD)

Palestine is a place for innovation, creation, and entrepreneurship. New ideas, emergingPalestine is a place for innovation, creation, and entrepreneurship. New ideas, emerging

leaders, and non-traditional solutions serve as pillars of the ecosystem.leaders, and non-traditional solutions serve as pillars of the ecosystem.

Tamer BaransiTamer Baransi
Chairperson of Palestinian Information Technology Association of Companies (PITA)Chairperson of Palestinian Information Technology Association of Companies (PITA)

““

HighlightsHighlights
Thanks to the market’s small size and surrounding geopolitical tension, Palestinian entrepreneurs faceThanks to the market’s small size and surrounding geopolitical tension, Palestinian entrepreneurs face

more than their fair share of challenges. But despite these obstacles, a new wave of interest inmore than their fair share of challenges. But despite these obstacles, a new wave of interest in

entrepreneurship is cresting. In the past, Palestinian talent was largely cut off from mentoring andentrepreneurship is cresting. In the past, Palestinian talent was largely cut off from mentoring and

collaboration, but that is changing. Startup Genome’s 2021 analysis of the ecosystem revealed a highercollaboration, but that is changing. Startup Genome’s 2021 analysis of the ecosystem revealed a higher

than average sense of community, as measured by hours of help founders receive. An array of supportthan average sense of community, as measured by hours of help founders receive. An array of support

organizations are providing assistance to local founders, and the community also sees increasing supportorganizations are providing assistance to local founders, and the community also sees increasing support

from the Palestinian diaspora’s many talented tech entrepreneurs and business professionals. The pool offrom the Palestinian diaspora’s many talented tech entrepreneurs and business professionals. The pool of

talent is also broadening, with increasing numbers of women and young people participating in thetalent is also broadening, with increasing numbers of women and young people participating in the

ecosystem. Projects including the World Bank’s Innovative Private Sector Development Project (IPSD)ecosystem. Projects including the World Bank’s Innovative Private Sector Development Project (IPSD)

help to link local founders to regional markets and offer grants for early-stage investors. The ISPD’shelp to link local founders to regional markets and offer grants for early-stage investors. The ISPD’s

efforts to bridge the ecosystem’s long-standing funding gap is good news for cash-starved startups and aefforts to bridge the ecosystem’s long-standing funding gap is good news for cash-starved startups and a

sign that Palestinian leadership is increasingly committed to leveraging entrepreneurship to drivesign that Palestinian leadership is increasingly committed to leveraging entrepreneurship to drive

economic development. The Palestinian government has further demonstrated its commitment toeconomic development. The Palestinian government has further demonstrated its commitment to

boosting the ecosystem through regulatory changes to enable the growth of local Fintech startups. Thereboosting the ecosystem through regulatory changes to enable the growth of local Fintech startups. There

is huge opportunity in the traditional pillars of the Palestinian economy, including Agtech, Energy, andis huge opportunity in the traditional pillars of the Palestinian economy, including Agtech, Energy, and

Tourism and Hospitality. Still untapped by digital transformation, these sectors provide ample opportunityTourism and Hospitality. Still untapped by digital transformation, these sectors provide ample opportunity

for entrepreneurs to develop and test solutions that could be scaled to the entire Arab market.for entrepreneurs to develop and test solutions that could be scaled to the entire Arab market.

Challenges remain for Palestinian entrepreneurs, but the essential seeds of a thriving ecosystem haveChallenges remain for Palestinian entrepreneurs, but the essential seeds of a thriving ecosystem have

been planted. If tended carefully, they may bear fruit for the entire economy.been planted. If tended carefully, they may bear fruit for the entire economy.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

<$50 m<$50 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

<$100 m<$100 m
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$150 k$150 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$0.475 m$0.475 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$13 k$13 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-Sector StrengthsSub-Sector Strengths
FintechFintech

The Palestine Monetary Authority (PMA) formed theThe Palestine Monetary Authority (PMA) formed the
Financial Tech Advisory Group in 2021 to help developFinancial Tech Advisory Group in 2021 to help develop
the sub-sector in Palestine. In May, regulators launchedthe sub-sector in Palestine. In May, regulators launched
the Strategic Framework for Islamic Financial Services tothe Strategic Framework for Islamic Financial Services to
encourage digital transformation and Fintech integrationencourage digital transformation and Fintech integration
among Islamic banks. The PMA has also launched aamong Islamic banks. The PMA has also launched a
campaign to raise awareness of e-payment and e-Walletcampaign to raise awareness of e-payment and e-Wallet
services. Arab Bank’s AB Accelerator aims to accelerateservices. Arab Bank’s AB Accelerator aims to accelerate
the adoption of emerging technology within the bank. Inthe adoption of emerging technology within the bank. In
2019, the bank launched the first Fintech bootcamp for2019, the bank launched the first Fintech bootcamp for
Palestinian entrepreneurs.Palestinian entrepreneurs.

EdtechEdtech

Flow, founded in 2018, trains Palestinian entrepreneurs toFlow, founded in 2018, trains Palestinian entrepreneurs to
become investment-ready. It launched Edtech-themedbecome investment-ready. It launched Edtech-themed
bootcamps in Ramallah, Nablus, and Hebron in 2021.bootcamps in Ramallah, Nablus, and Hebron in 2021.
Palestinian Edtech startup Bambinotes raised anPalestinian Edtech startup Bambinotes raised an
undisclosed amount of seed investment in January 2018undisclosed amount of seed investment in January 2018
from Ibtikar Fund. The Ramallah-based startup operatesfrom Ibtikar Fund. The Ramallah-based startup operates
in Palestine, Jordan, and Saudi Arabia. in Palestine, Jordan, and Saudi Arabia. 

Digital HealthDigital Health

Many of Palestine’s tech startups address healthcareMany of Palestine’s tech startups address healthcare
issues, including telemedicine (Tebfact and Tanaffas),issues, including telemedicine (Tebfact and Tanaffas),
appointment-booking systems (Doctor On Time), andappointment-booking systems (Doctor On Time), and
companies focused on the prevention of chronic diseasescompanies focused on the prevention of chronic diseases
(Wikaya and Dawsat). Jerusalem-based SynergyMed is(Wikaya and Dawsat). Jerusalem-based SynergyMed is
dedicated to the development of non-surgical solutionsdedicated to the development of non-surgical solutions
for the treatment of cancer tumors.for the treatment of cancer tumors.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
PalestinePalestine

Local ConnectednessLocal Connectedness
The Palestinian ecosystem boasts a strong sense of community.The Palestinian ecosystem boasts a strong sense of community.

Founders benefit from a great deal of assistance from others in theFounders benefit from a great deal of assistance from others in the

ecosystem, as well as from established connections to regional andecosystem, as well as from established connections to regional and

international networks, particularly in the MENA region and U.S. Thisinternational networks, particularly in the MENA region and U.S. This

includes strong ties to many universities, including New Yorkincludes strong ties to many universities, including New York

University, University of California Berkeley, University of Chicago,University, University of California Berkeley, University of Chicago,

and the London School of Economics and Political Science. and the London School of Economics and Political Science. 

SkillsSkills
Education is especially high among Palestinian founders, with moreEducation is especially high among Palestinian founders, with more

than 55% having a university degree, and more than 19% havingthan 55% having a university degree, and more than 19% having

graduate degrees. Among funded founders, 61% hold a universitygraduate degrees. Among funded founders, 61% hold a university

degree at the time of founding. Palestine is also home to a verydegree at the time of founding. Palestine is also home to a very

high percentage of young people, as well as a particularlyhigh percentage of young people, as well as a particularly

motivated and talented population of educated and entrepreneurialmotivated and talented population of educated and entrepreneurial

young women. young women. 

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Innovative Private SectorInnovative Private Sector
Development (IPSD)Development (IPSD)

The Innovative Private SectorThe Innovative Private Sector

Development (IPSD) is a US$22 millionDevelopment (IPSD) is a US$22 million

Ministry of National Economy projectMinistry of National Economy project

funded by the World Bank andfunded by the World Bank and

implemented by DAI. IPSD aims to supportimplemented by DAI. IPSD aims to support

Palestinian startups, SMEs andPalestinian startups, SMEs and

entrepreneurs from the West Bank andentrepreneurs from the West Bank and

Gaza through developing a dynamic startupGaza through developing a dynamic startup

finance ecosystem, improving businessesfinance ecosystem, improving businesses

access and linkages to international andaccess and linkages to international and

regional markets, promoting governmentregional markets, promoting government

reforms and automating businessreforms and automating business

registration, streamlining and providing aregistration, streamlining and providing a

framework for home-based businesses,framework for home-based businesses,

supporting businesses to survive the Covidsupporting businesses to survive the Covid

19 Pandemic, and supporting a pilot19 Pandemic, and supporting a pilot

developing an outsourcing hub in Gaza.developing an outsourcing hub in Gaza.

MEMBERMEMBER



Saudi ArabiaSaudi Arabia

RiyadhRiyadh
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Saudi Venture Capital and Private Equity Association (SVCPEA)Saudi Venture Capital and Private Equity Association (SVCPEA)

Driven by legislative transformation and youthful demographic, the Saudi ecosystem has seenDriven by legislative transformation and youthful demographic, the Saudi ecosystem has seen

transformational growth in VC-backed startups and is expecting a tenfold investment boomtransformational growth in VC-backed startups and is expecting a tenfold investment boom

over the next five years, presenting unique entrepreneurial and investment opportunities.over the next five years, presenting unique entrepreneurial and investment opportunities.

Qusai A. AlsaifQusai A. Alsaif
CEO, Saudi Venture Capital & Private Equity AssociationCEO, Saudi Venture Capital & Private Equity Association

““

HighlightsHighlights
Saudi Arabia’s transformation from oil & gas powerhouse to an entrepreneurial hot spot for the MENASaudi Arabia’s transformation from oil & gas powerhouse to an entrepreneurial hot spot for the MENA

region is well underway. The government’s Saudi Vision 2030 sets out ambitious targets for the Kingdom’sregion is well underway. The government’s Saudi Vision 2030 sets out ambitious targets for the Kingdom’s

entrepreneurial ecosystem, including increasing small businesses’ contribution to the GDP from 20% toentrepreneurial ecosystem, including increasing small businesses’ contribution to the GDP from 20% to

35% by 2030 and boosting foreign direct investment from 3.8% to 5.7% of GDP. Saudi startups will soon35% by 2030 and boosting foreign direct investment from 3.8% to 5.7% of GDP. Saudi startups will soon

also be able to leverage the Saudi Data and Artificial Intelligence Authority (SDAIA)’s DEEM, the largestalso be able to leverage the Saudi Data and Artificial Intelligence Authority (SDAIA)’s DEEM, the largest

government data cloud in MENA. The government has some high-profile international partners in thesegovernment data cloud in MENA. The government has some high-profile international partners in these

efforts. Saudi Arabia’s Ministry of Communications and Information Technology (MCIT) partnered withefforts. Saudi Arabia’s Ministry of Communications and Information Technology (MCIT) partnered with

Techstars to launch the Riyadh Techstars Accelerator in 2021 to help startups build and grow theirTechstars to launch the Riyadh Techstars Accelerator in 2021 to help startups build and grow their

business in the MENA region. Amazon recently announced a major expansion in Saudi Arabia that is set tobusiness in the MENA region. Amazon recently announced a major expansion in Saudi Arabia that is set to

create at least 1,500 new jobs in 2021. The online retail giant will increase its storage capacity in thecreate at least 1,500 new jobs in 2021. The online retail giant will increase its storage capacity in the

Kingdom by 11%. The move speaks to the growing size and importance of E-commerce in Riyadh and theKingdom by 11%. The move speaks to the growing size and importance of E-commerce in Riyadh and the

region. The ecosystem is further strengthened by local success stories and region. The ecosystem is further strengthened by local success stories and tech-focused events. Atech-focused events. A

number of Riyadh-based companies saw an influx of funding even during the pandemic. In 2020, Nana, annumber of Riyadh-based companies saw an influx of funding even during the pandemic. In 2020, Nana, an

online grocery platform, raised $18 million in a series B round in March, Morni, a roadside assistanceonline grocery platform, raised $18 million in a series B round in March, Morni, a roadside assistance

platform, raised a Series B $9.1 million in December, and Jahez, a food delivery platform, raised $36.5platform, raised a Series B $9.1 million in December, and Jahez, a food delivery platform, raised $36.5

million in a Series A round in June 2020. Supported by MCIT and scheduled to take place in Riyadh inmillion in a Series A round in June 2020. Supported by MCIT and scheduled to take place in Riyadh in

November, LEAP 21 aims to connect public and private organizations, drive female empowerment, andNovember, LEAP 21 aims to connect public and private organizations, drive female empowerment, and

nurture the ecosystem’s tech startups. In early 2020 restaurant management platform Foodics raised anurture the ecosystem’s tech startups. In early 2020 restaurant management platform Foodics raised a

US$20 million Series B funding round led by Sanabil Investments.US$20 million Series B funding round led by Sanabil Investments.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$146 m$146 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$1 bn$1 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$300 k$300 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$2.3 m$2.3 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$36.6 k$36.6 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

E-commerceE-commerce

One of the most important drivers of growth in theOne of the most important drivers of growth in the
country, E-commerce attracted 67% of overall funding forcountry, E-commerce attracted 67% of overall funding for
Saudi-based startups in the first half of 2020, more thanSaudi-based startups in the first half of 2020, more than
any other sub-sector. Amazon’s recent expansion intoany other sub-sector. Amazon’s recent expansion into
Saudi and the unicorn status of regional E-commerceSaudi and the unicorn status of regional E-commerce
giant Souk.com speak to the growth of the sub-sector.giant Souk.com speak to the growth of the sub-sector.
On-demand delivery service Mrsool placed aboveOn-demand delivery service Mrsool placed above
Facebook and Uber in the country’s list of top Apple storeFacebook and Uber in the country’s list of top Apple store
downloads in 2019. B2B marketplace Sary raised a $30.5downloads in 2019. B2B marketplace Sary raised a $30.5
million Series B round in May 2021.million Series B round in May 2021.

FintechFintech

Digital payments, credit scoring technologies, andDigital payments, credit scoring technologies, and
crowdfunding platforms, are a major strength of thecrowdfunding platforms, are a major strength of the
Kingdom’s Fintech startups. Fintech boasted 155 startupsKingdom’s Fintech startups. Fintech boasted 155 startups
in 2020 compared to 10 in 2018, and these startups raisedin 2020 compared to 10 in 2018, and these startups raised
approximately $168 million in the first half of 2021, aapproximately $168 million in the first half of 2021, a
massive jump from $30 million in 2016. Buy-now-pay-massive jump from $30 million in 2016. Buy-now-pay-
later startup Tamara announced a $110 million Series A inlater startup Tamara announced a $110 million Series A in
April 2021, the largest investment ever raised by a SaudiApril 2021, the largest investment ever raised by a Saudi
startup. Digital secure wallet STC Pay has raised a total ofstartup. Digital secure wallet STC Pay has raised a total of
$200 million in funding.$200 million in funding.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
RiyadhRiyadh

Access to FundingAccess to Funding
In 2019, the Saudi government allocated US$19.2 billion in stimulus toIn 2019, the Saudi government allocated US$19.2 billion in stimulus to

support small and medium enterprises. Two government-backedsupport small and medium enterprises. Two government-backed

funds of $1.1 billion and $750 million were also created to attractfunds of $1.1 billion and $750 million were also created to attract

private sector participation in private equity funds and ventureprivate sector participation in private equity funds and venture

capital. Finally, The Ministry of Communications and the Ministry ofcapital. Finally, The Ministry of Communications and the Ministry of

Labor & Social Development have set aside US$2.66 million toLabor & Social Development have set aside US$2.66 million to

support the tech sector. The Financial Technology Experimentalsupport the tech sector. The Financial Technology Experimental

Permit grants permission for the operation of equity crowdfundingPermit grants permission for the operation of equity crowdfunding

platforms in the Kingdom.platforms in the Kingdom.

Ease of Doing BusinessEase of Doing Business
The government’s Meras program provides the necessary servicesThe government’s Meras program provides the necessary services

to set up a business in a single day. The recently established SMEto set up a business in a single day. The recently established SME

Authority plans to review regulations, remove obstacles, andAuthority plans to review regulations, remove obstacles, and

facilitate access to funding for entrepreneurs.facilitate access to funding for entrepreneurs.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Saudi Venture Capital and PrivateSaudi Venture Capital and Private
Equity Association (SVCPEA)Equity Association (SVCPEA)

Saudi Arabia’s Venture Capital and PrivateSaudi Arabia’s Venture Capital and Private

Equity Association (VCPEA), an industryEquity Association (VCPEA), an industry

body representing the Kingdom’s privatebody representing the Kingdom’s private

equity and venture capital sector. Theequity and venture capital sector. The

association aims to foster closerassociation aims to foster closer

collaboration between innovative, highcollaboration between innovative, high

growth businesses and venture capital andgrowth businesses and venture capital and

private equity companies.private equity companies.  

MEMBERMEMBER



UAEUAE

SharjahSharjah
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Sharjah Entrepreneurship CenterSharjah Entrepreneurship Center

In just five years, Sheraa has led Sharjah’s development of a founder-focused ecosystemIn just five years, Sheraa has led Sharjah’s development of a founder-focused ecosystem

anchored in the belief that anyone is capable of bringing impactful change to their communityanchored in the belief that anyone is capable of bringing impactful change to their community

and the world.and the world.

Najla Al MidfaNajla Al Midfa
Chief Executive Officer, Sharjah Entrepreneurship Center (Sheraa)Chief Executive Officer, Sharjah Entrepreneurship Center (Sheraa)

““

HighlightsHighlights
With one of the most attractive investment climates and fastest-growing economies in MENA, SharjahWith one of the most attractive investment climates and fastest-growing economies in MENA, Sharjah

has attracted the attention of global investors and founders. Its strategic location in proximity tohas attracted the attention of global investors and founders. Its strategic location in proximity to

promising emerging markets, favorable business environment, and commitment to supporting startups haspromising emerging markets, favorable business environment, and commitment to supporting startups has

created a thriving innovation ecosystem. The emirate is home to several top-ranked higher educationcreated a thriving innovation ecosystem. The emirate is home to several top-ranked higher education

institutions and MENA’s fastest growing technopark, Sharjah Research Innovation and Technology Parkinstitutions and MENA’s fastest growing technopark, Sharjah Research Innovation and Technology Park

(SRTI Park). The Sharjah Entrepreneurship Center (Sheraa) launched in 2016 with a mandate to build a(SRTI Park). The Sharjah Entrepreneurship Center (Sheraa) launched in 2016 with a mandate to build a

world-class entrepreneurship ecosystem in Sharjah. It’s annual flagship event, the Sharjahworld-class entrepreneurship ecosystem in Sharjah. It’s annual flagship event, the Sharjah

Entrepreneurship Festival, nurtures a culture of innovation and cooperation in the ecosystem and hasEntrepreneurship Festival, nurtures a culture of innovation and cooperation in the ecosystem and has

become one of the region's largest entrepreneurship events. Sheraa recently launched the Sharjahbecome one of the region's largest entrepreneurship events. Sheraa recently launched the Sharjah

Startup Studio (S3), the first government-backed startup studio in the UAE. S3 supports social impactStartup Studio (S3), the first government-backed startup studio in the UAE. S3 supports social impact

entrepreneurs and operates under a revenue-sharing model, in which entrepreneurs receive $30,000 inentrepreneurs and operates under a revenue-sharing model, in which entrepreneurs receive $30,000 in

pre-seed funding but retain full ownership of their businesses. Investors’ confidence in Sharjah continuespre-seed funding but retain full ownership of their businesses. Investors’ confidence in Sharjah continues

to grow, with $220 million worth of projects initiating in 2020, a 60% increase between Q3 and Q4. Thisto grow, with $220 million worth of projects initiating in 2020, a 60% increase between Q3 and Q4. This

increase can be attributed to the ecosystem of support entities that help foreign investors access theincrease can be attributed to the ecosystem of support entities that help foreign investors access the

emirate, such as the Sharjah Investors Services Center (SAEED), an initiative of Sharjah FDI (Invest inemirate, such as the Sharjah Investors Services Center (SAEED), an initiative of Sharjah FDI (Invest in

Sharjah). The Sharjah Government has also committed around $500 million in R&D investment to solidifySharjah). The Sharjah Government has also committed around $500 million in R&D investment to solidify

the emirates’ potential as an innovation leader. This investment led to the launch of SRTI Park. whichthe emirates’ potential as an innovation leader. This investment led to the launch of SRTI Park. which

offers a full-service support system, Open Innovation Lab, and makerspace.offers a full-service support system, Open Innovation Lab, and makerspace.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

<$50 m<$50 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

<$100 m<$100 m
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$540 k$540 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$1.9 m$1.9 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$50.3 k$50.3 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

EdtechEdtech

US$20 million was invested in the Middle East’s EdtechUS$20 million was invested in the Middle East’s Edtech
sector in 2019. In 2020 the UAE allocated $2.8 billion tosector in 2019. In 2020 the UAE allocated $2.8 billion to
public higher education — roughly 15% of the totalpublic higher education — roughly 15% of the total
budget. Edtech is poised to grow, backed by thebudget. Edtech is poised to grow, backed by the
University City of Sharjah, one of the largest in theUniversity City of Sharjah, one of the largest in the
region. Sharjah is a pioneer in higher education, with 21region. Sharjah is a pioneer in higher education, with 21
institutions of higher learning, multidisciplinary centersinstitutions of higher learning, multidisciplinary centers
of excellence, and 30,000+ students with a digitalof excellence, and 30,000+ students with a digital
mindset and an appetite for quality Edtech solutions.mindset and an appetite for quality Edtech solutions.

Digital & Creative IndustriesDigital & Creative Industries

Sharjah's legacy as a global cultural crossroad has built aSharjah's legacy as a global cultural crossroad has built a
thriving ecosystem that champions pioneering startups inthriving ecosystem that champions pioneering startups in
publishing, digital content, and media. In 2019, Sharjahpublishing, digital content, and media. In 2019, Sharjah
was crowned UNESCO World Book Capital, and it haswas crowned UNESCO World Book Capital, and it has
two dedicated free zones - Sharjah Media City andtwo dedicated free zones - Sharjah Media City and
Sharjah Publishing City – which provide startup supportSharjah Publishing City – which provide startup support
programs that enable entrepreneurial growth in digitalprograms that enable entrepreneurial growth in digital
media and other sub-sectors, and attracted 100media and other sub-sectors, and attracted 100
companies from 23 countries in 2020.companies from 23 countries in 2020.

Advanced Manufacturing &Advanced Manufacturing &
RoboticsRobotics

With a strong manufacturing sector, Sharjah was rankedWith a strong manufacturing sector, Sharjah was ranked
the 8th fastest-growing city in the world from 2015 tothe 8th fastest-growing city in the world from 2015 to
2020 by the Economist Intelligence Unit. It recently2020 by the Economist Intelligence Unit. It recently
established an advanced manufacturing and roboticsestablished an advanced manufacturing and robotics
center of excellence at the $150 million Sharjah Researchcenter of excellence at the $150 million Sharjah Research
Innovation and Technology Park. The center will workInnovation and Technology Park. The center will work
with founders, small and medium enterprises, andwith founders, small and medium enterprises, and
academia to pilot advanced manufacturing and roboticsacademia to pilot advanced manufacturing and robotics
technologies in real-world demonstrations. technologies in real-world demonstrations. 
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Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
SharjahSharjah

Highly Skilled TalentHighly Skilled Talent
Sharjah’s University City is home to some of the region's finestSharjah’s University City is home to some of the region's finest

higher education institutions. With the city’s constant drive forhigher education institutions. With the city’s constant drive for

innovation, these institutions have incorporated entrepreneurialinnovation, these institutions have incorporated entrepreneurial

learning into their curriculums, graduating a talent pool with 21stlearning into their curriculums, graduating a talent pool with 21st

century skills. With over 30,000 students attending these elitecentury skills. With over 30,000 students attending these elite

universities, Sharjah has mass top-tier human capital available foruniversities, Sharjah has mass top-tier human capital available for

businesses looking to scale.businesses looking to scale.

Business-friendly RegulatoryBusiness-friendly Regulatory
EnvironmentEnvironment
A testbed for innovation and a launchpad for growth, Sharjah hasA testbed for innovation and a launchpad for growth, Sharjah has

one of the most secure and business-friendly regulatoryone of the most secure and business-friendly regulatory

environments for companies in the region. The Sharjahenvironments for companies in the region. The Sharjah

Entrepreneurship Center (Sheraa) and the Sharjah FDI OfficeEntrepreneurship Center (Sheraa) and the Sharjah FDI Office

(Invest in Sharjah) have partnered to launch an entrepreneurship(Invest in Sharjah) have partnered to launch an entrepreneurship

card giving startups access to business consulting, discountedcard giving startups access to business consulting, discounted

services, health insurance, and housing.services, health insurance, and housing.

Market Access and InfrastructureMarket Access and Infrastructure
Positioned at the nexus of Europe, Africa, and Asia and between thePositioned at the nexus of Europe, Africa, and Asia and between the

Arabian Gulf and the Indian Ocean, Sharjah provides a majorArabian Gulf and the Indian Ocean, Sharjah provides a major

advantage to both investors and entrepreneurs given the city’sadvantage to both investors and entrepreneurs given the city’s

robust infrastructure and proximity to some of the world’s fastestrobust infrastructure and proximity to some of the world’s fastest

growing economies in the MENA region.growing economies in the MENA region.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Sharjah Entrepreneurship CenterSharjah Entrepreneurship Center

At Sheraa, we believe in human potential.At Sheraa, we believe in human potential.

We have faith in humanity’s ability toWe have faith in humanity’s ability to

generate positive change, and we are on agenerate positive change, and we are on a

mission to unleash a generation ofmission to unleash a generation of

entrepreneurs who will build a betterentrepreneurs who will build a better

future for our societies and beyond.future for our societies and beyond.

MEMBERMEMBER
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Tel Aviv Tel Aviv 
Ecosystem rank and metrics for Tel Aviv - JerusalemEcosystem rank and metrics for Tel Aviv - Jerusalem

MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Tel Aviv GlobalTel Aviv Global

#7#7**

Tel Aviv has shown tremendous growth and maturity with many startups evolving intoTel Aviv has shown tremendous growth and maturity with many startups evolving into

scaleups, unicorns and public companies. As a leading global investment business, we arescaleups, unicorns and public companies. As a leading global investment business, we are

excited for the opportunities presented in one of the most dynamic and innovative markets inexcited for the opportunities presented in one of the most dynamic and innovative markets in

the world.the world.

Yifat OronYifat Oron
Senior Managing Director. Blackstone . Head of Tel Aviv OfficeSenior Managing Director. Blackstone . Head of Tel Aviv Office

““

HighlightsHighlights
Tel Aviv might be of modest size but Israel’s high-tech capital is one of the leading cities in the world forTel Aviv might be of modest size but Israel’s high-tech capital is one of the leading cities in the world for

innovation and technology. The beating heart of the “Startup Nation” boasts one startup for every 154innovation and technology. The beating heart of the “Startup Nation” boasts one startup for every 154

residents, the world’s highest ratio. Creative and experienced talent, a mix of local and internationalresidents, the world’s highest ratio. Creative and experienced talent, a mix of local and international

investors and 2,750 startups call this ecosystem home. The “Startup City” hosts 115 foreign R&D centersinvestors and 2,750 startups call this ecosystem home. The “Startup City” hosts 115 foreign R&D centers

with a vast range of multinational companies using the city as a base for innovation. The well known techwith a vast range of multinational companies using the city as a base for innovation. The well known tech

giants like Google, Microsoft, giants like Google, Microsoft, Facebook, Amazon and Apple, together with Nike, Mastercard, Ford,Facebook, Amazon and Apple, together with Nike, Mastercard, Ford,

booking.com, bosch, come for the talent and entrepreneurial spirit and benefits from the country’s highbooking.com, bosch, come for the talent and entrepreneurial spirit and benefits from the country’s high

expenditure on R&D - the second-highest rate of R&D spend per capita in the world. A recent surge in VCexpenditure on R&D - the second-highest rate of R&D spend per capita in the world. A recent surge in VC

money into Tel Aviv has only improved the conditions for growing companies. The ecosystem saw a 25%money into Tel Aviv has only improved the conditions for growing companies. The ecosystem saw a 25%

increase in capital raised in 2020, with over $6.8 billion flowing into its startups last year which doubledincrease in capital raised in 2020, with over $6.8 billion flowing into its startups last year which doubled

the number of unicorns in Tel Aviv. It is now home to more than 20 private companies worth more than $1the number of unicorns in Tel Aviv. It is now home to more than 20 private companies worth more than $1

billion. With rounds of $200 or $300 million not uncommon, local success stories are numerous and includebillion. With rounds of $200 or $300 million not uncommon, local success stories are numerous and include

Monday.com, which raised $150 million from Zoom and Salesforce in June 2021 as part of its IPO, andMonday.com, which raised $150 million from Zoom and Salesforce in June 2021 as part of its IPO, and

mobility-as-a-service startup Moovit, which was acquired by Intel for $900 million in May 2020. Notablemobility-as-a-service startup Moovit, which was acquired by Intel for $900 million in May 2020. Notable

ecosystem events include Axis Tel Aviv, DLD, Fintech Week, and CybertechGlobal which provide localecosystem events include Axis Tel Aviv, DLD, Fintech Week, and CybertechGlobal which provide local

entrepreneurs the opportunity to network with leading members of the international startup scene.entrepreneurs the opportunity to network with leading members of the international startup scene.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$4.5 bn$4.5 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$61.6 bn$61.6 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$1500 k$1500 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$5.8 m$5.8 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$90 k$90 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

Tel Aviv is seventh in the world by number of AI startups,Tel Aviv is seventh in the world by number of AI startups,
with 714 companies and a total of $3 billion invested inwith 714 companies and a total of $3 billion invested in
2020. 2020. A new AI plan calls for $1.6 billion to further growA new AI plan calls for $1.6 billion to further grow
the sub-sector over the next five years and has alreadythe sub-sector over the next five years and has already
unlocked initial funding of $168.2 million. In June 2021,unlocked initial funding of $168.2 million. In June 2021,
ZenCity, an AI solution for governments, raised $30ZenCity, an AI solution for governments, raised $30
million and digital adoption platform WalkMe raisedmillion and digital adoption platform WalkMe raised
$286.75 million in an IPO.$286.75 million in an IPO.

CybersecurityCybersecurity

2020 was a record-breaking year for Tel Aviv-based2020 was a record-breaking year for Tel Aviv-based
Cybersecurity companies, raising $2.9 billion in total. InCybersecurity companies, raising $2.9 billion in total. In
just Q1 2021, the sub-sector raised $1.5 billion across 17just Q1 2021, the sub-sector raised $1.5 billion across 17
deals. Three unicorns continued their growth in 2021,deals. Three unicorns continued their growth in 2021,
enterprise networking and security company Catoenterprise networking and security company Cato
Networks raised a total of $332 million, cloudNetworks raised a total of $332 million, cloud
infrastructure company Wiz raised a total of $350 millioninfrastructure company Wiz raised a total of $350 million
and Aqua Security raised a total of $265 million. Tel Avivand Aqua Security raised a total of $265 million. Tel Aviv
University hosts Cyber Week, one of the top cybersecurityUniversity hosts Cyber Week, one of the top cybersecurity
events in the world.events in the world.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
Tel AvivTel Aviv

Intellectual Property IncentivesIntellectual Property Incentives
A company that creates IP assets in Israel, or is willing to transferA company that creates IP assets in Israel, or is willing to transfer

some IP to Israel, is entitled to reduced corporate, dividend, andsome IP to Israel, is entitled to reduced corporate, dividend, and

capital gains tax rates. The country’s Angel's Law also provides taxcapital gains tax rates. The country’s Angel's Law also provides tax

benefits and deductions to single investors who invest in Israelibenefits and deductions to single investors who invest in Israeli

companies during their initial R&D (seed) stage.companies during their initial R&D (seed) stage.

Employment Aid ProgramsEmployment Aid Programs
The Israeli Ministry of Economy offers wage subsidies for newThe Israeli Ministry of Economy offers wage subsidies for new

employees for a specific period of up to several years dependingemployees for a specific period of up to several years depending

on the program. Subsidy rates range from 10% to 40% dependingon the program. Subsidy rates range from 10% to 40% depending

on the employee’s background (i.e. students, workers fromon the employee’s background (i.e. students, workers from

minority groups), and the amount of time the employee has beenminority groups), and the amount of time the employee has been

already working in the position.already working in the position.

R&D Grant ProgramsR&D Grant Programs
The Innovation Authority operates more than 40 R&D grant programsThe Innovation Authority operates more than 40 R&D grant programs

for multinational companies, individual entrepreneurs, researchfor multinational companies, individual entrepreneurs, research

institutions, and NGOs. The programs offer a unique, customized, andinstitutions, and NGOs. The programs offer a unique, customized, and

comprehensive incentive “toolbox,” including Innovation Labscomprehensive incentive “toolbox,” including Innovation Labs

programs, which offer up to a 50% deduction in R&D expenses forprograms, which offer up to a 50% deduction in R&D expenses for

specific sub-sectors.specific sub-sectors.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Tel Aviv GlobalTel Aviv Global

Tel Aviv Global & Tourism is a municipalTel Aviv Global & Tourism is a municipal

company that reports to the Mayor's Officecompany that reports to the Mayor's Office

at the Tel Aviv-Yafo Municipality. Itat the Tel Aviv-Yafo Municipality. It

facilitates the global quantum leap takenfacilitates the global quantum leap taken

by the city of Tel Aviv-Yafo in creatingby the city of Tel Aviv-Yafo in creating

economic and tourism growth.economic and tourism growth.  

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

Future Block CoworkingFuture Block Coworking   // Future Block ProgramsFuture Block Programs   // GeektimeGeektime   // Microsoft VenturesMicrosoft Ventures   // Microsoft for StartupsMicrosoft for Startups   // SOSASOSA   // Startup Nation CentralStartup Nation Central   // TechstarsTechstars



TunisiaTunisia

TunisiaTunisia
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Smart CapitalSmart Capital /  / Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations (CDC)Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations (CDC)

The recently launched Fund of Fund will help strengthen the role of the VC community andThe recently launched Fund of Fund will help strengthen the role of the VC community and

widen the opportunity for Tunisia based Startups to go global.widen the opportunity for Tunisia based Startups to go global.

Mr Alaya BettaiebMr Alaya Bettaieb
General Manager of Smart Capital The national operator of Startup Tunisia initiativeGeneral Manager of Smart Capital The national operator of Startup Tunisia initiative

““

HighlightsHighlights
With 39% of its increasingly educated and urban population under the age of 24, Tunisia was ranked theWith 39% of its increasingly educated and urban population under the age of 24, Tunisia was ranked the

most innovative country in Africa by the Bloomberg Innovation Index. It has been ranked first in Africa formost innovative country in Africa by the Bloomberg Innovation Index. It has been ranked first in Africa for

the quality of its entrepreneurial environment. Startup investment in Tunisia increased 31% between 2017the quality of its entrepreneurial environment. Startup investment in Tunisia increased 31% between 2017

to 2021, totalling US$38.2 million across 54 deals in the 2020-21 period. Tunisia has long been an exporterto 2021, totalling US$38.2 million across 54 deals in the 2020-21 period. Tunisia has long been an exporter

of talent, but increasingly the country has focused on capitalizing on its local human capital. GoMyCode, aof talent, but increasingly the country has focused on capitalizing on its local human capital. GoMyCode, a

fast-growing coding school, has trained 5,000 developers and opened three local offices, and launchedfast-growing coding school, has trained 5,000 developers and opened three local offices, and launched

branches in Morocco and Algeria. Innov’i – EU4Innovation is a 5-year program aimed at strengthening thebranches in Morocco and Algeria. Innov’i – EU4Innovation is a 5-year program aimed at strengthening the

innovation ecosystem in Tunisia. Major regulatory improvements in Tunisia include the 2018 Startup Act,innovation ecosystem in Tunisia. Major regulatory improvements in Tunisia include the 2018 Startup Act,

designed to spur innovation, foster entrepreneurship and transform the country into a "Startup Nation.”designed to spur innovation, foster entrepreneurship and transform the country into a "Startup Nation.”

The law simplified the process of launching a startup, consolidated hubs and created a €200 million “FundThe law simplified the process of launching a startup, consolidated hubs and created a €200 million “Fund

of Funds”. The “Startup Tunisia" initiative aims to create 1,000 startups by 2024. These efforts have begunof Funds”. The “Startup Tunisia" initiative aims to create 1,000 startups by 2024. These efforts have begun

paying off in the form of ecosystem success stories. Tunisian-French SaaS startup Expensya raised apaying off in the form of ecosystem success stories. Tunisian-French SaaS startup Expensya raised a

US$20 million Series B round in April 2021. Tunisia-founded Instadeep has raised US$7 million and wasUS$20 million Series B round in April 2021. Tunisia-founded Instadeep has raised US$7 million and was

nominated as one of the 100 most promising AI startups in the world. It recently partnered with BioNTechnominated as one of the 100 most promising AI startups in the world. It recently partnered with BioNTech

to support the discovery and development of novel immunotherapies, including against COVID-19.to support the discovery and development of novel immunotherapies, including against COVID-19.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$6.7 m$6.7 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$80 m$80 m
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$70 k$70 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$0.15 m$0.15 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$8.3 k$8.3 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

Artificial IntelligenceArtificial Intelligence

In 2016, the Tunisian government set out its 5-yearIn 2016, the Tunisian government set out its 5-year
development plan for AI. In 2019 the country was rankeddevelopment plan for AI. In 2019 the country was ranked
54th in the world for government AI readiness by the54th in the world for government AI readiness by the
Oxford Insights Foundation and the InternationalOxford Insights Foundation and the International
Development Research Centre. In July 2021 the AfricaDevelopment Research Centre. In July 2021 the Africa
Internet of Things (IoT) and Artificial Intelligence (AI)Internet of Things (IoT) and Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Challenge was launched in Tunisia to encourage youngChallenge was launched in Tunisia to encourage young
African innovators to address these sub-sectors. Tunisia’sAfrican innovators to address these sub-sectors. Tunisia’s
first-ever national open data hackathon was held in 2020first-ever national open data hackathon was held in 2020
with the support of the World Bank. with the support of the World Bank. 

Life SciencesLife Sciences

Tunisia announced an agreement with Britain toTunisia announced an agreement with Britain to
collaborate on the development of medicines in Tunisia incollaborate on the development of medicines in Tunisia in
February 2021. In 2020, Make-IT in Africa, TunisianFebruary 2021. In 2020, Make-IT in Africa, Tunisian
Startups, and the Tunisia Ministry of Higher Education,Startups, and the Tunisia Ministry of Higher Education,
and Scientific Research together launched the HealthTechand Scientific Research together launched the HealthTech
Challenge COVID-19 to encourage all ecosystem playersChallenge COVID-19 to encourage all ecosystem players
to join Tunisia’s fight against COVID-19. The Sfaxto join Tunisia’s fight against COVID-19. The Sfax
Technology Park-based cluster "HealthTECH" willTechnology Park-based cluster "HealthTECH" will
represent Tunisia in the European "BETTEReHEALTH"represent Tunisia in the European "BETTEReHEALTH"
project aimed at supporting the deployment of e-healthproject aimed at supporting the deployment of e-health
in Africa. in Africa. 
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Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
TunisiaTunisia

Ideal LocationIdeal Location
Tunisia enjoys a privileged geographical position at the junction ofTunisia enjoys a privileged geographical position at the junction of

the eastern and western Mediterranean basin, making it a regionalthe eastern and western Mediterranean basin, making it a regional

hub for investment, trade, and production. Sharing a border withhub for investment, trade, and production. Sharing a border with

Algeria and Libya, and an under three hour flight from EuropeanAlgeria and Libya, and an under three hour flight from European

capitals and major Middle Eastern cities, Tunisia is at the heart of thecapitals and major Middle Eastern cities, Tunisia is at the heart of the

Euro-Mediterranean logistic chain and provides a market of 500Euro-Mediterranean logistic chain and provides a market of 500

million consumers. million consumers. 

Educated TalentEducated Talent
The education system in Tunisia produces graduates armed withThe education system in Tunisia produces graduates armed with

the linguistic, technical, communication, and behavioral skillsthe linguistic, technical, communication, and behavioral skills

necessary to work for foreign companies. The country producesnecessary to work for foreign companies. The country produces

325,000 students per year, including 65,000 multilingual university325,000 students per year, including 65,000 multilingual university

graduates, 12,000 graduates in ICT, and 20,000 graduates ingraduates, 12,000 graduates in ICT, and 20,000 graduates in

engineering. 35% of the population reaches tertiary education. engineering. 35% of the population reaches tertiary education. 

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
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Smart CapitalSmart Capital

SMART CAPITAL, a management companySMART CAPITAL, a management company

approved by the Financial Markets Council,approved by the Financial Markets Council,

is in charge of the implementation ofis in charge of the implementation of

STARTUP TUNISIA with its 3 components,STARTUP TUNISIA with its 3 components,

Startup Act the law and its incentives,Startup Act the law and its incentives,

Startup Invest nurturing the fundingStartup Invest nurturing the funding

mechanisms, and the Startup Ecosystemmechanisms, and the Startup Ecosystem

backing supporting structures such asbacking supporting structures such as

incubators, accelerators and Startupincubators, accelerators and Startup

studios. Smart Capital operates under thestudios. Smart Capital operates under the

authority of both the Ministry ofauthority of both the Ministry of

Communication Technologies and DigitalCommunication Technologies and Digital

Transition and the Ministry of Economy,Transition and the Ministry of Economy,

Finance and Support for Investment. ItsFinance and Support for Investment. Its

mission is to deploy the STARTUP TUNISIAmission is to deploy the STARTUP TUNISIA

initiative.initiative.  

MEMBERMEMBER

Caisse des Dépôts et ConsignationsCaisse des Dépôts et Consignations
(CDC)(CDC)

Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations (CDC)Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations (CDC)

is a public institution, created in 2011, asis a public institution, created in 2011, as

the Private Equity arm of the governmentthe Private Equity arm of the government

supporting state policies in sustainablesupporting state policies in sustainable

development goals and projects. The CDCdevelopment goals and projects. The CDC

distinguishes itself by its unique economicdistinguishes itself by its unique economic

model characterized by its mode ofmodel characterized by its mode of

governance, its investment doctrine and itsgovernance, its investment doctrine and its

risk management. Its status gives it therisk management. Its status gives it the

role of key player in the economic androle of key player in the economic and

social development of Tunisia to serve thesocial development of Tunisia to serve the

interest on a long-term horizon.interest on a long-term horizon.  

MEMBERMEMBER
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North America’s startup community is in the midst 
of generational change. Established and emerging 
ecosystems are adjusting to a new era of entrepreneurship 
birthed	from	the	side	effects	of	the	COVID-19	pandemic.	
Influencing	factors	include	the	decentralization	of	work,	
mass job losses, and a surge of diverse founders with 
distinctive needs and motivations.

The	widespread	exodus	from	offices	in	2020	normalized	
a work-from-anywhere culture and allowed millions of 
North Americans to relocate from metropolitan cities 
to smaller communities. As more entrepreneurs and 
their employees shift to remote work, vibrant startup 
ecosystems are emerging in communities of all sizes. 
Consider Montreal, which climbed four spots in the GSER 
ranks. Or Kansas City, which now claims a spot in the 
GSER’s Top 100 that it did not hold two years ago. At the 
Global Entrepreneurship Network, we are also seeing 
new demand to support and connect founders in areas 
not	(yet)	represented	in	the	GSER.	That	includes	Hawaii	

JEFF HOFFMAN

Jeff Hoffman is an award-winning entrepreneur, 
investor, philanthropist, and chairman of the 
Global Entrepreneurship Network. He has led 
several successful startups, including Priceline.
com/Booking.com and uBid.com.

The North American Startup Ecosystem 
In A Post-Pandemic Era

where,	in	2021,	all	five	counties	will	participate	in	Global	
Entrepreneurship	Week	for	the	first	time.

Equally	influential	is	the	diverse	cohort	of	entrepreneurs	
who have started companies in recent years. After record 
job losses in 2020, millions of North Americans considered 
entrepreneurship	for	the	first	time.	In	the	United	States	
alone, more than 551,000 startup applications were 
filed	in	July	2020,	a	96%	increase	from	the	same	month	
in 2019. While many of these founders were motivated 
by innovative ideas, new market opportunities, and 
newfound	time,	research	from	the	Kauffman	Foundation	
shows that the “opportunity share” of new entrepreneurs 
dropped 17% in 2020, suggesting a sharp increase in 
those starting businesses out of necessity to replace 
lost income.

Diverse genders, races, education levels, and professional 
backgrounds are represented in this group of new 
founders. The rate of new entrepreneurs grew across 

Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2021 This contributed article was prepared by the author in a personal capacity. The 
opinions expressed in this article are the author’s own and do not necessarily 
reflect the views or position of Startup Genome.

https://startupgenome.com/
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demographics, with the highest jumps among the Latino, 
Black, and immigrant communities, as well as among 
those with less than a high school education, according 
to	Kauffman.	These	entrepreneurs	are	bringing	unique	
perspectives and a fundamental mindset shift about 
what it takes to build the more resilient, inclusive, and 
sustainable entrepreneurial ecosystems needed for a 
strong post-pandemic economy.

As a result, we are starting to see market-driven demand 
for more accessible startup resources, such as investment 
and	other	financial	support,	for	founders	in	communities	
traditionally underserved by the entrepreneurial support 
ecosystem. In 2020 and 2021 the Global Entrepreneurship 
Network partnered with Hello Alice; global investment 
firm	KKR;	and	Baltimore	Gas	and	Electric	(BGE)	to	provide	
over $3 million in emergency funds to entrepreneurs. 
I am proud to report that approximately two-thirds of 
the recipients of that money are female, and more than 
half are of diverse ethnicities. That is just one example 
of	greater	representation	in	founder	financing.	But	it	is	a	
hopeful one that signals growing inclusion in the broader 
startup ecosystem.

Entrepreneurs and the skills and ideas they hold are 
North America’s greatest asset as we strive to build back 
our economy stronger than before. Highly intelligent, 
industrious, and innovative founders—whether or not 
they are new to entrepreneurship—are saying, “Let’s 
go.” They are eager to put in the work to create jobs, 

opportunities, and wealth for themselves and others. 
The startup ecosystems that adapt to their needs and 
to the needs of the post-pandemic economy will leave 
a	strong	legacy	in	what	is	sure	to	be	a	defining	period	in	
world history.

https://startupgenome.com/
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Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2021

North America Insights & Rankings

Key Findings
• North	America	contributed	more	than	50%	of	global	startup	Ecosystem	Value	

for the second year in a row.

• Silicon	Valley, New York City, Boston, and Los Angeles alone contribute more 
than	70%	to	North	America’s	total	Ecosystem	Value.

• North America saw a 20% increase in the number of exits above $50 million 
in 2020 and a 35% increase in the number of exits in excess of $100 million.

• North America produced more than 60% of global unicorns in 2020.

• When it comes to the Funding and Talent & Experience Success Factors, four 
out of the Top 5 ecosystems are from North America (Silicon	Valley, New 
York City, Los Angeles, and Boston).

• Nine of the Top 20 Global Ecosystems are from North America.

Top 5 Performers

#1
Silicon	Valley

#4
Los Angeles

#2
New York City

#5
Seattle

#3
Boston

Top Regional Challengers

#5
Minneapolis

#3
Portland

#1
Miami

#4
Houston

#2
Detroit

The Top Performers are identified by applying our Global Ranking methodology within a specific region, while the Regional Challengers are identified using the Emerging Ecosystems methodology.

https://startupgenome.com/
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Austin Austin #20#20
As the Austin startup ecosystem has matured, our work at Tech Ranch has evolved to connectAs the Austin startup ecosystem has matured, our work at Tech Ranch has evolved to connect

this ecosystem's future to the world, especially around the areas that have developed in Austinthis ecosystem's future to the world, especially around the areas that have developed in Austin

around impact innovation.around impact innovation.

Kevin KoymKevin Koym
CEO and Founder of Tech Ranch AustinCEO and Founder of Tech Ranch Austin

““

HighlightsHighlights
Thanks to coronavirus disruption and the rise of remote work, many founders and tech workers have beenThanks to coronavirus disruption and the rise of remote work, many founders and tech workers have been

reconsidering where they want to live this past year. Austin has been a popular choice among thosereconsidering where they want to live this past year. Austin has been a popular choice among those

relocating from other ecosystems. Austin is home to dozens of IT companies, including behemoths likerelocating from other ecosystems. Austin is home to dozens of IT companies, including behemoths like

Cell, IBM, and Google, 15 startup incubators, and at least 85 pharmaceutical and biotech corporations. TeslaCell, IBM, and Google, 15 startup incubators, and at least 85 pharmaceutical and biotech corporations. Tesla

set up a gigafactory in Austin and plans to employ more than 5,000 employees, making it Austin’s largestset up a gigafactory in Austin and plans to employ more than 5,000 employees, making it Austin’s largest

tech employer. (Tesla’s founder, Elon Musk, was among those who recently relocated from Silicon Valleytech employer. (Tesla’s founder, Elon Musk, was among those who recently relocated from Silicon Valley

to Texas.) The city boasts a moderate cost of living, a high quality of life, and a lively cultural scene. It alsoto Texas.) The city boasts a moderate cost of living, a high quality of life, and a lively cultural scene. It also

hosts two world-class startup events. SXSW South by Southwest is an annual showcase hosts two world-class startup events. SXSW South by Southwest is an annual showcase of the best inof the best in

music, independent film, and interactive technologies that draws hundreds of thousands of attendees eachmusic, independent film, and interactive technologies that draws hundreds of thousands of attendees each

year, including internationally prominent entrepreneurs and celebrities. Austin Startup Week is a five-dayyear, including internationally prominent entrepreneurs and celebrities. Austin Startup Week is a five-day

exhibition where entrepreneurs, investors and other startup insiders gather to connect and collaborate.exhibition where entrepreneurs, investors and other startup insiders gather to connect and collaborate.

VCs poured $2.26 billion into Austin startups in 2020. Impressive local success stories include Workrise, aVCs poured $2.26 billion into Austin startups in 2020. Impressive local success stories include Workrise, a

maker of workforce management solutions, that has raised more than $750 million to date and currentlymaker of workforce management solutions, that has raised more than $750 million to date and currently

has a valuation of $2.9 billion. Telemedicine startup Wheel closed $50 million in funding in May 2021.has a valuation of $2.9 billion. Telemedicine startup Wheel closed $50 million in funding in May 2021.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$1.9 bn$1.9 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$19.8 bn$19.8 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$640 k$640 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$5.4 m$5.4 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$86 k$86 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

CybersecurityCybersecurity

With cybersecurity concerns frequently in the headlines,With cybersecurity concerns frequently in the headlines,
Austin’s many Cybersecurity bootcamps, including TheAustin’s many Cybersecurity bootcamps, including The
Cybersecurity Boot Camp at UT Austin, Evolve Security,Cybersecurity Boot Camp at UT Austin, Evolve Security,
FutureLearn and Heimdal Security, are training talent forFutureLearn and Heimdal Security, are training talent for
jobs in the field. Area Cybersecurity startups are alsojobs in the field. Area Cybersecurity startups are also
attracting the attention of investors. Cloud videoattracting the attention of investors. Cloud video
surveillance firm Eagle Eye Networks raised $40 million insurveillance firm Eagle Eye Networks raised $40 million in
October 2020. Living Security landed a $14 million SeriesOctober 2020. Living Security landed a $14 million Series
B in March 2021. Anti-fraud platform SpyCloud raised $30B in March 2021. Anti-fraud platform SpyCloud raised $30
million in August 2020.million in August 2020.

CleantechCleantech

An established center for Cleantech, Austin has over 200An established center for Cleantech, Austin has over 200
Cleantech companies that employ ~20,000 people.Cleantech companies that employ ~20,000 people.
University of Texas at Austin is one of the world’sUniversity of Texas at Austin is one of the world’s
preeminent energy research institutions, while Thepreeminent energy research institutions, while The
University of Texas Clean Energy Incubator provides localUniversity of Texas Clean Energy Incubator provides local
Cleantech startups with resources to grow. Pecan StreetCleantech startups with resources to grow. Pecan Street
Research Institut acts as a testbed for new smart gridResearch Institut acts as a testbed for new smart grid
technologies. Local success stories include Modernize,technologies. Local success stories include Modernize,
Hylliion, Ambiq Micro, and Bractlet.Hylliion, Ambiq Micro, and Bractlet.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
AustinAustin

Growing Job MarketGrowing Job Market
Talent from across the U.S. is attracted to Austin by its red hot jobTalent from across the U.S. is attracted to Austin by its red hot job

market. Thanks to the region’s mix of established businesses, SMEs,market. Thanks to the region’s mix of established businesses, SMEs,

and tech startups, workers make 10 percent more than the nationaland tech startups, workers make 10 percent more than the national

average, luring some of the nation’s best talent and ensuring growingaverage, luring some of the nation’s best talent and ensuring growing

companies a steady stream of skilled workers.companies a steady stream of skilled workers.

Low Cost of LivingLow Cost of Living
Austin is not the lowest cost of living city in America, but prices inAustin is not the lowest cost of living city in America, but prices in

the city compare favorably to many much the city compare favorably to many much higher priced startuphigher priced startup

hubs. Combined with the area’s relatively high median incomes ofhubs. Combined with the area’s relatively high median incomes of

$74,860 and relatively low rents (the average monthly cost of a$74,860 and relatively low rents (the average monthly cost of a

one bedroom is $1,068) this makes Austin feel like a steal to manyone bedroom is $1,068) this makes Austin feel like a steal to many

transplants from expensive coastal cities.transplants from expensive coastal cities.

Quality of LifeQuality of Life
In addition to its economic attractions, Austin is also famed for itsIn addition to its economic attractions, Austin is also famed for its

bustling cultural scene and high quality of life. Billed as the Livebustling cultural scene and high quality of life. Billed as the Live

Music Capital of the World, the city is bursting with bars, restaurants,Music Capital of the World, the city is bursting with bars, restaurants,

and concerts. Austin also hosts several world-class festivals, mostand concerts. Austin also hosts several world-class festivals, most

notably South by Southwest and Austin City Limits. notably South by Southwest and Austin City Limits. 

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

3 Day Startup3 Day Startup   // Austin Technology IncubatorAustin Technology Incubator   // BuiltINBuiltIN   // Capital FactoryCapital Factory   // Central Texas Angel NetworkCentral Texas Angel Network   // St. Edward’s UniversitySt. Edward’s University   // Tech RanchTech Ranch   // Techstars AustinTechstars Austin   // University of Texas AustinUniversity of Texas Austin   //

WeWorkWeWork



United StatesUnited States

Boston Boston #5#5
Boston is home to a buzzing startup ecosystem across many sectors—cleantech, biotech, andBoston is home to a buzzing startup ecosystem across many sectors—cleantech, biotech, and

robotics. We strongly believe that our regional community thrives because of all therobotics. We strongly believe that our regional community thrives because of all the

stakeholders that are committed to supporting local, early-stage companies.stakeholders that are committed to supporting local, early-stage companies.

Dr. Emily ReichertDr. Emily Reichert
CEO at Greentown LabsCEO at Greentown Labs

““

HighlightsHighlights
Boston is home to exceptional tech talent and a storied history of innovation, particularly in biotech, butBoston is home to exceptional tech talent and a storied history of innovation, particularly in biotech, but

what really sets the city’s startup ecosystem apart is its positive climate for women. In Massachusettswhat really sets the city’s startup ecosystem apart is its positive climate for women. In Massachusetts

generally the number of women in tech grew at a 21.4% rate between 2009 and 2013, putting the stategenerally the number of women in tech grew at a 21.4% rate between 2009 and 2013, putting the state

second nationally by this measure. In Boston specifically, 29% of startup founders are female, second onlysecond nationally by this measure. In Boston specifically, 29% of startup founders are female, second only

to Chicago, according to the Global Startup Ecosystem Ranking report. The leaders of several localto Chicago, according to the Global Startup Ecosystem Ranking report. The leaders of several local

ecosystem standouts such as Care.com are female, and when a local journalist recently attempted to pullecosystem standouts such as Care.com are female, and when a local journalist recently attempted to pull

together an exhaustive list of Boston startups led by women that raised venture funding in the previoustogether an exhaustive list of Boston startups led by women that raised venture funding in the previous

decade, the crowdsourced effort came up with 164 women at 154 companies. The prominence of femaledecade, the crowdsourced effort came up with 164 women at 154 companies. The prominence of female

founders shows up in the statistics on where VC dollars are going. According to Alice Rossiter, founder offounders shows up in the statistics on where VC dollars are going. According to Alice Rossiter, founder of

live stream experience startup Alice’s Table, in Boston more than 10% of companies “invested in by somelive stream experience startup Alice’s Table, in Boston more than 10% of companies “invested in by some

top venture capital firms are women founded.” Crunchbase puts the figure at 9%. Whichever number istop venture capital firms are women founded.” Crunchbase puts the figure at 9%. Whichever number is

correct, both favorably compare to a national average of 3% of VC dollars going to female founders.correct, both favorably compare to a national average of 3% of VC dollars going to female founders.

Boston is also home to several women-founded venture capital firms like Boston Seed Capital, VictressBoston is also home to several women-founded venture capital firms like Boston Seed Capital, Victress

Capital, and Glasswing Ventures.Capital, and Glasswing Ventures.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$6.4 bn$6.4 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$133 bn$133 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$1000 k$1000 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$6 m$6 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$90.8 k$90.8 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

Life SciencesLife Sciences

Boston has more than 1,100 Life Sciences companies,Boston has more than 1,100 Life Sciences companies,
seven teaching hospitals, and five of the top six NIH-seven teaching hospitals, and five of the top six NIH-
funded independent hospitals in the U.S. MLSC runs a $1funded independent hospitals in the U.S. MLSC runs a $1
billion Life Sciences Initiative, which provides researchbillion Life Sciences Initiative, which provides research
grants, accelerator loans, tax incentives, etc. Bostongrants, accelerator loans, tax incentives, etc. Boston
Biotech companies pulled in a little over $616 million inBiotech companies pulled in a little over $616 million in
total in March 2021. Notable successes include cancertotal in March 2021. Notable successes include cancer
early detection startup Mercy BioAnalytics’s $27.3 millionearly detection startup Mercy BioAnalytics’s $27.3 million
raise in January 2021, and machine learning based pharmaraise in January 2021, and machine learning based pharma
company Reverie Labs’s $25 million Series A round incompany Reverie Labs’s $25 million Series A round in
February 2021.February 2021.

Advanced Manufacturing &Advanced Manufacturing &
RoboticsRobotics

Boston has access to world-class talent from institutionsBoston has access to world-class talent from institutions
like MIT and Harvard. Robotics companies employ morelike MIT and Harvard. Robotics companies employ more
than 4,700 people. The city is also bringing more accessthan 4,700 people. The city is also bringing more access
to technology in classrooms through makerspaces and 3Dto technology in classrooms through makerspaces and 3D
printing facilities. The sub-sector had a strong start to theprinting facilities. The sub-sector had a strong start to the
year, with Locus Robotics now a unicorn after its $150year, with Locus Robotics now a unicorn after its $150
million Series E raised in February, followed by anothermillion Series E raised in February, followed by another
$50 million Series A round in September.$50 million Series A round in September.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
BostonBoston

Tech TalentTech Talent
The Boston region is home to around 60 colleges and universities,The Boston region is home to around 60 colleges and universities,

including world-leading institutions such as Harvard and MIT. It’s noincluding world-leading institutions such as Harvard and MIT. It’s no

surprise then that Boston made the top 10 markets in the U.S. andsurprise then that Boston made the top 10 markets in the U.S. and

Canada for technology talent, according to CBRE’s annual “ScoringCanada for technology talent, according to CBRE’s annual “Scoring

Tech Talent” report. The particular focus on engineering at many ofTech Talent” report. The particular focus on engineering at many of

these universities produces a steady flow of highly qualifiedthese universities produces a steady flow of highly qualified

engineers for area startups.engineers for area startups.

Access to Venture CapitalAccess to Venture Capital
Boston, just behind Silicon Valley, consistently ranks towards theBoston, just behind Silicon Valley, consistently ranks towards the

top of lists of most venture capital invested per capita in the U.S.top of lists of most venture capital invested per capita in the U.S.

The city is also home to many angel and super angel groups,The city is also home to many angel and super angel groups,

creating a broad range of seed stage funding options for founders.creating a broad range of seed stage funding options for founders.

Funding Research and DevelopmentFunding Research and Development
Several institutions outside of the universities also invest heavily inSeveral institutions outside of the universities also invest heavily in

R&D in the Boston area. CARB-X pledged to invest up to $550 millionR&D in the Boston area. CARB-X pledged to invest up to $550 million

in antibacterial R&D between 2016 and 2021, while restaurantin antibacterial R&D between 2016 and 2021, while restaurant

technology company Toast is set to invest $1 billion in hardware andtechnology company Toast is set to invest $1 billion in hardware and

software R&D over five years.software R&D over five years.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

4GenNow4GenNow   // Cambridge Innovation CenterCambridge Innovation Center   // Capital networkCapital network   // Mass ChallengeMass Challenge   // PitchfullPitchfull



CanadaCanada

CalgaryCalgary
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Platform CalgaryPlatform Calgary /  / Calgary Economic DevelopmentCalgary Economic Development

As someone who has been on the leadership team of three Calgary tech unicorns while alsoAs someone who has been on the leadership team of three Calgary tech unicorns while also

bringing up my young family, I can vouch for this city as a great place to start and grow yourbringing up my young family, I can vouch for this city as a great place to start and grow your

business!business!

Kelly SchmittKelly Schmitt
CEO of BenevityCEO of Benevity

““

HighlightsHighlights
Calgary, Canada’s capital of energy and entrepreneurship, is rapidly transforming into a global tech hub. InCalgary, Canada’s capital of energy and entrepreneurship, is rapidly transforming into a global tech hub. In

2020, Alberta tech startups attracted a record 2020, Alberta tech startups attracted a record $455M in venture capital$455M in venture capital -- a 100 per cent increase from -- a 100 per cent increase from

the previous year. Of that total, Calgary companies captured $353M over 33 venture deals. Calgary’sthe previous year. Of that total, Calgary companies captured $353M over 33 venture deals. Calgary’s

business community is also actively investing in the city’s digital transformation. Between 2021 to 2024,business community is also actively investing in the city’s digital transformation. Between 2021 to 2024,

local companies are forecasted to spend $7.5 billion on innovation infrastructure. Much of this explainslocal companies are forecasted to spend $7.5 billion on innovation infrastructure. Much of this explains

why the why the CBRE Scoring Tech Talent reportCBRE Scoring Tech Talent report  recently ranked Calgary as one of the fastest growing tech recently ranked Calgary as one of the fastest growing tech

talent pools in North America. Our startup support ecosystem collaborates extensively, rallying around atalent pools in North America. Our startup support ecosystem collaborates extensively, rallying around a

collective goal to triple the size of the tech sector to create 30,000 new jobs by 2031. The innovationcollective goal to triple the size of the tech sector to create 30,000 new jobs by 2031. The innovation

ecosystem is further strengthened by the clear support of all orders of government through ecosystem is further strengthened by the clear support of all orders of government through investmentsinvestments

in the acceleration of the ecosystem, the creation of in the acceleration of the ecosystem, the creation of collaborative programmingcollaborative programming, and the development of, and the development of

a provincial innovation strategy. Ongoing partnerships between government, industry, and non-profitsa provincial innovation strategy. Ongoing partnerships between government, industry, and non-profits

continue to make Calgary a business-friendly city that welcomes the world. Anchored by the new continue to make Calgary a business-friendly city that welcomes the world. Anchored by the new PlatformPlatform

Innovation CentreInnovation Centre in the city’s core, Calgary’s innovation district is now the home of the city’s startup in the city’s core, Calgary’s innovation district is now the home of the city’s startup

community and the catalyst ensuring Calgary’s innovation future.community and the catalyst ensuring Calgary’s innovation future.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$172 m$172 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$1.5 bn$1.5 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$762 k$762 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$2.4 m$2.4 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$73 k$73 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

CleantechCleantech

Home to Canada’s energy sector, Calgary is a premierHome to Canada’s energy sector, Calgary is a premier
North American green energy hub and one of the top 15North American green energy hub and one of the top 15
cleantech markets globally. It also houses over 70% ofcleantech markets globally. It also houses over 70% of
Alberta’s cleantech firms which are backed by progressiveAlberta’s cleantech firms which are backed by progressive
government policy and grants to build innovations thatgovernment policy and grants to build innovations that
reduce the environmental footprint of various industries.reduce the environmental footprint of various industries.
Summit NanotechSummit Nanotech recently closed a US$10 million Series recently closed a US$10 million Series
A financing, while geothermal startup A financing, while geothermal startup EavorEavor raised $40 raised $40
million in March, with investments from BP and Chevron.million in March, with investments from BP and Chevron.

FintechFintech

Calgary is a fast-growing fintech hub, developingCalgary is a fast-growing fintech hub, developing
solutions in debt management, insurtech, and paytechsolutions in debt management, insurtech, and paytech
that attract capital and world-class talent. Building on thethat attract capital and world-class talent. Building on the
momentum of the $1B acquisition of momentum of the $1B acquisition of Solium CapitalSolium Capital by by
Morgan Stanley Shareworks, recent narwhal Morgan Stanley Shareworks, recent narwhal SymendSymend and and
challenger bank challenger bank Neo FinancialNeo Financial have raised over $145M have raised over $145M
combined, breaking Series A and B funding records andcombined, breaking Series A and B funding records and
cementing Calgary’s opportunity to grow and scalecementing Calgary’s opportunity to grow and scale
fintech startups.fintech startups.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
CalgaryCalgary

Low cost of doing businessLow cost of doing business
Calgary is a transportation hub with connections to global marketsCalgary is a transportation hub with connections to global markets

and offers cost advantages like the lowest corporate tax rate inand offers cost advantages like the lowest corporate tax rate in

Canada, no payroll tax, health care premiums or provincial sales tax.Canada, no payroll tax, health care premiums or provincial sales tax.

Energy and real estate cost far less than in other large CanadianEnergy and real estate cost far less than in other large Canadian

cities. The City also waived or froze business and developmentcities. The City also waived or froze business and development

permit fees until 2023, as part of the Council’s plan to provide CADpermit fees until 2023, as part of the Council’s plan to provide CAD

30 million in relief for businesses.30 million in relief for businesses.

Welcoming global talentWelcoming global talent
Calgary, the 3rd most multicultural city in Canada, attracts andCalgary, the 3rd most multicultural city in Canada, attracts and

retains top minds. Federal programs including the retains top minds. Federal programs including the Global TalentGlobal Talent

StreamStream designed to expedite visas, and the  designed to expedite visas, and the Startup Visa programStartup Visa program,,

combined with livability, helped Calgary welcome newcomers fromcombined with livability, helped Calgary welcome newcomers from

150 countries in the last decade and enabled growth-stage150 countries in the last decade and enabled growth-stage

startups to move to Calgary and scale globally.startups to move to Calgary and scale globally.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Platform CalgaryPlatform Calgary

We’re building shared prosperity byWe’re building shared prosperity by

working to engage, activate and globalizeworking to engage, activate and globalize

Calgary’s innovation ecosystem - buildingCalgary’s innovation ecosystem - building

upon our city’s potential to become aupon our city’s potential to become a

global hub for startups and innovation.global hub for startups and innovation.

MEMBERMEMBER

Calgary Economic DevelopmentCalgary Economic Development

Calgary Economic Development works withCalgary Economic Development works with

business, government and communitybusiness, government and community

partners to position Calgary as the locationpartners to position Calgary as the location

of choice for the purpose of attractingof choice for the purpose of attracting

business investment, fostering trade andbusiness investment, fostering trade and

growing Calgary’s workforce.growing Calgary’s workforce.

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

A100A100   // Alberta Enterprise CorporationAlberta Enterprise Corporation   // Alberta Innovation CorridorAlberta Innovation Corridor   // Bow Valley CollegeBow Valley College   // Calgary Innovation CoalitionCalgary Innovation Coalition   // Creative Destruction Lab - RockiesCreative Destruction Lab - Rockies   // Innovate CalgaryInnovate Calgary   //

Mount Royal University, Institute for Innovation and EntrepreneurshipMount Royal University, Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurship   // National Angel Capital OrganizationNational Angel Capital Organization   // Rainforest AlbertaRainforest Alberta   // Southern Alberta Institute of Technology (SAIT)Southern Alberta Institute of Technology (SAIT)   // Startup CalgaryStartup Calgary   //

University of Calgary, Hunter Hub for Entrepreneurial ThinkingUniversity of Calgary, Hunter Hub for Entrepreneurial Thinking   // Venture Capital Association of AlbertaVenture Capital Association of Alberta



United StatesUnited States

Chicago Chicago #15#15
In bringing entrepreneurs from around the world to Chicago, we have found that this city hasIn bringing entrepreneurs from around the world to Chicago, we have found that this city has

one of the most collaborative and diverse entrepreneurial communities in the world.one of the most collaborative and diverse entrepreneurial communities in the world.

Peggy ParfenoffPeggy Parfenoff
President of WorldChicagoPresident of WorldChicago

““

HighlightsHighlights
With 35 of the Fortune 500 headquartered in the city and a host of satellite offices for many of theWith 35 of the Fortune 500 headquartered in the city and a host of satellite offices for many of the

world’s biggest tech companies, Chicago has the bones of a thriving business hub. An infusion of VC cash,world’s biggest tech companies, Chicago has the bones of a thriving business hub. An infusion of VC cash,

government initiatives, and a community of veteran entrepreneurs are building on this foundation togovernment initiatives, and a community of veteran entrepreneurs are building on this foundation to

create a thriving startup ecosystem. The Chicago Technology Plan outlines 28 linked initiatives, includingcreate a thriving startup ecosystem. The Chicago Technology Plan outlines 28 linked initiatives, including

digitizing government services, broadband infrastructure, and innovation-friendly regulations, all designeddigitizing government services, broadband infrastructure, and innovation-friendly regulations, all designed

to revitalize the city and transform it into a leading innovation hot spot. Venture Capitalists are investingto revitalize the city and transform it into a leading innovation hot spot. Venture Capitalists are investing

in Chicago as well. Inflows of VC funds into Illinois grew 90 percent between 2016 and 2020, among thein Chicago as well. Inflows of VC funds into Illinois grew 90 percent between 2016 and 2020, among the

highest rates in the nation. The number of Chicago-based investors has also shot up in recent years.highest rates in the nation. The number of Chicago-based investors has also shot up in recent years.

Lightbank, Chicago Ventures, Hyde Park Angels, and 1871, which offers Black entrepreneurs funding andLightbank, Chicago Ventures, Hyde Park Angels, and 1871, which offers Black entrepreneurs funding and

support as they build their businesses, are all based in the city. The success of locally grown startups,support as they build their businesses, are all based in the city. The success of locally grown startups,

including Braintree’s acquisition by PayPal, IBM’s purchase of Cleversafe and Merge Healthcare, andincluding Braintree’s acquisition by PayPal, IBM’s purchase of Cleversafe and Merge Healthcare, and

Groupon’s IPO and subsequent strength, have also created a pool of experienced entrepreneurs willing toGroupon’s IPO and subsequent strength, have also created a pool of experienced entrepreneurs willing to

give back to the ecosystem and help nurture up-and-coming entrepreneurial talent. Chicago hosts agive back to the ecosystem and help nurture up-and-coming entrepreneurial talent. Chicago hosts a

variety of tech industry events, including TECHSPO and ThinkChicago, which connects talent fromvariety of tech industry events, including TECHSPO and ThinkChicago, which connects talent from

Chicago’s many universities to opportunities in the tech ecosystem. Chicago Venture Summit bringsChicago’s many universities to opportunities in the tech ecosystem. Chicago Venture Summit brings

together investors around the country to explore opportunities in Chicago and the MidWest.together investors around the country to explore opportunities in Chicago and the MidWest.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$1.3 bn$1.3 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$28.6 bn$28.6 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$550 k$550 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$3.1 m$3.1 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$83.9 k$83.9 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

The Center for Applied Artificial Intelligence at TheThe Center for Applied Artificial Intelligence at The
University of Chicago’s Booth School of Business bringsUniversity of Chicago’s Booth School of Business brings
together MBA students and researchers from across thetogether MBA students and researchers from across the
university to drive AI-powered innovation in sectors fromuniversity to drive AI-powered innovation in sectors from
finance to healthcare. Data analytics solutions companyfinance to healthcare. Data analytics solutions company
Ocient closed a $40 million Series B round in JanuaryOcient closed a $40 million Series B round in January
2021, bringing total invested capital to $65 million.2021, bringing total invested capital to $65 million.
Tempus Labs, which applies AI to healthcare, raised $450Tempus Labs, which applies AI to healthcare, raised $450
million in December 2020, putting its valuation at $7.9million in December 2020, putting its valuation at $7.9
billion.billion.

FintechFintech

Chicago is the second-largest central business district inChicago is the second-largest central business district in
the United States and home to the Chicago Stockthe United States and home to the Chicago Stock
Exchange and eight Fortune 1000 financial servicesExchange and eight Fortune 1000 financial services
companies. The City’s ChicagoNEXT program includescompanies. The City’s ChicagoNEXT program includes
initiatives like the Blackstone Inclusive Entrepreneurshipinitiatives like the Blackstone Inclusive Entrepreneurship
Challenge, ThinkChicago, and a new Fintech Committee.Challenge, ThinkChicago, and a new Fintech Committee.
Success stories include Avant, an online lending platformSuccess stories include Avant, an online lending platform
which is valued close to $2 billion. In 2019, Snapsheetwhich is valued close to $2 billion. In 2019, Snapsheet
raised $29 million from Tola Capital in Series E round.raised $29 million from Tola Capital in Series E round.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
ChicagoChicago

World-class UniversitiesWorld-class Universities
The greater Chicago region is home to some of America’s best MBAThe greater Chicago region is home to some of America’s best MBA

and engineering programs, which provide a talent pipeline for localand engineering programs, which provide a talent pipeline for local

businesses. The University of Chicago, Northwestern, Loyolabusinesses. The University of Chicago, Northwestern, Loyola

University, DePaul University and Columbia College all run popularUniversity, DePaul University and Columbia College all run popular

entrepreneurial programs. The program at Northwestern’s Kelloggentrepreneurial programs. The program at Northwestern’s Kellogg

School of Management, The Garage, is currently incubating more thanSchool of Management, The Garage, is currently incubating more than

60 student-founded startups.60 student-founded startups.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

18711871   // Catapult ChicagoCatapult Chicago   // Matter ChicagoMatter Chicago   // The Shift ChicagoThe Shift Chicago   // University of ChicagoUniversity of Chicago   // WorldChicagoWorldChicago   // mHUBmHUB



CanadaCanada

EdmontonEdmonton
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Innovate EdmontonInnovate Edmonton

The world needs what Edmonton offers: a passionate and vibrant innovation ecosystemThe world needs what Edmonton offers: a passionate and vibrant innovation ecosystem

committed to the principles of equity, diversity and inclusion, aimed at solving some of thecommitted to the principles of equity, diversity and inclusion, aimed at solving some of the

world’s biggest challenges - climate emergency, public health, digital education and inclusion,world’s biggest challenges - climate emergency, public health, digital education and inclusion,

food security and social and cultural innovation.food security and social and cultural innovation.

Catherine WarrenCatherine Warren
Innovate Edmonton CEOInnovate Edmonton CEO

““

HighlightsHighlights
With its educated population, high quality of life, and low cost of living, Edmonton is a magnet both toWith its educated population, high quality of life, and low cost of living, Edmonton is a magnet both to

young tech talent and startups eager to hire them. The local innovation ecosystem is anchored by theyoung tech talent and startups eager to hire them. The local innovation ecosystem is anchored by the

University of Alberta, which is well known globally for its particular excellence in the field of AI andUniversity of Alberta, which is well known globally for its particular excellence in the field of AI and

machine learning, as well as more than 20 startup support organizations and incubators. Innovatemachine learning, as well as more than 20 startup support organizations and incubators. Innovate

Edmonton acts as a community hub, connecting innovators with the skills, space, and advice they need toEdmonton acts as a community hub, connecting innovators with the skills, space, and advice they need to

start and grow their businesses. Part of a global network of cities under the Techstars umbrella,start and grow their businesses. Part of a global network of cities under the Techstars umbrella,

Edmonton Startup Week brings together the city’s entrepreneurs and business leaders for a 5-dayEdmonton Startup Week brings together the city’s entrepreneurs and business leaders for a 5-day

celebration of big dreams and fresh ideas. ATB Entrepreneur Center offers entrepreneurs advice andcelebration of big dreams and fresh ideas. ATB Entrepreneur Center offers entrepreneurs advice and

banking solutions, as well as connecting them with necessary expertise.Local accelerators and incubatorsbanking solutions, as well as connecting them with necessary expertise.Local accelerators and incubators

include the ATB X Accelerator, NAIT, Northern Alberta Business Incubator, and Innovate Edmonton, whichinclude the ATB X Accelerator, NAIT, Northern Alberta Business Incubator, and Innovate Edmonton, which

offers support and programs to help entrepreneurs navigate the innovation system. In 2021, Innovateoffers support and programs to help entrepreneurs navigate the innovation system. In 2021, Innovate

Edmonton also launched a new $5M fund for high-value accelerators with an Edmonton footprint. TheEdmonton also launched a new $5M fund for high-value accelerators with an Edmonton footprint. The

Alberta LeanStack Accelerator Program is a 4-month program created by Alberta Innovates in partnershipAlberta LeanStack Accelerator Program is a 4-month program created by Alberta Innovates in partnership

with LeanStack founder Ash Maurya. Recent ecosystem success stories include Jobber, a provider ofwith LeanStack founder Ash Maurya. Recent ecosystem success stories include Jobber, a provider of

home service management software, which announced a USD $60 million round in January 2021.home service management software, which announced a USD $60 million round in January 2021.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$89 m$89 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$435 m$435 m
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$400 k$400 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$4.2 m$4.2 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$53.7 k$53.7 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

The Alberta Machine Intelligence Institute is #3 in theThe Alberta Machine Intelligence Institute is #3 in the
world in the field of core AI and machine learning. Theworld in the field of core AI and machine learning. The
Alberta Data Institute helps innovators prepare and secureAlberta Data Institute helps innovators prepare and secure
their data as they develop new technologies. A partnershiptheir data as they develop new technologies. A partnership
between AltaML, supply chain startup Attabotics, between AltaML, supply chain startup Attabotics, andand
Alberta Machine Intelligence received a CA$3.25 millionAlberta Machine Intelligence received a CA$3.25 million
grant from the Opportunity Calgary Investment Fund togrant from the Opportunity Calgary Investment Fund to
develop new AI/ML capabilities. AI and IoT companydevelop new AI/ML capabilities. AI and IoT company
Nanoprecise Sci Corp raised a $4 million Series A in AprilNanoprecise Sci Corp raised a $4 million Series A in April
2021. Social Asset Management (SAM) raised $2.7 million2021. Social Asset Management (SAM) raised $2.7 million
in May 2020.in May 2020.

Life SciencesLife Sciences

Alberta Innovates’ Accelerating Innovations into CareAlberta Innovates’ Accelerating Innovations into Care
(AICE) helps companies commercialize new Health tech.(AICE) helps companies commercialize new Health tech.
In June 2021 Alberta Enterprise invested $5 million inIn June 2021 Alberta Enterprise invested $5 million in
Amplitude Venture Capital’s precision medicine ventureAmplitude Venture Capital’s precision medicine venture
fund to support the growth of Life Sciences companies infund to support the growth of Life Sciences companies in
Alberta. Pharmaceutical knowledge database DrugBank isAlberta. Pharmaceutical knowledge database DrugBank is
one of Edmonton’s fastest-growing startups, currentlyone of Edmonton’s fastest-growing startups, currently
serving customers in 24 countries. University of Albertaserving customers in 24 countries. University of Alberta
spinout and Merck Invention Accelerator participantspinout and Merck Invention Accelerator participant
Pacylex Pharmaceuticals is planning phase 1 trials of itsPacylex Pharmaceuticals is planning phase 1 trials of its
new cancer-fighting drug.new cancer-fighting drug.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
EdmontonEdmonton

Low TaxesLow Taxes
Edmonton has some of the lowest taxes in Canada, with no provincialEdmonton has some of the lowest taxes in Canada, with no provincial

sales tax, no payroll tax, no health care premiums, and some of thesales tax, no payroll tax, no health care premiums, and some of the

lowest personal and corporate income taxes in the country.lowest personal and corporate income taxes in the country.

Access to Affordable Tech TalentAccess to Affordable Tech Talent
Edmonton boasts one of Canada’s youngest populations, includingEdmonton boasts one of Canada’s youngest populations, including

over 125,000 students. The city’s universities produce more thanover 125,000 students. The city’s universities produce more than

550 tech-sector graduates each year. The University of Alberta is550 tech-sector graduates each year. The University of Alberta is

consistently ranked in the global top 3 for AI and Machineconsistently ranked in the global top 3 for AI and Machine

Learning. Meanwhile, GDP per capita in Edmonton is $67,302 andLearning. Meanwhile, GDP per capita in Edmonton is $67,302 and

the average cost of living is 37% cheaper than London, allowingthe average cost of living is 37% cheaper than London, allowing

startups in the city to access highly educated talent at reasonablestartups in the city to access highly educated talent at reasonable

cost.cost.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Innovate EdmontonInnovate Edmonton

The Innovate Edmonton divisionThe Innovate Edmonton division

contributes to Edmonton’s economiccontributes to Edmonton’s economic

growth and diversification through thegrowth and diversification through the

creation of new tech-enabled businesses,creation of new tech-enabled businesses,

by helping high potential businesses scaleby helping high potential businesses scale

up, and by inspiring action to fuel growth inup, and by inspiring action to fuel growth in

our city’s innovation and technologyour city’s innovation and technology

business community.business community.  

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

Edmonton Research ParkEdmonton Research Park   // TEC EdmontonTEC Edmonton   // Startup EdmontonStartup Edmonton   // University of Alberta Health AcceleratorUniversity of Alberta Health Accelerator   // Startup TNTStartup TNT   // Valhalla Private CapitalValhalla Private Capital   // Advanced Technology CentreAdvanced Technology Centre



United StatesUnited States

Los Angeles Los Angeles #6#6
We built a rock hard community, and seeing LA now, as one of the top startup cities in theWe built a rock hard community, and seeing LA now, as one of the top startup cities in the

world, is a testament to the power of community.world, is a testament to the power of community.

Cam KashaniCam Kashani
Cofounder and CEO at COACCEL: The Human AcceleratorCofounder and CEO at COACCEL: The Human Accelerator

““

HighlightsHighlights
Long known more for movie magic than technology and overshadowed as a startup hub by Silicon Valley toLong known more for movie magic than technology and overshadowed as a startup hub by Silicon Valley to

the north, Los Angeles has shifted in recent years to become not just one of America’s top startupthe north, Los Angeles has shifted in recent years to become not just one of America’s top startup

ecosystems, but a global hotspot as well. That shift has been partially driven by changes in taxation policy.ecosystems, but a global hotspot as well. That shift has been partially driven by changes in taxation policy.

Los Angeles has delivered more than $90 million in tax relief to local businesses since 2013, which hasLos Angeles has delivered more than $90 million in tax relief to local businesses since 2013, which has

assisted with the growth in startups of all kinds. More than 212,000 new businesses have been licenced inassisted with the growth in startups of all kinds. More than 212,000 new businesses have been licenced in

the city over the last 5 years. Despite a tumultuous year Los Angeles companies managed to land $9 billionthe city over the last 5 years. Despite a tumultuous year Los Angeles companies managed to land $9 billion

in VC funding in 2020. What sets the growing startup ecosystem in Los Angeles apart from manyin VC funding in 2020. What sets the growing startup ecosystem in Los Angeles apart from many

established tech hubs is its inclusivity. PledgeLA, an organization that includes more than 80 ventureestablished tech hubs is its inclusivity. PledgeLA, an organization that includes more than 80 venture

capitalists, entrepreneurs, mayor Eric Garcetti and the non-profit Annenberg Foundation, aims to increasecapitalists, entrepreneurs, mayor Eric Garcetti and the non-profit Annenberg Foundation, aims to increase

diversity in the city’s tech scene. For instance, recognizing that a “friends and family round,” wherediversity in the city’s tech scene. For instance, recognizing that a “friends and family round,” where

wealthy personal contacts fund an entrepreneur’s earliest efforts, is often an impossibility for minoritywealthy personal contacts fund an entrepreneur’s earliest efforts, is often an impossibility for minority

founders, PledgeLA set up a South LA Fund to distribute $25,000 each to 20 companies led by Black orfounders, PledgeLA set up a South LA Fund to distribute $25,000 each to 20 companies led by Black or

LatinX founders. Los Angeles is also amongst the top 20 cities with the highest number of female-ownedLatinX founders. Los Angeles is also amongst the top 20 cities with the highest number of female-owned

businesses, which average a gross annual revenue of between $1 billion to $5 billion.businesses, which average a gross annual revenue of between $1 billion to $5 billion.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$5 bn$5 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$119 bn$119 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$627 k$627 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$5.2 m$5.2 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$96 k$96 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

Life SciencesLife Sciences

L.A. County receives more than $1.15 billion in NIHL.A. County receives more than $1.15 billion in NIH
funding, more than any other county in California. Appiafunding, more than any other county in California. Appia
Bio, Inc., an early-stage biotechnology companyBio, Inc., an early-stage biotechnology company
developing engineered allogeneic cell therapies fordeveloping engineered allogeneic cell therapies for
cancer patients, emerged from stealth made in May 2021cancer patients, emerged from stealth made in May 2021
backed by $52 million in Series A backed by $52 million in Series A funding.funding.

GamingGaming

Los Angeles based mobile gaming unicorn Scopely raisedLos Angeles based mobile gaming unicorn Scopely raised
$340 million in Series E funding in October 2020 at a$340 million in Series E funding in October 2020 at a
$3.3 billion valuation, nearly double the company's $1.7$3.3 billion valuation, nearly double the company's $1.7
billion valuation from March. Meanwhile, game studiobillion valuation from March. Meanwhile, game studio
Theorycraft Games raised a $37.5 million Series A roundTheorycraft Games raised a $37.5 million Series A round
in March 2021, while fractional sports card tradingin March 2021, while fractional sports card trading
startup Dibbs raised a $2.8 million seed round in Octoberstartup Dibbs raised a $2.8 million seed round in October
2020.2020.

AdtechAdtech

The pandemic made 2020 a rough year for advertisingThe pandemic made 2020 a rough year for advertising
and Adtech everywhere, but with the end in sight, theand Adtech everywhere, but with the end in sight, the
sub-sector is now rebounding with 51% of digitalsub-sector is now rebounding with 51% of digital
advertisers planning to increase their ad budgets in 2021.advertisers planning to increase their ad budgets in 2021.
Popcorn, an L.A.-based platform that connects brandsPopcorn, an L.A.-based platform that connects brands
and podcasters, and podcasters, was acquired for $14.6 million bywas acquired for $14.6 million by
Entercom Communications in March.Entercom Communications in March.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
Los AngelesLos Angeles

Startup EcosystemStartup Ecosystem
Los Angeles boasts a vibrant network of local incubators andLos Angeles boasts a vibrant network of local incubators and

accelerators, including Bixel Exchange’s Startup Launch program foraccelerators, including Bixel Exchange’s Startup Launch program for

emerging startups and the Tech Talent Pipeline Program foremerging startups and the Tech Talent Pipeline Program for

underprivileged students. SAP Next-Gen supports startups alignedunderprivileged students. SAP Next-Gen supports startups aligned

with the UN Sustainable Development Goals. Make in LA (MiLA)with the UN Sustainable Development Goals. Make in LA (MiLA)

targets hardware startups and is housed at Toolbox LA, which boaststargets hardware startups and is housed at Toolbox LA, which boasts

both maker spaces and a biotech lab. MuckerLab runs a mentorboth maker spaces and a biotech lab. MuckerLab runs a mentor

network and accelerator programme. Starburst is an aerospacenetwork and accelerator programme. Starburst is an aerospace

accelerator with a branch in L.A.accelerator with a branch in L.A.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

BixelBixel   // Bixel ExchangeBixel Exchange   // Cross CampusCross Campus   // Mucker CapitalMucker Capital   // WeWorkWeWork



United StatesUnited States

MiamiMiami
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Knight FoundationKnight Foundation

There has never been a better time to be an entrepreneur than right now, or a better city toThere has never been a better time to be an entrepreneur than right now, or a better city to

do it from than Miami.do it from than Miami.

Marcelo ClaureMarcelo Claure
Chief Executive Officer of SoftBank Group International and Chief Operating Officer of SoftBank Group CorpChief Executive Officer of SoftBank Group International and Chief Operating Officer of SoftBank Group Corp

““

HighlightsHighlights
Miami was already a vibrant international business hub before the pandemic struck. Thanks to a business-Miami was already a vibrant international business hub before the pandemic struck. Thanks to a business-

friendly climate, a coronavirus-related influx of talent, and the vision of local leaders, its startup scene isfriendly climate, a coronavirus-related influx of talent, and the vision of local leaders, its startup scene is

now on a rapid ascent. The 2017 federal tax policy changes made Florida, with its favorable tax structure —now on a rapid ascent. The 2017 federal tax policy changes made Florida, with its favorable tax structure —

including one of the lowest corporate tax rates in the US (5.5%) and low sales and property taxes — anincluding one of the lowest corporate tax rates in the US (5.5%) and low sales and property taxes — an

appealing alternative to high-tax states like California and New York. Covid exacerbated many coastal hubs’appealing alternative to high-tax states like California and New York. Covid exacerbated many coastal hubs’

challenges, and in turn accelerated interest in Miami. In January 2021, SoftBank announced plans to investchallenges, and in turn accelerated interest in Miami. In January 2021, SoftBank announced plans to invest

$100 million in Miami-based startups, $100 million in Miami-based startups, with its $5 billion Latin America Fund and $100 million Opportunitywith its $5 billion Latin America Fund and $100 million Opportunity

Fund already headquartered in Miami. Since then, renowned VC firms Founders Fund, Atomic, and GeneralFund already headquartered in Miami. Since then, renowned VC firms Founders Fund, Atomic, and General

Catalyst have also decided to open offices here. In February 2021, the Knight Foundation announced $14.3Catalyst have also decided to open offices here. In February 2021, the Knight Foundation announced $14.3

million in funding to expand computer and data science programs at Florida International University and themillion in funding to expand computer and data science programs at Florida International University and the

University of Miami to supply the ecosystem’s growing tech talent demand. Many local organizations areUniversity of Miami to supply the ecosystem’s growing tech talent demand. Many local organizations are

creating spaces that are of, by, and for tech builders and connecting new arrivals with Miami’s existingcreating spaces that are of, by, and for tech builders and connecting new arrivals with Miami’s existing

stakeholders. The Local Leaders Collective creates communities of founders helping each other throughstakeholders. The Local Leaders Collective creates communities of founders helping each other through

the entrepreneurial journey, and groups like Out in Tech and Haitians in Tech are creating on-ramps forthe entrepreneurial journey, and groups like Out in Tech and Haitians in Tech are creating on-ramps for

more Miamians to participate in the city’s startup community. Several hundred VCs and tech leaders frommore Miamians to participate in the city’s startup community. Several hundred VCs and tech leaders from

both in and out-of-state joined an impromptu inaugural Miami Tech Week in 2021, already slated to returnboth in and out-of-state joined an impromptu inaugural Miami Tech Week in 2021, already slated to return

in 2022.in 2022.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$650 m$650 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$17 bn$17 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$675 k$675 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$2.3 m$2.3 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$78 k$78 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

Life SciencesLife Sciences

Rapha Capital Management announced its $100 millionRapha Capital Management announced its $100 million
Rapha Capital BioVentures (RCBV) focused on InvestmentRapha Capital BioVentures (RCBV) focused on Investment
in early-stage biotech startups in April 2021. Heru, ain early-stage biotech startups in April 2021. Heru, a
medtech spin out from the University of Miami’s Bascommedtech spin out from the University of Miami’s Bascom
Palmer Eye Institute building an AI-powered platform toPalmer Eye Institute building an AI-powered platform to
diagnose and correct vision problems, diagnose and correct vision problems, announced it had aannounced it had a
$30 million Series A round in May 2021. Neocis, a maker of$30 million Series A round in May 2021. Neocis, a maker of
advanced robotics for dental surgery, raised a $72 millionadvanced robotics for dental surgery, raised a $72 million
Series D round in October 2020.Series D round in October 2020.

BlockchainBlockchain

Blockchain.com, one of the most widely-used consumerBlockchain.com, one of the most widely-used consumer
crypto products, moved its U.S. headquarters to Miami incrypto products, moved its U.S. headquarters to Miami in
June 2021 and plans to hire aggressively in the city. TheJune 2021 and plans to hire aggressively in the city. The
company also struck a deal with Israeli crypto tradingcompany also struck a deal with Israeli crypto trading
platform eToro to bring 50 jobs to the area. In June,platform eToro to bring 50 jobs to the area. In June,
Borderless Capital announced it would move itsBorderless Capital announced it would move its
headquarters to Miami and launch a $25 million fundheadquarters to Miami and launch a $25 million fund
focused on local cryptocurrency startups. Blockchainfocused on local cryptocurrency startups. Blockchain
company QuickNode raised $5 million in seed funding incompany QuickNode raised $5 million in seed funding in
May 2021.May 2021.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
MiamiMiami

The Economic LandscapeThe Economic Landscape
Miami may be most famous for its sun and beaches, but the cityMiami may be most famous for its sun and beaches, but the city

boasts equally impressive economic infrastructure. A strategicboasts equally impressive economic infrastructure. A strategic

gateway to the Americas and a privileged route for trade with Europe,gateway to the Americas and a privileged route for trade with Europe,

Asia, and Africa, Miami offers Florida’s number one deep-waterAsia, and Africa, Miami offers Florida’s number one deep-water

container port, doing business with 250 ports in 100 countries. Miamicontainer port, doing business with 250 ports in 100 countries. Miami

International Airport is the top U.S. airport for international freightInternational Airport is the top U.S. airport for international freight

and second for international passengers. Miami-Dade County is homeand second for international passengers. Miami-Dade County is home

to more than 70 foreign consulates and trade offices, as well as moreto more than 70 foreign consulates and trade offices, as well as more

than 1,100 multinational corporations.than 1,100 multinational corporations.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Knight FoundationKnight Foundation

Knight Foundation is a national foundationKnight Foundation is a national foundation

with strong local roots. We invest inwith strong local roots. We invest in

journalism, in the arts, and in the successjournalism, in the arts, and in the success

of cities where brothers John S. and Jamesof cities where brothers John S. and James

L. Knight once published newspapers. OurL. Knight once published newspapers. Our

goal is to foster informed and engagedgoal is to foster informed and engaged

communities, which we believe arecommunities, which we believe are

essential for a healthy democracy.essential for a healthy democracy.

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

500 Startups500 Startups   // Miami AngelsMiami Angels   // Endeavor MiamiEndeavor Miami   // eMerge AmericaseMerge Americas   // Venture Cafe MiamiVenture Cafe Miami   // Refresh MiamiRefresh Miami   // Venture for AmericaVenture for America   // Florida International UniversityFlorida International University   // University of MiamiUniversity of Miami   //

LAB MiamiLAB Miami   // Babson WINBabson WIN   // Idea Center at Miami Dade CollegeIdea Center at Miami Dade College   // CIC MiamiCIC Miami   // Code FeverCode Fever   // The Venture CityThe Venture City   // WeWorkWeWork   // WhereBy.UsWhereBy.Us



United StatesUnited States

MississippiMississippi
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Mississippi Development AuthorityMississippi Development Authority

Mississippi is well-known for our work with companies in the advanced manufacturing,Mississippi is well-known for our work with companies in the advanced manufacturing,

agriculture and automotive sectors, but we have so much more to offer, especially in emergingagriculture and automotive sectors, but we have so much more to offer, especially in emerging

technologies. Some of the areas we are focusing on include marine technology, renewabletechnologies. Some of the areas we are focusing on include marine technology, renewable

energy, information operations and biotechnology. These types of companies are especiallyenergy, information operations and biotechnology. These types of companies are especially

important to Mississippi and would benefit greatly from locating here.important to Mississippi and would benefit greatly from locating here.

Laura HippLaura Hipp
Interim Executive Director at Mississippi Development AuthorityInterim Executive Director at Mississippi Development Authority

““

HighlightsHighlights
Unlike other areas with over-crowded markets, the state of Mississippi offers businesses the freedom toUnlike other areas with over-crowded markets, the state of Mississippi offers businesses the freedom to

build something new andi has an abundance of resources for businesses to start and scale. With eightbuild something new andi has an abundance of resources for businesses to start and scale. With eight

public universities and 15 community colleges bridging the gap with the local business community,public universities and 15 community colleges bridging the gap with the local business community,

Mississippi businesses have fresh access to innovative talent and opportunities to commercialize cutting-Mississippi businesses have fresh access to innovative talent and opportunities to commercialize cutting-

edge research and development. A dynamic startup ecosystem is beginning to take root in Mississippi,edge research and development. A dynamic startup ecosystem is beginning to take root in Mississippi,

thanks to the state’s world-class universities, diverse talent, low cost of living and the energies of athanks to the state’s world-class universities, diverse talent, low cost of living and the energies of a

handful of boosters. The recently launched Gulf Blue initiative brings together research scientists, federalhandful of boosters. The recently launched Gulf Blue initiative brings together research scientists, federal

agencies, industry partners and entrepreneurs to establish Mississippi as a global leader in blueagencies, industry partners and entrepreneurs to establish Mississippi as a global leader in blue

technology, with an accelerator and 24-hour connected space to help new startups and innovators.technology, with an accelerator and 24-hour connected space to help new startups and innovators.

Another forward-thinking initiative is that of startup veteran and Jackson native Dr. Nashlie Sephus, whoAnother forward-thinking initiative is that of startup veteran and Jackson native Dr. Nashlie Sephus, who

is transforming 12 abandoned acres in her hometown into a new $25 million tech hub. These projects joinis transforming 12 abandoned acres in her hometown into a new $25 million tech hub. These projects join

a growing number of startup support programs that are changing the face of innovation anda growing number of startup support programs that are changing the face of innovation and

entrepreneurism in Mississippi. Mississippi’s four renowned research universities, University ofentrepreneurism in Mississippi. Mississippi’s four renowned research universities, University of

Mississippi, Mississippi State University, University of Southern Mississippi and Jackson State UniversityMississippi, Mississippi State University, University of Southern Mississippi and Jackson State University

partner with MDA partner with MDA developing a targeted innovation-driven economic development strategy that furtherdeveloping a targeted innovation-driven economic development strategy that further

leverages Mississippi’s research expertise in sub-sectors including, Advanced Materials, Autonomy,leverages Mississippi’s research expertise in sub-sectors including, Advanced Materials, Autonomy,

Agriculture, Data Science, Sensors, Diagnostics, and Biomedical/healthcare while perfecting emergingAgriculture, Data Science, Sensors, Diagnostics, and Biomedical/healthcare while perfecting emerging

technologies and preparing the next generation of talented workers to take on the jobs of the future. Thetechnologies and preparing the next generation of talented workers to take on the jobs of the future. The

diversity of the partnerships and programs centered around startups and innovation in Mississippi arediversity of the partnerships and programs centered around startups and innovation in Mississippi are

bringing great change to the world - one brilliant idea at a time.bringing great change to the world - one brilliant idea at a time.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$11.4 m$11.4 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$50 m$50 m
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$350 k$350 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$2 m$2 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$78.5 k$78.5 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths
Life SciencesLife Sciences

The Mississippi Healthcare Innovation Conference is aThe Mississippi Healthcare Innovation Conference is a
collection of renowned innovators, educators andcollection of renowned innovators, educators and
investors leading the future of healthcare in the U.S.investors leading the future of healthcare in the U.S.
Mississippi also is home to EnRICH, a “pre-accelerator”Mississippi also is home to EnRICH, a “pre-accelerator”
program for healthcare innovators at the state’sprogram for healthcare innovators at the state’s
Historically Black Colleges and Universities. TheHistorically Black Colleges and Universities. The
Healthcare Industry Zone Act provides tax exemptions toHealthcare Industry Zone Act provides tax exemptions to
eligible healthcare companies that locate in Mississippieligible healthcare companies that locate in Mississippi
Healthcare Zones. Currently, three Industry-leading,Healthcare Zones. Currently, three Industry-leading,
Fortune 100 Fortune 100 healthcare companies and numerous Fortunehealthcare companies and numerous Fortune
500 healthcare companies have operations in the state. 500 healthcare companies have operations in the state. 

Advanced Manufacturing &Advanced Manufacturing &
RoboticsRobotics

Mississippi’s four research universities offerMississippi’s four research universities offer
undergraduate degrees in 16 different engineering fields.undergraduate degrees in 16 different engineering fields.
The University of Mississippi’s Center for ManufacturingThe University of Mississippi’s Center for Manufacturing
Excellence partners with industry to produce skilledExcellence partners with industry to produce skilled
workers, like electronics engineering technician roles. Theworkers, like electronics engineering technician roles. The
state’s pro-business environment includes tax credits forstate’s pro-business environment includes tax credits for
eligible manufacturers, energy costs below the nationaleligible manufacturers, energy costs below the national
average, low cost of doing business and sales taxaverage, low cost of doing business and sales tax
exemptions on energy used in manufacturing. Local andexemptions on energy used in manufacturing. Local and
Industry-leading shipbuilder Huntington Ingalls producesIndustry-leading shipbuilder Huntington Ingalls produces
70 percent of the U.S. Navy’s fleet of warships. 70 percent of the U.S. Navy’s fleet of warships. 



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
MississippiMississippi

Highly Trained WorkforceHighly Trained Workforce
In 2016, the Mississippi Works Training Fund allocated $50 millionIn 2016, the Mississippi Works Training Fund allocated $50 million

over 10 years to enhance training opportunities at the state’s 15over 10 years to enhance training opportunities at the state’s 15

community colleges, which customize training programs to meetcommunity colleges, which customize training programs to meet

companies’ needs. The state’s four major public research universitiescompanies’ needs. The state’s four major public research universities

offer world-class programs in biotech, aerospace, polymer science,offer world-class programs in biotech, aerospace, polymer science,

and advanced manufacturing, and have a strong reputation forand advanced manufacturing, and have a strong reputation for

partnering with industry. The University of Mississippi Medical Centerpartnering with industry. The University of Mississippi Medical Center

and School of Pharmacy also located in the state. Companies eligibleand School of Pharmacy also located in the state. Companies eligible

for the state’s Jobs Tax Credit may opt to monetize it to use for jobfor the state’s Jobs Tax Credit may opt to monetize it to use for job

training. Mississippi puts significant emphasis on digital educationtraining. Mississippi puts significant emphasis on digital education

through MS Coding Academies. through MS Coding Academies. 

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Mississippi Development AuthorityMississippi Development Authority

Mississippi Development Authority isMississippi Development Authority is

Mississippi’s premier economic andMississippi’s premier economic and

community development agency.community development agency.

Companies of every size – fromCompanies of every size – from

homegrown Mississippi start-ups tohomegrown Mississippi start-ups to

international corporations – depend oninternational corporations – depend on

MDA’s team of employees for businessMDA’s team of employees for business

development assistance, support withdevelopment assistance, support with

business incentives and access to talentbusiness incentives and access to talent

from workforce training programs, collegesfrom workforce training programs, colleges

and universities.and universities.  

MEMBERMEMBER



CanadaCanada

MontréalMontréal
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Bonjour Startup MontréalBonjour Startup Montréal /  / Real VenturesReal Ventures /  / CentechCentech /  / Ville de MontréalVille de Montréal /  / Montréal InternationalMontréal International

Montréal has become one of the most-watched ecosystems of North America over the lastMontréal has become one of the most-watched ecosystems of North America over the last

years. We welcome all entrepreneurs who want to create maximum social and economicyears. We welcome all entrepreneurs who want to create maximum social and economic

impact for the city and its citizens.impact for the city and its citizens.

Liette LamondeLiette Lamonde
CEO, Bonjour Startup MontréalCEO, Bonjour Startup Montréal

““

HighlightsHighlights
The COVID-19 pandemic did not limit the ambitions of Montréal's startup ecosystem. In 2020, more thanThe COVID-19 pandemic did not limit the ambitions of Montréal's startup ecosystem. In 2020, more than

$1.2 billion was invested in startups through venture capital, thanks to megadeals such as AppDirect$1.2 billion was invested in startups through venture capital, thanks to megadeals such as AppDirect

($185M) and Sonder ($170M). The first two quarters of 2021 are continuing to be record-breaking for the($185M) and Sonder ($170M). The first two quarters of 2021 are continuing to be record-breaking for the

metropolis with a 37% increase from last year's numbers, supported by funding rounds by Hopper ($170M)metropolis with a 37% increase from last year's numbers, supported by funding rounds by Hopper ($170M)

and AlayaCare (CAD 225M). This growth in venture capital is proof that the city's startups haveand AlayaCare (CAD 225M). This growth in venture capital is proof that the city's startups have

international intentions. As stated by Chris Arsenault, partner at Inovia Capital: "What were early-stageinternational intentions. As stated by Chris Arsenault, partner at Inovia Capital: "What were early-stage

tech companies 10 years ago, have grown into growth-stage companies." Montréal also saw twotech companies 10 years ago, have grown into growth-stage companies." Montréal also saw two

impressive exits, with Telehealth startup Dialogue going public at a valuation of $779M and Fintechimpressive exits, with Telehealth startup Dialogue going public at a valuation of $779M and Fintech

company Nuvei going public at a valuation of $3.4B, raising $700M in the biggest initial public offering of acompany Nuvei going public at a valuation of $3.4B, raising $700M in the biggest initial public offering of a

technology company in the history of the TSX. Montréal is also attractive to international investment andtechnology company in the history of the TSX. Montréal is also attractive to international investment and

talent. In the first semester of 2021, foreign direct investment accounted for $1.86 billion and fDitalent. In the first semester of 2021, foreign direct investment accounted for $1.86 billion and fDi

Magazine (Financial Times) placed the city at first place in the FDI strategy category of the Tier 2 Cities ofMagazine (Financial Times) placed the city at first place in the FDI strategy category of the Tier 2 Cities of

the Future 2020/2021 global ranking, and second, after San Francisco, in the Economic Potential category.the Future 2020/2021 global ranking, and second, after San Francisco, in the Economic Potential category.

Talent and affordability have a lot to play in these rankings as it is a pole of attraction for Quebec andTalent and affordability have a lot to play in these rankings as it is a pole of attraction for Quebec and

foreign students with its four major universities and its deep research capacities. With all this in mind,foreign students with its four major universities and its deep research capacities. With all this in mind,

Montréal is truly a top-tier ecosystem that plays among the best.Montréal is truly a top-tier ecosystem that plays among the best.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$706 m$706 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$10.2 bn$10.2 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$700 k$700 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$5 m$5 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$64 k$64 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

Life SciencesLife Sciences

Greater Montreal has 620 organizations, 150+ researchGreater Montreal has 620 organizations, 150+ research
centers, 11 post-secondary institutions, and 80centers, 11 post-secondary institutions, and 80
multinational subsidiaries, many of which collaborate viamultinational subsidiaries, many of which collaborate via
open Innovation programs and AI-driven public-privateopen Innovation programs and AI-driven public-private
partnerships. Innovators benefit from the lowest cost ofpartnerships. Innovators benefit from the lowest cost of
clinical trials and R&D centers in North America, 29% taxclinical trials and R&D centers in North America, 29% tax
credit for scientific research and experimentalcredit for scientific research and experimental
development, and newly added support organizationsdevelopment, and newly added support organizations
including Montreal General Hospital’s Healthtechincluding Montreal General Hospital’s Healthtech
incubator and District3’s BioHub accelerator. Localincubator and District3’s BioHub accelerator. Local
biotech Ventus Therapeutics raised a $100 million Series Bbiotech Ventus Therapeutics raised a $100 million Series B
round in April 2021.round in April 2021.

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

Greater Montreal has seven AI accelerators, nine researchGreater Montreal has seven AI accelerators, nine research
centers, 17 corporate labs, AI-powered supply chain hubcenters, 17 corporate labs, AI-powered supply chain hub
SCALE AI, the world’s largest academic research center inSCALE AI, the world’s largest academic research center in
deep learning MILA, and the Institute for Data Valorizationdeep learning MILA, and the Institute for Data Valorization
IVADO. AI contributes to the strength of Montreal’sIVADO. AI contributes to the strength of Montreal’s
Advanced Manufacturing & Robotics, Medtech, andAdvanced Manufacturing & Robotics, Medtech, and
Mobility sectors . Notable successes this year includeMobility sectors . Notable successes this year include
Dialogue’s IPO raising US$80 million in March,Dialogue’s IPO raising US$80 million in March,
AlayaCare’s US$185 million Series D in June, andAlayaCare’s US$185 million Series D in June, and
HeyDay’s US$48 million acquisition by Hootsuite afterHeyDay’s US$48 million acquisition by Hootsuite after
only three years post-launch.only three years post-launch.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
MontréalMontréal

A Place to BeA Place to Be
Montréal is affordable, friendly and has a buzzing social scene. ItMontréal is affordable, friendly and has a buzzing social scene. It

ranks ninth best student city in the world, and best-ranked in Northranks ninth best student city in the world, and best-ranked in North

America. Praised for its laid back yet lively lifestyle, it has one of theAmerica. Praised for its laid back yet lively lifestyle, it has one of the

most affordable markets in North America for tech talent and officemost affordable markets in North America for tech talent and office

space. For working, studying or starting your business, Montréal is thespace. For working, studying or starting your business, Montréal is the

place to be.place to be.

Export and Innovation HubExport and Innovation Hub
Canada gives investors market access agreements through 15 tradeCanada gives investors market access agreements through 15 trade

agreements to 49 countries making Montreal an export hubagreements to 49 countries making Montreal an export hub

supported by its port and airport, both close to the downtownsupported by its port and airport, both close to the downtown

area. 38% of local startups export internationally.area. 38% of local startups export internationally.

Funding SupportFunding Support
Montreal is the investment capital in Canada with six of the 10 mostMontreal is the investment capital in Canada with six of the 10 most

active VCs in Canada in 2020 based in the city. There are also sevenactive VCs in Canada in 2020 based in the city. There are also seven

investment funds ($876M total) and access to $33M from PME MTL,investment funds ($876M total) and access to $33M from PME MTL,

Montréal’s entrepreneurial support network.Montréal’s entrepreneurial support network.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Bonjour Startup MontréalBonjour Startup Montréal

Bonjour Startup Montréal is a non-profitBonjour Startup Montréal is a non-profit

organization whose mission is to facilitateorganization whose mission is to facilitate

the creation, growth and influence ofthe creation, growth and influence of

Montréal startups and position MontréalMontréal startups and position Montréal

among the world’s most dynamicamong the world’s most dynamic

ecosystems.ecosystems.

MEMBERMEMBER

Real VenturesReal Ventures

Real is a leading source of capital forReal is a leading source of capital for

game-changing entrepreneurs and a drivinggame-changing entrepreneurs and a driving

force behind emerging tech ecosystems.force behind emerging tech ecosystems.  

MEMBERMEMBER

CentechCentech

Centech is dedicated to accelerate theCentech is dedicated to accelerate the

creation and growth of deep-techcreation and growth of deep-tech

companies that market globally. companies that market globally. 

MEMBERMEMBER

Ville de MontréalVille de Montréal

MEMBERMEMBER

Montréal InternationalMontréal International

For more than 20 years, MontréalFor more than 20 years, Montréal

International (MI) has contributed toInternational (MI) has contributed to

building Greater Montréal’s internationalbuilding Greater Montréal’s international

reputation and prosperity by acting as areputation and prosperity by acting as a

driving force for economic development.driving force for economic development.  

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

FounderFuelFounderFuel   // Techstars AITechstars AI   // TandemlaunchTandemlaunch   // Montréal Inc.Montréal Inc.   // MT LabMT Lab   // BCF VenturesBCF Ventures   // Founder InstituteFounder Institute   // Ministère de l’économie et de l’innovation du QuébecMinistère de l’économie et de l’innovation du Québec   // NumanaNumana   // IvadoIvado   // District 3District 3   //

La Base EntrepreneurialeLa Base Entrepreneuriale   // MTL NewtechMTL Newtech   // Notman HouseNotman House   // PME MTLPME MTL   // Quartier de l’innovationQuartier de l’innovation   // Réseau CapitalRéseau Capital   // StartupfestStartupfest   // Cycle MomentumCycle Momentum   // Montreal InVivoMontreal InVivo



United StatesUnited States

New York City New York City 
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
New York City Economic Development CorporationNew York City Economic Development Corporation  /  / Tech:NYCTech:NYC

#2#2

The resiliency of the NYC tech ecosystem throughout the pandemic — seen throughThe resiliency of the NYC tech ecosystem throughout the pandemic — seen through

blockbuster IPOs, record fundraising rounds, and hiring commitments — proves we can standblockbuster IPOs, record fundraising rounds, and hiring commitments — proves we can stand

toe-to-toe with any tech hub in the world. This report is reason to be optimistic that thetoe-to-toe with any tech hub in the world. This report is reason to be optimistic that the

entrepreneurial culture New York City is known for is stronger than ever.entrepreneurial culture New York City is known for is stronger than ever.

Julie SamuelsJulie Samuels
Founder and Executive Director, Tech:NYCFounder and Executive Director, Tech:NYC

““

HighlightsHighlights
New York trails only Silicon Valley in the number of venture deals completed in 2020 with the city rakingNew York trails only Silicon Valley in the number of venture deals completed in 2020 with the city raking

in a total of between $12 and $20 billion. Combine the huge range of companies closing impressive dealsin a total of between $12 and $20 billion. Combine the huge range of companies closing impressive deals

with the city’s traditional position as a hub for finance, fashion, media, and the arts, and it’s clear Newwith the city’s traditional position as a hub for finance, fashion, media, and the arts, and it’s clear New

York City is one of the world’s premier startup ecosystems. Key to New York’s success is ensuringYork City is one of the world’s premier startup ecosystems. Key to New York’s success is ensuring

investment is shared beyond what is seen as traditional venture opportunities. investment is shared beyond what is seen as traditional venture opportunities. Women.nycWomen.nyc offers a offers a

comprehensive set of business services to women entrepreneurs from underserved communities. Thiscomprehensive set of business services to women entrepreneurs from underserved communities. This

year, New York City also became the largest US city to recognize LGBTQ-owned companies as minority-year, New York City also became the largest US city to recognize LGBTQ-owned companies as minority-

owned businesses, making them eligible for billions in city contracts and business support services.owned businesses, making them eligible for billions in city contracts and business support services.

Additional programs to support entrepreneurs include the Entrepreneurs Roundtable Accelerator whichAdditional programs to support entrepreneurs include the Entrepreneurs Roundtable Accelerator which

offers seed capital, mentoring, and co-working space, and Techstars NYC which connects founders withoffers seed capital, mentoring, and co-working space, and Techstars NYC which connects founders with

world-class resources to help them grow and scale. NY-based companies have investor support fromworld-class resources to help them grow and scale. NY-based companies have investor support from

Primary Venture Partners, a venture capital firm focused on transformative startups that has raised $404Primary Venture Partners, a venture capital firm focused on transformative startups that has raised $404

million across six funds to date to invest in early- and late-stage NY-based startups, and Starta, whichmillion across six funds to date to invest in early- and late-stage NY-based startups, and Starta, which

funds early-stage tech talent. New York City Economic Development Corporation’s $1 billion funds early-stage tech talent. New York City Economic Development Corporation’s $1 billion LifeSci NYCLifeSci NYC

program builds on the city’s strong foundation across life sciences and aims to solidify New York as theprogram builds on the city’s strong foundation across life sciences and aims to solidify New York as the

public health capital of the world. New Energy Nexus New York is a not-for-profit accelerator focusedpublic health capital of the world. New Energy Nexus New York is a not-for-profit accelerator focused

specifically on clean energy companies looking to scale in New York.specifically on clean energy companies looking to scale in New York.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$10.2 bn$10.2 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$189 bn$189 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$810 k$810 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$6 m$6 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$106 k$106 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

New York is home to the AI Summit, which bringsNew York is home to the AI Summit, which brings
together representatives from the world’s leadingtogether representatives from the world’s leading
organizations to discuss an AI-powered future. Real-timeorganizations to discuss an AI-powered future. Real-time
information discovery platform Dataminr closed a $475information discovery platform Dataminr closed a $475
million financing round in March 2021. AI startup Verbitmillion financing round in March 2021. AI startup Verbit
raised $157 million in June 2021. AI and machine learningraised $157 million in June 2021. AI and machine learning
platform Dataiku raised a $400 million Series E in Augustplatform Dataiku raised a $400 million Series E in August
2021.2021.

CybersecurityCybersecurity

New York City Economic Development Corporation’sNew York City Economic Development Corporation’s
(NYCEDC) $100 million Cyber NYC initiative aims to(NYCEDC) $100 million Cyber NYC initiative aims to
transform New York into a global hub of cybersecuritytransform New York into a global hub of cybersecurity
innovation. As part of the initiative, NYCEDC partneredinnovation. As part of the initiative, NYCEDC partnered
with Israeli VC firm Jerusalem Venture Partners (JVP) towith Israeli VC firm Jerusalem Venture Partners (JVP) to
launch the JVP accelerator program with the goal oflaunch the JVP accelerator program with the goal of
connecting entrepreneurs to investors and other majorconnecting entrepreneurs to investors and other major
cybersecurity players. Industrial cybersecurity companycybersecurity players. Industrial cybersecurity company
Claroty raised a $140 million Series D round in June 2021.Claroty raised a $140 million Series D round in June 2021.

Life SciencesLife Sciences

New York’s LifeSci NYC program will spend $1 billionNew York’s LifeSci NYC program will spend $1 billion
over the next five years to support Life Sciences,over the next five years to support Life Sciences,
initiating a Request for Proposals (RFP) that invitesinitiating a Request for Proposals (RFP) that invites
nonprofit organizations or joint ventures led by nonprofitnonprofit organizations or joint ventures led by nonprofit
organizations to submit proposals for new or expandedorganizations to submit proposals for new or expanded
facilities. BioLabs New York is partnering with NYUfacilities. BioLabs New York is partnering with NYU
Langone Health to build biotech co-working,Langone Health to build biotech co-working,
acceleration, and R&D facilities, to attract promisingacceleration, and R&D facilities, to attract promising
early-stage life sciences companies. Aetion, a real-worldearly-stage life sciences companies. Aetion, a real-world
evidence (RWE) and outcomes-based analytics company,evidence (RWE) and outcomes-based analytics company,
raised a $110 Series C round in May 2021.raised a $110 Series C round in May 2021.



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
New York CityNew York City

Ease of Doing BusinessEase of Doing Business
NYC Business Quick Start, a new $11 million initiative from theNYC Business Quick Start, a new $11 million initiative from the

Mayor’s Office and the NYC Department of Small Business ServicesMayor’s Office and the NYC Department of Small Business Services

(SBS), is focused on cutting red tape to make New York City the(SBS), is focused on cutting red tape to make New York City the

easiest place in the United States to start a small business.easiest place in the United States to start a small business.

World-class TalentWorld-class Talent
Approximately 3.2 million New Yorkers hold a bachelor’s degree orApproximately 3.2 million New Yorkers hold a bachelor’s degree or

higher, more than Los Angeles, San Francisco, Philadelphia,higher, more than Los Angeles, San Francisco, Philadelphia,

Washington DC, and Boston combined. New York is home to moreWashington DC, and Boston combined. New York is home to more

than 1 million college students and some of the leading law,than 1 million college students and some of the leading law,

business, medical, engineering, maritime, design and fashion, andbusiness, medical, engineering, maritime, design and fashion, and

film schools in the country. In addition, 3.2 million immigrants fromfilm schools in the country. In addition, 3.2 million immigrants from

over 150 countries call New York home, broadening the skills andover 150 countries call New York home, broadening the skills and

perspectives available to employers.perspectives available to employers.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

New York City Economic DevelopmentNew York City Economic Development
CorporationCorporation

NYCEDC is the City's primary vehicle forNYCEDC is the City's primary vehicle for

promoting economic growth across all itspromoting economic growth across all its

neighborhoods. NYCEDC's mission is toneighborhoods. NYCEDC's mission is to

stimulate growth through expansion andstimulate growth through expansion and

redevelopment programs that encourageredevelopment programs that encourage

investment, generate prosperity, andinvestment, generate prosperity, and

strengthen the City's competitive position.strengthen the City's competitive position.

NYCEDC serves as an advocate to theNYCEDC serves as an advocate to the

business community by buildingbusiness community by building

relationships with companies that allowrelationships with companies that allow

them to take advantage of New York City'sthem to take advantage of New York City's

many opportunities.many opportunities.

MEMBERMEMBER

Tech:NYCTech:NYC

TechTech:NYC:NYC is an engaged network of tech is an engaged network of tech

leaders working to foster a dynamic,leaders working to foster a dynamic,

diverse, and creative New York. It bringsdiverse, and creative New York. It brings

together principled New Yorkers totogether principled New Yorkers to

support a successful technologysupport a successful technology

ecosystem, attract and retain top-tierecosystem, attract and retain top-tier

talent, and celebrate New York and thetalent, and celebrate New York and the

companies that call it home.companies that call it home.  

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

Starta Venture AcceleratorStarta Venture Accelerator   // Blue Ridge LabsBlue Ridge Labs   // Brooklyn Chamber of CommerceBrooklyn Chamber of Commerce   // Bunker LabsBunker Labs   // CelaCela   // Civic HallCivic Hall   // Coindesk/ConsensusCoindesk/Consensus   // Company (previously Grand Central Tech)Company (previously Grand Central Tech)   //

Entrepreneurs Roundtable AcceleratorEntrepreneurs Roundtable Accelerator   // Flatiron PartnershipFlatiron Partnership   // Gary's GuideGary's Guide   // Innovative CollectiveInnovative Collective   // Mayor's Office of International Affairs - NYCMayor's Office of International Affairs - NYC   // MeetUpMeetUp   // New LabNew Lab   // New York AngelsNew York Angels   //

NY Fashion Tech LabNY Fashion Tech Lab   // NY Tech AllianceNY Tech Alliance   // NYC BlendNYC Blend   // SAPSAP   // TechStarsTechStars   // Urban-XUrban-X   // VentureOutVentureOut



United StatesUnited States

PhiladelphiaPhiladelphia
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Ben Franklin Technology Partners of Southeastern PennsylvaniaBen Franklin Technology Partners of Southeastern Pennsylvania /  / University City Science CenterUniversity City Science Center /  / DrexelDrexel

UniversityUniversity

Taking advantage of the power of diverse talent, being creative and being inclusive, is going toTaking advantage of the power of diverse talent, being creative and being inclusive, is going to

attract people and make people want to come here.attract people and make people want to come here.

Jeff MarrazzoJeff Marrazzo
co-founder and CEO, Spark Therapeuticsco-founder and CEO, Spark Therapeutics

““

HighlightsHighlights
With its underdog energy and vibrant population, Philadelphia is built on the foundation of innovation,With its underdog energy and vibrant population, Philadelphia is built on the foundation of innovation,

from American democracy to cures for cancer. Millennials are relocating to Philadelphia at growth of 1.5from American democracy to cures for cancer. Millennials are relocating to Philadelphia at growth of 1.5

times the rest of the country. Alumni from Philadelphia’s universities launched more than 600 VC-backedtimes the rest of the country. Alumni from Philadelphia’s universities launched more than 600 VC-backed

companies in the past 10 years, raising an average of $6 million in their first round. Led by corporations likecompanies in the past 10 years, raising an average of $6 million in their first round. Led by corporations like

Comcast Corporation and established startup ecosystem partners like the Philly Startup Leaders‘Comcast Corporation and established startup ecosystem partners like the Philly Startup Leaders‘

accelerator and the Science Center’s Launch Lane Accelerator, a vibrant network of startup supportaccelerator and the Science Center’s Launch Lane Accelerator, a vibrant network of startup support

organizations and events support MVP-stage and early-stage tech-startups. Philly Tech Week is an annualorganizations and events support MVP-stage and early-stage tech-startups. Philly Tech Week is an annual

week-long celebration showcasing local innovation. The 3rd most diverse US city for STEM, Philly’sweek-long celebration showcasing local innovation. The 3rd most diverse US city for STEM, Philly’s

startup scene is also inclusive. In November 2020 the city announced its Most Diverse Tech Hubstartup scene is also inclusive. In November 2020 the city announced its Most Diverse Tech Hub

initiative, investing $500,000 to retain Black and brown students and expose them to careers andinitiative, investing $500,000 to retain Black and brown students and expose them to careers and

entrepreneurship. In June 2020 Philly Startup Leaders committed $550,000 to underrepresented founders,entrepreneurship. In June 2020 Philly Startup Leaders committed $550,000 to underrepresented founders,

with contributions from delivery company GoPuff and civic partners including Ben Franklin Technologywith contributions from delivery company GoPuff and civic partners including Ben Franklin Technology

Partners. In February 2021, Drexel University and the Science Center announced the $500,000 RaynierPartners. In February 2021, Drexel University and the Science Center announced the $500,000 Raynier

Institute & Foundation Seed Fund, supporting local underrepresented founders. VCs have noticed thisInstitute & Foundation Seed Fund, supporting local underrepresented founders. VCs have noticed this

energy. $1.8 billion was invested across 221 deals in Philadelphia in 2020 with an average disclosed roundenergy. $1.8 billion was invested across 221 deals in Philadelphia in 2020 with an average disclosed round

value of $8.1 million. Deals continue in 2021 with GoPuff, founded by two Drexel University alumni,value of $8.1 million. Deals continue in 2021 with GoPuff, founded by two Drexel University alumni,

announcing another $1.15 billion raise with an $8.9 billion valuation.announcing another $1.15 billion raise with an $8.9 billion valuation.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$994 m$994 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$18.8 bn$18.8 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$550 k$550 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$3.3 m$3.3 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$81 k$81 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

In 2021, Philadelphia was ranked 26th among NorthIn 2021, Philadelphia was ranked 26th among North
American cities for tech talent by CBRE. The city alsoAmerican cities for tech talent by CBRE. The city also
ranked 10th for tech degree completion in North America.ranked 10th for tech degree completion in North America.
In June 2020 The Wharton School announced theIn June 2020 The Wharton School announced the
establishment of Wharton AI for Business to supportestablishment of Wharton AI for Business to support
cutting-edge research in AI and help business leaderscutting-edge research in AI and help business leaders
develop innovative applications for the technology.develop innovative applications for the technology.
Fishtown Analytics, now rebranded to dbt Labs,Fishtown Analytics, now rebranded to dbt Labs,
announced a $150 million Series C round in June 2021.announced a $150 million Series C round in June 2021.

Life SciencesLife Sciences

CBRE ranked Philadelphia as the 7th top Life SciencesCBRE ranked Philadelphia as the 7th top Life Sciences
cluster in the USA, based on its jobs, lab space, and VCcluster in the USA, based on its jobs, lab space, and VC
funding. Pennsylvania’s Keystone Innovation Zone (KIZ) taxfunding. Pennsylvania’s Keystone Innovation Zone (KIZ) tax
credit program offers upto $15 million in tax creditscredit program offers upto $15 million in tax credits
annually. Philadelphia-based gene therapy pioneer Sparkannually. Philadelphia-based gene therapy pioneer Spark
Therapeutics was purchased by Roche in 2019 for $4.3Therapeutics was purchased by Roche in 2019 for $4.3
billion. Biopharmaceutical company Carisma Therapeuticsbillion. Biopharmaceutical company Carisma Therapeutics
announced a $59 million Series B in March 2021, and dataannounced a $59 million Series B in March 2021, and data
management platform HealthVerity raised $100 million inmanagement platform HealthVerity raised $100 million in
June 2021. June 2021. 



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
PhiladelphiaPhiladelphia

Tech TalentTech Talent
According to CBRE, Philadelphia ranks 13th in the number of tech-According to CBRE, Philadelphia ranks 13th in the number of tech-

related workers nationally, with related workers nationally, with tech-related jobs making up 3.9% oftech-related jobs making up 3.9% of

Philadelphia’s workforce. Its many academic institutions turned outPhiladelphia’s workforce. Its many academic institutions turned out

more than 25,000 tech graduates between 2015 and 2019, andmore than 25,000 tech graduates between 2015 and 2019, and

continues to attract a young talent pool with millennials comprisingcontinues to attract a young talent pool with millennials comprising

almost 28% of Philadelphia's population.almost 28% of Philadelphia's population.  

Low Cost of LivingLow Cost of Living
Compared to other nearby east coast tech hubs, PhiladelphiaCompared to other nearby east coast tech hubs, Philadelphia

offers a substantially lower cost of living, including affordable rentsoffers a substantially lower cost of living, including affordable rents

and home prices. The median home cost is $680,500 in New Yorkand home prices. The median home cost is $680,500 in New York

and $714,400 in Washington, but only $153.400 in Philadelphia, forand $714,400 in Washington, but only $153.400 in Philadelphia, for

instance. instance. 

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Ben Franklin Technology Partners ofBen Franklin Technology Partners of
Southeastern PennsylvaniaSoutheastern Pennsylvania

Ranked among the most active seed andRanked among the most active seed and

early stage investors in the US, Benearly stage investors in the US, Ben

Franklin Technology Partners ofFranklin Technology Partners of

Southeastern Pennsylvania is a ventureSoutheastern Pennsylvania is a venture

development organization that helps high-development organization that helps high-

growth innovative enterprises plant andgrowth innovative enterprises plant and

nurture their roots in the Philadelphianurture their roots in the Philadelphia

region. The nonprofit has supported moreregion. The nonprofit has supported more

than 2,000 companies to deliver anthan 2,000 companies to deliver an

economic impact of more than $5 billioneconomic impact of more than $5 billion

and over 32,000 jobs created in theand over 32,000 jobs created in the

Philadelphia region.Philadelphia region.  

MEMBERMEMBER

University City Science CenterUniversity City Science Center

The University City Science Center isThe University City Science Center is

Philadelphia’s premier catalyst ofPhiladelphia’s premier catalyst of

entrepreneurial activity, healthcareentrepreneurial activity, healthcare

innovation, and economic growth.innovation, and economic growth.

Established in 1963, the nonprofit hasEstablished in 1963, the nonprofit has

been globally recognized by The Brookingsbeen globally recognized by The Brookings

Institution as a best-in-class investor,Institution as a best-in-class investor,

mentor, and economic developmentmentor, and economic development

partner for young technology companies.partner for young technology companies.

Working alongside industry partners andWorking alongside industry partners and

leading research and academic institutionsleading research and academic institutions

across the globe, the Science Center hasacross the globe, the Science Center has

supported over 1,000 early-stagesupported over 1,000 early-stage

companies. Today, the organizationcompanies. Today, the organization

advances healthcare innovation from ideaadvances healthcare innovation from idea

to the marketplace through startupto the marketplace through startup

support services, allocating capital,support services, allocating capital,

gathering the innovation community, andgathering the innovation community, and

building inclusive STEM career pathwaysbuilding inclusive STEM career pathways

for Philadelphia youth and adults.for Philadelphia youth and adults.  

MEMBERMEMBER

Drexel UniversityDrexel University

Drexel is a comprehensive global researchDrexel is a comprehensive global research

university with a unique model ofuniversity with a unique model of

experiential learning that combinesexperiential learning that combines

academic rigor with one of the nation’sacademic rigor with one of the nation’s

premier cooperative education programs.premier cooperative education programs.

Drexel is classified as “R1: DoctoralDrexel is classified as “R1: Doctoral

Universities” by the Carnegie ClassificationUniversities” by the Carnegie Classification

of Institutions of Higher Education, aof Institutions of Higher Education, a

designation given to US researchdesignation given to US research

institutions with the highest level ofinstitutions with the highest level of

research activity. In 2021, the Princetonresearch activity. In 2021, the Princeton

Review ranked Drexel’s Close School ofReview ranked Drexel’s Close School of

Entrepreneurship #12 in the US forEntrepreneurship #12 in the US for

undergraduate entrepreneurship programs.undergraduate entrepreneurship programs.  

MEMBERMEMBER



United StatesUnited States

PittsburghPittsburgh
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
InnovatePGH PartnershipInnovatePGH Partnership /  / Pittsburgh Regional AlliancePittsburgh Regional Alliance  /  / Innovation WorksInnovation Works

Duolingo was founded in Pittsburgh due to talent, technology, and lifestyle. It’s a great placeDuolingo was founded in Pittsburgh due to talent, technology, and lifestyle. It’s a great place

to start a business, and a great place to live once the workday is done.to start a business, and a great place to live once the workday is done.

Luis von AhnLuis von Ahn
CEO & Co-Founder at DuolingoCEO & Co-Founder at Duolingo

““

HighlightsHighlights
Pittsburgh is leveraging its technical strength in AI and autonomous systems to build a dynamic andPittsburgh is leveraging its technical strength in AI and autonomous systems to build a dynamic and

diverse startup ecosystem. The birthplace of AI, Carnegie Mellon University, and regional partners arediverse startup ecosystem. The birthplace of AI, Carnegie Mellon University, and regional partners are

driving the future of AI across all innovation sectors. The city’s many notable companies include Auroradriving the future of AI across all innovation sectors. The city’s many notable companies include Aurora

Innovation — the $10B autonomous vehicle startup that acquired Uber ATG — as well as home-grownInnovation — the $10B autonomous vehicle startup that acquired Uber ATG — as well as home-grown

startup Argo AI, Motional, Waymo, and a dozen other mobility companies who have put down roots tostartup Argo AI, Motional, Waymo, and a dozen other mobility companies who have put down roots to

solidify Pittsburgh as a global hub for self-driving technology. It’s also home to AI XPrize finalist Marinussolidify Pittsburgh as a global hub for self-driving technology. It’s also home to AI XPrize finalist Marinus

Analytics, a women-founded startup that uses facial recognition to disrupt human trafficking and cyberAnalytics, a women-founded startup that uses facial recognition to disrupt human trafficking and cyber

fraud. Pittsburgh is growing its startup ecosystem with a focus on inclusion, widening the tech talentfraud. Pittsburgh is growing its startup ecosystem with a focus on inclusion, widening the tech talent

pipeline to ensure more women and people of color can access careers in tech. Black Tech Nation (BTN)pipeline to ensure more women and people of color can access careers in tech. Black Tech Nation (BTN)

also offers education and funding for Black technologists to create a more welcoming, inclusivealso offers education and funding for Black technologists to create a more welcoming, inclusive

community. VCs are doing their part, too. Innovation Works, Magarac Venture Partners, and BTN Venturescommunity. VCs are doing their part, too. Innovation Works, Magarac Venture Partners, and BTN Ventures

are all prioritizing investment in diverse founders. Entrepreneurs are inspired in an ecosystem alongsideare all prioritizing investment in diverse founders. Entrepreneurs are inspired in an ecosystem alongside

Duolingo — a language learning app that IPO’d in August 2021 at $6.5B — as well as R&D offices for techDuolingo — a language learning app that IPO’d in August 2021 at $6.5B — as well as R&D offices for tech

giants that choose Pittsburgh for their most challenging projects: Facebook Reality Labs, Amazon Alexa,giants that choose Pittsburgh for their most challenging projects: Facebook Reality Labs, Amazon Alexa,

and Google Cloud. Pittsburgh’s startup ecosystem makes you part of a community of purpose-drivenand Google Cloud. Pittsburgh’s startup ecosystem makes you part of a community of purpose-driven

builders, makers, and innovators who work local but have global impact.builders, makers, and innovators who work local but have global impact.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$180 m$180 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$5.2 bn$5.2 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$75 k$75 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$3.4 m$3.4 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$81 k$81 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

Advanced Manufacturing &Advanced Manufacturing &
RoboticsRobotics

Corporate innovation and academic R&D collide inCorporate innovation and academic R&D collide in
Pittsburgh’s 20+ robotics research centers toPittsburgh’s 20+ robotics research centers to
commercialize advanced technologies. Robotics leads thecommercialize advanced technologies. Robotics leads the
local investment scene, accounting for over half of alllocal investment scene, accounting for over half of all
investments in 2020. Success stories include RE2investments in 2020. Success stories include RE2
Robotics, a maker of robotic tech that improves workers'Robotics, a maker of robotic tech that improves workers'
safety and efficiency; and Gecko Robotics, which raised asafety and efficiency; and Gecko Robotics, which raised a
$40 million Series B round to develop robots for$40 million Series B round to develop robots for
inspecting utilities. The Pittsburgh Robotics Networkinspecting utilities. The Pittsburgh Robotics Network
includes over 100 regional robotics companies.includes over 100 regional robotics companies.

Life SciencesLife Sciences

Home to over 150 life sciences companies, multipleHome to over 150 life sciences companies, multiple
accelerators, and two major healthcare systems drivingaccelerators, and two major healthcare systems driving
commercialization, Pittsburgh provides startups withcommercialization, Pittsburgh provides startups with
access to world-class research through the University ofaccess to world-class research through the University of
Pittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon University. Gene therapyPittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon University. Gene therapy
company Krystal Biotech raised $125.12 million in itscompany Krystal Biotech raised $125.12 million in its
second public offering in May 2020; immunotherapysecond public offering in May 2020; immunotherapy
startup BlueSphere Bio raised $105 million in a tranchedstartup BlueSphere Bio raised $105 million in a tranched
Series B investment after spinning out of UPMCSeries B investment after spinning out of UPMC
Enterprises.Enterprises.

CleantechCleantech

Pittsburgh is home to a UN Center of Excellence on HighPittsburgh is home to a UN Center of Excellence on High
Performance Buildings and was the second city globallyPerformance Buildings and was the second city globally
to commit to the UN Sustainable Development Goals. Ato commit to the UN Sustainable Development Goals. A
founding member of the 2030 District Network tofounding member of the 2030 District Network to
reduce energy use and carbon emissions, Pittsburgh hasreduce energy use and carbon emissions, Pittsburgh has
73 cleantech companies, 35,000 employed in the region’s73 cleantech companies, 35,000 employed in the region’s
energy industry, and over $103 million invested by theenergy industry, and over $103 million invested by the
Department of Energy in university-based R&D in the lastDepartment of Energy in university-based R&D in the last
5 years. 5 years. 
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Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
PittsburghPittsburgh

High-quality tech talentHigh-quality tech talent
Pittsburgh startups have access to a robust talent pool of 142,000Pittsburgh startups have access to a robust talent pool of 142,000

working in tech, advanced manufacturing, and life sciencesworking in tech, advanced manufacturing, and life sciences

companies. A pipeline of nearly 21,000 graduates with degrees incompanies. A pipeline of nearly 21,000 graduates with degrees in

those fields stems from the 96 colleges, universities, and post-those fields stems from the 96 colleges, universities, and post-

secondary institutions in the greater region, including three R-1secondary institutions in the greater region, including three R-1

research universities.research universities.

The Pittsburgh Innovation DistrictThe Pittsburgh Innovation District
Defined in part by the overlapping campuses and historicDefined in part by the overlapping campuses and historic

collaboration of four research anchors — Carnegie Mellon, thecollaboration of four research anchors — Carnegie Mellon, the

University of Pittsburgh, Carlow University, and UPMC — theUniversity of Pittsburgh, Carlow University, and UPMC — the

Innovation District is among the top 10 concentrations of R&DInnovation District is among the top 10 concentrations of R&D

spending in the US and a premier source of talent, investment,spending in the US and a premier source of talent, investment,

research, and startup assets.research, and startup assets.

COVID-19 PolicyCOVID-19 Policy
In 2020, Governor Wolf allocated $225 million in CARES Act fundingIn 2020, Governor Wolf allocated $225 million in CARES Act funding

for small businesses in Pennsylvania through Communityfor small businesses in Pennsylvania through Community

Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs) in addition to availableDevelopment Financial Institutions (CDFIs) in addition to available

federal resources. With the passage of the American Rescue Plan,federal resources. With the passage of the American Rescue Plan,

there will be another $7.25 billion available in the U.S. through thethere will be another $7.25 billion available in the U.S. through the

Paycheck Protection Program and $15 billion in Targeted EconomicPaycheck Protection Program and $15 billion in Targeted Economic

Injury Disaster Loan Payments.Injury Disaster Loan Payments.  

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

InnovatePGH PartnershipInnovatePGH Partnership

InnovatePGH is a next-generationInnovatePGH is a next-generation

public/private partnership built topublic/private partnership built to

accelerate Pittsburgh’s status as a globalaccelerate Pittsburgh’s status as a global

innovation leader. Powered by a coalitioninnovation leader. Powered by a coalition

of civic, university, and business leaders,of civic, university, and business leaders,

the partnership is Pittsburgh’s platform tothe partnership is Pittsburgh’s platform to

rapidly translate the city’s R&D strengthsrapidly translate the city’s R&D strengths

into a high-growth, inclusive, and equitableinto a high-growth, inclusive, and equitable

tech-based economy.tech-based economy.  

MEMBERMEMBER

Pittsburgh Regional AlliancePittsburgh Regional Alliance

The Pittsburgh Regional Alliance (PRA) isThe Pittsburgh Regional Alliance (PRA) is

the economic development affiliate of thethe economic development affiliate of the

Allegheny Conference on CommunityAllegheny Conference on Community

Development. The PRA attracts strategicDevelopment. The PRA attracts strategic

investment opportunities and diverseinvestment opportunities and diverse

talent to the 10-county southwesterntalent to the 10-county southwestern

Pennsylvania region and supports thePennsylvania region and supports the

growth of existing regional businesses.growth of existing regional businesses.  

MEMBERMEMBER

Innovation WorksInnovation Works

Innovation Works (IW) is one of the topInnovation Works (IW) is one of the top

US investors in early-stage technologyUS investors in early-stage technology

startups and supports the startup &startups and supports the startup &

entrepreneurial ecosystem withinentrepreneurial ecosystem within

Southwestern Pennsylvania. IW providesSouthwestern Pennsylvania. IW provides

the investment, programing – includingthe investment, programing – including

software, hardware, and life sciencesoftware, hardware, and life science

accelerators – and critical resourcesaccelerators – and critical resources

startups need to reach the next stage ofstartups need to reach the next stage of

growth in Pittsburgh.growth in Pittsburgh.  

MEMBERMEMBER



CanadaCanada

Québec CityQuébec City
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Québec InternationalQuébec International

The arrival of new international entrepreneurs and startups has promoted dynamism andThe arrival of new international entrepreneurs and startups has promoted dynamism and

innovation in Québec City’s economy. The Groupe des incubateurs-accélérateurs de Québec,innovation in Québec City’s economy. The Groupe des incubateurs-accélérateurs de Québec,

created in 2019, is helping to maximize the strengths of all stakeholders in order to acceleratecreated in 2019, is helping to maximize the strengths of all stakeholders in order to accelerate

the growth of local businesses.the growth of local businesses.

ALAIN CHANDONNETALAIN CHANDONNET
PH.D., President and CEO, INOPH.D., President and CEO, INO

““

HighlightsHighlights
Québec City might not be the biggest city in Canada, but when it comes to tech innovation the cityQuébec City might not be the biggest city in Canada, but when it comes to tech innovation the city

punches above its weight. Already home to more than 500 high-tech companies generating almost $2punches above its weight. Already home to more than 500 high-tech companies generating almost $2

billion in sales annually, the city’s ecosystem is continuing to grow thanks to funding and supportbillion in sales annually, the city’s ecosystem is continuing to grow thanks to funding and support

initiatives from both the public and private sector. The City of Québec, Secrétariat à la Capitale-Nationale,initiatives from both the public and private sector. The City of Québec, Secrétariat à la Capitale-Nationale,

and Québec International have together laid out their vision to make Québec City the entrepreneurialand Québec International have together laid out their vision to make Québec City the entrepreneurial

capital of the country within 5 years. More than $75.8 million has been committed to this Entrepreneurialcapital of the country within 5 years. More than $75.8 million has been committed to this Entrepreneurial

Vision – Québec 2023 project, which includes various forms of funding and support for startups. Efforts toVision – Québec 2023 project, which includes various forms of funding and support for startups. Efforts to

make this growth inclusive are underway. In August 2020 the Canadian government announced $4.2make this growth inclusive are underway. In August 2020 the Canadian government announced $4.2

million in funding to support Indigenous businesses, including 18 Québec-based projects. Femmessor,million in funding to support Indigenous businesses, including 18 Québec-based projects. Femmessor,

which supports women-owned businesses, received $23.4 million investment in 2021. The private sectorwhich supports women-owned businesses, received $23.4 million investment in 2021. The private sector

is doing its part too. In June Montréal-based AQC Capital announced the creation of a new $64 millionis doing its part too. In June Montréal-based AQC Capital announced the creation of a new $64 million

fund to back tech startups in Québec and help support their international ambitions. To get a fullerfund to back tech startups in Québec and help support their international ambitions. To get a fuller

picture of existing players in the ecosystem, incubator-accelerator Le Camp undertook a project ofpicture of existing players in the ecosystem, incubator-accelerator Le Camp undertook a project of

mapping the Québec City ecosystem. The initiative showcased the region’s vibrant companies andmapping the Québec City ecosystem. The initiative showcased the region’s vibrant companies and

pinpointed clusters of strength, including Life Science, AI, and Innovative Manufacturing.pinpointed clusters of strength, including Life Science, AI, and Innovative Manufacturing.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

<$50 m<$50 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$541 m$541 m
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$636 k$636 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$3.5 m$3.5 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$63.5 k$63.5 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

Québec City is already home to more than 80 companiesQuébec City is already home to more than 80 companies
that produce or use AI solutions, but efforts to furtherthat produce or use AI solutions, but efforts to further
bolster the sub-sector continue. The Université Laval andbolster the sub-sector continue. The Université Laval and
Québec’s Ministère de l’Économie et de l’Innovation areQuébec’s Ministère de l’Économie et de l’Innovation are
together creating the Institute Intelligence and Data (IID)together creating the Institute Intelligence and Data (IID)
to accelerate to accelerate innovation in AI. The Government of Québecinnovation in AI. The Government of Québec
is providing $2.9 million in funding to the Consortium foris providing $2.9 million in funding to the Consortium for
Research and Innovation in Aerospace in Quebec (CRIAQ)Research and Innovation in Aerospace in Quebec (CRIAQ)
to support adoption of AI in the aerospace sector.to support adoption of AI in the aerospace sector.
SCALE.AI facilitates cross-sector collaboration andSCALE.AI facilitates cross-sector collaboration and
provides funding to help Canadian companies stay aheadprovides funding to help Canadian companies stay ahead
of the AI curve. Rendez-vous IA Québec provides a forumof the AI curve. Rendez-vous IA Québec provides a forum
to discuss breakthroughs in AI.to discuss breakthroughs in AI.

Life SciencesLife Sciences

Québec VITAE is a cluster dedicated to developing theQuébec VITAE is a cluster dedicated to developing the
Life Sciences sub-sector in the Québec City region.Life Sciences sub-sector in the Québec City region.
Incubator-accelerator Le Camp supports local startups,Incubator-accelerator Le Camp supports local startups,
including Life Sciences companies such as diagnosticincluding Life Sciences companies such as diagnostic
solutions maker BioMark Diagnostics. In October 2020solutions maker BioMark Diagnostics. In October 2020
vaccine company Medicago received a grant worth $129.1vaccine company Medicago received a grant worth $129.1
million from the million from the Government of CanadaGovernment of Canada to support the to support the
country’s Covid-19 response. “Des succès inspirants!”country’s Covid-19 response. “Des succès inspirants!”
conferences offer networking opportunities to thoseconferences offer networking opportunities to those
working in the sub-sector.working in the sub-sector.
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Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
Québec CityQuébec City

Educated WorkforceEducated Workforce
Quebec City is home to 5 universities, including Université Laval, theQuebec City is home to 5 universities, including Université Laval, the

oldest French-language university in North America, as well as 22oldest French-language university in North America, as well as 22

vocational schools and specialized institutes. Together thesevocational schools and specialized institutes. Together these

institutions graduate 20,000 students each year.institutions graduate 20,000 students each year.

Tax CreditsTax Credits
Québec’s investment and innovation tax credit (C3i) encouragesQuébec’s investment and innovation tax credit (C3i) encourages

businesses from all sectors to acquire manufacturing andbusinesses from all sectors to acquire manufacturing and

processing equipment, hardware, and software. To encourage theprocessing equipment, hardware, and software. To encourage the

retention of intellectual properties developed in Québec, aretention of intellectual properties developed in Québec, a

deduction was introduced for the commercialization of innovationsdeduction was introduced for the commercialization of innovations

developed in the province. Any person that carries out R&D indeveloped in the province. Any person that carries out R&D in

Québec can benefit from these tax credits.Québec can benefit from these tax credits.

Cost of LivingCost of Living
Compared to similar cities in North America, Québec City offers aCompared to similar cities in North America, Québec City offers a

reasonable cost of living. For example, the median selling price for areasonable cost of living. For example, the median selling price for a

home in Quebec City is $196,957, compared to $258,388 in Montreal,home in Quebec City is $196,957, compared to $258,388 in Montreal,

$515,550 in Toronto, and $990,581 in Vancouver. Average rental costs$515,550 in Toronto, and $990,581 in Vancouver. Average rental costs

are also lower than in Calgary, Edmonton and Ottawa. are also lower than in Calgary, Edmonton and Ottawa. 

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Québec InternationalQuébec International

Québec International is the economicQuébec International is the economic

development agency for the Québec Citydevelopment agency for the Québec City

provincial capital region. We work everydayprovincial capital region. We work everyday

to develop and showcase our localto develop and showcase our local

businesses and professionals. We are herebusinesses and professionals. We are here

to support you, whether you are anto support you, whether you are an

entrepreneur, a professional or an investor.entrepreneur, a professional or an investor.

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

BDCBDC   // PwC QuébecPwC Québec   // ROBICROBIC   // Ville de QuébecVille de Québec   // Quebec City Group if  incubatorsQuebec City Group if  incubators   // QuantinoQuantino   // Entrepreneuriat LavalEntrepreneuriat Laval



United StatesUnited States

Seattle Seattle #10#10
Founders appreciate the dynamic world-class tech ecosystem Seattle offers. We're generousFounders appreciate the dynamic world-class tech ecosystem Seattle offers. We're generous

leaders in AI, Cloud, IoT, Robotics, Big Data, Fintech, Biotech, VR/XR, and more for you toleaders in AI, Cloud, IoT, Robotics, Big Data, Fintech, Biotech, VR/XR, and more for you to

connect with.connect with.

Brett GreeneBrett Greene
CEO and Founder of New Tech NorthwestCEO and Founder of New Tech Northwest

““

HighlightsHighlights
The home town of Amazon and Microsoft was well situated to weather the coronavirus crisis with one ofThe home town of Amazon and Microsoft was well situated to weather the coronavirus crisis with one of

the highest proportions of tech workers in the U.S. No wonder investors have been pouring money intothe highest proportions of tech workers in the U.S. No wonder investors have been pouring money into

Seattle’s vibrant startup ecosystem. Over the last two years the area’s venture capital firms have raisedSeattle’s vibrant startup ecosystem. Over the last two years the area’s venture capital firms have raised

more than $1 billion for their next round of early stage funds including Madrona VII ($300 million), Westmore than $1 billion for their next round of early stage funds including Madrona VII ($300 million), West

River Group ($150 million), Maveron VII ($180 million), Frazier Healthcare IX ($419 million), Voyager VRiver Group ($150 million), Maveron VII ($180 million), Frazier Healthcare IX ($419 million), Voyager V

($100M), and Founders’ Co-op IV ($25M). Those new funds add to existing funds, including Ignition VI($100M), and Founders’ Co-op IV ($25M). Those new funds add to existing funds, including Ignition VI

($200 million), Tola Capital II ($300 million), Arch Venture Partners ($400 million). Seattle startups brought($200 million), Tola Capital II ($300 million), Arch Venture Partners ($400 million). Seattle startups brought

in $3.2 billion in venture capital through the first three quarters of 2020, according to Pitchbook, puttingin $3.2 billion in venture capital through the first three quarters of 2020, according to Pitchbook, putting

the city on track to easily break its previous high of $3.6 billion in 2019. “Mega-deals” of over $100 millionthe city on track to easily break its previous high of $3.6 billion in 2019. “Mega-deals” of over $100 million

are also on pace to set a record this year, with 167 deals already completed in Q1. Angel and seed deals hitare also on pace to set a record this year, with 167 deals already completed in Q1. Angel and seed deals hit

a Q1 record for deal count. Seattle is also home to highly successful accelerators, including a Q1 record for deal count. Seattle is also home to highly successful accelerators, including Amazon’s AlexaAmazon’s Alexa

Accelerator, a program that connects entrepreneurs building voice-first products to the resources ofAccelerator, a program that connects entrepreneurs building voice-first products to the resources of

Amazon’s Alexa team. The local Techstars accelerator is also the most successful city in the program’sAmazon’s Alexa team. The local Techstars accelerator is also the most successful city in the program’s

history in terms of dollars raised by graduates, which include three unicorns: Zipline ($1.2 billion), Outreachhistory in terms of dollars raised by graduates, which include three unicorns: Zipline ($1.2 billion), Outreach

($1.1 billion), and Remitly ($1 billion).($1.1 billion), and Remitly ($1 billion).

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$3 bn$3 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$49 bn$49 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$1200 k$1200 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$4.5 m$4.5 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$105 k$105 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

The University of Washington, a national leader in the fieldThe University of Washington, a national leader in the field
of machine learning and Big Data, has helped nurtureof machine learning and Big Data, has helped nurture
these subsectors in the Seattle area with creativethese subsectors in the Seattle area with creative
programs including its Washington Fund, an early-stageprograms including its Washington Fund, an early-stage
venture fund that aims to invest in promising startupsventure fund that aims to invest in promising startups
spinning out of local research institutions, and Newspinning out of local research institutions, and New
Embark facility. Several startups have spun out of theEmbark facility. Several startups have spun out of the
university’s Computer Science department. Local machineuniversity’s Computer Science department. Local machine
learning startup OctoML raised a $28 million Series B inlearning startup OctoML raised a $28 million Series B in
March of this year.March of this year.

Life SciencesLife Sciences

Success in a particular sector tends to breed furtherSuccess in a particular sector tends to breed further
success in the sector, with Seattle’s life sciencessuccess in the sector, with Seattle’s life sciences
companies being a prime example of this virtuous cycle.companies being a prime example of this virtuous cycle.
After Juno Therapeutics, a developer of novelAfter Juno Therapeutics, a developer of novel
immunotherapies, was sold to Calgene for $9 billion justimmunotherapies, was sold to Calgene for $9 billion just
five years after it spun out of the Seattle-based Fredfive years after it spun out of the Seattle-based Fred
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, it’s co-foundersHutchinson Cancer Research Center, it’s co-founders
reinvested some of that payday in engineered cell startupreinvested some of that payday in engineered cell startup
Sana Biotechnology, which recently raised over $700Sana Biotechnology, which recently raised over $700
million.million.
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Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
SeattleSeattle

TalentTalent
More than 130 research centers are now located in Seattle, and moreMore than 130 research centers are now located in Seattle, and more

than 50 percent of all new leases in the city last year were forthan 50 percent of all new leases in the city last year were for

technology companies. At the time of this writing there were moretechnology companies. At the time of this writing there were more

than 19,000 engineering job openings on LinkedIn within the broaderthan 19,000 engineering job openings on LinkedIn within the broader

area. The tech talent pool in the ecosystem is clearly broad, deep,area. The tech talent pool in the ecosystem is clearly broad, deep,

and growing.and growing.

University talentUniversity talent
The University of Washington is one of the nation’s premierThe University of Washington is one of the nation’s premier

research universities and home to 286 specialized researchresearch universities and home to 286 specialized research

centers. The school receives more than $1 billion in total researchcenters. The school receives more than $1 billion in total research

grants and contracts each year, which means that more than 2grants and contracts each year, which means that more than 2

percent of all federal research funding currently goes to UW. Inpercent of all federal research funding currently goes to UW. In

addition, the school has also benefited from private funding,addition, the school has also benefited from private funding,

including a gift of $40 million to the university’s distinguishedincluding a gift of $40 million to the university’s distinguished

School of Computer Science and Engineering by late MicrosoftSchool of Computer Science and Engineering by late Microsoft

co-founder Pail Allen.co-founder Pail Allen.

Accelerators, incubatorsAccelerators, incubators
There are 25 startup accelerators, incubators and other programsThere are 25 startup accelerators, incubators and other programs

supporting the next wave of founders in the Seattle area. Thesesupporting the next wave of founders in the Seattle area. These

include traditional accelerator programs like Techstars, but also newerinclude traditional accelerator programs like Techstars, but also newer

studio models, like PSL and Madrona Venture Labs, which recruitstudio models, like PSL and Madrona Venture Labs, which recruit

talent from big tech companies to join growing startups. talent from big tech companies to join growing startups. 

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

ARIARI   // Alliance of AngelsAlliance of Angels   // Angel Resource InstituteAngel Resource Institute   // FledgeFledge   // Lighter CapitalLighter Capital   // MS AcceleratorMS Accelerator   // Microsoft VenturesMicrosoft Ventures   // Microsoft for StartupsMicrosoft for Startups   // New Tech NorthwestNew Tech Northwest   // SURF IncubatorSURF Incubator   //

Seattle Angel ConferenceSeattle Angel Conference   // Seven Peaks VenturesSeven Peaks Ventures   // Startup GrindStartup Grind   // Startup SeattleStartup Seattle   // TechstarsTechstars



United StatesUnited States

Silicon Valley - Bay Area Silicon Valley - Bay Area #1#1
Despite rising real estate prices and increased scrutiny, Silicon Valley remains a vibrant placeDespite rising real estate prices and increased scrutiny, Silicon Valley remains a vibrant place

for startups. In fact, the external forces acting on Silicon Valley are changing how companiesfor startups. In fact, the external forces acting on Silicon Valley are changing how companies

develop products and manage teams.develop products and manage teams.

Robert SiegelRobert Siegel
Partner at XSeed Capital and Lecturer in Management, Stanford Graduate School of BusinessPartner at XSeed Capital and Lecturer in Management, Stanford Graduate School of Business

““

HighlightsHighlights
Despite an outflux of some talent thanks to the cluster’s sky-high costs and pandemic-related remoteDespite an outflux of some talent thanks to the cluster’s sky-high costs and pandemic-related remote

work, Silicon Valley is still home to an estimated 40,000 startups and 1,000 VC firms, as well as many iconicwork, Silicon Valley is still home to an estimated 40,000 startups and 1,000 VC firms, as well as many iconic

tech companies. A third of total venture funding in the U.S. — more than $25 billion — flowed into thetech companies. A third of total venture funding in the U.S. — more than $25 billion — flowed into the

Valley in the first quarter of 2021. It is indisputably the world’s top startup ecosystem. Stanford UniversityValley in the first quarter of 2021. It is indisputably the world’s top startup ecosystem. Stanford University

is the seed that spawned the Valley and it continues to play a major role in the ecosystem. Stanford alumniis the seed that spawned the Valley and it continues to play a major role in the ecosystem. Stanford alumni

generate nearly $3 trillion in economic impact each year, which amounts to approximately 4% of thegenerate nearly $3 trillion in economic impact each year, which amounts to approximately 4% of the

world’s total GDP. Other local universities like University of California at Berkeley, San Jose State, andworld’s total GDP. Other local universities like University of California at Berkeley, San Jose State, and

several community colleges contribute to the ecosystem's dominance and staff its startups. Silicon Valleyseveral community colleges contribute to the ecosystem's dominance and staff its startups. Silicon Valley

offers some of the world’s best networking. It’s successful startups, when they grow up to becomeoffers some of the world’s best networking. It’s successful startups, when they grow up to become

corporate giants, often continue to be based in the area. This attracts not only plentiful talent but othercorporate giants, often continue to be based in the area. This attracts not only plentiful talent but other

entities as well, from corporations like Walmart to the incubators of foreign governments. Thisentities as well, from corporations like Walmart to the incubators of foreign governments. This

concentration of people and ideas results in an incredibly vibrant ecosystem. The area’s energy isconcentration of people and ideas results in an incredibly vibrant ecosystem. The area’s energy is

reflected in its many startup focused events, such as TECHSPO Silicon Valley, Palo Alto meetup 106 Miles,reflected in its many startup focused events, such as TECHSPO Silicon Valley, Palo Alto meetup 106 Miles,

and Startup Grind, which describes itself as a “global community for entrepreneurs” and organizesand Startup Grind, which describes itself as a “global community for entrepreneurs” and organizes

monthly events for ecosystem players.monthly events for ecosystem players.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$22 bn$22 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$1029 bn$1029 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$1000 k$1000 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$8.8 m$8.8 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$119 k$119 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

VCs continue to pour money into Silicon Valley AIVCs continue to pour money into Silicon Valley AI
companies. SambaNova Systems, a maker of softwarecompanies. SambaNova Systems, a maker of software
and hardware to run AI applications, raised a $676 millionand hardware to run AI applications, raised a $676 million
Series D round led by SoftBank Vision Fund 2 in April.Series D round led by SoftBank Vision Fund 2 in April.
The company is now worth more than $5 billion. ThreatThe company is now worth more than $5 billion. Threat
detection and response company Vectra AI recentlydetection and response company Vectra AI recently
raised a $130 million round, while Placer.ai raised a $50raised a $130 million round, while Placer.ai raised a $50
million Series B, also in April.million Series B, also in April.

FintechFintech

Both Silicon Valley behemoths and upstarts areBoth Silicon Valley behemoths and upstarts are
innovating in the subsector. Google, for instance, hasinnovating in the subsector. Google, for instance, has
partnered with more than a half a dozen banks for itspartnered with more than a half a dozen banks for its
Cache project and is set to launch checking accounts forCache project and is set to launch checking accounts for
consumers next year. Tribal Credit, which handlesconsumers next year. Tribal Credit, which handles
payments for SMBs in emerging markets, closed a $34.3payments for SMBs in emerging markets, closed a $34.3
million round in April, while teen banking startup Stepmillion round in April, while teen banking startup Step
raised a $100 million Series C also in April and boastsraised a $100 million Series C also in April and boasts
celebrity backers including Jared Leto and Will Smith.celebrity backers including Jared Leto and Will Smith.

Life SciencesLife Sciences

Life Sciences startups continue to attract large fundingLife Sciences startups continue to attract large funding
rounds in Silicon Valley. Following its latest raise in Julyrounds in Silicon Valley. Following its latest raise in July
2020, ALX Oncology has raised a total of $166 million2020, ALX Oncology has raised a total of $166 million
over 4 rounds. Drug discovery and developmentover 4 rounds. Drug discovery and development
company Eikon Therapeutics closed a $148 million Seriescompany Eikon Therapeutics closed a $148 million Series
A in May, and Biomea Fusion, which develops precisionA in May, and Biomea Fusion, which develops precision
drugs to treat cancer, closed a $56 million Series A drugs to treat cancer, closed a $56 million Series A roundround
in January before raising $153 million with its Apri IPO.in January before raising $153 million with its Apri IPO.
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Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
Silicon Valley - Bay AreaSilicon Valley - Bay Area

Legal SupportLegal Support
Silicon Valley has efficient laws, policies, and regulations to safeguardSilicon Valley has efficient laws, policies, and regulations to safeguard

business interests, trade secrets, and ownership of ideas. These actbusiness interests, trade secrets, and ownership of ideas. These act

as a necessary shield for tech businesses, especially the ones thatas a necessary shield for tech businesses, especially the ones that

are starting small.are starting small.

Easy Financing OpportunitiesEasy Financing Opportunities
Silicon Valley may be a legendarily high-cost ecosystem, requiringSilicon Valley may be a legendarily high-cost ecosystem, requiring

large amounts of capital to get a startup off the ground, but it islarge amounts of capital to get a startup off the ground, but it is

also the worldwide epicenter of startup financing. U.S. VC fundsalso the worldwide epicenter of startup financing. U.S. VC funds

invested $69 billion in startups in the first quarter of 2021. Fully ainvested $69 billion in startups in the first quarter of 2021. Fully a

third of that went to companies based in Silicon Valley or nearbythird of that went to companies based in Silicon Valley or nearby

San Francisco. The area also boasts the highest concentration ofSan Francisco. The area also boasts the highest concentration of

billionaires per capita in the world, which means startups havebillionaires per capita in the world, which means startups have

access to a huge range of experienced angel investors willing toaccess to a huge range of experienced angel investors willing to

bet on unique and innovative ideas.bet on unique and innovative ideas.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS
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Toronto-Waterloo Toronto-Waterloo 
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
MaRS Discovery DistrictMaRS Discovery District /  / Communitech CorporationCommunitech Corporation

#14#14

The Toronto-Waterloo corridor is Tulip's home and it's been essential to our growth. TheThe Toronto-Waterloo corridor is Tulip's home and it's been essential to our growth. The

access to talent, capital, and customers is world-class — and it's a wonderful place to live.access to talent, capital, and customers is world-class — and it's a wonderful place to live.

Ali AsariaAli Asaria
CEO, Tulip RetailCEO, Tulip Retail

““

HighlightsHighlights
The Toronto-Waterloo corridor is one of the fastest-growing and densest innovation clusters in the world.The Toronto-Waterloo corridor is one of the fastest-growing and densest innovation clusters in the world.

Between 2013 and 2018, the region created more tech-sector jobs than New York, Seattle and BostonBetween 2013 and 2018, the region created more tech-sector jobs than New York, Seattle and Boston

combined. It is home to 20 percent of Canada’s university students, many of them attending thecombined. It is home to 20 percent of Canada’s university students, many of them attending the

University of Toronto and the University of Waterloo. This ecosystem is also rich with some of NorthUniversity of Toronto and the University of Waterloo. This ecosystem is also rich with some of North

America’s leading innovation hubs, including America’s leading innovation hubs, including MaRSMaRS and  and CommunitechCommunitech In the face of many pandemic- In the face of many pandemic-

related challenges, the Toronto-Waterloo corridor nevertheless excelled, attracting record investment,related challenges, the Toronto-Waterloo corridor nevertheless excelled, attracting record investment,

while also boosting the economy, relieving front-line workers and creating jobs. In 2020, the region pulledwhile also boosting the economy, relieving front-line workers and creating jobs. In 2020, the region pulled

in $4.4 billion in V.C. funding and fostered several new unicorns, suchin $4.4 billion in V.C. funding and fostered several new unicorns, such

as as ClearcoClearco and  and PointClickCarePointClickCare  Hundreds of the region’s companiesHundreds of the region’s companies also pivoted their everyday business also pivoted their everyday business

practices — for financial survival, but also to join the fight against COVID-19. And Toronto and Waterloopractices — for financial survival, but also to join the fight against COVID-19. And Toronto and Waterloo

remain hotbeds for talent. With what’s widely considered remain hotbeds for talent. With what’s widely considered the most diverse population on the planetthe most diverse population on the planet , the, the

corridor represents 17 percent of Canada’s GDP and roughly 275,000 tech workers. The result of thiscorridor represents 17 percent of Canada’s GDP and roughly 275,000 tech workers. The result of this

sustained progress is a still-thriving ecosystem. With unprecedented investment, strong publicsustained progress is a still-thriving ecosystem. With unprecedented investment, strong public

institutions, favourable immigration policies and one ofinstitutions, favourable immigration policies and one of  the most-vaccinated citizenries on the globe the most-vaccinated citizenries on the globe , the, the

Toronto-Waterloo corridor is well-positioned to advance the Canadian and global economies post-Toronto-Waterloo corridor is well-positioned to advance the Canadian and global economies post-

pandemic.pandemic.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$2.3 bn$2.3 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$20.8 bn$20.8 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$500 k$500 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$4.4 m$4.4 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$70 k$70 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

Few countries command as much trust as Canada. GlobalFew countries command as much trust as Canada. Global
concerns about how technology is developed and usedconcerns about how technology is developed and used
have created opportunities for Corridor tech companieshave created opportunities for Corridor tech companies
to lead in sectors where trust is critical: Applied AI,to lead in sectors where trust is critical: Applied AI,
fintech, cybersecurity, healthcare, sustainability and smartfintech, cybersecurity, healthcare, sustainability and smart
cities, among others. Waterloo and Toronto have pushedcities, among others. Waterloo and Toronto have pushed
“Tech for Good” to the top of the country’s tech agenda.“Tech for Good” to the top of the country’s tech agenda.

Life SciencesLife Sciences

The Toronto-Waterloo corridor is home to the UniversityThe Toronto-Waterloo corridor is home to the University
of Toronto (famous for the discovery of insulin and stemof Toronto (famous for the discovery of insulin and stem
cells) and the University of Waterloo, soon to becells) and the University of Waterloo, soon to be
equipped with a $35-million innovation health facility,equipped with a $35-million innovation health facility,
offering wet labs, biosafety labs and product developmentoffering wet labs, biosafety labs and product development
space for 75 ventures. In the first nine months of 2020, thespace for 75 ventures. In the first nine months of 2020, the
region’s 600 life-sciences firms raised more than $1region’s 600 life-sciences firms raised more than $1
billion, translating to $54 billion in annual revenue.billion, translating to $54 billion in annual revenue.
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Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
Toronto-WaterlooToronto-Waterloo

Strong social valuesStrong social values
Canada’s quality of life and social values provide a safety net that isCanada’s quality of life and social values provide a safety net that is

actually a trampoline — a jumping-off point for startups to solve bigactually a trampoline — a jumping-off point for startups to solve big

problems and capitalize on opportunities. Tobi Lütke (Shopify),problems and capitalize on opportunities. Tobi Lütke (Shopify),

Martin Basiri (ApplyBoard), Michael Katchen (Wealthsimple) andMartin Basiri (ApplyBoard), Michael Katchen (Wealthsimple) and

Joshua Liu (SeamlessMD) are among many who typify this ethos.Joshua Liu (SeamlessMD) are among many who typify this ethos.

Rich and diverse talent poolsRich and diverse talent pools
Companies located in Toronto-Waterloo benefit from open andCompanies located in Toronto-Waterloo benefit from open and

welcoming communities, as well as a highly diverse and talentedwelcoming communities, as well as a highly diverse and talented

workforce. The Universities of Toronto and Waterloo bookend theworkforce. The Universities of Toronto and Waterloo bookend the

corridor, and produce some of the world’s best graduates forcorridor, and produce some of the world’s best graduates for

growth companies in AI, cybersecurity, health and medicalgrowth companies in AI, cybersecurity, health and medical

technologies, and fintech.technologies, and fintech.

Data privacy and sovereigntyData privacy and sovereignty
Canada possesses robust and evolving data privacy and sovereigntyCanada possesses robust and evolving data privacy and sovereignty

laws making it an ideal place to build a company and store data forlaws making it an ideal place to build a company and store data for

advanced applications. Data privacy equivalency status with keyadvanced applications. Data privacy equivalency status with key

economic zones and countries continues to make Canada aeconomic zones and countries continues to make Canada a

compelling geographic zone for customers and businesses alike.compelling geographic zone for customers and businesses alike.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

MaRS Discovery DistrictMaRS Discovery District

MaRS brings together the innovationMaRS brings together the innovation

community to grow the economy and makecommunity to grow the economy and make

an impact. From advisory services toan impact. From advisory services to

connections to talent, capital, customersconnections to talent, capital, customers

and more, MaRS offers a range of high-and more, MaRS offers a range of high-

value services that help high-growthvalue services that help high-growth

companies succeed. We also providecompanies succeed. We also provide

access to the MaRS ecosystem, a curatedaccess to the MaRS ecosystem, a curated

community of entrepreneurs, investors,community of entrepreneurs, investors,

corporates, academics and governmentcorporates, academics and government

partners.partners.  

MEMBERMEMBER

Communitech CorporationCommunitech Corporation

Communitech was founded in 1997 by aCommunitech was founded in 1997 by a

group of entrepreneurs who camegroup of entrepreneurs who came

together to help one another buildtogether to help one another build

successful companies to help ensure thesuccessful companies to help ensure the

future prosperity of Canada. They createdfuture prosperity of Canada. They created

an organization to support the entirean organization to support the entire

“Community of Tech” and gave us a“Community of Tech” and gave us a

mission to help companies start, grow andmission to help companies start, grow and

succeed.succeed.  

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

Brookfield InstituteBrookfield Institute   // Centre for Social InnovationCentre for Social Innovation   // City of TorontoCity of Toronto   // Creative Destruction LabCreative Destruction Lab   // DMZDMZ   // HaltechHaltech   // Innovation FactoryInnovation Factory   // Invest TorontoInvest Toronto   // Next 36Next 36   // OneElevenOneEleven   // RIC CentreRIC Centre   //

The Founder City ProjectThe Founder City Project   // Venture LabVenture Lab   // World CanadaWorld Canada
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Washington, D.C. Washington, D.C. #11#11
Startups in Washington, D.C., have a refreshing focus on taking on significant global challengesStartups in Washington, D.C., have a refreshing focus on taking on significant global challenges

and bringing their unique entrepreneurship lens to problems historically left to governments.and bringing their unique entrepreneurship lens to problems historically left to governments.

Donna HarrisDonna Harris
Cofounder, 1776 General Partner, 1776 VenturesCofounder, 1776 General Partner, 1776 Ventures

““

HighlightsHighlights
Washington, D.C. may be more well known for politics than entrepreneurship, but the numbers suggestWashington, D.C. may be more well known for politics than entrepreneurship, but the numbers suggest

the U.S. capital is actually an undersung startup hub. The area is home to more than 1,000 tech startups,the U.S. capital is actually an undersung startup hub. The area is home to more than 1,000 tech startups,

and it and it ranks first in the nation for growth in entrepreneurship, according to ranks first in the nation for growth in entrepreneurship, according to the Kauffman Foundation.the Kauffman Foundation.

Various rankings have named Washington, D.C. Various rankings have named Washington, D.C. the third most future-ready economy among Americanthe third most future-ready economy among American

cities, third best tech city in the nation, and the country’s top city for social entrepreneurs working tocities, third best tech city in the nation, and the country’s top city for social entrepreneurs working to

solve social challenges. Washington, D.C. was ranked number 2 in North American on the 2020 Scoringsolve social challenges. Washington, D.C. was ranked number 2 in North American on the 2020 Scoring

Tech Talent by CBR. Local government initiative #innoMAYtion hopes to build on this momentum byTech Talent by CBR. Local government initiative #innoMAYtion hopes to build on this momentum by

encouraging local entrepreneurs to help solve the city’s challenges and create opportunities for itsencouraging local entrepreneurs to help solve the city’s challenges and create opportunities for its

residents. 1776’s Challenge Cup, a worldwide competition organized by local startup incubator 1776,residents. 1776’s Challenge Cup, a worldwide competition organized by local startup incubator 1776,

spotlights the globe’s most promising startups. Finally, DC Startup Week attracts over 10,000spotlights the globe’s most promising startups. Finally, DC Startup Week attracts over 10,000

entrepreneurs for 5 days of connection, collaboration, and celebration. Success stories to emerge fromentrepreneurs for 5 days of connection, collaboration, and celebration. Success stories to emerge from

the ecosystem include risk management firm Interos, which has raised a total of $128.4 million over 3the ecosystem include risk management firm Interos, which has raised a total of $128.4 million over 3

rounds, and international student loan company MPOWER Financing, which has raised $375 million over 13rounds, and international student loan company MPOWER Financing, which has raised $375 million over 13

rounds.rounds.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$2.1 bn$2.1 bn
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$28.9 bn$28.9 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$625 k$625 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$5 m$5 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$96 k$96 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

CybersecurityCybersecurity

Companies headquartered in Washington, D.C. won moreCompanies headquartered in Washington, D.C. won more
than 22% of the $656 billion the federal governmentthan 22% of the $656 billion the federal government
awarded in prime contracts in 2020. Threat intelligenceawarded in prime contracts in 2020. Threat intelligence
platform ThreatQuotient has raised a total of $87.6 millionplatform ThreatQuotient has raised a total of $87.6 million
in funding over 9 rounds. Cybersecurity solutions providerin funding over 9 rounds. Cybersecurity solutions provider
Two Six Technologies, which resulted from the merger ofTwo Six Technologies, which resulted from the merger of
Two Six Labs and IST Research, Two Six Labs and IST Research, raised $18.9 million inraised $18.9 million in
February 2021. The company counts the Department ofFebruary 2021. The company counts the Department of
Defense and intelligence community among its clients.Defense and intelligence community among its clients.

EdtechEdtech

Education is one of the most important sub-sectors in theEducation is one of the most important sub-sectors in the
Washington, D.C. region, accounting for $3.9 billion ofWashington, D.C. region, accounting for $3.9 billion of
GDP and 44,000 jobs. Post-secondary education aloneGDP and 44,000 jobs. Post-secondary education alone
accounts for 27,000 jobs. Student lifecycle and retentionaccounts for 27,000 jobs. Student lifecycle and retention
management company Full Measure Education raised amanagement company Full Measure Education raised a
$10 million Series A in June 2021. Edtech company EVERFI$10 million Series A in June 2021. Edtech company EVERFI
raised a total of $251 million before selling its higherraised a total of $251 million before selling its higher
education business to Florida’s Vector Solutions for $100education business to Florida’s Vector Solutions for $100
million.million.
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Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
Washington, D.C.Washington, D.C.

Skilled WorkforceSkilled Workforce
Washington, D.C. is the most educated city in the U.S. according toWashington, D.C. is the most educated city in the U.S. according to

the Census Bureau and ranks #1 in the country for high-techthe Census Bureau and ranks #1 in the country for high-tech

employment concentration. Neighboring states Maryland and Virginiaemployment concentration. Neighboring states Maryland and Virginia

lead the nation in concentration of bachelor’s degrees in STEMlead the nation in concentration of bachelor’s degrees in STEM

disciplines. The area is home to more than 10 colleges anddisciplines. The area is home to more than 10 colleges and

universities, and 50% of residents have a college degree compared touniversities, and 50% of residents have a college degree compared to

33% nationally.33% nationally.
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Proximity to Asia, ease of doing business, talent and a 
global mindset imposed by a relatively small domestic 
market are behind an increasing prominence for startup 
ecosystems in Oceania. More than 1,000 companies 
received an aggregate $2 billion in early stage funding 
between 2018 and 2020. 

My	hometown	of	Melbourne	in	Victoria	has	a	rapidly	
growing ecosystem with 2,100 startups. In three years 
Victoria’s	startup	ecosystem	has	more	than	tripled	in	
value to over US$7 billion. It employs roughly 40,000 
people, with close to an 11% increase in jobs year-over-
year between 2018 and 2020.  Sydney, the capital of New 
South Wales, remains the largest ecosystem in Oceania, 
with more than 60% of Australia’s tech startups and half 
of Oceania’s early-stage funding and exit value. 

Across the region, AI and Big Data are the strongest 
sectors, followed by Fintech and the related industry 
Blockchain. While comprising just 7% of startups, Fintechs 

LEIGH JASPER

Leigh Jasper is currently the CEO of Saniel Ventures, 
and a non-executive director of SEEK Ltd, Salta 
Properties, Buildxact and the Burnet Institute. He 
was the co-founder and CEO of Aconex between 
May 2000 and August 2019, where he led global 
growth for Aconex, expanding the business into 
Asia, North America, South America, the Middle 
East and Europe.

Tech Entrepreneurship On The Rise In 
Oceania

are	raising	significant	capital	to	support	very	high	growth	
rates. Between 2019 and 2020, almost 80% of the $2 
billion allocated to Australian startups was for funding 
rounds	led	by	Victorian	Fintech	companies.	However,	
Life	Sciences	remains	Victoria’s	largest	sector	in	terms	
of density, accounting for 18% of all startups. 

Fintech also dominates the region’s unicorns. They include 
Airwallex, a platform facilitating cross-border payments 
whose valuation has tripled in two years; and Judo Bank, 
a digital challenger bank that joined the billion-dollar-
club in 2020. However our unicorns focus on a range 
of sectors, for example graphic design platform Canva, 
whose user base ballooned during the pandemic, and 
has just achieved a phenomenal valuation of $55 billion.  

Between 2018 and 2020 Oceania saw more than 350 
exits totalling roughly $8.7 billion. This year the market 
heated up. Jack Dorsey’s U.S. based Square announced 
in August that it was buying digital payments business 
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Afterpay for $29 billion. Two months earlier A Cloud 
Guru, an online training startup founded by two brothers 
in Melbourne, was acquired by U.S. company Pluralsight 
for $2 billion, one of the largest tech deals in Australian 
history. In June, Sinch, based in Sweden, picked up SMS 
marketing startup MessageMedia for $1.3 billion.

Regional governments, meanwhile, have been investing 
heavily	in	entrepreneurship.	Last	November	Victoria’s	
government	allocated	$186.2	million	to	LaunchVic,	the	
state’s startup agency. The government also is investing in 
innovation more broadly with the $2 billion Breakthrough 
Victoria	 Fund	 to	 drive	 investment	 in	 translational	
research, innovation, and commercialisation. New South 
Wales recently announced the creation of a second 
Sydney	Startup	Hub.	The	first	hub,	opened	in	2018,	is	
home to around 500 startups and has attracted almost 
$300 million in investment. And the Australian national 
government is supporting startups through policies that 
include the R&D tax incentive.

Funding levels in Oceania have continued to increase, 
although there is a way to go to be on par with some of the 
world’s	leading	ecosystems.	Specific	attention	to	some	
of the issues around funding are being systematically 
addressed	for	example,	those	by	Victoria’s	government	
who	are	doing	a	 lot	of	work	 through	LaunchVic,	 to	
catalyse early-stage investment. The region is also 
attracting	the	eyes	of	global	VC	firms	such	as	Sequoia	
Capital	and	Sapphire	Ventures,	which	have	invested	in	

two	Victorian	unicorns:	Airwallex	and	the	employee-
experience platform Culture Amp. In the 10 years since 
backing Atlassian, a Sydney-based software company, 
Accel Partners has invested in the HR Tech company 
Pyn and emarketing business Campaign Monitor, as 
well	as	in	Victorian	scaleup	99designs.	Insight	Venture	
Partners, Tiger Global and others have put money into 
SafetyCulture, the Queensland-based garage startup 
now worth upwards of $1.6 billion. 

Venture	capital	is	itself	a	growing	industry	in	Oceania.	
Among the region’s own heavy-hitters are Blackbird 
Ventures,	Brandon	Capital	Partners	and	AirTree	Ventures.	
Home-grown entrepreneurs seeking to share their 
success and expertise with new founders include Paul 
Bassat, co-founder of the job-search platform SEEK, who 
now	drives	venture	capital	firm	Square	Peg,	an	investor	
in dozens of the best Australian startups. Investments by 
Craig Winkler, founder of accounting software company 
MYOB, helped build Xero, a New Zealand player in the 
same industry, into the powerhouse it is today. 

Meanwhile, the pandemic has raised a tailwind for 
companies	 in	 several	 sectors.	 Victorian	 scaleup	Mr	
Yum, for example, has seen a meteoric rise with a QR 
code menu app for the events and hospitality industry. 
Online health applications including booking services 
like HealthEngine and HotDoc have been instrumental in 
Australia’s vaccine rollout. And in New Zealand, PredictHQ 
is	flourishing.	That’s	no	surprise:	startups	which	are	the	

embodiment of technology and entrepreneurial thinking 
are now at the forefront of helping businesses prepare 
for an uncertain future.
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Oceania Insights & Rankings

Key Findings
• Early-stage funding in Oceania between 2018 and 2020 totaled over $2 billion, 

a 35% increase from the previous two-and-a-half-year period.

• Oceanic startup ecosystems are collectively worth over $30 billion in value, 
with 90% concentrated in Sydney, Melbourne, and New Zealand.

• Two Oceanic ecosystems, Sydney and Melbourne, are in the top 25 ecosystems 
globally for Connectedness and Talent.

Top 5 Performers

#1
Sydney

#4
Brisbane

#2
Melbourne

#5
Perth

#3
New Zealand

Top Regional Challengers

#1
Adelaide

#2
Canberra

The Top Performers are identified by applying our Global Ranking methodology within a specific region, while the Regional Challengers are identified using the Emerging Ecosystems methodology.
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MelbourneMelbourne
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
LaunchVicLaunchVic

The growth of our local startup sector continues to go from strength to strength. In the pastThe growth of our local startup sector continues to go from strength to strength. In the past

year we have had some of the largest exits and acquisitions on record including Square’syear we have had some of the largest exits and acquisitions on record including Square’s

commitment to acquire Afterpay for a record $39 billion.commitment to acquire Afterpay for a record $39 billion.

Kate CornickKate Cornick
CEO at LaunchVicCEO at LaunchVic

““

HighlightsHighlights
Melbourne’s maturing startup scene is home to more than 2,100 startups, nearly 500 investors, and closeMelbourne’s maturing startup scene is home to more than 2,100 startups, nearly 500 investors, and close

to 50 accelerators including , and continues to grow. According to Dealroom, year-over-year startup jobto 50 accelerators including , and continues to grow. According to Dealroom, year-over-year startup job

growth reached 10.75% between 2018 and 2020, translating to more than 5,900 jobs created. Total VCgrowth reached 10.75% between 2018 and 2020, translating to more than 5,900 jobs created. Total VC

investments in Melbourne surged to a record of over US$1 billion in 2019-2020. Local leaders areinvestments in Melbourne surged to a record of over US$1 billion in 2019-2020. Local leaders are

committed to continue supporting the city’s startup scene. The State’s $2 billion Breakthrough Victoriacommitted to continue supporting the city’s startup scene. The State’s $2 billion Breakthrough Victoria

Fund will drive investment in translational research, innovation and commercialisation outcomes toFund will drive investment in translational research, innovation and commercialisation outcomes to

accelerate growth in key industry sectors and create jobs. Victoria's startup agency, LaunchVic, receivedaccelerate growth in key industry sectors and create jobs. Victoria's startup agency, LaunchVic, received

record funding of $110.5 million in the government’s 2020-2021 budget to continue its work to drive therecord funding of $110.5 million in the government’s 2020-2021 budget to continue its work to drive the

long-term success of Victoria’s startup ecosystem. Of this, $60.5 million was allocated to the Victorianlong-term success of Victoria’s startup ecosystem. Of this, $60.5 million was allocated to the Victorian

Startup Capital Fund - a Fund of Funds designed to catalyse investment in early-stage startups, and $10Startup Capital Fund - a Fund of Funds designed to catalyse investment in early-stage startups, and $10

million was earmarked for the Women’s Angel Sidecar Fund to support female founders. Private fundingmillion was earmarked for the Women’s Angel Sidecar Fund to support female founders. Private funding

will provide significant supplemental support to all these programs. In addition to this the city also offerswill provide significant supplemental support to all these programs. In addition to this the city also offers

small business grants to support innovative, market-ready products. The University of Melbourne’s MAPsmall business grants to support innovative, market-ready products. The University of Melbourne’s MAP

Accelerator Program and the Wade Institute’s VC Catalyst program support startups making a positiveAccelerator Program and the Wade Institute’s VC Catalyst program support startups making a positive

impact on the world. With 60,000 people in its network, Startup Victoria based in Melbourne is the largestimpact on the world. With 60,000 people in its network, Startup Victoria based in Melbourne is the largest

grassroots startup community for founders in Australia and aims to create more and better founders.grassroots startup community for founders in Australia and aims to create more and better founders.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$529 m$529 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$7.6 bn$7.6 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$400 k$400 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$3.5 m$3.5 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$65 k$65 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

Life SciencesLife Sciences

Melbourne is home to four Biotech unicorns, ClinuvelMelbourne is home to four Biotech unicorns, Clinuvel
Pharmaceuticals; Mesoblast; Polynovo; and TelixPharmaceuticals; Mesoblast; Polynovo; and Telix
Pharmaceuticals and the city attracts approximately 40%Pharmaceuticals and the city attracts approximately 40%
of the nation’s Life Sciences funding annually. With five ofof the nation’s Life Sciences funding annually. With five of
Australia’s largest independent medical researchAustralia’s largest independent medical research
institutes and two top-ranked universities for biomedicalinstitutes and two top-ranked universities for biomedical
research, Melbourne was ranked among the top 5 Liferesearch, Melbourne was ranked among the top 5 Life
Sciences hubs in Asia in 2021 by CBRE.Sciences hubs in Asia in 2021 by CBRE.

FintechFintech

More than 200 Fintech startups, and, as of Q4 2020, fiveMore than 200 Fintech startups, and, as of Q4 2020, five
homegrown Fintech unicorns are headquartered inhomegrown Fintech unicorns are headquartered in
Melbourne. These include Airwallex, Afterpay, Judo Bank,Melbourne. These include Airwallex, Afterpay, Judo Bank,
MYOB and PEXA. In August, Square announced itsMYOB and PEXA. In August, Square announced its
intentions to acquire Afterpay for $39 billion which wouldintentions to acquire Afterpay for $39 billion which would
be the largest public M&A deal in Australia's history andbe the largest public M&A deal in Australia's history and
the largest cross-border Fintech deal globally. Groupsthe largest cross-border Fintech deal globally. Groups
such as Fintech Australia support startups looking to pilotsuch as Fintech Australia support startups looking to pilot
digital solutions in partnership with some of Melbourne’sdigital solutions in partnership with some of Melbourne’s
largest financial and insurance corporations. Melbourne’slargest financial and insurance corporations. Melbourne’s
annual industry conference Intersekt is the leadingannual industry conference Intersekt is the leading
Fintech gathering in Australia.Fintech gathering in Australia.
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Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
MelbourneMelbourne

Tax IncentivesTax Incentives
The AusIndustry R&D Tax Incentive provides targeted R&D tax offsetsThe AusIndustry R&D Tax Incentive provides targeted R&D tax offsets

designed to encourage more companies to engage in R&D. Thedesigned to encourage more companies to engage in R&D. The

Victorian Budget 20/21 includes $250 million for direct wage subsidiesVictorian Budget 20/21 includes $250 million for direct wage subsidies

and $836 million in payroll tax relief to encourage employers to hireand $836 million in payroll tax relief to encourage employers to hire

new workers.new workers.

Dynamic, Educated WorkforceDynamic, Educated Workforce
Melbourne is projected to become the largest Australian city asMelbourne is projected to become the largest Australian city as

early as 2031 and is home to one of the most educated workforcesearly as 2031 and is home to one of the most educated workforces

in the country. More than half of all Victorians aged 20-64 holdin the country. More than half of all Victorians aged 20-64 hold

some form of post-secondary qualification, while almost 30% agedsome form of post-secondary qualification, while almost 30% aged

15-74 have a university degree. The University of Melbourne is the15-74 have a university degree. The University of Melbourne is the

highest-ranked university in Australia and the 4th highest in thehighest-ranked university in Australia and the 4th highest in the

Asia-Pacific region. The Financial Times ranked MelbourneAsia-Pacific region. The Financial Times ranked Melbourne

Business School the highest among Australian MBA programs.Business School the highest among Australian MBA programs.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

LaunchVicLaunchVic

With the help of startup founders,With the help of startup founders,

entrepreneurs and investors, corporatesentrepreneurs and investors, corporates

and universities, we aim to build a startupand universities, we aim to build a startup

ecosystem that can strengthen theecosystem that can strengthen the

economy, encourage more people to workeconomy, encourage more people to work

with and for startups, and represent allwith and for startups, and represent all

Victorians. Victorians. 

MEMBERMEMBER

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
PARTNERSPARTNERS

Potential(x)Potential(x)   // ygap First Gens Accelerator Programygap First Gens Accelerator Program   // ASTN HeadStartASTN HeadStart   // CyriseCyrise   // SBE Australia, Springboard TechSBE Australia, Springboard Tech   // SBE Australia, Springboard Life SciencesSBE Australia, Springboard Life Sciences   // SBE Australia, E3SBE Australia, E3   // Runway HqRunway Hq   //

ACMI XACMI X   // BioMelbourne NetworkBioMelbourne Network   // Inspire9Inspire9   // Rome2rioRome2rio   // Runway GeelongRunway Geelong   // Startup BootcampStartup Bootcamp   // Startup VictoriaStartup Victoria   // York Butter FactoryYork Butter Factory



AustraliaAustralia

Sydney Sydney 
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
Investment NSWInvestment NSW

#24#24

Sydney has the best of both worlds – world-leading economic strength and lifestyle, making itSydney has the best of both worlds – world-leading economic strength and lifestyle, making it

the best place in the world to grow a startup.the best place in the world to grow a startup.

Amy BrownAmy Brown
Chief Executive Officer, Investment NSWChief Executive Officer, Investment NSW

““

HighlightsHighlights
Anchored by business software leader Atlassian, and local unicorns Canva and Zip Co, Sydney’s startupAnchored by business software leader Atlassian, and local unicorns Canva and Zip Co, Sydney’s startup

ecosystem is growing fast. While entrepreneurs benefit from the city’s dynamic, educated workforce,ecosystem is growing fast. While entrepreneurs benefit from the city’s dynamic, educated workforce,

what truly sets Sydney apart is its tight-knit tech community centered around a handful of innovationwhat truly sets Sydney apart is its tight-knit tech community centered around a handful of innovation

centers and accelerators. The Sydney Startup Hub opened in 2017 and generated more than $280 millioncenters and accelerators. The Sydney Startup Hub opened in 2017 and generated more than $280 million

in investment and over 1000 jobs in its first 2 years in operation. The innovation hub functions as thein investment and over 1000 jobs in its first 2 years in operation. The innovation hub functions as the

nerve center of the ecosystem, so far hosting more than 1,500 events. Sydney, with its 6 local universities,nerve center of the ecosystem, so far hosting more than 1,500 events. Sydney, with its 6 local universities,

is home to a cluster of quantum research groups. Since December 2020 Sydney Quantum Academy hasis home to a cluster of quantum research groups. Since December 2020 Sydney Quantum Academy has

been working to build on that strength by supporting established companies, startups like Q-CTRL, andbeen working to build on that strength by supporting established companies, startups like Q-CTRL, and

government-backed enterprises like Silicon Quantum Computing. Significant recent activity in thegovernment-backed enterprises like Silicon Quantum Computing. Significant recent activity in the

ecosystem includes an announcement in July 2021 that payments company Airwallex will locate its secondecosystem includes an announcement in July 2021 that payments company Airwallex will locate its second

Australian engineering hub in Sydney. In March 2021 online HR services startup Employment Hero raisedAustralian engineering hub in Sydney. In March 2021 online HR services startup Employment Hero raised

A$45 million ($35 million) in Series D funding, and in May 2020 ELMO Cloud HR & Payroll raised A$70A$45 million ($35 million) in Series D funding, and in May 2020 ELMO Cloud HR & Payroll raised A$70

million /~$48.3 million. In February 2021 SIGGRAPH Asia announced that Sydney would host its 2023million /~$48.3 million. In February 2021 SIGGRAPH Asia announced that Sydney would host its 2023

conference.conference.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$922 m$922 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$17.4 bn$17.4 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$525 k$525 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$4 m$4 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$71 k$71 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

FintechFintech

Australia is ranked equal first in the world forAustralia is ranked equal first in the world for
technological readiness, and more than 60% of Australia’stechnological readiness, and more than 60% of Australia’s
fintech companies are headquartered in Sydney. Successfintech companies are headquartered in Sydney. Success
stories emerging from the ecosystem include Athenastories emerging from the ecosystem include Athena
Home Loans, which raised A$90 million/~$69.3 Series DHome Loans, which raised A$90 million/~$69.3 Series D
in May 2021, and buy-now-pay-later company Zip Co,in May 2021, and buy-now-pay-later company Zip Co,
which has raised more than $800 million to fund itswhich has raised more than $800 million to fund its
international expansion.international expansion.

Digital & Creative IndustriesDigital & Creative Industries

Home to 39% of the nation’s creative businesses, 42% ofHome to 39% of the nation’s creative businesses, 42% of
creative industry jobs, and 70% of the industry exports,creative industry jobs, and 70% of the industry exports,
New South Wales (NSW) has the largest creative sector inNew South Wales (NSW) has the largest creative sector in
Australia. NSW’s creative industries, including digitalAustralia. NSW’s creative industries, including digital
technologies, add significant value to other sectors, liketechnologies, add significant value to other sectors, like
health, tourism, retail and education. Sydney and NSWhealth, tourism, retail and education. Sydney and NSW
also have a strong film industry with some big moviesalso have a strong film industry with some big movies
developed in Sydney. Canva, a digital platform helpingdeveloped in Sydney. Canva, a digital platform helping
users create with custom templates and design, raised ausers create with custom templates and design, raised a
$71 million venture round in April 2021.$71 million venture round in April 2021.
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Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
SydneySydney

Supportive Business EnvironmentSupportive Business Environment
NSW’s long-term infrastructure investment will maximise benefitsNSW’s long-term infrastructure investment will maximise benefits

for businesses looking to launch in the state, providing $48 millionfor businesses looking to launch in the state, providing $48 million

for startups and scaleups through the Tech Central initiative, and afor startups and scaleups through the Tech Central initiative, and a

$20 billion commitment to the new Western Sydney Airport and$20 billion commitment to the new Western Sydney Airport and

nearby Aerotropolis. NSW prides itself as a cultural hub with over 200nearby Aerotropolis. NSW prides itself as a cultural hub with over 200

languages spoken, rich cultures, and education and viewpoints rarelylanguages spoken, rich cultures, and education and viewpoints rarely

seen in one place.seen in one place.

Educated WorkforceEducated Workforce
Sydney is home to more of Australia’s leading universities, researchSydney is home to more of Australia’s leading universities, research

institutes, and technical colleges than any other Australian city.institutes, and technical colleges than any other Australian city.

The city’s six universities include Australia’s oldest university, theThe city’s six universities include Australia’s oldest university, the

University of Sydney. This means Sydney boasts a young, diverse,University of Sydney. This means Sydney boasts a young, diverse,

highly educated workforce for companies seeking talent.highly educated workforce for companies seeking talent.

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

Investment NSWInvestment NSW

Investment NSW leads the economic, jobsInvestment NSW leads the economic, jobs

and investment conversation across Newand investment conversation across New

South Wales (NSW). Its work includesSouth Wales (NSW). Its work includes

boosting trade, investment and tourism,boosting trade, investment and tourism,

developing industry, supporting jobsdeveloping industry, supporting jobs

growth, improving service delivery to thegrowth, improving service delivery to the

community and increasing living standards,community and increasing living standards,

now and into the future.now and into the future.

MEMBERMEMBER

FEATURED ARTICLES FROMFEATURED ARTICLES FROM  
LOCAL AMBASSADORSLOCAL AMBASSADORS
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Latin America already is among the world’s most 
digitally active regions, with Internet usage exceeding 
that in China or India. Rapid acceleration in the pace 
of technological advancement feeds a proliferation of 
startups in industries including Fintech, e-commerce, 
and Real Estate. 

Despite such challenges as poverty and social inequality, 
the region represents a giant market with enormous 
room for growth and advancement. Capitalization of 
the technology market in Latin America, as a percentage 
of GDP, is growing at 65% per year compared to 11% in 
the United States and 40% in China, according to a study 
by	Atlantico	VC.	Latin	American,	and	Caribbean	tech	
startups, considered as a single startup ecosystem, are 
projected to reach $2 trillion in value by 2030, reports IDB 
Lab, the Inter-American Development Bank’s innovation 
arm. 

Brazil is a particular hotspot with 13,000 startups: 20 

FLORIAN HAGENBUCH

Florian Hagenbuch is Founder and co-CEO of Loft, 
a digital real-estate platform in Latin America. In 
2012 he co-founded Printi, Latin America’s leading 
online printing marketplace, and eventually sold 
the business to Vistaprint. An active angel investor, 
Hagenbuch is passionate about entrepreneurship 
and advises a number of global early-stage 
companies.

It’s Just The Beginning: How Latin 
America’s Startups Are Breaking Records

times as many as a decade ago. Entrepreneurs have 
been	taking	advantage	of	its	first-in-class	ecosystem	to	
raise $5.2 billion in the year-to-date through July 2021: 
surpassing all of 2020 and charting a record high for 
that country. São Paulo, Brazil’s largest city, is home to 
more unicorns than Seoul, Jakarta, Amsterdam, or Hong 
Kong. It has almost as many as Berlin and nearly twice 
the number of Austin and Miami combined, according 
to CB Insights. 

Other dynamic hubs include Mexico City, Rio de Janeiro, 
Bogotá, Buenos Aires, and Medellin. Santiago is known as 
“Chilecon	Valley”	for	its	outreach	to	global	entrepreneurs	
and other startup-friendly policies. Even Uruguay, which 
rarely	figures	on	the	world	stage	given	its	small	size,	last	
year spawned a unicorn: the Fintech dLocal.

Fintech is the dominant sector, corresponding to—
among other factors—a large population of unbanked 
and under-banked consumers and the strain that 

Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2021 This contributed article was prepared by the author in a personal capacity. The 
opinions expressed in this article are the author’s own and do not necessarily 
reflect the views or position of Startup Genome.
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e-commerce has placed on disproportionately cash-
based economies. Healthtech also is showing strength, 
with	companies	like	Mexico’s	Sofia	and	Brazil’s	Alice	
raising	significant	rounds	during	the	pandemic.

Many of the region’s fastest-growing companies target 
industries with the largest and most-lasting impacts 
on people’s lives. Real Estate, a vast industry late to 
the digitization game, is Latin America’s second largest 
startup sector, according to Statista.

Loft, the São Paulo-based company I co-founded in 2018, 
became a unicorn within 18 months of launch, raised 
$525 million in its Series D earlier this year, and has 
become one of the world’s largest platforms for buying 
and selling residential real estate. We did this by bringing 
transparency and reliability to a historically opaque and 
relationship-driven industry.

The opportunity is immense. Today, Latin America 
accounts for just 4% of global early-stage funding. But that 
is changing rapidly as the global investor community’s 
enthusiasm for the ecosystem grows. The region is 
attracting some of the most well-respected names in 
early-stage funding and beyond. Companies that are 
doubling down on Latin America include D1 Capital 
Partners, DST Global, Tiger Global Management, Baillie 
Gifford,	CPPIB,	Advent	International,	and	Silver	Lake.

And the recent wave of later-stage companies such 
as Nubank, Brazil’s digital-banking giant; and Rappi, a 
delivery service based in Colombia, is fueling international 

investors’ enthusiasm. They demonstrate that Latin 
America	has	a	lot	to	offer	beyond	the	seed	stage,	where	
it has traditionally attracted the few foreign investors 
drawn to the region. 

The	explosive	growth	in	foundings,	fundings,	and	financial	
success stories proves that Latin American’s startup 
ecosystems	have	hit	an	inflection	point.	The	market	
is huge. The winds of digital change are blowing more 
strongly than ever. This is just the beginning.

https://startupgenome.com/
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If you haven’t paid attention to Latin America’s startup 
and scaleup ecosystem then you are missing some 
remarkable developments. The last 5 years have been 
magical for the region, with dozens of new unicorns 
and unprecedented venture capital activity. And this is 
just the beginning. Startups and scaleups will take over 
Latin America, just as they have done in more mature 
markets. Their domination here may be even faster and 
more complete.

The United States and China have spawned tech 
companies that already are the most valuable in the 
world. As recently as 10 or 20 years ago, some of those  
companies did not exist. Latin America is starting to 
experience a similar trend, with Mercado Libre leading the 
way. The ecommerce giant is followed by tech companies 
like Magalu and Nubank, whose much-anticipated IPO 
might lead to a $100 billion market cap.

The same extraordinary progress is visible within 

PATRICK ALEX

Patrick Alex leads Access to Capital for the Endeavor 
office in Chile. A German native, he has been on the 
ground in the LatAm ecosystem for the last 4 years, 
previously as a VC at regional fund Nazca and for the last 
2 years at Endeavor. He is also the host of The Emerging 
Markets Enthusiast Podcast, where he interviews leading 
entrepreneurs and VCs on their journey building and 
investing in tech scale-ups in emerging markets.

Scaleups Will Take Over Latam

individual countries. In Chile, for example, NotCo and 
Cornershop	recently	achieved	unicorn	status:	the	first	
two startups to do so. Both founded in 2015, they already 
are among the top 20 companies in Chile by market 
capitalization.	Others--for	example,	Betterfly,	Xepelin,	
and Fintual--will soon top the rankings. Brazil, Mexico, 
Argentina, Colombia, Uruguay, and Peru are all building 
strong ecosystems, with startups and scaleups reaching 
impressive marks. As happened elsewhere, the current 
generation of entrepreneurs will drive and expand these 
ecosystems,	creating	an	enduring	multiplier	effect.

There	is	plenty	of	room	for	growth.	Venture	capital	 in	
Latam	significantly	lags	its	potential.	Currently	it	is	14%	
the rate of the United States, proportional to GDP. But 
the	market	is	huge	(600	million	people)	and	dominated	
by incumbents: great companies from the last century. 
Meanwhile, the rate of Internet adoption, especially 
among young people, is among the highest in the world. 
And Latin America now can claim those two words 

Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2021 This contributed article was prepared by the author in a personal capacity. The 
opinions expressed in this article are the author’s own and do not necessarily 
reflect the views or position of Startup Genome.

https://startupgenome.com/
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conservative investors look for: a track record. Four 
years ago there were no unicorns in Latam. Now there 
are more than 20, most backed by local and international 
investors.

We expect that in less than 5 years, at least 5 of the top 
10 companies in Latin America will be tech startups, as is 
already true in the United States and China. The process 
in Latam will move even faster than in those countries. It 
took Apple 35 years to become the world’s most valuable 
company, in 2011. Mercado Libre achieved that status 
for Latam in less than 20 years. Brazil’s Nubank might 
surpass it in less than 10.

More than great companies, these startups and scaleups 
will solve tremendous problems in the region, from 
access	to	financial	services	to	better	health	care	and	
transportation. They will also create hundreds of 
thousands of high-paying jobs. The transformation is 
occurring in every sector, everywhere. Local scaleups 
will take over Latam, while creating a much better place 
for all.

https://startupgenome.com/
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Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2021

Latin America Insights & Rankings

Key Findings
• Late-stage	funding	(Series	B	and	beyond)	in	Latin	America	has	increased	by	

5X from 2015 to 2020. 

• Early-stage	funding	(Seed	and	Series	A)	in	the	same	period	has	more	than	
doubled.

• The majority of early-stage funding in Latin America between January 2018 
and June 2020 was in AI & Big Data, with $248.5 million invested in the Sub-
Sector.

Top 5 Performers

#1
Sao Paulo

#4
Buenos Aires

#2
Mexico City

#5
Santiago-Valparaiso

#3
Bogotá

Top Regional Challengers

#1
Rio de Janeiro

#2
Montevideo

#3
Curitiba

#4
Belo Horizonte

#5
Monterrey

The Top Performers are identified by applying our Global Ranking methodology within a specific region, while the Regional Challengers are identified using the Emerging Ecosystems methodology.

https://startupgenome.com/


ColombiaColombia

BogotáBogotá
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
iNNpulsa ColombiaiNNpulsa Colombia /  / District Secretariat of Economic Development (DSED)District Secretariat of Economic Development (DSED) /  / Invest in BogotaInvest in Bogota

We can’t wait for the entire ecosystem to meet Bogotá; the capital city of Colombia and oneWe can’t wait for the entire ecosystem to meet Bogotá; the capital city of Colombia and one

of South America’s most lively and emerging cities. Full of culture, art, history, flavors,of South America’s most lively and emerging cities. Full of culture, art, history, flavors,

opportunities, and unique experiences, Bogotá is the ideal city to host Devcon and our entireopportunities, and unique experiences, Bogotá is the ideal city to host Devcon and our entire

communitycommunity

Aya MiyaguchiAya Miyaguchi
Executive Director at Ethereum FoundationExecutive Director at Ethereum Foundation

““

HighlightsHighlights
Thanks to a host of government reforms and the energy of its vibrant young population, Bogotá isThanks to a host of government reforms and the energy of its vibrant young population, Bogotá is

consolidating its position as a major Latin American startup hub. Startups in Bogotá raised the second-consolidating its position as a major Latin American startup hub. Startups in Bogotá raised the second-

highest amount of those in any city in the region between 2010 and 2019 — US$1.76 billion —according tohighest amount of those in any city in the region between 2010 and 2019 — US$1.76 billion —according to

Invest in Bogota. The Colombian capital is increasingly drawing foreign direct investment. The FinancialInvest in Bogota. The Colombian capital is increasingly drawing foreign direct investment. The Financial

Times’ 'American Cities of the Future 2021/22’ ranked Bogotá as the second most important city in LatinTimes’ 'American Cities of the Future 2021/22’ ranked Bogotá as the second most important city in Latin

America, based in large part on the city’s ability to attract foreign capital. This energy and interest is inAmerica, based in large part on the city’s ability to attract foreign capital. This energy and interest is in

part in response to a number of moves by the government, including its January 2021 Entrepreneurshippart in response to a number of moves by the government, including its January 2021 Entrepreneurship

Law aimed at streamlining the process of setting up a company and supporting small and growingLaw aimed at streamlining the process of setting up a company and supporting small and growing

businesses. The government's Business   Growth Management Unit (iNNpulsa Colombia) aims tobusinesses. The government's Business   Growth Management Unit (iNNpulsa Colombia) aims to

accelerate high-potential ventures with financing and other initiatives, including its new CEmprendeaccelerate high-potential ventures with financing and other initiatives, including its new CEmprende

laboratory and Apps.CO, a digital entrepreneurship program created in partnership with the ICT Ministry oflaboratory and Apps.CO, a digital entrepreneurship program created in partnership with the ICT Ministry of

Colombia. Bogotá is also home to a range of other startup support organizations and events. The FounderColombia. Bogotá is also home to a range of other startup support organizations and events. The Founder

Institute, one of the world's largest pre-seed accelerators, has programs in Bogotá. HubBOG offers co-Institute, one of the world's largest pre-seed accelerators, has programs in Bogotá. HubBOG offers co-

working space, training, and mentorship. Its Angel Investors Club has graduated more than 140 startups,working space, training, and mentorship. Its Angel Investors Club has graduated more than 140 startups,

including Tappsi, TransmiSITP, LasPartes.com, LentesPlus, and Undertrail. Open Innovation Summit bringsincluding Tappsi, TransmiSITP, LasPartes.com, LentesPlus, and Undertrail. Open Innovation Summit brings

together startup ecosystem players in Bogotá, while Devcon gathers the community around Ethereum andtogether startup ecosystem players in Bogotá, while Devcon gathers the community around Ethereum and

blockchain technology.blockchain technology.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$256 m$256 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$4.7 bn$4.7 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$300 k$300 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$3.9 m$3.9 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$23 k$23 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

FintechFintech

According to data from EY, Colombia has the highestAccording to data from EY, Colombia has the highest
Fintech adoption rate in Latin America, with 76% of theFintech adoption rate in Latin America, with 76% of the
population using Fintech services and the subsectorpopulation using Fintech services and the subsector
growing at about 120% a year. Colombia is also home togrowing at about 120% a year. Colombia is also home to
the first regulatory “sandbox” in Latin America. 64% ofthe first regulatory “sandbox” in Latin America. 64% of
Colombian Fintech companies are in Bogotá. BetweenColombian Fintech companies are in Bogotá. Between
2016 and 2021 they raised around US$250 million.2016 and 2021 they raised around US$250 million.
Notable examples include OmniLatam, Zinobe, Treinta,Notable examples include OmniLatam, Zinobe, Treinta,
Simetrik, Valiu, Tpaga, and Minka. Buy now pay laterSimetrik, Valiu, Tpaga, and Minka. Buy now pay later
company ADDI raised US$65 million in May 2021.company ADDI raised US$65 million in May 2021.

E-commerceE-commerce

According to the Colombian Chamber of E-CommerceAccording to the Colombian Chamber of E-Commerce
(CCCE), the number of people who purchased items(CCCE), the number of people who purchased items
online increased 259% between 2012 to 2018. Colombiaonline increased 259% between 2012 to 2018. Colombia
is the 32nd largest market for E-commerce globally withis the 32nd largest market for E-commerce globally with
total revenue of US$6 billion. The CCCE also organizestotal revenue of US$6 billion. The CCCE also organizes
The E-Commerce Day Bogotá, a sub-sector-specificThe E-Commerce Day Bogotá, a sub-sector-specific
training and networking event. On-demand deliverytraining and networking event. On-demand delivery
startup Rappi raised US$500 million at a US$5.25 billionstartup Rappi raised US$500 million at a US$5.25 billion
valuation in July 2021. Laika, an E-commerce platform forvaluation in July 2021. Laika, an E-commerce platform for
pets, closed a US$12 million Series A in June 2021. pets, closed a US$12 million Series A in June 2021. 

ProptechProptech

Between 2016 and 2021, Bogotá's Proptech startupsBetween 2016 and 2021, Bogotá's Proptech startups
raised approximately USD$200 million, according toraised approximately USD$200 million, according to
Invest in Bogotá. Colombia Proptech promotesInvest in Bogotá. Colombia Proptech promotes
technological development in the real estate sector in thetechnological development in the real estate sector in the
country. According to its count, there are more than 60country. According to its count, there are more than 60
Proptech startups in the country with the most importantProptech startups in the country with the most important
clustering in Bogotá. On average these companies haveclustering in Bogotá. On average these companies have
grown 170% in 2021. Colombian real estate startup Habigrown 170% in 2021. Colombian real estate startup Habi
raised a USD$100 million Series B round in July 2021. raised a USD$100 million Series B round in July 2021. 



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
BogotáBogotá

Government ReformsGovernment Reforms
Colombia’s new Orange Law aims to promote the construction ofColombia’s new Orange Law aims to promote the construction of

cultural and creative infrastructure. The Youth Entrepreneurship Lawcultural and creative infrastructure. The Youth Entrepreneurship Law

grants benefits like exemption from the commercial registration feegrants benefits like exemption from the commercial registration fee

and first year renewal, to companies with major founders or investorsand first year renewal, to companies with major founders or investors

aged between 18 and 35 years old. The Entrepreneurship Law willaged between 18 and 35 years old. The Entrepreneurship Law will

provide a modern regulatory framework to facilitate creation andprovide a modern regulatory framework to facilitate creation and

growth of startups and new jobs. growth of startups and new jobs. 

Tax IncentivesTax Incentives
Colombia offers a 100% income tax exemption for seven years forColombia offers a 100% income tax exemption for seven years for

eligible startups in the “Orange Sector” that generate intellectualeligible startups in the “Orange Sector” that generate intellectual

property. There is a 100% income tax exemption for companiesproperty. There is a 100% income tax exemption for companies

that invest at least USD$283,000 in the agricultural industry.that invest at least USD$283,000 in the agricultural industry.

Companies in Free Trade Zones enjoy benefits like 20% incomeCompanies in Free Trade Zones enjoy benefits like 20% income

tax rate and no customs duties (VAT or tariff) on goods introducedtax rate and no customs duties (VAT or tariff) on goods introduced

to the Free Trade Zone. to the Free Trade Zone. 

Young, Talented WorkforceYoung, Talented Workforce
The Bogotá region has one of the largest workforces in LatinThe Bogotá region has one of the largest workforces in Latin

America, with 6.3 million economically active workers and 2.5 millionAmerica, with 6.3 million economically active workers and 2.5 million

people between the ages of 15 and 28. In 2019, more than 190,000people between the ages of 15 and 28. In 2019, more than 190,000

students graduated from higher education in the region. students graduated from higher education in the region. 

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

iNNpulsa ColombiaiNNpulsa Colombia

iNNpulsa Colombia is the innovation andiNNpulsa Colombia is the innovation and

entrepreneurship Government agencyentrepreneurship Government agency

under the leadership of the Ministry ofunder the leadership of the Ministry of

Commerce, Industry and Tourism, createdCommerce, Industry and Tourism, created

in 2012 to support and promotein 2012 to support and promote

extraordinary business growth, that is,extraordinary business growth, that is,

business initiatives that can grow quickly,business initiatives that can grow quickly,

profitably, and sustainably throughprofitably, and sustainably through

innovation and high-impactinnovation and high-impact

entrepreneurship, with the objective ofentrepreneurship, with the objective of

strengthening this country as anstrengthening this country as an

entrepreneurial nation.entrepreneurial nation.  

MEMBERMEMBER

District Secretariat of EconomicDistrict Secretariat of Economic
Development (DSED)Development (DSED)

The DSED is the entity, within the BogotáThe DSED is the entity, within the Bogotá

Mayor’s Office, in charge of leading andMayor’s Office, in charge of leading and

promoting a smart and sustainablepromoting a smart and sustainable

economic growth, by formulating,economic growth, by formulating,

managing, and implementing economicmanaging, and implementing economic

development programs and policies, todevelopment programs and policies, to

strengthen employment, competitiveness,strengthen employment, competitiveness,

internationalization and access to capital,internationalization and access to capital,

connecting all economic sectors andconnecting all economic sectors and

companies of the city. companies of the city. 

MEMBERMEMBER

Invest in BogotaInvest in Bogota

Invest in Bogota is the investmentInvest in Bogota is the investment

promotion agency for Bogotá, a public-promotion agency for Bogotá, a public-

private partnership between the Bogotáprivate partnership between the Bogotá

Chamber of Commerce and the BogotáChamber of Commerce and the Bogotá

City Government. It recently became theCity Government. It recently became the

articulator of the city's entrepreneurshiparticulator of the city's entrepreneurship

ecosystem.ecosystem.  

MEMBERMEMBER



ArgentinaArgentina

Buenos AiresBuenos Aires HighlightsHighlights
With its top rated universities and cosmopolitan spirit, Buenos Aires is fast becoming a top SouthWith its top rated universities and cosmopolitan spirit, Buenos Aires is fast becoming a top South

American startup hub. And while Argentina has faced financial instability in the past, today’sAmerican startup hub. And while Argentina has faced financial instability in the past, today’s

entrepreneurs are responding to that history with ingenuity and innovation. Their efforts are supported byentrepreneurs are responding to that history with ingenuity and innovation. Their efforts are supported by

a suite of startup-friendly laws and initiatives. The Entrepreneur’s Law, passed in 2017, laid the foundationa suite of startup-friendly laws and initiatives. The Entrepreneur’s Law, passed in 2017, laid the foundation

for growth. The law provided tax incentives and interest-free loans to entrepreneurs, funded startupfor growth. The law provided tax incentives and interest-free loans to entrepreneurs, funded startup

support organizations, and created the Fiduciary Fund for the Development of Venture Capital (FONDCE)support organizations, and created the Fiduciary Fund for the Development of Venture Capital (FONDCE)

to finance funds investing in promising startups. Forming a company in Buenos Aires can now generally beto finance funds investing in promising startups. Forming a company in Buenos Aires can now generally be

done in just a day. The Law of Promotion of Software created tax cuts to spur the tech industry. As adone in just a day. The Law of Promotion of Software created tax cuts to spur the tech industry. As a

result, the number of IT companies based in Argentina more than doubled between 2003 and 2013.result, the number of IT companies based in Argentina more than doubled between 2003 and 2013.

Reforms passed in 2019 cut the tax rate to 15% for 10 years for the “knowledge-based economy,”Reforms passed in 2019 cut the tax rate to 15% for 10 years for the “knowledge-based economy,”

including engineering and R&D. It’s not just the government supporting the ecosystem. Organizationsincluding engineering and R&D. It’s not just the government supporting the ecosystem. Organizations

such as Startup Buenos Aires help local entrepreneurs connect, learn, and grow their businesses.such as Startup Buenos Aires help local entrepreneurs connect, learn, and grow their businesses.

Academia Buenos Aires offers a 2-month training course that teaches lean startup methodology, designAcademia Buenos Aires offers a 2-month training course that teaches lean startup methodology, design

thinking, and other essential startup skills. IncuBAte offers equity-free funding, mentorship, andthinking, and other essential startup skills. IncuBAte offers equity-free funding, mentorship, and

coworking space to up to 100 startups per round. Combine these initiatives with the city’s strategiccoworking space to up to 100 startups per round. Combine these initiatives with the city’s strategic

location and the entrepreneurial spirit, and it’s no surprise that Buenos Aires’ profile as a startup hub islocation and the entrepreneurial spirit, and it’s no surprise that Buenos Aires’ profile as a startup hub is

rising fast.rising fast.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$88 m$88 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$1.7 bn$1.7 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$200 k$200 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$1.6 m$1.6 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$13 k$13 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

FintechFintech

Argentina’s history of financial instability means theArgentina’s history of financial instability means the
country has a high rate of distrust in the traditionalcountry has a high rate of distrust in the traditional
banking system. Nearly half of the population is unbankedbanking system. Nearly half of the population is unbanked
or underbanked. This has created many opportunities foror underbanked. This has created many opportunities for
innovative financial services products aimed at unmetinnovative financial services products aimed at unmet
customer needs, which has spurred customer needs, which has spurred the growth of FinTechthe growth of FinTech
companies in the country. Notable startups in the sub-companies in the country. Notable startups in the sub-
sector include digital payments company Ripio Creditsector include digital payments company Ripio Credit
Network and free-free mobile banking company Uala,Network and free-free mobile banking company Uala,
which has raised a total of $544 million over 7 rounds.which has raised a total of $544 million over 7 rounds.

BlockchainBlockchain

Similar to FinTech, Blockchain technology offers a way forSimilar to FinTech, Blockchain technology offers a way for
Argentine companies and consumers to protectArgentine companies and consumers to protect
themselves from financial instability and corruption. Thethemselves from financial instability and corruption. The
Argentine government uses Blockchain technology toArgentine government uses Blockchain technology to
record daily official bulletins. This interest has led Buenosrecord daily official bulletins. This interest has led Buenos
Aires to become one of the most important BlockchainAires to become one of the most important Blockchain
hubs in Latin America. The city hosts sub-sector eventshubs in Latin America. The city hosts sub-sector events
such as the Latin American Bitcoin and Blockchainsuch as the Latin American Bitcoin and Blockchain
Conference, while local Blockchain companies such asConference, while local Blockchain companies such as
Flixxo, RSK, Bitfarms, and Decentraland have attractedFlixxo, RSK, Bitfarms, and Decentraland have attracted
significant interest and funding. Crypto exchange Buenbitsignificant interest and funding. Crypto exchange Buenbit
raised an $11 million Series A round in July 2021. raised an $11 million Series A round in July 2021. 



Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
Buenos AiresBuenos Aires

Tech TalentTech Talent
Argentina offers free, quality tertiary education, and the University ofArgentina offers free, quality tertiary education, and the University of

Buenos Aires, with its 300,000 students, is the top ranked universityBuenos Aires, with its 300,000 students, is the top ranked university

in South America. Universities in the country are even free to foreignin South America. Universities in the country are even free to foreign

students from the Mercosur area (Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay,students from the Mercosur area (Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay,

and Venezuela). The population has the highest level of Englishand Venezuela). The population has the highest level of English

proficiency in Latin America. Because of its large workforce of highlyproficiency in Latin America. Because of its large workforce of highly

educated, internationally oriented developers and engineers,educated, internationally oriented developers and engineers,

Argentina has become a major global outsourcing hub. Argentina has become a major global outsourcing hub. 

Convenient LocationConvenient Location
Buenos Aires is just 1 hour ahead of U.S. East Coast time, 4 hoursBuenos Aires is just 1 hour ahead of U.S. East Coast time, 4 hours

behind London, and 4 hours ahead of Silicon Valley, making it abehind London, and 4 hours ahead of Silicon Valley, making it a

strategic location for teams working remotely or serving a varietystrategic location for teams working remotely or serving a variety

of international clients. of international clients. 



ChileChile

Santiago-ValparaísoSantiago-Valparaíso
MEMBERS:MEMBERS:
CORFOCORFO

I would like to invite investors to bet on Chile. We are an entrepreneurial, innovative, andI would like to invite investors to bet on Chile. We are an entrepreneurial, innovative, and

resilient country, which contributes to the resolution of global problems, with local solutions,resilient country, which contributes to the resolution of global problems, with local solutions,

helping in the construction of a better future for all.helping in the construction of a better future for all.

Pablo TerrazasPablo Terrazas
VP of CORFOVP of CORFO

““

HighlightsHighlights
With 72% of Chilean adults telling pollsters that starting a business is a career path, entrepreneurship isWith 72% of Chilean adults telling pollsters that starting a business is a career path, entrepreneurship is

now in the country’s DNA. Over the last decade, a network of public and private initiatives have beennow in the country’s DNA. Over the last decade, a network of public and private initiatives have been

working to transform Chile into one of Latin America’s most vibrant startup ecosystems. During the lastworking to transform Chile into one of Latin America’s most vibrant startup ecosystems. During the last

10 years, CORFO has funded 12,824 companies with a total sum of USD$716,051,332 in grants (this includes10 years, CORFO has funded 12,824 companies with a total sum of USD$716,051,332 in grants (this includes

Start-Up Chile and other innovation and entrepreneurship grants to boost the startup flow in theStart-Up Chile and other innovation and entrepreneurship grants to boost the startup flow in the

country). In terms of venture capital, this public organization has supported the VC industry withcountry). In terms of venture capital, this public organization has supported the VC industry with

USD$740,991,564 in matching funds. During the first half of 2021, news within the ecosystem includes 2USD$740,991,564 in matching funds. During the first half of 2021, news within the ecosystem includes 2

unicorns (Cornershop, an on-demand grocery delivery service with a $3 billion valuation and NotCo, aunicorns (Cornershop, an on-demand grocery delivery service with a $3 billion valuation and NotCo, a

producer of plant-based meat and dairy substitutes valuated in $1,5 billion); the Fintech Xepelin raising aproducer of plant-based meat and dairy substitutes valuated in $1,5 billion); the Fintech Xepelin raising a

historical series A of $230 million, and the Insurtech Betterflys’s $60 million round. Others highlightshistorical series A of $230 million, and the Insurtech Betterflys’s $60 million round. Others highlights

include the fintechs Fintual, Global66, and Quansa raising $15 million, $12 million, and $3.6 millioninclude the fintechs Fintual, Global66, and Quansa raising $15 million, $12 million, and $3.6 million

respectively, Agtech Protera which raised $10 million, and reusable packaging company Algramo’s recentrespectively, Agtech Protera which raised $10 million, and reusable packaging company Algramo’s recent

$8.5 million Series D. The main challenge of the Chilean ecosystem today is venture capital for scaling the$8.5 million Series D. The main challenge of the Chilean ecosystem today is venture capital for scaling the

startups’ operations. startups’ operations. The successful cases of fundraising were mainly made by foreign investors that betThe successful cases of fundraising were mainly made by foreign investors that bet

on domestic entrepreneurs.on domestic entrepreneurs.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$98.6 m$98.6 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$661 m$661 m
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$80 k$80 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$1 m$1 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$29 k$29 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

AI, Big Data & AnalyticsAI, Big Data & Analytics

The Ministry of Science, Technology, Knowledge, andThe Ministry of Science, Technology, Knowledge, and
Innovation of Chile launched the National AI Policy inInnovation of Chile launched the National AI Policy in
February 2021 which will be Chile’s roadmap for theFebruary 2021 which will be Chile’s roadmap for the
development and adoption of AI. According todevelopment and adoption of AI. According to
Accenture, AI will add $63 billion to Chile’s economy byAccenture, AI will add $63 billion to Chile’s economy by
2035. In November 2020 the National Energy Commission2035. In November 2020 the National Energy Commission
and the National Electricity Coordinator beganand the National Electricity Coordinator began
developing an AI tool to monitor the security of thedeveloping an AI tool to monitor the security of the
national electric system.national electric system.

FintechFintech

The number of Fintech startups in Chile increased almostThe number of Fintech startups in Chile increased almost
60% between July 2019 and March 2021. In November60% between July 2019 and March 2021. In November
2020 a draft bill regulating Fintech in the securities2020 a draft bill regulating Fintech in the securities
market was introduced to spur innovation, inclusion, andmarket was introduced to spur innovation, inclusion, and
competition within the sub-sector. Benefits platformcompetition within the sub-sector. Benefits platform
Betterfly raised a $60 million Series B round in JuneBetterfly raised a $60 million Series B round in June
2021, LATAM’s largest-ever insurtech round. Passive2021, LATAM’s largest-ever insurtech round. Passive
investment platform Fintual raised $15 million in investment platform Fintual raised $15 million in JuneJune
2021. 2021. 

Agtech & New FoodAgtech & New Food

The public-private campaign “Chile Keeps on Going forThe public-private campaign “Chile Keeps on Going for
You” launched in August 2020 to strengthen Chile’sYou” launched in August 2020 to strengthen Chile’s
image as a reliable international supplier. Number ofimage as a reliable international supplier. Number of
Agtech startups increased 144% between DecemberAgtech startups increased 144% between December
2019 and July 2021, including the unicorn NotCo, Protera2019 and July 2021, including the unicorn NotCo, Protera
supported by Bimbo to create protein-based foodsupported by Bimbo to create protein-based food
ingredients; and “The Live Green Company”, aingredients; and “The Live Green Company”, a
sustainable plant-based food company backed by Sigmasustainable plant-based food company backed by Sigma
Alimentos, a unit of Mexican conglomerate Alfa SAB. Alimentos, a unit of Mexican conglomerate Alfa SAB. 



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
Santiago-ValparaísoSantiago-Valparaíso

Tax AdvantagesTax Advantages
Chile is a tax-friendly country that has signed free trade agreementsChile is a tax-friendly country that has signed free trade agreements

with more than 30 countries, as well as Double Taxation Avoidancewith more than 30 countries, as well as Double Taxation Avoidance

Agreements. Reforms in 2019 simplified accounting requirements forAgreements. Reforms in 2019 simplified accounting requirements for

startups and stipulated exemptions to Chilean corporate tax whenstartups and stipulated exemptions to Chilean corporate tax when

company owners are subject to final taxes in Chile (either globalcompany owners are subject to final taxes in Chile (either global

complementary tax or additional tax taxpayers). complementary tax or additional tax taxpayers). 

Business-Friendly EcosystemBusiness-Friendly Ecosystem
Chile is reportedly a leading innovation and entrepreneurial hubChile is reportedly a leading innovation and entrepreneurial hub

and among the best LATAM countries for business, with aand among the best LATAM countries for business, with a

significant early-stage funding ecosystem comprising seed capital,significant early-stage funding ecosystem comprising seed capital,

angel networks, co-working spaces, innovation labs and mentors. Aangel networks, co-working spaces, innovation labs and mentors. A

gap in Series A and later-stage funding offers an opportunity forgap in Series A and later-stage funding offers an opportunity for

foreign investors to invest in innovative Chilean B2B startups. foreign investors to invest in innovative Chilean B2B startups. 

Top Travel Destination:Top Travel Destination:
Chile is a paradise for nature lovers and outdoor enthusiasts. They areChile is a paradise for nature lovers and outdoor enthusiasts. They are

the best consecutive adventure and green tourism destinationsthe best consecutive adventure and green tourism destinations

according to the last World Travel Awards, and Santiago is the idealaccording to the last World Travel Awards, and Santiago is the ideal

destination for conventions and events. It is an invitation to live,destination for conventions and events. It is an invitation to live,

work, develop projects and enjoy the great adventure of Latinwork, develop projects and enjoy the great adventure of Latin

America. America. 

STARTUP GENOMESTARTUP GENOME  
MEMBERSMEMBERS

CORFOCORFO

CORFO is the Chilean EconomicCORFO is the Chilean Economic

Development Agency. It was founded inDevelopment Agency. It was founded in

1939 in order to improve Chile´s1939 in order to improve Chile´s
competitiveness, by encouragingcompetitiveness, by encouraging

innovation, investment, andinnovation, investment, and

entrepreneurship policies (including Start-entrepreneurship policies (including Start-

Up Chile, the first seed acceleratorUp Chile, the first seed accelerator

founded by a public agency in the world).founded by a public agency in the world).

CORFOdeploys its policies throughCORFOdeploys its policies through

different programs, as well as in differentdifferent programs, as well as in different

productive sectors. By doing so, not onlyproductive sectors. By doing so, not only

does it help to diversify the country’sdoes it help to diversify the country’s

productive matrix by adding new solutions,productive matrix by adding new solutions,

but also encourages better socio-economicbut also encourages better socio-economic

development as well as a sustainabledevelopment as well as a sustainable

future.future.  

MEMBERMEMBER



BrazilBrazil

São PauloSão Paulo
Tech entrepreneurship has never been so strong in São Paulo than ever before. The city isTech entrepreneurship has never been so strong in São Paulo than ever before. The city is

home of 12 of 20 Brazilian unicorns, and concentrates the vast majority of VC firms and largehome of 12 of 20 Brazilian unicorns, and concentrates the vast majority of VC firms and large

corporations in the country.corporations in the country.

Felipe MatosFelipe Matos
President at ABStartups and CEO of Sirius EducationPresident at ABStartups and CEO of Sirius Education

““

HighlightsHighlights
Buzzing São Paulo, home to some 45 million people and with a landmass larger than the UK, already hostsBuzzing São Paulo, home to some 45 million people and with a landmass larger than the UK, already hosts

the South-American headquarters of tech powerhouses like Google, Uber and Airbnb. Now the Brazilianthe South-American headquarters of tech powerhouses like Google, Uber and Airbnb. Now the Brazilian

state’s startup scene is gaining momentum as well. According to KPMG, Brazilian startups raised a record-state’s startup scene is gaining momentum as well. According to KPMG, Brazilian startups raised a record-

setting $2.7 billion in the second quarter of 2021. The acquisitions market in the country is hot as well,setting $2.7 billion in the second quarter of 2021. The acquisitions market in the country is hot as well,

with Twilio buying Teravoz in January 2020 and Etsy buying Elo7 in June for $217 million. Brazil currentlywith Twilio buying Teravoz in January 2020 and Etsy buying Elo7 in June for $217 million. Brazil currently

has 9 active unicorns, including Nubank, Fifth Andar, 99, Stone, and Gympass. The São Paulo government ishas 9 active unicorns, including Nubank, Fifth Andar, 99, Stone, and Gympass. The São Paulo government is

working to ensure the state benefits from this influx of investment by streamlining processes andworking to ensure the state benefits from this influx of investment by streamlining processes and

improving internet access. It is now possible to start a company in just 5 days. Many of Brazil’s bestimproving internet access. It is now possible to start a company in just 5 days. Many of Brazil’s best

accelerators and incubators are located in the state, including Google’s only Latin-American incubator.accelerators and incubators are located in the state, including Google’s only Latin-American incubator.

Banks Itaú and Bradesco have incubators in São Paulo. In 2013, the State of São Paulo invested US$ 3.8Banks Itaú and Bradesco have incubators in São Paulo. In 2013, the State of São Paulo invested US$ 3.8

billion in R&D, 73.7% of national R&D expenditure. São Paulo is also home to an extensive network ofbillion in R&D, 73.7% of national R&D expenditure. São Paulo is also home to an extensive network of

public and private research institutions, as well the São Paulo Technological Park System and one ofpublic and private research institutions, as well the São Paulo Technological Park System and one of

Brazil’s leading research support agencies, the Research Support Foundation of São Paulo (Fapesp). SãoBrazil’s leading research support agencies, the Research Support Foundation of São Paulo (Fapesp). São

Paulo-based Positive Ventures recently raised a $10 million fund to invest in social impact startups. 4 ofPaulo-based Positive Ventures recently raised a $10 million fund to invest in social impact startups. 4 of

the 10 best universities in Latin America are located in São Paulo.the 10 best universities in Latin America are located in São Paulo.

TOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDINGTOTAL EARLY STAGE FUNDING

$902 m$902 m
ECOSYSTEM VALUEECOSYSTEM VALUE

$49 bn$49 bn
MEDIAN SEED ROUNDMEDIAN SEED ROUND

$391 k$391 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$480 k$480 k

MEDIAN SERIES A ROUNDMEDIAN SERIES A ROUND

$3.5 m$3.5 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$3 m$3 m

SOFT. ENGINEER SALARYSOFT. ENGINEER SALARY

$23 k$23 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$44 k$44 k

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$548 m$548 m

GLOBAL AVG.GLOBAL AVG.
$13.68 bn$13.68 bn

Sub-sector StrengthsSub-sector Strengths

FintechFintech

São Paulo is the financial capital of Brazil, while data fromSão Paulo is the financial capital of Brazil, while data from
the World Bank shows that for every 100 Brazilians, therethe World Bank shows that for every 100 Brazilians, there
are 113 cellular subscriptions. Unsurprisingly then,are 113 cellular subscriptions. Unsurprisingly then,
Fintechs brought in the largest share of VC investment inFintechs brought in the largest share of VC investment in
Brazilian startups in 2020. Unicorn lending companyBrazilian startups in 2020. Unicorn lending company
Creditas has raised a total of $594 million over 9 rounds.Creditas has raised a total of $594 million over 9 rounds.
Digital banks Digital banks are growing at an average rate of 147% perare growing at an average rate of 147% per
year in Brazil. One, unicorn Nubank, has raised a total ofyear in Brazil. One, unicorn Nubank, has raised a total of
$2.3 billion over 12 rounds. Another unicorn, Neon, raised$2.3 billion over 12 rounds. Another unicorn, Neon, raised
a total of $420.3 million over 6 rounds.a total of $420.3 million over 6 rounds.

ProptechProptech

The São Paulo real estate market is booming withThe São Paulo real estate market is booming with
turnover in the construction industry in the state nearlyturnover in the construction industry in the state nearly
doubling in value over the last 5 years. The annual grossdoubling in value over the last 5 years. The annual gross
revenue of real estate services in the state jumped fromrevenue of real estate services in the state jumped from
US$ 2.15 billion to US$ 3.2 billion from 2007 to 2011. As aUS$ 2.15 billion to US$ 3.2 billion from 2007 to 2011. As a
result São Paulo is home to the highest concentration ofresult São Paulo is home to the highest concentration of
Proptech companies in the country. Rental servicesProptech companies in the country. Rental services
startup Yuca has raised a total of $14.7 million over 2startup Yuca has raised a total of $14.7 million over 2
rounds. Real estate platform Loft, a unicorn, has raised arounds. Real estate platform Loft, a unicorn, has raised a
total of $788 million over 5 rounds. Another real estatetotal of $788 million over 5 rounds. Another real estate
platform, QuintoAndar, raised $755.3 million over 8platform, QuintoAndar, raised $755.3 million over 8
rounds and achieved unicorn status. rounds and achieved unicorn status. 



Startup CommunityStartup Community

Reasons to move your startup toReasons to move your startup to
São PauloSão Paulo

Government SupportGovernment Support
The Brazilian government runs over 20 initiatives aimed at developingThe Brazilian government runs over 20 initiatives aimed at developing

the country’s startup ecosystem. InovAtiva Brasil, a public programthe country’s startup ecosystem. InovAtiva Brasil, a public program

jointly carried out by the Ministry of Economy and Brazilian Supportjointly carried out by the Ministry of Economy and Brazilian Support

Service to Micro and Small Enterprises (SEBRAE), offers free supportService to Micro and Small Enterprises (SEBRAE), offers free support

to startups, connecting them to market and investmentto startups, connecting them to market and investment

opportunities. It is the largest acceleration program in Latin America. opportunities. It is the largest acceleration program in Latin America. 

Access to FundingAccess to Funding
São Paulo-based startups can access a range of public fundingSão Paulo-based startups can access a range of public funding

programs, such as Desenvolve SP, which offers various creditprograms, such as Desenvolve SP, which offers various credit

facilities with competitive interest rates. Banco do Povo Paulistafacilities with competitive interest rates. Banco do Povo Paulista

(BPP) is a microcredit program developed by the government of(BPP) is a microcredit program developed by the government of

São Paulo that offers loans up to US$2,000 to individuals and smallSão Paulo that offers loans up to US$2,000 to individuals and small

businesses at interest rates of 0.35% per month and loans of up tobusinesses at interest rates of 0.35% per month and loans of up to

US$4,900 for cooperatives. US$4,900 for cooperatives. 

FEATURED ARTICLES FROMFEATURED ARTICLES FROM  
LOCAL AMBASSADORSLOCAL AMBASSADORS
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Methodology
Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2021

The Startup Genome quantitative infrastructure 
includes data on over three million companies, nearly 
300 ecosystems, and survey data from more than 
10,000	startup	executives	across	the	globe—the	Voice	
of Entrepreneurs.

Below is a description of the main data sets that make 
up this infrastructure:

• Startup Genome proprietary data:

• Interviews with more than 100 experts

• 2017-2019 Startup Ecosystem Survey with more 
than 10,000 participants per year

• Crunchbase: Global data set on funding, exits, and 
locations of startups and investors

• Dealroom: Global data set on funding, exits, and 
locations of startups and investors

• PitchBook: Private capital-market data provider

• Local partners (accelerators, incubators, startup 
hubs,	investors):

• list of startups

• list of local exits and funding events

Data Sources

Primary Data Sources
• Startup	 Genome	 LLC	 (2017-2021).	 StartupGenome.

com Database

• Crunchbase	(2017-2021).	Crunchbase.com	Database

• Dealroom.co	BV.	(2017-2021).	Dealroom.co	Database

• CB	Insights	(2019-2021).	Cbinsights.com	Database

• Orb	 Intelligence	 Inc.	 (2017-2021).	 orb-intelligence.
com Database

https://startupgenome.com/
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• PitchBook	(2018-2021),	a	private	capital	market	data	
provider Database

Secondary Data Sources
• Forbes 2000

• Github API

• International IP Index

• Meetup.com

• OECD, R&D Spending

• Other sources from Life Sciences Rankings

• Salaries data from Glassdoor, Salary.com, and 
PayScale

• Shanghai Rankings

• Techboard

• Times Higher Education Rankings

• Top 800 R&D Hospitals, Webometrics

• USPTO

• WIPO

• World Bank, Ease of Doing Business

Selected Data Time Frames
• Ecosystem	Value,	Exit	Value,	and	Startup	Valuation:	

sum of exits and funding rounds of 2018, 2019, and 
the	first	half	of	2020.

• Based on our previous analysis we assessed that it 
takes	 one	 year	 for	 half	 of	 the	 seed	 rounds	 to	 find	
their way into major data sources. Therefore, we use 
the	first	half	of	2020	as	 the	 latest	period	 for	which	
earlier-stage metrics can be computed to create 
reliable benchmarks at the ecosystem level.

• Early-Stage Funding: Sum of all Seed and Series A 
investments	in	2018,	2019,	and	the	first	half	of	2020,	
corrected for obviously missing rounds.

Ranking Methodology (For Top 
Ecosystems)

Overall Ranking
The overall Global Ecosystem Ranking is a weighted 
average of the following Factor scores:

• Performance: 30%

• Funding: 25%

• Market Reach: 15%

• Connectedness: 5%

• Talent & Experience: 20%

• Knowledge: 5%

We	calculated	an	Ecosystem	Index	Value	for	each	Factor,	
based on the Sub-Factor and metrics detailed below. 
The ecosystem scores were multiplied by the above 
weights to establish the overall rank of each ecosystem. 
The weights of the Factors were determined from 
2017- 2020 through correlation analyses and modeling 
work based on linear regression analyses, using Factor 
indexes as independent variables with the performance 
index as dependent variable. Finally, adding the actual 
Performance Index to the ranking formula accounts for 
the	influence	of	unobserved	factors	on	the	performance	
of an ecosystem.

Ranking Details
Performance

Captures the actual leading, current, and lagging 
indicators of ecosystem performance.

• 50%	Ecosystem	Value

• Log of sum of all exits and estimated startup 
valuations during the time frame without double-
counting

• 37.5% Exits

• 80%	Volume	of	Exits	(80%	log	of	number	of	exits	of	
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more than $50 million and 20% log of number of 
exits	of	more	than	$1	billion)

• 20%	Exit	Growth	Index	(scored	from	1	to	10)

• 12.5% Startup Success

• 60% Growth-Stage Success (100% Ratio of Series 
C-to-A	Startups)

• 30% Speed to Exit (50% average company age at 
exit	and	50%	average	company	age	at	IPO)

• 10% Early-Stage Success (Ratio of Series B-to-A 
Startups)

Funding

Quantifies	funding	metrics	important	to	the	success	of	
early-stage startups.

• 90% Access

• 90%	Early-Stage	Funding	Volume	(80%	log	of	count	
and 20% log of sum of total early-stage funding 
deals)

• 10% Log of Early-Stage Funding Growth

• 10% Quality and Activity

• 70%	Volume	of	Investors	(50%	log	of	total	number	
of	VCs	and	CVCs	in	Q1	2020;	and	50%	Log	of	total	
number	of	large—over	$100	million	in	AUM—VCs	
and	CVCs	in	Q1	2020)

• 10% Experience of Investors (50% number of 
investors with above average exit rates in Q1 2020; 
and 50% average years of experience of investors 
in	Q1	2020)

• 20% New Investor (50% log of total number of new 
investors	with	less	than	five	years	of	activity	in	Q1	
2020;	and	50%	ratio	of	active	investors	in	Q1	2020)

Market Reach

Measures early-stage startup access to customers 
allowing them to scale and “Go-Global.”

• 60% Globally Leading Companies

• 50%	Ratio	of	billion-dollar	club	to	GDP	(B)

• 30%	Ratio	of	exits	over	50M	to	GDP	(B)

• 20% Log of ratio of exits over $50 million in 2018, 
2019,	and	the	first	half	of	2020	to	funding	Series	A	
in	2018,	2019,	and	the	first	half	of	2020

• 30% Local Market Reach

• Log of GDP of country

• 10% Quality

• Log of Commercialization of Tangible IP Assets 
(tiers from 1 to 10, score based on the International 
IP	Index,	measured	at	the	country	level)

Connectedness

Measures how connected the ecosystem is to the 
global fabric of knowledge within the ecosystem (Local 
Connectedness	and	Innovation	Infrastructure).

• 90% Local Connectedness

• 60% Log of count of Meetup Groups on meetup.
com

• 40% Log of ratio of Number of Meetup Groups 
from	meetup.com	by	population	(in	M)

• 10% Infrastructure

• 90% Log of Life Sciences-focused measure of 
accelerators and incubators

• 10% Log of count of Research & Development 
Hospitals

Experience & Talent

37.5% Talent

Assesses the talent to which early-stage startups have 
access

• 90% Tech Talent

• 90% Quality & Access

• 70% Log of count of exits over $50 million from 
2010 to 2019
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• 10% Share of top Github coders to total Github 
coders

• 10% Log of Count of Github coders on github.
com with more than 10 followers

• 10%	English	proficiency	score

• 10% Cost

• 50% Log of software-engineer salaries—lower 
is better—from Glassdoor, Salary.com, and 
PayScale

• 50% Log of funding runway: ratio of median 
Series A funding rounds by software-engineer 
salary

• 10% Life Sciences

• 50% STEM Students: Log of Number of STEM 
students

• 40% Life Sciences Access

• 70% Log of Number of Life Sciences disciplines

• 30% Log of number of institutes that have Life 
Sciences-related disciplines

• 10% Life Sciences Quality

• 25% Average of CNCI score from Shanghai 
Rankings

• 25% Average of TOP score from Shanghai 
Rankings

• 25% Average IC score from Shanghai Rankings

• 25% Average PUB Score from Shanghai Rankings

62.5% Experience

Captures the degree of startup experience in an 
ecosystem

• 80% Startup experience in ecosystem

• Log of count of Funding of Series A from 2010 to 
2020

• 20% Scaling experience in ecosystem (the cumulative 
number	of	significant	exits,	over	$50	million	and	$1	
billion, over 10 years for startups founded in the 
ecosystem)

• 60% Log of number of exits of more than $1 billion

• 40% Log of number of exits of $50 million

Knowledge

Measures innovation through research and patent 
activity

• 80% Patents (the volume, complexity, and potential 
of patents in Life Sciences created in the ecosystem, 
further described in the Life Sciences section of the 
Methodology)

• 50% Log of tier of number of Life Sciences patents 
in ecosystem

• 30% Life Sciences three-year moving average 
growth of patents

• 10% Life Sciences technology potential: a measure 
calculated at the technology class level globally 
and calculated for each ecosystem based on the 
technologies it produces

• 20% Complexity of technology class, based on a 
PageRank algorithm

• 30% Global growth of technology class

• 50% Size of technology class (log of number of 
global	patents	in	class)

• 10% Complexity score of patents: a measure of the 
capacity of the ecosystem to produce patents in 
complex technology classes, based on a PageRank 
algorithm

• 20% Research (H-index, a measure of publication 
impact, this metric looks at the production of Life 
Sciences	research	at	the	country	level)

Emerging Ecosystems Rankings
Emerging ecosystems are those ecosystems following 
the Top 40 Global Ecosystems in performance. The 
factor weights used to rank these ecosystems are 
slightly	different	from	those	used	with	top	ecosystems	
(detailed	 in	 our	Methodology	 section)	 to	 reflect	 their	
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emerging status and emphasize factors that are more 
influential	in	ecosystems	just	beginning	to	grow.

The emerging ecosystem ranking is a weighted average 
of the following factor scores:

Performance: 45%

Funding: 30%

Market Reach: 15%

Experience & Talent: 10%

Emerging Ecosystem Ranking Details:
Performance

Captures the actual leading, current, and lagging 
indicators of ecosystem performance.

• 70%	Ecosystem	Value

• Log of sum of all exits and estimated startups 
valuations during the time frame without double-
counting

• 20% Exits

• 80%	Volume	of	Exits	(80%	log	of	number	of	exits	of	
more than $50 million and 20% log of number of 
exits	of	more	than	$1	billion)

• 20%	Exit	Growth	Index	(scored	from	1	to	10)

• 10% Startup Success

• 80% Growth-Stage Success (50% Ratio of Series 
C-to-A Startups and 50% log of unicorns from 
2018-1H2020)

• 10% Speed to Exit (50% average company age at 
exit	and	50%	average	company	age	at	IPO)

• 10% Early-Stage Success (Ratio of Series B-to-A 
Startups)

Funding

Quantifies	funding	metrics	important	to	the	success	of	
early-stage startups.

• 100% Access

• 90% Early-stage funding volume (80% log of count 
and 20% log of sum of total early-stage funding 
deals)

• 10% Log of early-stage funding growth

Market Reach

Measures early-stage startup access to customers 
allowing them to scale and “Go-Global.”

• 100% Globally Leading Companies

• 50%	Ratio	of	billion-dollar	club	to	GDP	(B)

• 30%	Ratio	of	exits	over	50M	to	GDP	(B)

• 20% Log of ratio of exits over $50 million in 2018-
1H2020 to Funding Series A on 2018-1H2020

Talent

50% Talent

Assesses the talent to which early-stage startups have 
access

• 80% Tech Talent

• 50% Quality & Access

• 70% Log of count of exits over $50 million from  
2009 to 2018

• 10% Share of top Github coders to total Github 
coders

• 20% Log of count of coders on Github.com with 
more than 10 followers

• 50% Cost

• 50% Log of software engineer salaries—lower 
is better—from Glassdoor, Salary.com, and 
PayScale

• 50% Log of funding runway: ratio of Median 
Series A funding rounds by software-engineer 
salary

• 20% Life Sciences

• 100% STEM students: log of number of STEM 
students
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50% Experience

Captures the degree of startup experience in an 
ecosystem

• 80% Startup experience in ecosystem

• Log of count of funding of Series A from 2010 to 
2020

• 20% Scaling experience in ecosystem (the cumulative 
number	of	significant	exits,	over	$50	million	and	$1	
billion, over 10 years for startups founded in the 
ecosystem)

• 60% Log of number of exits of more than $1 billion

• 40% Log of number of exits of $50 million

Notes On Reason For Changes of 
Ecosystem Value
Our constant endeavour at Startup Genome is to 
improve the quality of research and data to help our 
members and our readers gain the best ‘on the ground’ 
knowledge about the world of startup ecosystems. With 
that	 aim	 in	mind,	we	have	 significantly	 improved	our	
data set in terms of both exhaustiveness and quality. 
As we improved the data, one key outcome was an 
increase	in	the	Ecosystem	Value.	The	major	factors	that	
influenced	those	changes	are:

1. Technology	 Startup	 Classification:	 We	 have	 made	
significant	 improvements	 in	 our	 classification	 of	

technology companies by adding more comprehensive 
classification	criteria	and	tags	from	multiple	sources.	
We have added CB insights data and introduced 
in-depth checks conducted by our team to ensure 
the	 tech	 classification	 is	 accurate.	 This	 resulted	 in	
more companies being tagged as tech and hence 
more deals added to our data set. This contributed 
approximately	8%	to	the	Ecosystem	Value	increase.

2. Increasing the Age Criteria: We concluded that older 
startups are more likely to receive higher and late-
stage funding rounds. With that in mind, for exits over 
$100 million we included companies with formation 
dates that go back to 1995. Similarly, for rounds later 
than Series B, companies with formation dates back 
to 1995 are now included in our data set. This added 
about	 8.5%	 to	 the	 Ecosystem	Value	of	 the	 top	100	
ecosystems

3. Increasing Unicorn Data: We made enormous strides 
in expanding unicorn coverage in our data set. This 
includes incorporating CB insights unicorns and 
billion-dollar	exits	(after	in-depth	checks	by	our	team).	
That contributed about a 36% increase in Ecosystem 
Value	to	the	top	ecosystems.

4. Fine	 Combing	 through	 Big	 Deals:	 As	 a	 final	 check,	
we scrupulously worked on the larger deals of each 
ecosystem	to	make	sure	that	deal	was	valid,	reflected	
the true value, and belonged to that particular 
ecosystem.

Ecosystem Page Metrics

Ecosystem Value

A measure of economic impact, calculated as the value 
of exits and startup valuations over 2018, 2019, and the 
first	half	of	2020

Total Early-Stage Funding

Total Seed and Series A funding in tech startups in 2018, 
2019,	and	the	first	half	of	2020

Software Engineer Salary

Average	software	engineer	salary	(lower	is	better):	from	
Glassdoor, Salary.com, and PayScale; as well as local 
sources when applicable

Median Series A

Median of Series A rounds in tech startups in the 
ecosystem for a two-and-a-half-year time period (2018, 
2019,	and	the	first	half	of	2020)

Median Seed

Median of Seed rounds in tech startups in the ecosystem 
for a two-and-a-half-year time period (2018, 2019, and 
the	first	half	of	2020)
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Key Concepts and Definitions

Ranking

The ranking compares ecosystems based on where 
early-stage startups will most likely build globally 
successful companies.

Startup

Steve	 Blank	 defines	 a	 startup	 as	 a	 “temporary	
organization designed to search for a repeatable and 
scalable	 business	 model.”	 We	 use	 this	 definition	 to	
look at new businesses in Sectors and Sub-Sectors that 
include Deep Tech, Life Sciences, and Cleantech.

Ecosystem

A cluster of startups and related entities that draw from 
a shared pool of resources and generally reside within 
a	60-mile	(100-kilometer)	radius	of	a	central	point	in	a	
particular region. The goal of the ecosystem is to launch 
and grow companies.

Ecosystem Success Factor Model

Our principal analytical tool measures the dimensions 
that contribute to startup performance. We look at 
multiple Factors for our rankings: one measuring actual 
performance, with other Success Factors associated 
with performance, each composed of sub-Factors and 

metrics. These Factors are highlighted in our Ranking 
Methodology section.

• Performance: A combination of leading, lagging, and 
current indicators that capture economic outcomes 
in a startup ecosystem

• Funding: The level and growth of early-stage funding, 
looking at both access and quality

• Market Reach: Early-stage startup access to 
customers allowing them to scale and “Go-Global”

• Connectedness: Connectedness within the 
ecosystem and the supporting infrastructure 

• Resource Attraction: The gravitational pull of an 
ecosystem drawing in entrepreneurs and startups 
from elsewhere

• Startup Experience: The depth and diversity of the 
pool of prior startup experience in an ecosystem

• Talent: The accessibility, quality, and cost of software 
engineering expertise

• Founder: Success factors related to the startup 
founder, under his or her control, or internal to the 
startup as opposed to external (a function of the 
ecosystem)

• Founder DNA: The background, experience, 
ambition, and motivation of local founders

• Founder Go-Global Strategy: Whether a startup 
is	going	global	from	the	outset	or	first	targets	its	
local market and whether its customer acquisition 
team is located, targeted, and skilled to succeed

• Founder with High Ambition: Founders who 
expressed all of the following attributes: a total 
addressable market of $30 billion USD or more; 
development of a globally new or globally leading 
or niche product; a mission to change the world, 
get rich or create a great product

• Founders with Experience in Sub-Sector: 
Founders who considered their graduate or 
postgraduate degrees to be directly relevant to 
their startups

• Local Connectedness: A multi-variable assessment 
of the local community, including sense of community, 
relationships, and collisions between founders, 
investors, and experts

• Sense of Community Index: A Sub-Factor of Local 
Connectedness capturing the degree to which 
founders informally receive help from investors, 
experts, and fellow founders

• Number of Relationships Between Founders: 
Number of quality relationships between local 
founders, meaning they know each other and can 
call upon one other for help “this week”
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• Collision Index: A Sub-Factor of Local 
Connectedness capturing the number of tech 
events on Meetup.com and the density of tech 
events per startup in the ecosystem

Sector and Sub-Sector Definitions
Below	are	our	definitions	for	each	Startup	Sub-Sector	
analyzed here. Note that Sub-Sectors are not mutually 
exclusive nor comprehensive. Some startups are in 
Sub-Sectors we did not consider.

In addition, at least based on patents, the data shows 
a clear tech convergence. Technology like AI software 
are increasingly inter-related, and we would expect a 
similar convergence overtime for Startup Sub-Sectors.

Advertising Tech (Adtech)

Advertising	 Tech	 includes	 different	 types	 of	 analytics	
and digital tools used in advertising and marketing. 
Extensive and complex systems are used to direct, 
convey, or monitor advertising to target audiences of 
any size and scale.

Advanced Manufacturing & Robotics

Advanced Manufacturing involves smart technology to 
improve traditional manufacturing of products and/or 
processes. Robotics is the science and technology of 
robots, their design, manufacture, and application.

Agriculture Tech (Agtech) & New Food

Agriculture Tech captures the use of technology in 
agriculture, horticulture, and aquaculture with the aim 
of	improving	yield,	efficiency,	and	profitability	through	
information monitoring and analysis of weather, pests, 
and soil and air temperature.

Artificial Intelligence (AI), Big Data & Analytics

AI, Big Data & Analytics refers to an area of technology 
devoted to extracting meaning from large sets of raw 
data, often including simulations of intelligent behavior 
in computers.

Blockchain

Blockchain is a decentralized data storage method 
secured by cryptography. Cryptocurrencies are one of 
many innovations utilizing the blockchain. Companies 
building their product/architecture on top of this 
decentralized	and	encrypted	technology	are	defined	as	
blockchain companies.

Cleantech

Cleantech	consists	of	sustainable	solutions	in	the	fields	
of Energy, Water, Transportation, Agriculture, and 
Manufacturing that include advanced materials, smart 
grids,	 water	 treatment,	 efficient	 energy	 storage,	 and	
distributed energy systems.

Construction and Property Tech

Construction Tech can improve construction companies’ 
processes	 and	 methods,	 offering	 productivity	 gains,	
cost savings, better safety, shorter lead times, and 
maximised resources. Property tech helps organizations 
and individuals research, buy, sell, rent, lease, and 
manage real estate. Applications include searching for 
property, listing available properties, setting up viewing 
dates,	and	finalizing	lease	agreements	and	deals.

Consumer Electronics or Home Electronics (includes 
Wearables, Smart Devices)

Consumer Electronics or Home Electronics comprises 
electronic or digital equipment intended for everyday 
use, including smart devices used for entertainment, 
communications,	and	home-office	activities,	as	well	as	
other wearables.

Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity is the body of technologies, processes, 
and practices designed to protect networks, 
computers, programs, and data from attack, damage, 
or unauthorized access.

Education Tech (Edtech)

Education Tech is devoted to the development and 
application of tools (including software, hardware, and 
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processes)	 intended	 to	 redesign	 traditional	 products	
and services in education.

Fintech

Fintech aims to improve existing processes, products, 
and services in the Financial Services industry (including 
insurance)	via	software	and	modern	technology.

Gaming

Gaming involves the development, marketing, and 
monetization of video games, gambling machines, and 
associated services.

Government Tech (Govtech)

Govtech is the technology infrastructure used by 
governments and government institutions to improve 
public service to citizens. It increases transparency and 
maximizes public welfare and involvement.

Life Sciences

Life Sciences is the sector concerned with diagnosing, 
treating, and managing diseases and conditions. It 
includes startups in Biotech, Pharma, and Medtech 
(also	referred	to	as	medical	devices).
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Northzone

Microsoft for Startups

Manila, Philippines

Department of Science and Technology

Department of Information and Communications 
Technology

Intellectual	Property	Office	of	the	Philippines

Small Business Corporation

National Development Company

Philippine Exporters Confederation, Inc.

QBO Innovation Hub

AIM-Dado Banatao Incubator

IdeaSpace Foundation

Startup	Village

Launchgarage

Brainsparks

Philippine Fintech Association

Fintech Alliance of the Philippines

Melbourne, Australia

Potential(x)	

ygap First Gens Accelerator Program

ASTN HeadStart

Cyrise

SBE Australia, Springboard Tech

SBE Australia, Springboard Life Sciences 

SBE Australia, E3

Runway Hq

ACMI X

BioMelbourne Network

Inspire9

Runway Geelong

Rome2Rio
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Startup Bootcamp

Startup	Victoria

York Butter Factory

Miami, United States

500 Startups

Miami Angels

Endeavor Miami

eMerge Americas

Venture	Cafe	Miami

Refresh Miami

Venture	for	America

Florida International University

University of Miami

LAB Miami

Babson WIN

Idea Center at Miami Dade College

CIC Miami

Code Fever

The	Venture	City

WeWork

WhereBy.Us

Mid-East Region, Ireland

EO Accelerator

Meath Enterprise Centre

Boyne	Valley	Food	Hub

Arklow Enterprise Centre

Athy Enterprise Centre

Clane Project Centre

Kells Tech Hub

Maynooth Works

Wicklow Enterprise Centre

Kells Enterprise & Technology Centre

PFS Accelerator

Meath County Council

Meath	Local	Enterprise	Office

Meath County Chamber

Louth-Meath Education & Training Board

Maynooth University

Kildare Chamber of Commerce

Kildare County Council

Kildare	Local	Enterprise	Office

Kildare-Wicklow Education & Training Board

Wicklow Chamber of Commerce

Wicklow County Council

Wicklow	Local	Enterprise	Office

Enterprise Ireland

Mid-East Regional Skills Forum

Mid-East Action Plan for Jobs Committee

Industrial Development Authority - IDA

Media Ireland

Montréal, Canada

FounderFuel

Techstars AI

Tandemlaunch

Fondation Montréal Inc. 

MT Lab

BCF	Ventures

Ministère de l’économie et de l’innovation du Québec

Techno-Montréal

Ivado et Montréal international

Founder Institute

District 3

MTL Newtech
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Notman House

Numana

PME MTL

Quartier de l’innovation

Réseau Capital

Startup Fest

New York City, United States

Starta	Venture	Accelerator

Blue Ridge Labs

Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce

Bunker Labs

Cela

Civic Hall

Coindesk/Consensus

Company

Entrepreneurs Roundtable Accelerator

Flatiron Partnership

Gary’s Guide

Innovative Collective

Mayor’s	Office	of	International	Affairs

MeetUp

New Lab

New York Angels

NY Fashion Tech Lab

NY Tech Alliance

NYC Blend

SAP

Techstars

URBAN-X

VentureOut

New Zealand

Angel HQ

Angel Association New Zealand

ArcAngels

BizDojo

Blackbird	Ventures

Brandon Capital Partners

Bridgewest	Ventures

Callaghan Innovation

Creative HQ

COIN South

Flux Accelerator

Lightning Lab

Enterprise Angels

Equitise

Flying Kiwi Angels

GD1

Global Entrepreneurship Network

Icehouse	Ventures

KiwiNet

Kōkiri

Ministry of Awesome

Movac 

New Zealand Trade and Enterprise

New Zealand Growth Capital Fund

Northland Inc

SODA Inc

Sprout

Startup Dunedin

StartupWeekend

Startup Queenstown Lakes
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The Factory

ThincLab

TIN Network

WNT	Ventures

ZeroPoint	Ventures

Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan

AIFC

Arkley	VC

Astana Business Campus

Astana Hub - International Technopark of IT-startups

Astana IT University

Astana Medical University

Bridge Group

I2BF	Global	Ventures

MOST Business Incubator

Mua Incubator

Nazarbayev University

QazTech	Ventures

Verny	Capital

Quebec City, Canada

BDC

PwC Québec

ROBIC

Ville	de	Québec

Quebec City Group if incubators

Quantino

Entrepreneuriat Laval

Rhineland, Germany

1stMOVER

Agile Accelerator

Axa Startup Center

BLSW

Capnamic

Coparion

Founders Institute

Future Champions Accelerator

Gateway Gründungsservice der Universität zu Köln

Getstarted, Bitkom

Gründerzentrum RWTH Aachen

HEADQUARTER[S]	Cologne

High-Tech Gründerfonds

Hub Aachen

Intelligent	Venture	Capital	Management	

MWIDE

NRW Bank Business Angel Initiative WIN 

NRWalley

NUK – Neues Unternehmertum Rheinland

Pirate Summit / Jolly Rogers UG

S-UBG

STARTPLATZ

Startup Dorf

Startup Unit Düsseldorf

Tengelmann	Ventures

Vodafone	Uplift

Seattle, United States

Startup Seattle

ARI

Lighter Capital

New Tech Northwest
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Techstars

Fledge

Microsoft	Ventures

Seattle Angel Conference

Alliance of Angels

Startup Grind

Seven	Peaks	Ventures

Angel Resource Institute

Microsoft for Startups

SURF Incubator

Shanghai, China

ChinaAccelerator

Ether Capital

Innoclub

Innospace+

NakedHub

People Square

Startup Grind

Technode

Xnode

Sharjah, UAE

Sharjah	Media	City	(Shams)

Singapore

Action Community for Entrepreneurship

500 Startups

FocusTech	Ventures

Starburst Accelerator

500 Ecosystems Singapore PTE. LTD.

Startup X PTE. LTD.

Trendlines Medical Singapore

Taipei City, Taiwan

AppWorks

BE Accelerator

BE Capital

Business Incubator Center, NTUST

CDIB Accelerator

Center for Innovation Taipei

Center of Industry Accelerator and Patent Development 
Strategy	(IAPS)

Center of Innovative Incubator, NTHU

Chung-Yuan	Incubation	Center	(CYIC)

DigiSpace

Garage+

InnoSquare

ITRI Open Lab & Incubator

KAFNU Taipei

NCU Innovation & Incubation Center

NTU Innovation Incubation Center

NTUT Innovation & Incubation Center

SOSV-MOX

SparkLabs Taipei

Star Rocket

Startup Lab at NCTU

Taidah	Entrepreneurship	Center	(TEC)

Taiwan Startup Stadium

Techstars

Yang-Ming	Incubation	Center	(YMIC)

Tel Aviv, Israel

Future Block Programs

Future Block Coworking 
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Techstars

Startup Nation Central

Geektime

SOSA

Microsoft	Ventures

Microsoft for Startups

Tokyo, Japan

Plug n Play

Japan	Venture	Capital	Association	(KII,	UTEC),	

Keidanren, 

Keio University, 

Mitsubishi Estate, 

Mitsui Fudosan, 

Mori Building, 

Tokyo Chamber of Commerce and Industry, 

Tokyu, 

Tokyu Land Corporation, 

The University of Tokyo,

Waseda University

Toronto-Waterloo, Canada

Centre for Social Innovation

Invest Toronto

Next 36

OneEleven

DMZ

City of Toronto

World Canada

Brookfield	Institute

The Founder City Project

Venture	Lab

RIC Centre

Innovation Factory

Haltech

Creative Destruction Lab

Turin, Italy

VeM	Venture	Capital	Monitor

Iban Italian Business Angel Network 

Torino City Lab 

Unione Industriale Torino 

I3P

LIFTT

Vancouver, Canada

Launch Academy

Sauder S3i

entrepreneurship@UBC

Creative Destruction Lab West

Highline BETA 

RADIUS SFU

SFU	Venture	Labs

SFU Innovates

Wavefront

Spring

New	Ventures	BC

Small Business BC

Foresight

LifeScience BC

Bio Enterprise BC/Can
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Western Denmark

AalborgSyndikatet

AAU	Incubator	(SEA),	Aalborg	University

Agro Food Park Inkubator/Agro Business Park

AI Innovation House

Arsenalet

Brains Business

Business Factory

Center for Industri

Danske	Commodities	(DC)	Business	Accelerator

Ecopark

Filmby Aarhus incl. Ideas Lab

Food ehub

Green Tech Center

Growing Investors

Ideas Lab

Incuba Science Parks incl. Incuba Startup Lab

It-forum	(netværk)

Lynfabrikken

Novi

Odense Robotics

Odense Robotics Startup Hub

Office	Lab

Robo Cluster

Startup Factory - Navitas

StartupWorks

TechBBQ

The City of Aarhus, Business Development

The Danish Growth Fund

UAS Denmark

VIA	studentervæksthus	Aarhus	C

WeLoveStartups
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